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Abstract 
Madrasahs are the centres of Islamic learning in India. The system 
of madrasah education originated with the commencement of 
Muslim rule in the country and served the educational 
requirements of the medieval times as well as modern times to a 
large extent. Jami'atul Falah, Bilariaganj, Azamgarh, U.P., is a 
renowned reformist Islamic educational institution (madrasah), 
which has played a leading role in the development of Islamic 
learning, preservation of Islamic faith and beliefs and 
dissemination of Islamic teachings and practices. The services of 
its scholars particularly in the fields of Da'M'ah (Call) and 
education are quite remarkable and unparallel. Basically this is a 
reformist educational movement and a new experiment in the field 
of Islamic education and learning. 
The present study deals with ''Jami'atul Falah in its 
Historical and Educational Perspective". The thesis is divided 
into five chapters. Chapter 1 '^ is devoted to "Islamic Education in 
Medieval India". It is here pointed out that the Muslims with their 
arrival in India started the educational activities. The real history 
of Muslim education in India begins with the reign of Mahmud 
Ghaznavi. Almost all the Muslim rulers of Delhi Sultanate devoted 
their kind attention towards the upliftment of Islamic education. 
Ghaznavids, Ghaurids, Slave dynasty, Tughluqs, KhaljTs, Sayyids 
and LodTs, all Patronized the learning and learned men as per the 
best of their abilities. They opened madrasahs, maktabs and 
seminaries at different places, invited qualified and brilliant 
teachers from the different corners of the world and engaged them 
in the promotion of learning. Some of these rulers were themselves 
the learned and educated while as some were illiterate but they left 
no stone unturned in the field of education. During the sultanate 
period some cities like Agra, Delhi etc. became the cradles of 
learning and education. Education made remarkable advancement 
during the reign of Firoz Shah Tugluq (1351-88), who built as 
many as fifty madrasahs and endowed them all. Among these 
madrasahs Firoz Shahi Madrasah was the most famous. From the 
Sultanate we pass on to Mughals who by their advent in India 
unfolded a new chapter in the history of Muslim education. During 
the Mughal period education received a regular encouragement. 
All the members of Mughal dynasty from Babar down to 
Aurangzeb did a lot for the development of education. Never in the 
history of India did art and literature, science and philosophy, 
industry and commerce flourish as a whole as much as they did 
during the two hundred years of the Mughal rule. 
In Medieval India education was conducted in places of 
different kinds like, maktabs, madrasahs, mosques, monastries and 
in . the private houses of 'Ulama and scholars. But the main 
institutions were maktabs (for primary and elementary), 
madrasahs (for higher and secondary) and some private houses 
(for advanced studies). Mosques were used for educational 
purposes in addition to prayers. Libraries and literary societies 
were also founded in India during the period under review. These 
societies sprang up in different parts of Muslim India and became 
valuable aids to education in general. Medium of instructions was 
Persian and the Arabic was also compulsory on Muslim students. 
System of examination at primary level was very simple. In this 
stage i.e., primary amokhta (recapitulation) was in vogue while as 
at secondary and higher levels discussions and debates were 
serving the purpose of examinations. At primary stage syllabus 
was consisted on 3R's i.e., reading, writing and arithmetic. When 
children develop their sense of perception and acquisition, they 
were taught to recite holy Qiir'an and after its completion they 
were sent to study Persian and Arabic Books. At the secondary 
level most of the coursers in vogue were Persian and at the higher 
level all the subjects were taught through Arabic medium. The 
courses of studies comprised of both the optional and compulsory 
subjects. Arrangements for female and technical education was 
also available in medieval India. Mughals especially encouraged 
technical education, which was imparted in karkhanas. 
Although the decline of the Mughal and Muslim empire 
started just after the death of AlamgJr, yet the educational work 
was continued with great zeal and ardour. It was the time when the 
two eminent educational institutions, Madrasah Farangi Mahal 
and Madrasah Rahimia were established. The former served 
religion and Islamic culture for about three centuries and 
contributed a lot to Islamic learning. The later produced the men 
of high calibre who become revolutionary for reconstruction of 
Islamic thought. The 'Uliim-i-Hadlth spread throughout India from 
Madrasah Rahimia. One of the products of Madrasah Rahimia, 
Shah Waliullah brought about an important change in the 
educational system. He explicitly denied the value of ma'qiilat 
regarding those subjects as mere intellectual exercises and a 
source of confusion. The value by constraint of manquldt in 
bringing people closer to the central teaching of Islam was 
apparent. He wanted both the sources and his interpretations of 
them readily available to the educated class. 
Chapter II is concerned with "Islamic Education in Modern 
India" which was only an extension to medieval Indian Islamic 
education. With the decline of Mughal Empire, the British became 
a powerful political force in India. They posed a new challenge 
educational as well as cultural for Indian Muslims. The disastrous 
events of 1857 led to the termination of Mughal rule and the 
establishment of British rule in India. The Muslims were the worst 
sufferers. The British rulers had made every effort to ruin the 
educational, social, financial and religious fields of Muslims. 
They had closed down Muslim factories, discouraged their arts and 
industries and grabbed their lands. They shut down the madrasahs, 
impounded their endowments and properties. Besides, they openly 
supported the missionaries for the propagation of Christianity. 
They targeted and attacked on Islamic faith and the pious life of 
Prophet Muhammad (SAW). In this situation, some farsighted 
Muslim scholars who were in the vanguard of freedom struggle of 
1857, decided to launch an educational movement, which could 
keep alive the link of the rising Muslim generations with their 
faith and also be conducive is the preservation of Islamic culture, 
religious and moral knowledge. With the endevour of these 
scholars Deoband seminary {Danil 'Uliim Deoband) was founded 
on May 30, 1866. Darul 'Ulfim flourished under the remarkable 
personality of Mawlana Muhammad Qasim Nanautavi, who was 
associated with it from the very beginning. The founder of Darul 
'Uliim prepared a course of studies, which was based on Manqfilai, 
Ma'qillat and some modern sciences, largely similar to Dars-i-
Nizami. 
On the other side. Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan appeared at the 
scene at that very movement as the savior of Muslim nation. He 
considered new educational system i.e., English education 
essential for the existence of the Muslim Nation. He was very 
much perturbed by the poor economic, social, moral and 
educational conditions of Muslims. He was of the opinion to treat 
and eradicate this very disease of Muslims by only one diagnose of 
adopting western education. For the betterment of Muslim 
community he wrote pamphlets and books and delivered public 
speeches. So, he started Aligarh movement for the betterment of 
Muslim nation. 
Deoband stood for the continuance of traditional educational 
setup during the Muslim rule where as, Aligarh espoused the cause 
of new education introduced by the British. With the result, there 
remained a wide gap between the two educational movements i.e., 
secular Aligarh and religious Deoband. This caused some scholars 
to realize that there was an urgent need to combine both of these 
schools, i.e., traditional and modern knowledge. Only then they 
could hope to be able to defend their religion and culture and 
improve their miserable conditions. To achieve this objective they 
established an association of 'Ulama. (Nadwatal 'Ulama'), in 1982 
and its educational centre, Danil 'Uliim Nadwatiil 'Ulama, in 
1898. NadwatuI 'Ulama was more serious in academic activities 
such as framing a modified course of studies. In order to overhaul 
the prevailing ancient education in traditional madrasahs, amended 
the older and farfetched philosophical studies and incorporated the 
modern sciences. But it could not prove itself the synthesis of 
ancient and modern education through which required needs could 
be obtained. 
In the wake of the Non-Cooperation and Khilafat Movements 
Jamia Millia Islamia came into existence on 29"" October 1920. 
The main aim behind its establishment was the education of 
Muslims on the basis of Islam and Islamic civilization. It was 
intended at that time to establish self-financed and obviously self-
controlled institution where the modern sciences and arts had to be 
taught through Urdu medium. But Jamia was upgraded to a central 
university, its authorities forgot all about it that basically it was 
an Islamic institution established for the preservation and 
upliftment of Islamic culture. Islam was exploded from the soul of 
Jamia by a collusive policy and only Islamia remained a part of its 
name. 
Besides, there are numberless institutions {madrasahs) 
throughout India, which are following Dars-i-Nizanu or adopting 
Nizamia pattern after some additions and alterations. All of these 
have played an important role in the promotion of Islamic 
learning. So many madrashas throughout the country are run by 
Ahl-i-Hadith sect, {Salafia Movement) too, in which education is 
imparted on the pattern of aslaf in the light of Qur'an and Sunnah. 
.\ large number of madrasahs are functioning from the very 
beginning in South India among them Jamia Darussalam 
Umarabad stands pre eminent where the courses of studies are 
some what different from Dars-i-Nizami. 
Some of the Muslim scholars under the leadership of 
Mawlana Muhammad Shafi started reformist exertion in district 
Azamgarh. With this end in view, they founded an organisation, 
Anjuman-i-Islahul MuslimJn in 1906 and later on Madrasiul Islah 
in 1908. This madrasah flourished under the enlightened 
supervision of Mawlana Shibli and Hamiduddin Farahi. This 
madrasah lays a great emphasis in the intensive teaching of the 
holy Qur'an and traditions in their different branches. 
In this chapter a thorough study of educational activities 
under British rule and Islamic education post British rule has been 
described. 
Establishment of Jami'aiiil Falah forms the subject of 
chapter IIT'', which begins with an explanation of the history and 
establishment of Maktab Islamia in Bilariaganj (Azamgarh). As 
Muslims took savior steps for the acquisition and the extension of 
knowledge. They considered it as their sacred duty and for this 
purpose they established maktabs and never stopped the 
transmission and universalization of education. In the town 
Bilariaganj, there was also a maktab, which was functioning since 
1914. It is said about the maktab that it was founded by two nobles 
of the town Munshi Lai Mohammad Khan and Ali Ahmad Khan. 
Upto 1956, Maktab was providing education upto standard two. 
More emphasis was laid upon the teaching of Qur'anic Nazirah. 
The said maktab was recognized by Maktab Islamia, Madrasah 
Islamia or Maktab Imdadia. 
July 20, 1956, was an important day in the history of 
Bilariaganj town as well as in the history of madrasah education. 
An. open session was convened in which general masses took part. 
In the same session, Muslims of the town decided to launch a 
complete project aimed the extension and progress of Maktab 
Islamia. Two committees were framed i.e., academic and 
executive. Some decisions were taken in the session and a 
constitution got formed. Although, the constitution was very brief 
but may be treated as important because this was the first 
constitution which is presently known by the name, constitution of 
Jami'atul Falah after some additions and alterations during the 
proceeding years. Class IV"' was opened in the same year and 
Maktab Islamia got the name Madrasah Islamia. Classes V"' and 
VI'** were added to madrasah in 1957 and 1958 respectively. The 
first batch of the students passed 5''' and were discharged in 1958. 
By the year 1959 some nobles of the town made their selfless 
efforts for the promotion and extension of madrasah. All the 
inhabitants of town co-operated with the project but Abdul Majeed 
Khan, Hakim Muhammad Ayyub, Munshi Faujdar Khan, Mawlavi 
Muhammad Ibrahim, Abdul Matin, Haji AmanatuUah, Qamaruddin 
and Muhammad Ikram Pradhan were more active and leading for 
this noble cause. Having a primary and Junior Basic Government 
School the extension of Maktab in the town shows the 
farsightedness, prudence and cautiousness of the people who were 
aware of the significance and importance of religious education. 
The above-mentioned personalities took the sincere steps for the 
promotion of Madrasah and later on a native of the town Dr. 
Khalil Ahmad returned back to his residence after completion of 
his BUMS from AMU, Aligarh and devoted himself for the said 
purpose. Another scholar of the town Mawlavi Muhammad Isa 
returned from Madrasah Ihyahul 'Ulilm and joined the movement 
of promotion of Madrasah Islaniia. He took an active part for the 
same cause. By the year 1959, class Vl'*^  was opened in Madrasah 
and it got changed its name as Jamia Islaniia. The period between 
1959 and 1961 is marked by the gradual increase in the activities 
oi Jamia Islaniia. The foundation of a building was laid in 1961, 
which is presently known by Mawlana Mawdudi Hostel. However, 
Jamia had no regular sources of income and the financial 
requirements were fulfilled by the public contribution and the 
donations. In the year 1962, Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi came 
to Jamia and devoted himself for the progress and development of 
Jamia. On 17 December 1962, Majlis Intizamia changed the name 
of the institution as Jami'atul Falah. 'Alimiyah T' was opened in 
1963 and 'Alimiyah 11"*^  in 1964. In the same year some learned 
scholars came from Madrasatal Islah with their students and 
'Alimiyah III"* and IV"" were opened at once. FadhJlah classes 
were added to Jamia in 1965 and 1966 respectively. Jamia from 
the very beginning was aimed to produce individuals who are 
acquainted with knowledge of Qur'dn and Sunnah, possess proper 
prudence and understanding of Islam. Who are enthusiastic about 
revival of Islam and can lead and guide the different classes of 
society. It is pointed out here that the Muslim girls suffered 
severely as Muslim parents preferred to keep their daughters 
illiterate, viewing the modern secular institutions as slaughtering 
their faith and culture. Jamia filled this gap and started the 
education of girls. Girls College {KuUiyatul Banat) of Jamia 
started functioning from 1966, which has presently a complete 
educational setup from K.G's to FadhJlah standard. Jamia is an 
independent institution and has no links with any particular trend. 
It has a comprehensive and universal character. It is an 
autonomous body, which does not confine with any sect, trend or 
specific school of thought. 
Chapter IV"* of this study contains the courses of studies and 
curriculum of Jamia. Reformation of the courses of studies 
prevailing in madrasahs was one of the main aims and objectives 
behind the formation of Jamia. The functionaries of Jamia from 
the very beginning were opined to develop and implement a 
curriculum, which includes both religious and modern sciences. 
With this end in view an academic committee was appointed in 
June 1956 when Jamia was creeping slowly to achieve its goal and 
it was recognized as Maktab Islamia: From those days the 
authorities and functionaries of Jamia as a matter of fact, never 
contended only on its own farming and drafting of syllabus but 
they always welcomed and included the experts of both the 
streams i.e., oriental and modern in its academic council. 
With regard to the reform and updating the syllabus in 
accordance with changing needs Jamia achieved an identity and 
individuality in the history of religious institutions. A well-
balanced syllabus from KG's to FadhTlah has been developed with 
special emphasis on the Qur'an and the Sunnah. Modern subjects 
are taught in the light of Islamic teachings. Jami'atul Falah is a 
new experiment of reforming the courses of studies prevalent in 
traditional institutions. It has endeavoured since its establishment 
to create a healthy, disciplined and inspiring atmosphere for 
children to grow and develop free from sectarian. Stress is laid on 
the students developing skills and capabilities vital to take on the 
role of moral leadership and to contribute to the transformation of 
society. However, the combination of old and new was raised by 
several institutions, after the establishment of Nadwatul 'Ulama' 
but Jami'atul Falah proved it practically to a large extent. With 
this end in view, the courses of studies and curriculum of Jamia 
got revised several times. The first consistent syllabus was 
prepared by Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi, which was introduced 
in 1962. 
The courses of 12 years duration i.e.. Nursery, S"*. l", 11"'', 
Iir ' ' , I V ' \ V*\ V r \ Mawlavi, Alim and Fadhil. This syllabus was 
modified in 1968 and by the modified curriculum educational 
setup was divided into three stages i.e., Primary, Secondary and 
Graduation {ibtida'i, Thanavi and A'la). Upto standard 11"'' the 
syllabus for boys and girls was the same and there was co-
education primary was of five years, secondary of two years and 
graduation of seven years (five for 'Alimiyah and two for 
Fadhilah). These courses got revised again in 1980 and 1985. 
Some modifications were made in the courses in 1986 also. Some 
more additions and alterations were made in the syllabus in 1993. 
Takhassusfi al Qur'an (specialization in Qur'an studies) was 
added to syllabus in 1978. The courses got revised once again in 
the year 2001.This revision was an essential step for the 
betterment of Islamic as well as modern courses of the institution. 
The inclusion of special courses and subjects in the curriculum 
proved dignity of specialization (Takhassus) in Fadhilah classes. 
Presently the courses of studies at Jamia are of 16 years duration, 
which has been divided into three stages primary, secondary and 
higher one. Primary stage has a course extending over five years 
from class T' to V' , Secondary stage is of three years from class 
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Vl"' to VIl"^ and the higher stage is covering a period of eight 
years. Higher stage is divided into three sub-stages i.e., 
Mutawasitah (of Arabic V\ 11"'' and Ilf ' ' ) , 'Alimiyah (Arabic IV"^ 
and V"') and FadhTlah (covering three years T', 11'"^  and III"'). 
These courses cover, Theology, Urdu, Hindi, English, 
Mathematics, General Science, Social studies, Geography, Tajvid, 
Syhtex, Qur'an, Political science, Arabic language, Fiqh, Hadith 
Rhetoric, TafsJr, Usui al Fiqh, Usiil al Hadith, Aqa'id, World 
Religions, Movements and Trends, issues ofDa'wah etc. Jamia has 
introduced social sciences like economics, political science, 
civics, geography, education and languages like Urdu, English and 
Hindi in its curriculum for the first time in the history of religious 
educational institutions. Jamia has a separate department of Hifz 
and Tajvid also. In the course of time the syllabi and curriculum of 
Jami'atuI Falah became widely famous that it was adopted in 
many madrasahs of India. Many a madrasahs affiliated themselves 
with Jamia too. 
Chapter V"' of this study deals with the contribution of 
Jami'atuI Falah to Islamic learning. It is pointed out here that the 
Jami'atuI Falah was established as an educational centre with the 
dynamic spirit of Islamic revivalism. It played an important role in 
improving understanding among the 'Ulama, scholars and learned 
men of different schools of thought. Jamia has produced a galaxy 
of "Ulama, scholars and reformers who are well known for their 
contribution in the dissemination of Islamic learning. Some of 
them have devoted their whole life in the service of Islam. The 
graduates of Jamia rendered admirable services in the 
dissemination of correct and true religious teachings and Islamic 
sciences. They have been playing a remarkable role in imparting 
and propagating the Islamic culture and sciences. 
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A number of books have been authored by them in Arabic 
English, Urdu and other languages, many of which have secured a 
prominent place in intellectual circles. Their works cover a wide 
raiige of subject e.g., Qur'an, TafsJr, Hadlth, Fiqh, Islamic-
History, Philosophy, Sirah, Literature, Politics, Rituals, 
education, economics, dealing affairs, prayers, Da'wah etc. The 
scholars of Jamia not only enriched the Islamic literature by their 
valuable writings but also contributed to Islamic arts and sciences 
through translations. They often took endless pains in collecting 
the historical data and in verifying their accuracy. They have 
written quite often in elegant and literary style and largely tried to 
fair and impartial in criticism. Falahi scholars played a vital role 
in spreading the religious as well as modern education, which 
consequently has significant impact in the socio-political history 
of Muslim India. The products oi Jamia figured in the top ranks in 
the various fields of society. 
A number of Falahi graduates have devoted their lives for 
the universalization of Islamic education. They have engaged 
themselves in this field throughout the entire corners of the 
country and abroad as well. Some of these are running educational 
institutions of their own with a well-balanced curriculum. Besides, 
a number of Falahi graduates are engaged in Da'wah. Some are 
running the dailies, magazines and journals too for Islamic 
awakening. These journals have won the great repute in the 
intellectual circles. Jami'atul Falah has a complete Da'wah and 
ifta centre too, which was established from the very beginning 
with the establishment oi Jamia. 
Jami'atul Falah is the first of its kind to lay the foundation 
of a complete, separate and successful parallel educational setup 
for girls. Kulliyatul Banat (Girls College) oi Jamia has produced a 
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good number of female graduates. These graduates are scattered 
over the entire corners of the country and undoubtedly the society 
is benefited with the ability and character of these lady graduates 
directly. 
Jami'atul Falah, however, is a modern and reformist religious 
educational institution, which has occupied a central position and 
a reputed rank in the circles of Islamic educational institutions. It 
has earned an international fame. It attracts students from far and 
wide. Some measures, however, are suggested to improve the 
standard and situation. 
Subjects like Mathematics, General Science and 
Environmental Studies may be taught upto the matriculation 
standard, equivalent, to government educational system along with 
Islamic teachings before initiating 'Alimiyah. Efforts may be taken 
to improve the economic conditions of teachers and other staff 
members. Jamia has not still the proper arrangements for physical 
education, which is a part and parcel of the education. As it 
necessary to impart physical education to students at primary as 
well as secondary level for their proper physical development. In 
the changing circumstances, greater emphasis should be laid on 
physical education in order to make the students tough and hardy. 
The library of Jamia rich in its collection needs the attention 
of functionaries for its maintenance as per modern techniques. 
Rare books are in lamentable condition. Books are still un-
classified and un-cataloged. In the hostels of Jamia dining hall 
deserves special attention. Jamia lacks the facility of its own 
printing press. The functionaries and authorities should take 
special care of its statistical data and preservajimi of its important 
records for future use of scholars. V '^^ v '^-- ~-.^^Aj^ 
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Introduction 
The madrasahs (the forts and the centres, working for the 
protection of Islam, Islamic values, culture and education), have 
recently been in the news in the national and global media. There 
are allegations that these institutions have become the den of 
terrorism and anti-national activities for instance. 
"The International Bureau has prepared a Report on 
unregistered madarashs in the country and submitted 
it to the Home Ministry. It has recommended a central 
legislation to curb establishment of madrasahs and 
regulate construction of masjids... It is also stated to 
have cited instances of misuse of madrasahs for 
subversive purposes e.g., storage of arms, ammunition 
and explosives and recruitment of youth for terrorist 
outfits" 
(Hindustan Times, Thursday, June 6, 2002, page 11) 
"The Gujrat Chief Minister Mr. Narender Modi 
indicated that madrasahs inculcating the \Jihad' 
mentality were responsible for the Godhra incident 
and the communal mayhem that followed 'RDX and 
AK-47's were recovered from some madrasahs \x\ 
Gujrat" 
(Hindu, June 13, 2002, front page). 
"Terrorist activities in Kerala were centred in some 
madrasahs, that madrasahs posed a danger to the 
internal security of the country, that a majority of the 
madrasahs have shady dealings" 
(Hindu, April 9, 2002). 
These allegations are not new. The propaganda against 
Islamic institutions {madrasahs) is going on for quite sometime. 
So far as substantial evidence have been provided for any such 
charges. Yet, the concerted aspersions cast on their status and role 
in Indian society has indeed brought unnecessary bad publicity. 
Every one is aware of the history of madrasahs in our country 
Great sacrifices and services where rendered by the products of 
these madrasahs from time to time for the safeguard and 
reconstruction of the country. As the state and community 
scrutinize madrasahs, the motive behind the propaganda is 
obviously to thwart the constructive and positive efforts and role 
oi madrasahs and to dis-align them from overall national progress. 
In reality, however, as a result of probe by their own investigating 
agencies, the government has realized the constructive and 
beneficial role of madrasahs. 
Madrasahs, infact, are filling a yawning gap in the field of 
education. Any subversive activity attributed to madrasahs is only 
a fabricated tale. It is evident that the basis of much of the 
negative propaganda has been the ignorance about their role in 
society. It is therefore, imperative that we understand the 
historical process of the emergence of the madrasahs and their 
objectives and constructive role since the commencement of 
Muslim rule in the sub-continent. 
Following the attack on the World Trade Centre and 
Pentagon (September 11, 2001), madrasahs are charged openly in 
India with illegally receiving foreign contribution and providing 
preaching and shelter to terrorists and militant outfits secretly. 
sponsored by the neighboring country's intelligence agency. 
Madrasahs, now, have become the target of a baseless vendetta, in 
an attempt to put them in a dock. Indian history would be 
incomplete without mention of the services and enlightenment in 
all cadres and fields of life covering authors, journalists and 
national leaders who imparted knowledge and guidance to the 
masses. 
Now, it is the time that Muslim Ummah be appraised of real 
nature of the wicked and impious campaign and devise and 
implement a cogent plan to eradicate the wrong impression by 
forestalling the anti-madrasah drive. To remove any lingering 
apprehensions in their mind, scholars should make use of pen and 
bring home to them the real picture by the writing of research 
papers. One cannot ignore the utility of madrashas. To bring out 
the clear picture (historically and educationally) of the madrasahs 
it needs the focus of attention of scholars and researchers. 
Jami'atul Falah is a renowned reformist Madrasah (Islamic 
Educational Institution), having a well-balanced educational setup 
for boys as well as girls, where the modern subjects and social 
sciences are studied side by side with religious and oriental 
courses. In a very short span of time this educational institution 
has obtained individuality and a very high position in the history 
of religious and Islamic educational institutions of Indian sub-
continent. Its impact is widespread in the Islamic World and is 
considered of a top most rank after the seminaries of Deohand and 
NadM'ah. All the other famous religious educational institutions 
except Jami'atul Falah, have been the focus of researchers. 
scholars and writers in the country. On Dariil 'Uh'im Deoband. 
Nadwatul 'Ulama and other institutions different scholars have 
written a series of books, and research papers in Urdu, Arabic and 
English languages. 
Jami'atul Falah, however, is the first institution of its kind. 
which has introduced social sciences like, economics, education, 
civics, political science and geography etc. and now computer 
education too is included in its curriculum. Moreover, as a matter 
of fact Jamia has never content on it's drafting and forming of 
syllabus and curriculum but it has always welcomed the expert 
opinions at every stage in order to save itself from insertness. In 
the history of Indian Islamic educational institutions, only Jamia 
has included the experts of both the extremes i.e., oriental and 
modern, in its curriculum and executive, reformulating and 
academic councils. As per the modern needs and challenges Jamia 
makes the syllabus upto date after every two or three years. Jamia. 
in other words, is a religious educational institution with a 
difference. But no one has tried to do a single research work on 
this very Islamic educational seminary till date. It is with the 
difficulty that one obtains concrete information concerning history 
and educational activities of it. However, Jamia has opened a 
Website i.e., <www.jamiatulfalah.com> too, but it is silent on the 
important aspects of Jamia i.e., its historical and educational 
perspective. On Jami'atiil Falah it can be clearly said that no 
research has been done yet. To cor-relate Jamia with the past 
Islamic educational history of India there raises a need of 
thorough study of Islamic education during medieval and modern 
times. Indeed, several works and books of a great importance of 
different scholars and writers are available both in Urdu and 
English but all of them threw light only on some aspects of 
Islamic education. I often read some voluminous works on the 
assumption that I should find useful material in them. While 1 find 
some of these works relevant to medieval Indian Islamic education 
and modern Indian Islamic education too. As the works of Ab'ul 
Hasanat Nadvi, N.N.Law, S.M. Jaffar, Kishan Lai Ray, Muhammad 
Ikhlaq Ahmad, Masroor Hashimi, Desai, Ziyauddin Ahmad, 
Kuldeep Kaur, Dr. Ghazanfar Ali Khan and others are very useful 
on the topic. 
Recently, an important work as Qammar Ishaque has done a 
survey, under the project of lOS (Institute of Objective Studies, 
New Delhi) entitled, Hindustan Ke Aham Madaris (Important 
Madrasahs of India). This work is too of an invaluable character. 
But this work, however, could not provide any space for the 
mention of Jami'atul Falah. Jami'atuI Falah is a fresh topic and a 
new project for work. 
In the first chapter that is devoted to 'Islamic Education in 
Medieval India' for instance, the sources for court patronage and 
domestic system of education, the houses of learned men, 
mosques, schools (primary and secondary), examinations, 
educational system, courses of studies and some eminent 
seminaries of medieval India has been described. In Chapter 11" . 
which deals with Islamic Education in Modern India, history of 
some important seats of learning and educational movements, 
which appeared on the scene after 1857, for the protection of 
Islam, Islamic values, culture and education are described 
chronologically. Chapter lir**, shows the detailed account of 
'establishment of Jami'atul Falah" and Chapter IV''' is concerning 
to the various aspects of curriculum of Jamia. Chapter V"' is about 
the contribution of Jamia to Islamic leaning. 
In compiling my work, consequently, I had to use a good number 
of books and documents and to meet several personalities and 
scholars in order to collect the material. This led me to visit 
Jami'atul Falah Azamgarh, a couple of times. Besides Jamia, 1 
visited Jami 'atur Rashad. Azamgarh, Nadwattil 'Ulama. Lucknow: 
Jami'atus Salehat, Bansi (Siddharth Nagar U.P.), Jamia Misbahul 
'Ulum, Chaukaniyan (Siddharth Nagar), Madhur Sandesh Sangam 
Ltd. Delhi, Isha'at Islam Trust, Delhi, Students Islamic Trust. 
Delhi; Jamia Hamdard, Delhi Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi and 
Saudi Embassy etc. in addition to some other towns and cities of 
Azamgarh District like, Sagri, Mubarakpur etc., to study literary, 
archaeological and documentary evidence relating to the topic. 
The subject, as far as I know, has never been treated in 
detail before. Only two articles in Urdu were written, containing 
more or less the same material first (unpublished) by Muhammad 
Arif Khan entitled 'Islami Madrvsah Si Jami'atul Falah Talc' and 
second by Maqbool Ahmad Falahi entitled, 'Jami'alul Falah Kl 
Qiy^ni Ke Asbab-o-Moharrik^t\ Published in monthly "Hayal-e-
Na.ti. Apart from these, a few brief articles and allusions have been 
published in some dailies and magazines. These are written with a 
different purpose, containing slender information, tends all to 
repeat the same material of introductory folders and cards of 
Jamia. The field of the Jami'atiil Falah in its historical and 
educational perspective, over all was unexplored. Moreover, all 
these different articles were not based on the authorities 1 used. 
Sources upon which I relied may be divided into the following 
sections: 
1. Books and articles; 
2. Documents and Anonymous; 
3. Interviews; 
4. Questionnaires and 
5. General published works of Falahi graduates. 
To write and complete the first two chapters of my work i.e., 
'Islamic education in Medieval' and 'Islamic Education in Modern 
India', I use many libraries like library of Islamic Studies (AMU). 
Mawlana Azad Library (AMU) and Al-maktah at Markazia 
(Central Library of Jami'atiil Falah). In these libraries 1 read the 
books and articles related to the subject directly or indirectly. 1 
took valuable information from these books pertaining to first two 
chapters. In order to complete my work assigned by the Board of 
studies, Department of Islamic Studies, AMU. I referred to 
documents like official records, files, registers, prospectus and 
some other relevant hand written reports, which were available at 
Jami'atitl Falah and some in the custody of the lovers of Jamia. 
These sources are primary and of an invaluable evidence. In order 
to check and verify these documents and records on one hand and 
to complete my task on the other, I interviewed several individuals 
including some of the founding members, functionaries, 
authorities, some old teachers of Jamia and other personalities 
which were the eyewitness to the establishment and the progress 
of Jamia in its different phases and stages. Valuable information 
based on important and authentic factors have been taken from 
these interviews. 
I used questionnaires too for the collection of basic 
information and material, upon them 1 relied to a great extent. 
Moreover, to complete V"" chapter, 1 used numerous books and 
general works and some dissertations written by some graduates of 
Jamia too. My study of these books, dissertations and some 
personal profiles of different Falahi graduates and works proved 
very profitable as they covered a number of different subjects and 
areas of Islamic learning. These books and works, which I used, 
have been of great assistance to me. 
Other books and articles published in different periodicals, 
gazetteers, encyclopedias and magazines, especially in 'Hayat-e-
Naii' (Journal and Organ of Old Boys Association of Jamia) were 
of great value and occasional reference is made to them throughout 
the work. 
Hayat-e-Natt, especially is the basic source of the present 
work in which all the detailed activities and advancements of 
Jamia had been reported by the functionaries of the Old Boys 
Association. In order to collect the relevant information from 
different personalities relating to Jamia I visited so many times 
their residence and requested them to speak on the topic, some 
times I was absolutely rejected and sometimes 1 was humiliated 
too. By the grace of Allah, however, the present work is submitted 
for the award of Ph.D. Degree in Islamic Studies. 
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GHAZNAVIDS 
The real history of Muslim Education in India begins with 
the reign of Mahmud Ghaznavl.* Though himself illiterate, he was 
with an intuitive love of learning and admiration for art and 
literature. He was surrounded by a galaxy of eminent scholars and 
learned men. The GuzTdah informs about him that he bestowed 
annually princely sum of 400000 dinars upon learned men and 
poets.^ He established various institutions, maktabs, madrasahs. 
museums and libraries for the promotion and universilization of 
education. At his capital, in the neighbourhood of 'Clestial Bride' 
— a mosque of matchless beauty, he founded a magnificient 
university supplied with a collection of curious books in various 
languages. A museum of natural curiosities was also attached to 
the university. The mosque was surrounded as many as 300 
quarters meant for the residential purpose of both the students and 
teachers of the university. The teachers were paid regular salaries 
and the students were granted scholarships from the state funds. 
No king had more learned men at his court than Sultan Mahmud/ 
among them FirdausT, Utabl, UnsurT, Al Blrunl, FarabT and UsjudT 
were noted.^ With his conquest of Punjab, Muslims spread in 
Northern India and consequently Lahore became the cradle and 
cultural centre for scholars, 'Ulama', preachers and learned men. 
Lahore became exclusively the great centre for learning and 
education during the reign of Ibrahim Ghaznavl.^ 
Masud Ghaznavl, the son of Mahmud was also accomplished 
of an usual zeal for knowledge and learning. According to 
Mirkhawand, the author of 'Raudah al Safa', many colleges and 
religious edifices were built in the various parts of his dominion.^ 
Masud's son Bairam, was also an ardent promoter of learning. 
There were highly calibered learned men in his court among them 
Shaykh NizamT and Sayyid Hassan GhaznavT were noted in the 
poetic and philosophical fields and the former was the author of a 
famous work 'Makhzan-i-Athar'. 
GHAURIDS 
Sultan Shihab al Dm Muhammad Ghaurl (570 A.H.) deemed 
his duty to impart education in proper India. He set up many 
schools and colleges for the spread of education and Islamic 
culture at Ajmu:.^  The educational centres established by him in 
India, may be regarded as the great centres of Islamic learning.'" 
As he had no male children, so he picked up his promising slaves 
and educated them and some of these Turkish slaves in course of 
time became princes. 
(SLAVE DYNASTY) 
Qutb al Din Aibak 
Qutb al Din Aibak (1206-1210), the founder of slave 
dynasty, himself a well read person," was much interested in the 
spread of education. He established mosques in hundreds 
throughout his dominion in which secular as well as the religious 
instructions were imparted. Scholars of great repute such as 
Hassan NizamT (the author of 'Taj al Ma'athir') and Fakhr al Dm 
(the author of 'Tarikh-i- Mubarak'') flourished during his reign and 
were liberally patronized by him. 
Iltutmish 
Iltutmish, Sultan Shams al Dm (1211-36) also patronized 
learning greatly. Scholars of high repute Amir Khusrav and Fakhr 
al Mulk and UsamI (renowned for his wisdom and learning) were 
flourished under his patronage. Learning centres were established 
throughout the country during his reign. His gifted daughter. 
Sultan Razia Begum, had a complete sympathy for the spread of 
education. The magnificient MuTzziyah College located at Delhi 
was one of the best centres of learning during her period. This 
college was so magnificient that it became the target of 
Karamathians who were under supposition that it was the Jame 
Masjid.'^ 
Nasir al Din 
Sultan Nasir al Dm (1246-66) too was a scholar and penman 
of high calibre, patronized the learning and learned men. His court 
was a resort of literary men. Men of the letters flocked from 
distant parts and enjoyed his patronage, among them the most 
notable was Minhaj al Siraj the renowned author of 'Tabaqai-i-
Nasiri'. A famous college was established at Jalandhar by him. The 
famous Nasiriyah College was probably founded by him, called 
after his name and the celebrated Minhaj al Siraj was the principal 
of the college for some time.'"* 
Balban 
Ghiyath al Dm Balban (1266-86), like his predecessors 
continued the policy of the upliftment of education with a great 
vigour and wisdom. Learned scholars. Mathematicians. 
Theologians, Physicians, Jurists and the Astronomers were 
attached to his court. His attitude towards the literary activities 
was so powerful that once he advised to his son Prince 
Muhammad: 
"Spare no pains to discover men of genius, learning 
and courage you must cherish them by kindness and 
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munificence that they may prove the soul of your 
councils and instruments of your authority."'^ 
His sons prince Muhammad and prince Khursa Khan Baghra 
were also enlightened patron of literature. The former raised the 
standard of education by his efforts and Delhi became the resort of 
learned men in his times.'^ While as the later took more interest in 
music and dance etc.*^ 
KHALJIS 
During the period of KhaljTs education, faced set back. 
However Jalal al Dm, the first ruler of this dynasty was a liberal 
patron of letters. He, to some extent gave a better shape to the 
education. He used to pay due honour to learned men and a literary 
atmosphere was created about the Royal court which did not exist 
in the previous reign.'^ The imperial library established by him at 
Delhi, was famous and celebrated. Amir Khusrav was appointed as 
its in charge. His successor and nephew 'Ata al Din KhaljT was 
uneducated and did not take active interest in education but later 
on he showed some liberal attitude towards the learning, so Delhi 
became the great resort for almost learned and erudite person-age 
during his period.'* 
TUGHLUQS 
From KhaljTs we pass on Tughluqs. The first three rulers of 
Tughluq dynasty-viz Ghiyath al Din, Muhammad bin Tughluq and 
Firoz Shah Tughluq were well known for their literary interest and 
support to learned people. Their literary interest attracted 
intellectual luminaries from far and wide. They opened and 
constructed magnificent buildings and maklabs and educational 
institutions throughout their domain and made proper 
arrangements for their maintenance by permanent endowments. 
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Ghiyat al Dm Tughluq formulated a code of laws based on the holy 
Qur'an and the ancient usages of the Delhi Sultanate for guidance 
in civil as well as military administration of his kingdom.'^ 
Muhammad bin Tughluq was himself a man of encyclopaedic 
knowledge and was the most learned among the rulers of middle 
ages.*" Even critics pay homage to his intellectual calibre.^' 
His successor Firoz Shah Tughluq (1351-88) was an eminent 
educationist and a man of extra ordinary learning and integrity. He 
authored an account of his reign by himself, known as 'Fatfihat-i-
Firoz Shahi'}^ Education made a remarkable advancement during 
his reign and for the first time in medieval India a regular system 
of public instruction was organized by him. He reconstructed old 
madrasahs which were in decadent condition and built many new 
ones. He built as many as 50 madrasahs and endowed them all." 
Besides, he established schools and colleges throughout his reign 
and paid attractive and handsome salaries to teachers. Among 
these madrasahs, the most famous one was the 'Madrasah Firoz 
ShahT', which was undoubtedly a great seat of learning. It had 
worldwide fame and reputation and so people flocked to it from 
far and near. Its brilliant description by Barni, gives us to 
understand that both in literary reputation and in the beauty of its 
architecture and finish, it far surpassed all the other Indian 
madrasahs of that time.^ "* It was situated at Firozabad with a 
magnificient reservoir (Hauz-i-Khas) attached to it and was a 
residential college with suitable provisions for poor students and 
teachers who reside there in constant intellectual communion.^' 
SAYYIDS 
The Sayyid kings of Delhi also took interest in the promotion of 
education in their kingdom. Two obscure cities namely Badaon 
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and Cuttair were turned by them into famous centres of 
education.^^ 
LODHIS 
Bahlul LodhT (1451-88), the founder of his dynasty himself being 
an eminent lover of learning, considered the promotion of learning 
as his sacred duty. He established some colleges and institutions 
for the moral and intellectual improvement of his subjects.^^ 
His successor and son Sikandar LodhT (1498-1517), carried 
forward the mission for the promotion of learning. He was himself 
a poet of distinction. He introduced compulsory education for his 
military officers. Education made much more progress during his 
reign as he established many madrasahs in various parts of his 
kingdom and invited highly qualified and brilliant teachers from 
far and wide to take charge of them.^^ Moreover, he shifted capital 
from Delhi to Agra and established centres of learning there, by 
which Agra became a radiant centre of Islamic Culture and 
civilization."^° As he gave much more interest and stress on 
writing, translation and compilation of books. Under his auspices. 
the 'Aorgarmahabedak' (science of medicine and treatment of 
diseases) was translated and received the title of Tibbi SikandarJ. 
This book was the foundation of the practice of the physician of 
Hind and was brought into general use.'^' 
MUGHALS 
The Mughal Conquest of India disclosed a new chapter in the 
history of Muslim education. From Babar to Aurangzaib all the 
Mughal rulers were enthusiastic exponents of education. 
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Babar 
Babar, the founder of Mughal Empire in India, was an 
accomplished scholar in Arabic, Persian and Turkish. He invented 
a new type of handwriting in 1504 called Babari script. He 
entrusted his public works department in addition to other duties 
with the task of establishing and building of schools and 
colleges."^ 
Humayun 
Babar's son and successor Humayun (1530-40,1555-56), was a 
diligent scholar and collected a large number of books for the 
Imperial Library. Astronomy, Geography and Mathematics, as the 
branches of Science made a considerable progress during his reign. 
The study of three subjects i.e. Geography, Astronomy and 
Mathematics were introduced by him in the madrasah which was 
founded at Delhi. Two noted madrasahs were established during 
his reign. One founded by Shaykh Zain al Din Khaff at Agra''''and 
another at Delhi and Shaykh Hussain was a professor there. "* 
Akbar 
Jalal al Dm Muhammad Akbar, was the greatest of the Mughal 
rulers. Though illiterate, he was deeply interested in the spreading 
of education. He established schools, colleges and many libraries 
in his kingdom. In his reign, Agra was a famous seat of learning 
and a celebrated educational centre. Several schools and colleges 
were opened in Agra by him, where students flocked from far and 
wide and the celebrated professors were brought from Shiraz."" 
The another noted seat of learning in his reign was Lahore. While 
as the newly founded city of Fatehpur Sikrl (city of victory) was 
also studded with several schools and seminaries.""^ He had a 
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profound love for learning and literature. Due to which his court 
crowded with a galaxy of learned men who have found an abiding 
place in the hearts of historians. Under his patronage, a good 
number of books and works on Philosophy, History, Religion and 
other Sciences were compiled, written and translated. Akbar Nama 
(The Book of Akbar) written by Abu'l Fadhl, Tarikh-i-AIJl 
compiled by a company of capable scholars. Muntakhib al 
Tmsarikh or Tarikhi Badaoni, Tabaqat-i-Akban by Nizam al Din 
Ahmad and Munshiyat of Abu'l Fateh, are some of the most 
marvellous master pieces of Persian literature produced in Muslim 
India during his reign. Like wise several copious works translated 
into Persian from other languages, Waqi'at-i-Babari {m&vaoxxts of 
Babar) was translated from Turkish to Persian, Jama-i Rashicll 
from Arabic to Persian, Badshah Nama and Hayat al Hay^an were 
translated into Persian. Hindi and Sanskrit scholars translated 
Ramayana, Mahabharatha, Atharvaveda Bhagavad Gita and 
Sangason Bittisi, and RajtarangnJ into Persian." Besides these 
works, a number of books authored in ancient times of great 
repute, both in verses and prose on History, Philosophy, Religion 
and Science, were collected and placed into the Imperial Library 
and the librarian was Abu'l FaidhT.'^ * 
JahangTr 
The progress of education that was started during the reign of 
Akbar was maintained by his successor and son Noor al Din 
Jahanglr (1605-1627). He was himself a scholar and poet, he wrote 
autobiography which is the main source of information of his 
period. He was surrounded by a number of brilliant and eminent 
scholars, of them Mirza Ghiyath Beg (an Arithmetician), Abdul 
Haque DehlavT (highest learned man of the day), Ni'mat Allah (the 
histographer) and Naqib Khan (the most honoured historian of the 
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court) were noted. He opened new madrasahs and colleges and 
renowned old ones also. During his reign Agra became famous seat 
of learning.'^' He encouraged both learning and the learned men. 
He promulgated a regulation in all his dominions to effect that 
whenever a well-to-do man or a rich traveller died without having 
any heir, his property would escheat to the crown and be utilized 
for building and repairing of madrasahs, monasteries, etc/*" 
During his reign, the Imperial Library was augmented with 
numerous valuable books and the superintendent of the Library 
was Maktub Khan.*" 
Shah Jahan: 
Shah Jahan's reign is not distinguished for any special educational 
progress, as he was chiefly interested in constructing buildings 
and monuments. An Imperial College was founded by him at Delhi 
near the famous Jame Masjid which was endowed by him with 
large estates for its maintenance."*^ Besides this, entirely ruined 
college named by Dar al Baqa' (A bode of Eternity) was also 
repaired during his reign. For the running of Dar al Baqa', Shah 
Jahan appointed Mawlana Muhammad Sadr al Din Khan Bahadur, 
the Chief Justice of Delhi as its Director. There were two large 
reservoirs, a mosque, a hospital and a big bazar attached to it.^' 
Shah Jahan's eldest son Dara Shikuh, had also a great love for 
learning. He invited learned men to his court for the translation of 
Sanskrit and Hindi works to Persian. He was himself a scholar of 
high repute in Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit.•*** 
Aurangzeb 
Alamglr Muhammad Aurangzeb (1658-1707), was a praiseworthy 
promoter of education. Following the footsteps of predecessors he 
established numberless colleges, and educational institutions in his 
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kingdom^'^and took particular steps to educate the Bohras of 
Gujrat. He appointed trained teachers for the said purpose and 
arranged monthly examinations and the results were reported to 
him. Being well-versed scholar of Arabic, Persian and ChughiaJ 
Turkish, he was equally adept in several arts and sciences. In 
I678, he granted and spent a large some of money on the 
repairment and reconstruction of old maktabs and madrasahs of 
Gujrat."*^ During his reign Siyalkot became a famous seat of 
Islamic learning which attracted learned men from distant parts of 
the country. He was uncommonly fond of theology and Islamic 
Law. Under his auspicious supervision many theologians and 
jurists compiled a comprehensive book of Islamic jurisprudence 
and was named by Fatawa-i- 'AlamgJrl'^^ 
All the successors of Aurangzeb were noted for their literary 
taste. They encouraged education and patronized men of learning 
in their own way.**^  
SYSTEM OF EDUCATION 
Primary 
During the Muslim rule in India education was imparted 
through (a) maktabs and madrasahs, (b) private houses and (c) 
monasteries and mosques. The education had three stages i.e., 
primary, secondary and higher or university. Elementary education 
was imparted in primary or elementary schools known as maktabs. 
With their arrival Muslims built mosques for prayers throughout 
the country and these mosques were used for the educational 
purposes too in addition to prayers. Most of these makdtib were 
neither endowed nor patronized by the state and were run by 
individual enterprises. These maktabs were depended upon the 
donation and charity of noble individuals."*^ Generally, the Imams 
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or the Mu'adhins of mosques served as teachers for the novices 
and were known as maktabdar. 
But, it was not compulsory for all to send their children to 
maktabs as side-by-side domestic system of education was also 
available in medieval India. Houses of scholars and 'ullamas 
proved highest seats of learning. Every house of MiiUa, Maulana 
or Mawlavi served as an important centre of learning.^° 
This domestic system of education during the Mughal period 
was much more contributive, and its achievements remained quite 
satisfactory. For example, the celebrated author of Tarlkh-i-
Badaoni (Muntakhib al Tawankh), flourished in Akbar's reign, 
completed his course of studies at his teachers house in Agra 
city.^' 
Custom of Tasmia KhSnT 
The study of a child was starting with the ceremony of 
Tasmia KhanJ, which was called Abjad KhanJ or Bismillah KhanI 
also. When the Muslim children, especially the princes, attained 
the age of four years four months and four days, they were brought 
before a pious man along with silver board or a piece of red paper, 
which had in it the words of 'Bismillah'. Children were dressed 
richly and 96*** chapter of holy Qur'an i.e.. Sura al 'alaq, was 
recited at the moment and the novice was asked to repeat it. Great 
scenes of jubilation were witnessed at the close of the ceremony 
and sweets were distributed among the audiance.'^ On attaining 
the required age of four years four months and four days Humayun 
(Babar's son), was brought before his would be teachers, Khawaja 
Kalan and Shaykh Zain al Dm. At the end of the occasion Emperor 
bestowed rewards and distributed alms. Likewise Humayun 
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performed Tasmia Kham of Akbar in 1547 and Mawlana Isam al 
Dm was appointed his teacher.^"^ 
Teaching Methodology 
The methods of teaching in vogue were very simple. A novice was 
first taught the alphabet with correct pronunciation, punctuation 
and signs of accents. Then the children were taught to combine the 
letters and make the words. After which they were taught to make 
sentences. Every child was given some exercises daily, which they 
read and wrote on their tablets (TakhtTs), a long board. No printed 
books were for the novices. They were given individual lessons 
and were asked to read loudly again and again. The concept and 
idea of loud reading was fruitful because, in this way teachers had 
an opportunity to correct their mistakes. Thus, the children were 
learning the art of reading and writing gradually. 
Syallabus 
Curriculum and syllabus in the primary stage was consisted on 
3R's i.e., Reading, Writing and Arithmetic (elementary). The 
teaching methodology was so much improved in the reign of 
Akbar. As Abu'l Fadhl writes in A'Tn-i-Akbari. 
"In every country especially in Hindustan boys are 
kept for years at school, where they learn consonants 
and vowels. By this a great portion of their life is 
wasted. His Majesty orders, that every school boy 
should first learn to write the letters of the alphabets, 
and also learn to trace their several forms. He ought to 
learn the shape and name of each letter, which may be 
done in two days, when the boy should proceed to 
write the joint letters. They may be practised for a 
weak after which the student should learn some prose 
and poetry by heart and then commit to memory some 
verses in praise of God, or moral sentences, each 
written separately. During this the care is to be taken 
that he learns to understand and every thing himself; 
but the teacher may assist him a little. Thus, for some 
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time he ought to look specially after five things; 
knowledge of letters; meaning of words, the 
hemistitch, the verse and the previous lesson".^•' 
These regulations shed a new light on scholars, and cast a 
bright lustre over madrasahs. 
Medium of Instructions 
The medium of instructions in Muslim India was Persian, the 
language of Muslim court, while as the study of Arabic, being the 
language of Qur'an, was compulsory for Muslims. When children 
develop their sense of perception and acquisition, they were taught 
to recite the holy Qur'an. In beginning simple reading of the text 
of holy Qur'an was taught, the lessons were given in smaller 
fractions and the length of the lessons depended upon the ability 
of children's memory. With the growth of knowledge and the merit 
of the children, the lessons also grew in length. Shah Waliullah 
began to read holy Qur'an at the age of five and after its 
completion he devoted himself studying Persian and Arabic 
Books.^^ 
Examinations 
In medieval India, in primary education, day to day increasing 
ability of the students was examined and tested through 'Amokhia' 
(recapitulation). Lessons were given to children and they were 
asked to read aloud with a view to memorize these lessons, and 
same was done daily. At the end of the week, every student had to 
recapitulate his lesson before the respective teachers. Thursday 
was the day of tests. While as Friday was fixed as weekly holiday 
for maktabs. 
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Secondary and Higher Education 
After the primary education, secondary education was began. It 
was imparted in secondary schools known as madrasahs. Higher 
education was also imparted in schools and colleges known as 
madrasahs. At first stage, the teaching of Persian and elementary 
Arabic was imparted. Grammar was taught at initial stage in the 
secondary schools which consists of memorisation of Persian verbs 
and nouns. However, there is not any definite information as to the 
curriculum of Persian books which were taught to the students. 
Tuzki BabarJ, shows that Babar read holy Qur'an, Gulistan, Boston 
of Shaykh Sa'dl ShirazI, Shahnama of FirdousI, Nizami's Khamsah, 
Zafarnama of Sharf al Dm AliyazdT and Abu Umar Minhaj al JauzTs 
Tabaqat-i-NasirJ.^^ 
The books in the Persian course of study in prose were 
taught, were Nuskha-i-Ta'limiya, Ta'lim-i-AzizJ, Dastfir al Sibyan. 
Insha'-i-Madhii Ram, Bahar-i-Danish, Anwar-i-Suhail, Insha'-i-
Khalifah, Ruqa'at-i-'AlamgTrT, Gulistan-i-Abu'I FadhI, Sehnathrl 
Zahfiri and Waqa-i-Ne 'mat Khan-o- 'All. While in poetry Karima, 
Pand Noma, Ma Muqiman, Khaliq Bari, Boston, Ytlsuf-o-Zulaikha, 
Qasa'id-i-Urfi, Qasa'id-i-Badr Chach, Divani Ghani, Sikandar 
Noma, Divani Hafiz and Firdausi's Shahnama.^^ 
Text books of Persian in the higher classes were classified 
under five major heads by an unknown writer, of Khulasaiul 
Makatib, probably a Hindu writer in 1688 as: 
1. Adab-o-Insha' (Literature and Composition) 
2. Nazam-o-She'r (Poetery) 
3. Afsanah-o-Hikdyat (Fiction and Fables) 
4. Tarikh (History) 
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5. Akhlaq (morality or ethics).^* 
And about the books studies under these heads shows the 
mentioned writer. 
1) Bada'iul Insha or Insha-i-Yusufl, Marqumat-i-Mulla Janu-o-
Mulla Mumr, Maktubat-i-Abu'l Fadhl, Gul Dasta-i-Shaykh 
Inayatullah Munshi of Shah Jahan, Bahar-i-Sukhan by Shaykh 
Muhammad Saleh, Ruq'at-i-Alamgiri, Maktubal-i-Mulla 
Munir, Manshati Shaida and Mulla Tughra', Karnama-i-Lal 
chand and Kitabi L/7ava/r translated by Shaykh Faidhi. 
2) Yusuf zulaikha, Tohfatul Abrar, Nuskhatul Abrar by Mull a 
Jami, Sikandar Noma, Makhzamil Asrar, Haft Paikar, Shirin 
Khusrav, Laila Majnun by Mawlana Nizami, Qiramts-Sa 'dain, 
Matla'ul-Anwar, I'jazi Khusravi by AmJri Khusrav, Divani 
Sa'dl, Divani Hafiz, Qasa'id-i-Amvari, Qasa'id-i-Khaqam, 
Qasa'id-i-Urfi, Divani Faidhi, Divani Badar Chach, and 
Divani Sa 'ib. 
3) Nuskhah Totinama by NakhshabT, Anwar-i- Suhaill by 
Mawlana Hassaini, Wa'izi Kashifi, Ayar-i- Danish of Shaykh 
Abu 7 Fadhl and Bahar-i- Danish by Shaykh Inayatullah. 
4) Shah-nama Firdausi, Zafar-nama of Sharfud Din AH TirmidhJ, 
Mutadammin Fatuhat-i- Taimuri, Akbar noma, Iqbal nama-i-
JahangJri, Tankh-i- Ferozshahi and Razm noma, and the 
translation of Mahabharat. 
5) Akhlaq-i- NasirT, Akhlaq-i- JalalJ, Makatibat-i-Sayyid Shah 
Sharfud Din Ahmad Yahya ManirJ, Nuzhatul Arwah, MathnavJ 
Mawlavna Riim, Hadiqah of Hakim Thana'i etc.^^ 
Simultaneously, with the Persian, Arabic was also taught at 
secondary stages. The teaching of elementary Arabic began with 
'Sarf (conjugations and rules of grammar), which was followed 
by 'Nahw' (syntex) and the rules had been learnt by heart. Author 
of Akhbar al Akhyar, Shah 'Adil Haque was taught 'Mlzan a I Sarf 
by his father Mawlana Saif al Dm along with Persian after holy 
Qur'an and also Misbah and Kafiyah.^^ 
After the secondary education, the higher education was 
started. In higher education students were used to choose the 
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subjects of their own interest and choice. Higher seats of learning 
were meant for specialisation in a particular branch of education. 
Students used to travel constantly from one place to another and 
from city to city for the acquisition of higher education under 
suitable teachers. 
Position of Teacher 
In medieval times, students were free to choose teachers of 
their own choice. The relation of teacher and pupils was most 
affectionate and they were in constant touch. Profound respect was 
expected from the students and teachers, in return, regarded their 
moral duty to equip their students with all that was required for 
their moral and material improvement.^' 
Education was free and students were exempted from any 
kind of fees etc. Most of the institutions were either state started 
or state aided. Teachers were of two types salaried and non-
professional. They did not expect any remuneration from the 
students in terms of tution fee etc. While as salaried teachers and 
paid professors were employed in state schools and madrasahs. 
They received financial assistance from the Government or JagJrs 
in the form of salary, stipend or Jaglr. Some endowments were 
made also and the teachers were paid out of the income from the 
endowments. Mughal ruler Jahanglr granted educational stipends to 
scholars wherever they resided.^^ Besides this, the teachers were 
appointed on the basis of monthly or daily wages. As Mulla Abd al 
Qasim drew a salary of one rupee per day as teacher.^' Apart from 
this, at their private houses, as a point of honour, teachers taught 
their pupils without receiving anything except personal service.^^ 
Courses of studies 
If we go through the syllabus and courses of studies in Muslim 
India at higher level, all the subjects were taught through Arabic 
medium. Both the compulsory as well as optional subjects were 
included in the courses of studies. Abd al Qadir Badauni author of 
Muntakhab al Tawarikh, says about compulsory subjects that Sarf. 
NahM' (syntex), Jurisprudence and Principals of Jurisprudence 
{Ustll al Fiqh) were taught as compulsory subjects in which logic 
was not considered.^^ No definite information is available 
regarding curriculum followed in the madrasahs and the seats of 
higher leaning. After completing the study of compulsory subjects 
courses for Fadhil studies were used to commence Abu'l Fadhl, 
however, classified the subjects under the major heads namely 
IldhI (deals with divine sciences & theology) Riyadh! (consisted on 
Mathematics, Astronomy, Medicine etc.) and lastly TabiaJ 
(includes all Physical Sciences).''*' The curriculum followed in 
madrasahs from the time of Iltutmish was the set pattern, 
education was mainly a theological. The important subjects. 
Grammar, Literature, Mysticism and Logic were also taught.^^ In 
the Mughal period, particularly in Akbar's reign, scope of the 
curriculum was widened and such subjects, Tib (medicine). 
Engineering, Arithmetic, Astronomy, Astrology, Inheritance Law 
etc. were added^* and this system continued upto Aurangzeb's 
reign. Shah Waliullah DehlavT made a revolution in religion by 
bringing about a major change in syllabus and Darsi Nizami added 
Lustre to it. For the better understanding the courses of studies 
prevalent in Muslim India can be divided into three stages: 
1) The 1** stage covers the whole sultanate period i.e., upto 1500 
A.D. The subjects and text book which were taught in the 
madrasahs were: 
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a) Nahw: Misbah, Kafiyah, Lubu 7 al bah by Qadhi NasJr al Din 
Baidawi and Irshad by Qadhi Shihab al Din Daiilatabadi. 
b) Fiqh: Hidayah 
c) Usui al Fiqh: Manor and its Sharuh (commentaries) and Usi'ili 
Bazudi. 
d) Tafsir: Madarik, Baydawi and Kashaf. 
e) Tasawwuf: Awarif, Fasus al Hikm (and after some time Naqd 
al Nasus wa Lam 'a t were also included) 
f) Hadith: Mashariq al Anwar and Masabih i Sunnah (the text of 
Mishkat al Masabih) 
g) Adab: Maqamat-i-HarJri was memorised by the students. 
h) Mantiq: Sharhi Shamsiyah 
i) Sharhi Saha'if and at some places Tamhid of Abu Shakur 
Salim/-.^' 
During Sultan Sikandar Lodhi's reign (1498-1517), Shaykh 
Abdullah and Shaykh Aziz Allah, both were brothers, arrived from 
Multon and stayed in Delhi and Sambhal. Both the brothers were 
celebrated specialists in the rational sciences (ma'qulat). Sahykh 
Abdullah was put to incharge of Imperial college at Delhi where 
he was not satisfied with the curriculum in vogue and so he added 
some books to it as, Miftah al 'Ulum of Farakh al Din, Abu Yaqub 
Yusuf Saka, and in logic and Kalam, Muta/or* of Qadhi Izzi and 
Muwaqif. The deciples of Mir Sayyid Sharif introduced Sharh 
Muta'la in logic and Sharh Muwaqif in Kalam. Later on, Talveh in 
1751// al Fiqh and Sharh 'Aqa'id-i-Nasafi in '//w al Kalam were 
introduced by the deciples of Allama Taqnadadi. With the passage 
of time in the same period Sharh Wiqqayah in Usiil al Fiqh and 
Sharh Mulla Jamiin grammar were included in the syllabus. 
In the curriculum, till the reign of Sikandar Lodhi the stress 
was given on the manquldt and on Mantiq and Kalam only few 
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books were taught. But with the arrival of Shaykh Abd Alloh 
ma 'qulat and mantiq expanded day by day. 
Akbar invited a noted intellectual Mir Fatehullah ShTraz/" in 
his court and appointed him Sadr. This intellectual was originally 
brought by 'Adil Shah the governor of Bijapur and was called by 
Akbar after Adil Shoh's death. He was so excelled in all the 
branches of rational sciences that Abu'l Fadhl said of him, "if the 
all books of antiquity are lost, Mir Fatehullah ShfrazJ will restore 
them.'^ *^ He shed a new light on the educational system of 
madrasahs. He added some more books to the previous curriculum. 
By this addition another period of education starts about which 
Shflh Waliulloh writes in his 'Aljaza al LalTf the books were 
studied as: 
1) Nahw: Kafiyah, Shark Jami 
2) Mantiq: Sharah Shamsiyah, Sharah Matal'ah. 
3) . Fiqh: Sharah Wiqqayah, Hi day ah (Kami I) 
4) Usiil al Fiqh: Hisami, 
5) Tafsir: Madarik, Baidawi 
6) Hadith: Mishkat al Masabih, Shama'il-i-Tirmidhi, and SahJ 
Bukhari (to some extent). 
7) Tasawwuf (Mystic)-Initiation (Suluk): Awarif-wa-Rasa'il 
Naqshbandiyah, Muqadammah Sharah Lamat, Muqadammah 
Naqd al Nasus, Sharah Ruba'iyat Jam I. 
8) Kalam: Sharh 'Aqa'id Nasap with Hashi'ah Khayali, Shark 
Mawaqif; 
9) • Philosophy: Sharh Hidayah al Hikmah; 
10) Balagah: Mukhtusar-wa-MutawM'al; 
11) Tib: Miijiz al Qanun: 
12) Hayat-wa-Hindsah: Some Rasa'il-i- Mukhfasar.^^ 
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The last period of education in medieval India started in the 
12"* century Hijri (middle of the 18"" century) when Mulla Nizam 
al Din, (son of Qutb al Dm Shahld), a contemporary of Shoh 
Waliullflh, drew a syallabus known by Dars-i-Nizami. The 
syallabus was adopted all over the country. Dars-i-Nizaml 
consisted eleven subjects with recommended and prescribed books 
for each as following: 
1. Sarf (Grammer, Etymology): Mizan, Munsha'ib, Sarf-i-MIr, 
Panjganj, Zubdah, FusvJ-i-Akbari, Shafiyah, Daslur al 
Mubtadl 
2. Nahw (syntax): Nahw MTr, Sharh Mi'atti 'Arnil, Hidayah al 
Nahw, Kafiyah, Sharh J ami. 
3. Mantiq (logic): Sughra', Kubra, isaghnji, TahdhJb, Sharh 
Tahdhib, Qutbi, Mir Qutbl, Sullam al 'Uliim. 
4. Hikmat (Physics and Metaphysics): Mabudhl, Sadra, Shamsi 
Bazighah. 
5. Riyadhi (Arithmetic and Astronomy): Khtilasatul Hisab, Tahriri 
uqlidas maqala-i-'Ula, Tashrih al aflak, Risalah 
Quashajiyyah, Sharh Chaghmwi (Bab al-AwM-al. 
6. Balagah (Rhetoric): Mukhtasar al Ma'ani, Miitawwal (upto 
Ma'anaqultii). 
7. Fiqh (Jurisprudence): Sharh Wiqayah (Awwalayn), Hidayah 
(Akhirayn). 
8. Usui al Fiqh (Principles of Jurisprudence): hJi'ir al AriM'dr, 
Tawdih Talwih, Mussalam al Thiibiit. 
9. Kalam (Scholastics): Sharh 'Aqa'id of Nasafi, Sharh 'Aqa'id 
of Jalali, Mir Zahid, Sharh Mawaqif. 
10. Tafsir: Jaldlayn, Baidhawl. 
11. Hadith: Mishkat al Masabih.^^ 
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Methods of Teaching at higher level 
Many methods were used in higher and advanced learning mostly 
the lecture method {imla) was in vogue. Whatever the teachers 
taught, students noted it in brief and sometimes teachers used to 
write themselves on black boards etc. and the students were noted 
it. Much stress was laid upon seminars and mutual discussions. 
Students were expected to attend the classes with full preparation 
and for this the self-study was compulsory. They were advised to 
think over the problem independently. The teachers never liked the 
students to be passive listeners in the classes. In the classes 
question answer and discussion methods were adopted. Moreover, 
debates and discussions as a part and parcel of classroom teaching 
were used. Generally the maktabs and madrasahs functioned in the 
morning and in the afternoon with a recess for the midday meals.^^ 
And at some places the teachers taught their pupils as per their 
case (convenience). Generally, they taught the students after the 
morning prayers. Qadhl Amjad of Narnaul (d.927A.H) taught his 
students after the morning prayers and afternoon prayers {Asr), he 
reused to discuss Tafsiri madarik.'"* 
Monitorial system for the assistance and help of teachers 
was in vogue. Most intelligent and advanced students were 
associated with their masters in the work of teaching. These 
students were appointed for the assistance of teachers in 
maintaining order, conducting the class and giving lessons. 
Examinations 
System of examinations was very simple. At the higher and 
advanced level teachers used to test knowledge of their students 
by putting questions. Thus, discussions, questions and debates 
served the purpose of examination. Teachers were putting 
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questions to their students during the classrooms, in order to test 
their memory, knowledge and comprehension. The students used to 
work hard, and study deligently to impress the audience by 
excellence of their talent in the debates and discussions. Sikandar 
LodhT, for the first time, introduced the annual examinations in his 
reign at the Madrasah of Bijapur. But in later Mughal period, 
Aurangzeb 'Alamgu- made education compulsory for Bohras of 
Gujrat and introduced a system of monthly examination other than 
the daily evaluation process, and the teachers communicated the 
results to the Emperor.^^ However, there was no regular system of 
annual examinations and was no pattern of grades. But in the later 
period all the textbooks were divided into three main courses i.e.. 
Mukhtasarat, Mutawasitat and Mutawalal. Mizan to QutbJ— 
Mukhtasarat; Sharah Muslim wa zava'id Thalatha — MutaM'asitat, 
and Sudra Shamsi Bazigah and Baidawl etc. MutaMwalal. Academic 
distinctions were awarded in accordance with the aptitude of the 
candidate in a particular branch of knowledge: 
1) One who had excelled in mantiq and hikmah (logic and 
philosophy) and have a little knowledge about theology 
(dlniyat) was awarded the degree of Fadhil; 
2) Expert in theology was awarded by the degree of 'A/im and; 
3) One who has specialization in literature was awarded by 
Qabil.''^ 
Award of Degrees 
Detailed account of the subjects studied and ability of the students 
on a sheet of paper was written by teachers. It was customary to 
mention the names of the teachers from generation to generation in 
these papers and these sheets of papers were termed as ijazat 
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nama, or sanad (certificates). A regular ceremony was held when 
these degrees were awarded to eligible students.'^ Apart from 
these sanads or certificates, stipends, scholarships, financial aids 
and tamghas or medals were also awarded to the brilliant alumni in 
proportion to their merits.^* 
Hostels 
In medieval India, generally, Dar al iqamah or hostels were 
attached with the madrasahs, where food, lodging and medical care 
were provided to students.^^ Madrasahs patronized by the kings 
had hostels. The roof of the tomb of Himayun, served the purpose 
of madrasahs and the rooms attached to the tomb were used as 
hostels.*" In Akbar's reign, a madrasah was founded by Shaykh 
Hafiz in SihalT (Lucknow) and it was awarded a royal stipend in 
the form of a Jagir. All the facilities of boarding and lodging were 
available there for the students.*' 
Generally, speaking, in Muslim India, educational 
institutions were of two types, iqamati (with hostels) and ghair 
iqamatl (without hostel facilities). Firoz Shahi Madrasah, was 
constructed in 753/1352-53 in Delhi. It was the biggest madrasah 
of the period with residential facilities for both students as well as 
teachers.*^ 
Libraries 
Due to unavailability of printing press the collection of books in 
libraries in Muslim India was so difficult. Students copied books 
for their personal purposes or were provided books by the 
scholars, nobles and kings from their own libraries. Books were 
multiplied by the scribes alone, and therefore, art of the 
calligraphy was highly prized. Almost every scholar was taught to 
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be a good calligraphist. Sayyid Rafi al Dm BilgramT copied all the 
course books himself. Shaykh Kamal first copied books on every 
Topic and then studied them.*^ 
Female Education 
Evident points towards the Muslim rule in India reflects that the 
daughters of the rich people were given higher education in their 
own houses by learned ladies or old men of tried merits employed 
for the purpose. Gulbadan Begum, daughter of Babar, was an 
educated princess, she wrote Humayun Noma which is of a great 
historical value and also she used to collect the books for her own 
library.*'' Like wise Salima Sultana, the niece of Htimayiin, was a 
learned lady and Akbar's wet nurse and mother of Adham Khan, 
Maham Angah, was well educated, founded a madrasah at Delhi in 
969 A.H. (1561 A.D)." Nur Jahan, the celebrated wife of JahangTr, 
was well versed in Arabic and Persian Literature. She was so 
intelligent that she carried on the administration of government 
during the lifetime of her husband.**^ 
Mumtaz, beloved wife of Shah Jahan and his eldest daughter, 
Jahan Ara Begum were educated and intelligent ladies. The former 
composed poems in Persian, while as the later encouraged the 
learned, wrote her own epitaph (commemorative inscription of her 
tomb), which is still to be found on her grave in Delhi and which 
reads, 'let not any one scatter over my tomb anything other than 
grass, for it is enough for the grave of the poor.'*^ 
Zaib al Nisa, eldest daughter of Aurangzeb was an 
intellectual princess and was taught by her father.** She was much 
interested in the advancement of knowledge. At her instance Imran 
RazT's Tafslri KabJr was translated into Persian by Mulla Saif al 
Din who named it Zaibatul Tafsir, after her name.*^ 
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Technical Education 
Apart from the literary learning, technical education was also 
imparted to students through the system of apprenticeship in 
workshops or Karkhanas. This was the cause responsible for the 
flourishing of medieval India. Technical education was generally 
imparted to those students who did not show an interest in 
madrasahs. So they were sent to these industrial centres where 
vocational and technical training was imparted to them. The Public 
Works Department of the Government was entrusted with the task 
of looking after the workshops {Karkhanas), which were meant for 
giving industrial training.'" 
All the kings of Delhi sultanate, Ala al Dm KhalijT, Firoz 
Shah Tughlaq, Sikandar LodhI etc. encouraged technical education, 
Firoz Shah maintained a regular department of industry and took a 
keen interest in the technical training of his slaves. Prisoners of 
war were also provided training in various arts and crafts.^' 
Mughal's also encouraged technical education Akbar and 
Jahanglr took hard steps for the promotion of technical 
education.'^ During Akbars reign, regular department was 
functioning for the same purpose under two imperial officials, the 
Mir Soman and Dlvani Biyiitat. On his visit to India, in the 17"' 
century A.D., Bernier found workshops and Karkhanas at distant 
places. During the reigns of Shah Jahan and Aurangzaib he noted 
that manual art was in a flourishing state and workmanship 
reached a dizzy height.'"^ The existence of a good system of 
education (technical) in medieval India is proved by the fact that 
industries and commerce flourished for a long time in the 
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country. 
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Two Eminent Educational Institutions 
Until the reign of the Emperor 'Alamglr, the arrangements for the 
diffusion of education were quite satisfactory. Upto the end of 
Alamgur's reign, government patronage used to be freely extended 
to Muslim theologians and the Islamic Laws had a special 
importance. Although, the decline of the Mughal and Muslim 
empire started just after the death of Alamglr, yet the educational 
work was continued with great zeal and ardour. This was the time 
when the two Islamic educational Institutions of a great zeal 
repute and fame were established. In both the two Islamic 
educational centres of oriental learning {'Uliim al Sharqiyah) and 
Religious learning ('Uliim al Madhabiyah) were popularized.^' 
Madrasah FarangTMahal 
One of the two centres was Madrasah FarangT Mahal at Lucknow 
occupies a high position. The Emperor 'Alamglr, by a royal decree 
in 1664, granted, as a gift, to the descendants of Mulla Qutb al Din 
Shahid Sahalavl, FarangT HavailT, later came to be known as 
FarangT Mahal. Mulla Nizam al Dm SaihalavT, the third son of 
Mulla Qutb al Dm, is of all India fame, especially known as the 
founder of Dars-i-Nizamf^ (Nizamia pattern of education). After 
completing his education, took up the family profession of 
teaching. He holded up the change of teaching the students at the 
institution of FarangT Mahal and raised the institution to first 
grade university in India, by which Lucknow became the highest 
seat of learning and flocked learned people and men of learning 
from far and wide to it. This Islamic learning centre served 
religion and culture for about three centuries and contributed a lot 
towards Islamic learning. 
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Madrasah RahTmia 
Another centre of its great fame and repute was Madrasah 
RahTmia, Delhi. Shah Abd al Rahim (Shah Waliullah's father), 
founded the seminary. Madrasah Rahimia in 1131 A.H. in old 
Delhi, now this place is known by Mehdion Ka Maqbarah.^^ Shah, 
Abd al Rahun, famous for having established the Madrasah, was 
one of the compilers of Fatawa-i-'AlamgJri.'^^ He introduced a 
particular syllabus and unique training methodology in his 
madrasah. The syllabus oi madrasah was based on Qur'anic text. 
Other components of syllabus at his madrasah were elementary 
works on Hadith, some literary books on Logic and Philosophy. At 
the sometime, students were introduced by tasawwuf and the 
silsilahs of Tasawwuf i.e., NaqshbandT, Qadiri, Chishli, 
Suharvardi, Shatiari and others. He (Shah Abd al Rahun) was an 
exponent of 'Wahdat al Wajiid' and its teacher and interpreter 'ibn 
alArabV^^ 
Madrasah RahTmia is the last and too much fruitful madrasah 
of Delhi. In it QadhI Thanaullah PanTpatT, Mawlana Shah Abd al 
Aziz DehalvT, Shah Isma'il Shahid, Shah Ishaque and Shah Abd al 
Qadir and other brilliant scholars of Islam got their education and 
became the revolutionary movement for reconstruction of religious 
thought in Islam. And this was the centre from where 'uhlmi 
HadTth spread throughout the India.'°° 
ShSh Waliullah's Contribution to Education 
Shah Waliullah brought about an important change in the 
educational system. He used to begin teaching at Madrasah 
Rahimia with Qur'an, and then gave instructions and lessons on 
Hadtlh}^^ He argued that it was high course. Because the Holy 
Qur'an is the real source of guidance, the people always stand in 
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need of. Holy Qiir'an may be treated as preliminaries and need not 
be studied exclusively. He observes the '/7w al ahadith is better 
than all the sciences of religion and truths and is the origin of all 
those sciences.'°^ The method of teaching laid and followed by 
him at the advanced seminary {RahTmia madrasah) is as: 
"after it has been proved by experience, I suggest the 
following method and produce to be followed for 
imparting education. At first students are to be taught 
according to their respective intelligence and. ability, 
three to four tracts on Sarf wa Nahw. Then a book 
either on history or hikmat-i-'Amli is to be taught 
written in Arabic. While imparting instructions teacher 
should go on informing the students the method of 
consulting the lughah (dictionary) and the ways to 
solve the complicated problem of finding and tracing 
the roots of a word. As soon as the students acquire 
proficiency in Arabic, then they should be taught 
Muatta and its commentary by Yahya bin Yahya 
MasudT. This book is in no case to be ignored because, 
it is the essence of the science of Hadlth. Many 
benefits may be obtained from its study. Thereafter, 
only the translation of the Qiir'dn is to be taught 
without going into Tafsir. But whenever any difficulty 
and controversial point regarding grammar and syntex 
or the circumstances that occasioned the revelation of 
different verses of Our'an, arise should pause and stop 
and discuss those points in detail. After that Tafslr-i-
Jalalayn should be taught... then the following 
timetable should be adhered to. In one session books 
on hadlth, for example, Sahlh al BukharT and Sahlh 
Muslim and other books on Fiqh, 'Aqa'id and Sulfik 
should be taught and then books on danish mandl, for 
instance Sharh Mulla JamT should one day read Mishkat 
and next Sharh TayibV'^^^ 
Shah Waliullah explicitly denied the value of ma 'qillat, 
regarding those subjects as mere intellectual exercises and a 
source of confusion. The value by constraint of manqiilal in 
bringing people closer to the central teaching of Islam was 
apparent. He wanted both the sources and his interpretations of 
them readily available to the whole educated class. For this 
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purpose he translated Qur'an into Persian, which was one of his 
earliest endeavour and a mark of his independence of character. 
Shah Waliullah has given an account of his madrasah and 
prescribed the syllabus and mentioned the books he had to 
study.'^^ 
The change in the system of education and in the syllabus 
was a commendable contribution of Shah Waliullah. The sanad 
was given by him only to the students who had mastered in Sihdh-
i-Sittah (the six authentic collections of HadTth). 
Muslims in India, far removed as they were from the rest of 
the Muslim world, could not keep pace with their brethren outside 
in material as well as intellectual advancement. Naturally their 
attainments and achievements in education could not be as high as 
they might have been had they kept in touch with other Muslim 
countries, yet considering the social, political and economic 
conditions of the newly formed empire and the difficulties it had 
to face, the Indian Muslims fared very well indeed. Many of them 
were noted for their love of learning and patronage of letters. 
Some of them fully devoted themselves to the promotion of 
knowledge. The advent of Mughals in India unfolded a new 
chapter in the history of Muslim education. Never, in fact, in the 
whole history of the Muslim rule in India did the cause of 
education receive such a regular encouragement from the reigning 
sovereigns of Delhi as under the Royal House of Taimur, every 
member of which was a sincere exponent of this noble cause. The 
Mughal court was the cradle of sages and scholars. It was 
renowned all over the eastern hemisphere for its liberality and 
patronage of learning. From Babar down to Aurangzeb all Mughal 
rulers did a lot for the development of education. Never in the 
history of India did art and literature, science and philosophy. 
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industry and commerce flourish as a whole as much as they did 
during the two hundred years of the Mughal rule. Education made 
great studies during these emperors because, they were themselves 
great educationists. Undoubtedly, the main institutions were 
maktab as for primary and madrasahs for secondary and higher 
education but there were other institutions as well, which served 
the same purpose. Libraries and literary societies were also 
founded in India during the period under review. These societies 
sprang up in different parts of Muslim India, and became valuable 
aids to education in general. Likewise Mosque and Monasteries 
founded and endowed during Muslim period, also helped in 
propagating the dual cause of education and culture. 
Such educational richness must necessarily present a large 
acquisition of ideas to the modern educationists in the educational 
reconstruction of today. Medieval India produced great scholars 
and educationists whose output on the intellectual sides has few 
parallels in the whole history of Indian education. And modern 
education in India is only an extension to the medieval education 
of India. 
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Chapter II 
in Mnhttn 3nbta 
Education Under European Adventurers 
1. Portuguese 
How the vast territory, India became under the control of 
English people? The story begins with the discovery of a sea route 
by Vasco De Gamma in 1498. By this India had its very 
confirmation with European nation and the very first among these 
was Portuguese, who established their settlements in western coast 
of India, Goa, Daman and Dev. Their main aim in coming to India 
was trade and propagation of Christianity.' They may be said to 
have made a beginning of modern education in India by bringing 
many Jesuit Teachers and Preachers to India to lookafter 
educational Institutions, which had been started by Portuguese 
Missionaries sent to India as teacher, and made independent 
efforts to spread Christian faith among ignorant people. The most 
eminent of these early missionaries was ST. Xavier, who devoted 
his full energy to the preaching of Christian faith (Roman 
Catholicism). He covered a foot long distances over towns and 
villages and distributed voluminous literature in every village. 
Under his guidance a number of educational centres and schools 
were opened for the said purpose. Of them, important one being 
located at Goa. Bernier, the French Traveller, has mentioned of a 
college for the Jesuit priests.^ 
2. Dutch 
The Portuguese domination was only short lived, driven out 
of India by the Dutch, by the middle of the seventeen century. The 
maintime adventures and the religious zeal of the people-Dutch— 
worked as a stimuls for the government of Holland to fit out 
expeditions for exploring new regions for extending their 
commercial activities. Trading companies were established for 
setting up commercial centres at convenient places on the soil of 
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India, at Hoogly and Chinasare on the coast of Bengal. But their 
activities were mainly confined to reclaiming Roman Catholics to 
Protestantism. They established schools for the education of the 
children of their servants. 
3. French 
Under the regime of King Louis XIV and the initiate of his 
famous Minister Colbert, the French East India company was 
established in 1664, for opening trade with India. The French 
sailors opened their trade centres at Mahe, Chanderisagar, 
Pondicherry and several other places. They opened schools at their 
commercial centres. But all these were primary schools where the 
education was imparted by Indian teachers through the medium of 
native languages. A missionary teacher was also appointed to 
preach religion to the French, Portuguese and non-Christian Indian 
boys. Like Portuguese, the French also started Catholic schools 
and Christian doctrines were taught through local languages. For 
converting non-Christian boys in the schools temptations were 
offered in the shape of food, cloths and books."^ 
4) East India Company 
On 31** December 1600 A.D., a number of British merchants 
secured a charter form Queen Elizabeth to constitute a trading 
company for opening trade with eastern countries and India. Thus, 
East-India Company was chartered as a Joint stock company and 
succeeded in setting up factories at Bombay, Madras and Hoogly 
in Bengal. The company had come to India for trading purpose and 
had no desire of establishing a territorial rule. But gradually they 
found that the petty Muslim states, which had sprung up as a result 
of Mughal weakness, were not in a position even to defend 
themselves. They began to realize that they could trade much more 
profitably and freely if they wrested the political control and 
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establish their military supremacy. The chaotic conditions of the 
country by the progressive decline of the Mughal Supremacy after 
the death of Aurangzeb furnished the company with an opportunity 
to interfere in internal politics and internecine warfare of the 
independent regional states, which had arisen on the Mughal 
Empire. The company, therefore, adopted semi-political character 
and ultimately emerged triumphant from all its struggles with 
European rivals and founded an Empire in India. They defeated 
French in 1763. In 1765, the company also succeeded in 
establishing their control over Bengal. After defeating Tipu 
Sultan, most of the areas of South India came under their control 
in 1799. Thus from the beginning of 19"* century the British 
Trading company became a political force to be reckoned with and 
a state function executive, judicial, legislative and economic.^ 
5. Educational Activities of British 
During the early period of its administration the East India 
Company did not recognize the promotion of education among the 
natives of India. Its eminent aim was pecuniary of gain by trade. 
There was a great opposition to any system of instruction for the 
natives, for a considerable time after the establishment of British 
Government. In his statement before Lords, on the IS**" June, 1853, 
the well known historian of India, Mr. John Clarke Masshman, 
gave the sketch of the early policy of English Education in India: 
"The feeling of the public authorities in their country 
were first tested upon the subject in the year 1792, 
when Mr. Wilberforce proposed to add two clauses to 
the Charter Act of that year, for sending out school 
masters to India. This encountered the greatest 
opposition in the country proprietors and it was 
found necessary to with draw the clauses. That 
proposal gave rise to a very memorable debate, in 
which, for the first time, the views of the court of 
Directors upon the subject of education, after we had 
obtained possession of the country, were developed 
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on that occasion one of the Directors stated that we 
had just lost America from our folly, in having 
allowed the establishment of schools and colleges, 
and that it would not do for us to repeat the same act 
of folly in regard to India and that if the natives 
required any thing in the way of education they must 
come to England for it."^ 
British Government for first time, paid attention towards the 
education of its subjects in 1813, when parliament ordered that the 
sum of £10,000 should be appropriated to education of the natives, 
at all the three presidencies.^ 
Missionaries Entrusted with Educational works 
The Portuguese officers and missionaries as a result of their 
policy of conversion of the natives had left a large population of 
the Roman Catholics in South. The French followed the similar 
policy. These factors proved a potential source of danger for the 
British East India Company. So, considerable its important duty to 
convert the Catholics to protestant faith and to win a large number 
of converts among the natives, company started its so-called 
educational activities, which was originally the propagation and 
spread of Christianity among the natives. The Directors of the 
Company in this way expressly urged that Christianity should be 
spread by all possible measures, and they sent missionaries to 
India for this purpose. The company as a matter of policy, 
assuming responsibility for providing education to Indians, living 
in the territories under their authority. They, therefore, welcomed 
the advent of missionaries in India and encouraged them in their 
educational efforts, side by side with their propagational 
activities. So the coordinal principle of the policy of the 
Company was changed and it was now conducted on religious 
lines. Some steps were taken, in this regard, and first and far most 
of them was the special training to the priests who were deputed to 
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India for evangelical work, and to achieve this, department of 
Arabic was established at Oxford University.^ 
By the Charter of 1698 missionaries assumed of benevolent 
protection of the Company in India. They took up with great zeal, 
the work of starting and organizing education, as well as the 
propagation of Christianity. With the result a copious Christian 
literature was published and expanded throughout India by the 
missionaries. In the same epoch Governor of Uttar Pradesh, Sir 
William Mayur, wrote a book entitled "The life of prophet" (Peace 
be upon him) in which he raised indecent objections on undeniable 
and immaculate life of prophet (Peace be upon him).'° The far 
most objective of missionaries of the educational programme was 
to spread Christianity, for which they were fully supported by the 
government in each and every respect. 
In 1823, Mr. M. Infiton and Mr. Franics Warden filed a joint 
memorandum to Government Officers, and the reply to the 
memorandum from Governor general was: 
"I would not ostensibly, but indirectly, give every 
encouragement to the missionaries; for although, I, 
entirely concur with the Governor in the expediency 
of abstaining from all attempts at religious 
improvement, yet so long as the natives do not 
complain of the interference of the missionaries with 
their prejudices, and so long as they prosecute their 
labours with the caution and Judgment they have 
hitherto manifested, their exertions can not fail of 
being profitable even if they combine religious with 
moral instructions no danger will arise out of their 
agency. The beneficial result may not be immediately 
conspicuous yet it must ultimately appear, even if 
limited to the education of the labour classes of the 
natives. If education should not produce a rapid 
change in their opinions on the fallacy of their own 
religion it will at least render them more honest and 
industrious subjects."" 
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In 1797, Sir Charles Grant, who was a member of the Court 
of Directors of the Company and had stayed India for a long, 
presented to the Court of Directors a comprehensive written 
documentary in which he openly wrote: 
"But undoubtedly, the most important communication 
which the Hindus could receive, through the medium of 
our language, would be the knowledge of our religion, 
the principles of which are explained in a clear, easy 
way, in various tracts circulating among as and are 
completely contained in the inestimable volume of 
scripture."'^ 
Undoubtedly, Christian missionaries did too much in 
expanding education among the masses. But they were not doing 
such arrangements on humanitarian grounds, to employ education 
was only a means to them, through which they could come into 
contact with the people and convert them in an easy way to the 
Christian faith. In 1753 two Christian Fathers were brought to 
India only for the propagation of protestant religion.'^ All the 
members of the company from lower to upper level were engaged 
directly or indirectly in propagation of Christianity with 
missionaries. Even military officers used to propagate Christianity 
in Muslim and Hindu soldiers. Lt. Colonel Wilier, a Regiment 
Officer (commander) in Lord King's period was saying with 
proud, 
"It is my daily use practice to propagate principles of 
Christianity before non-Christian soldiers for hours 
and induce them to became Christians."'"' 
The policy of government was disclosed by the lecture of 
Mr. Fagilson, which he delivered in the beginning of 1857, in 
Parliament House. 
"God evinced the day that England took possession 
on Indian Empire and will hoist flag of victory of 
Jesus Christ from one corner to another. Every person 
should spend his whole energy in implementation of 
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great work of conversion of whole India to 
Christianity."•' 
So, the missionary societies, which were established in India 
parallel to East India Company had an impressive contribution in 
the field of Education. For the promotion of Christian knowledge"^ 
a school was opened in 1790, for the natives, which afterwards 
flourished as St. Peter College at Tanjore. In 1837, Mr. 
Anderson'^ opened an institution in Madras, where the western 
education was imparted through the medium of English language. 
In 1841, a college was established by Church Missionary society 
at Masulipatam. In 1846, another College was established at 
Negapatam by Jesuit Fathers. Besides these colleges, two more 
institutions were opened in Madras, by the Wesleyam Mission in 
1851 and by the London Missionary society in 1853. The number 
of scholars in missionary schools was 30,000 in 1854.'* 
New Education System 
On the other hand, new educational system was implemented. But 
the first and the far-most objective of the implementation of the 
New Educational System was to provide splendour and popularity 
to Christianity. Christianity was imparted, in other words, in the 
name of English education. For instance. Director Company Mr. 
Charles Grant States the purpose of this educational system in his 
own words: 
"We proceed them to observe that it is perfectly in 
the power of this country, by degrees to impart to the 
Hindtis, our language; afterwards, through that 
medium to make them acquainted with our easy 
literary composition upon a variety of subject and let 
not the idea hastily excite decision, progressively 
with the simple elements of our arts, our philosophy, 
and religion. These acquisitions would silently 
condemned and at length the subject, the fabric of 
error and all the objections that may be apprehended 
against such a change and it is confidently believed 
capable of a solid answer. 
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The first communication and the instrument of 
introducing the rest, must be the English language; 
this is the key which will open to them a world of 
new ideas, and policy alone might have impelled us, 
long since, to put it in their hands."'" ,19 
Missionaries were very forward in the establishment of a number 
of schools for the propagation of Christianity in the name of 
English and modern education. They received great encouragement 
from government officers and some times directly by the Governor 
General himself. In 1816 A.D., David Hare and Raja Ram Moham 
Roy^° established Anglo Indian College at Calcutta where the 
English education was introduced. In 1818, another college was 
founded by Joy Narain Ghossal at Banars. Besides these colleges, 
a number of colleges e.g., Barailly College, Agra College, Delhi 
College, Ajmere College, Dhaka College, Madaumpur College, 
Patna College, Hoogli College etc. were established. But the 
education in these colleges proved an issue for public. In 1866. 
three students became Christian in Lahore City as Father P.C.L. 
was one of them. Likewise Delhi became the confused state after 
the conversion of Master Ramchander and Chaman Lai to 
Christianity.^' 
Resolution of 1833 
The resolution of 1833, was important and in favour of 
educating India and shows categorically that the real object was to 
promote conversion to Christianity. 
"That it is expedient that the government of British 
possessions in India be instructed to the said 
company, under such conditions and regulations as 
parliament shall enact, for the purpose of extending 
the commerce of this country, and of securing the 
good government and promoting the religious and 
moral improvement of the people of India."^ 
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Lord William Bentink and Lord Macaullay 
In 1834, Lord Macaullay, was included as a new legislative 
member of the Governor General (Lord William Bentink's) 
Council. He produced a famous minute on 2"** February 1835, 
infavour of English Education. He argued that the English 
language would open the doors of progressive and comprehensive 
learning of the west for the Indian and India would ultimately be 
westernized. In his forceful minute he stated. 
"We have to emerge a class of people who would be 
Indian in blood and colour, but English in Taste, in 
ideas, in opinion, in morals and in intellect." 
Lord Macaullay won his point and with the result in 1837, Persian 
as the official and court language was discarded and English and 
Vernacular of India was put in its place. So English education 
began to spread rapidly. 
In 1849, English education was made preferential 
qualification for recruitment to government services. With the 
result, a number of government and non-government schools were 
established. Christian missionaries were very forward in this 
respect. Muslims in general, paid a little heed to English 
education. As Christian missionaries always mixed education with 
Christianity, Muslims were reluctant to send their children to these 
schools, as they rather considered it a danger to their religion 
because, the supreme aim of English Education was the spread of 
Christianity.^'' 
The hostility further got accentuated in Resistance of 1857 
and this began a continuous struggle between the British and 
Muslims, in which freedom loving Hindus also participated. The 
mutiny of 1857 had turned the Muslims as the main accused in the 
eyes of the British. Both the Muslims and Hindus bore the 
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consequences of revolt of 1857. But the Muslims were singled out 
as more dangerous of the two communities.^^ They were repressed 
most ruthlessly. Guilty and the innocent both were put to same 
sword indiscriminately. As C.F. Andrews, writes clearly in his 
book 'Zaka (///o/j' of Delhi... 
"No body's life was safe. Murders were common 
violence was almost universal, every house within the 
area between the Delhi Fort and the Great Mosque was 
to be razed to the ground, as an act of punishment, and 
also for military reason."^* 
The outcome of the war of 1857 was numerous shocks to the 
Muslims of North India. With the result, two educational 
movements, Deoband and Aligarh came to the forefront. The 
founders of both the movements were two such eyewitnesses of the 
bloody proceedings of 1857. 
Aligarh Movement 
The war of 1857 ended with a victory for British and the 
British rule was reestablished. The ruination of the Muslim nation 
was as its worst. Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan appeared on the scene at 
that very movement as the seviour of Muslim Nation. He stated 
that there must be a change in the method and purpose of 
education. So he considered new educational system i.e., English 
education essential for the existence of the Muslim nation. He was 
very much perturbed by the poor economic, social moral and 
educational conditions of Muslims and its betterment, he 
continued to write pamphlets and books and delivered the public 
speeches. The most significant of his literary works of this period 
were the History of the Mutiny in Bijnore (1858), 'Asbab-i-
Baghavat-i-Hind 1857; and loyal Muhammadans of India (1860); 
of these the former one is evidence of his fearlessness in the face 
of heavy odds and it was written during the material law regime in 
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the wake of the first rebellion and was a bold criticism of the 
policies of the government. On 28"' July 1859, 15000 Muslims 
gathered in a mosque in Delhi to thank Queen Victoria, Sayyid 
Ahmad Khan founded himself as the leader of a defeated and 
demoralized community which had waged a conservative, 
'archaic' struggle against the impact of foreign rule and its align 
by dynamic institutions and had failed.^^ Dwelling upon the 
sufferings of the Muslims, addressed the public, he ended the 
important speech by prayers for the progress and prosperity of the 
Muslims.^* 
In a forceful public speech on 26"* May 1875, in Patna, Sir 
Sayyid drew the attention of Muslim to the task and said: 
"Now go throughout India and search out in 
Government offices. Industries, Railway department, 
even from small scale Industries to large scale 
Industries and commercial centres etc., what is the 
percentage of Muslim Employees and workers? I can 
say boldly that proportion of Muslims will not be more 
than one in thousands."^' 
From 1859, until his death (1899), Sir Sayyid came to be more and 
more preoccupied with the problem of Muslim education in India. 
"His motto was," says Graham G.F.I., "Educate, Educate and 
Educate. All the socio political ill of India, he once said to me, 
may be cured by this treatment. Cure the root, the tree will 
flourish."'" 
To achieve this motto, he established an English school in 
Muradabad and another in Gazipur in 1864. In the same year he 
founded a Scientific Society for the introduction of western 
science primarily among Muslims in India. The society translated 
works on physical sciences and Standard English works into Urdu, 
so that Muslims who had refused association with English 
Education absorb some of the thought and culture of the west. 
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Even this did not give him 'satisfaction and in ) ^ 6 8 , he promoted 
the formation of educational committee in several districts of 
northern India. With this end in view, in 1869-70, he paid a visit 
to England to study the conditions of Education prevailing there. 
Sir Sayyid started a social magazine, called Tahdhih al 
Ikhlaq. It published a number of articles to show all the weakness 
of the Muslims, on one hand and tried to meet the useless criticism 
of Christians about Islam on the other, but the attention was 
focussed on the usefulness of the modern European education, in 
the pages of Tahdhib al Ikhlaq. He was of the view that Muslims 
could progress only through education. As he expressed, the view 
in 1886, in his address to the first 'Muhammadan Educational 
Congress': 
"I do not agree with those who think that the nation 
could progress by discussing political matters. I am 
convinced that education alone can ensure the 
progress of the nation."^' 
In 1866, Journal of Scientific Society, Aligarh Gazette, was 
launched. The British Indian Association was inaugurated in 1866, 
which was intended to help bridge the gulf between India and the 
west. 
Yet another work of the Aligarh educational movement under 
the leadership of Sir Sayyid was that he started a society for the 
educational progress of Muslims at Banaras on 26 December 
1870. This society later on became the founder of the 
Muhammadan Anglo Oriental College at Aligarh. Finally, with the 
help of friends and kindred spirits, the scheme of Anglo Oriental 
College at Aligarh assumed a concrete shape in 1874. This 
proposal came in for serious criticism, and the officers of 
Government administrative machinery put many hindrances in its 
way but, it was Sir John Strachy, the then Governor of the 
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Province, granted an extensive piece of land to the college 
foundation committee and a school was inaugurated on May 24. 
1875, on the birth day of Queen Victoria. Mawlavi Samiullah 
Khan^^ laid the foundation stone. While as the school classes 
started its functioning from June T* 1875. A year later. Sir Sayyid, 
in July 1876, retired from government service in Banras and 
settled down permanently in Aligarh, in order to dedicate all of his 
time and energy to the work of the college. On 8"* January 1877, 
Lord Lytton, the Viceroy of India, laid the foundation of the new 
building of the college and regular college classes were opened in 
1878. 
Muhammadan Anglo Oriental College flourished by leaps 
and bounds under the auspicious guidance, supervision and 
patronage of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan, became famous and built up 
a reputation in a short period. The objects of M.A.O. College were 
three fold: 
1) "To establish a college where Musalmans might 
acquire an English Education without prejudice 
to their religion; 
2) To organize a boarding house to which a parent 
might send his ward in confidence that the boy's 
conduct would be carefully supervised, and in 
which he would be kept free from the temptation 
which be set youth in big towns; 
3) To give an education which, while developing 
intellect, would provide physical training, foster 
good manners, and improve the moral character." 
The determined objectives of college were acquired with the 
passage of time.^^ 
The M.A.O. College, intentionally styled on Cambridge 
University, soon assumed a form and individuality of its own. 
Although, its founder regarded English education compulsory for 
the well being of the Muslims, yet he considered religious 
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education an essential part of a Muslim education. He was not 
opposite of religious education. His earnest desire was that 
Muslims should acquire proficiency in western learning and 
literature on one hand and they should have a thorough mastery 
over their own secular and religious knowledge on the other. He 
did not want that the education of the Muslim children should be 
in the hands of non-Muslims. In a forceful speech, addressing the 
Muslims he said: 
"Friends our education will be complete only when it 
will be in our hands, we, then, will be free from the 
slavery of the Universities, we shall be the masters of 
our education and without sub serving the 
Universities we shall be able to provide education for 
our nation. We will have Philosophy in our right 
hand. Natural sciences in our left and the crown of 
'Laillaha ilia Allah Muhammad al Rasul Allah ' {SA W) 
on our head."'^ 
M.A.O. College played a vital role in the inclination of Muslims 
towards modern education. The contribution of M.A.O. College 
towards modern education of Muslims can be understood after to 
examine the educational position of Muslims before the 
establishment of it. As in 1875, when M.A.O. College came into 
existence, there were only 20 Muslim graduates in the whole India 
while as the number of Hindu graduates was 864 but Aligarh 
produced 126 graduates and 174 undergraduate upto 1898.'^ 
It was due to awareness of Aligarh movement that 
throughout India many colleges and several schools were 
established by Muslims for English education. With the result, 
Aligarh movement produced enthusiasm of English Education in 
Muslims of India after 1857. In 29 years, from 1858-1881, the 
number of Muslim graduates was only 41 which increased from 
1881-1893 and reached upto 339."^ Aligarh gained the confidence 
of British and the students were attracted from distant parts of the 
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country in an ever increasing number and after completing their 
education, they were appointed to the highest offices of the state.'^ 
The M.A.O. College formally attained the status of a full-fledged 
University in December, 1922 and so, became a Central University 
after the enactment of Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh Act in 
this year. Now it is a teaching cum residential University, which is 
eminently successful in its aims. It aimed the liberalization of 
ideas, extended humanism, a scientific worldview, and a pragmatic 
approach to politics. 
Characteristics 
1) Aligarh was not confined to a college, or a university but 
centre for a magnificent educational movement. The Aligarh 
movement was so efficacious that Muslims impressed 
throughout the whole country and they established 
educational committees and opened religious as well as 
secular educational institutions. 
2) One of its prominent features was that it was planed to be a 
residential college from the every outset. Both Sir Sayyid 
and Syed Mahmud who had prepared the blue print of the 
college, were strongly disposed towards making it a 
residential institution for better training of students. About 
which Sir Sayyid once wrote in plain words: 
"Let it be remembered that unless our boys do not get 
trained in this manner (living in hostel) and are kept 
away from their homes, they will always remain 
spoiled and would continue developing bad habits."^^ 
3) Special attention was paid on the standard training of 
students along with their education because the founder 
wanted to save the on coming generation from the moral 
degeneration that had set in among the Muslims. Aligarh 
developed a social life at its campus marked by games and 
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sports, debates, ready wit and scintillating human. Aligarh, 
exactly, prepared a ground for the educated Muslims to meet 
the challenges of the time and to see things in their true 
perspective. 
Analysis 
Inspite of all its excellence and qualities, Aligarh movement 
had its deficiencies also. One of the basic deficiencies was that it 
popularized the difference between Religious and Secular 
Education that represents the theory of the differentiation of 
religion and life. 
This deficiency was in one more respect also. An epitomized 
and customary religious education was included in the curriculum 
of college instead of a comprehensive and complete Islamic 
education. The religious education imparted in the college was 
devoid of its spirit. Consequently, products of Aligarh did not 
show any passion for Islamic education and thought. It seems that 
Sir Sayyid was ailing from fear that the burden of religious 
education will be hindrance in the acquisition of modern 
education. Because, once he directed the curriculum committee 
that 'the position of the religious education should be fixed only 
upto a moderate extent which will not be harmful on any branch of 
knowledge.'"" 
One of Sir Sayyid's highest eulogists, Mawlana Hall 
dispirited of Aligarhs' education in the closing years of his life. 
As Mawlavi Abdul Haque writes about him: 
". . .was an excellent supporter of modern education 
and tried his best for its persuasion and propagation. 
But, at last when he ascertained the students of our 
college he was disappointed to some extent. I 
remember, when one day he received Old Boy' in 
Hyderabad he pity it after reading that there was no 
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thing except buffoonery. Because, he had a higher 
expectation from the students of Aligarh.'"*" 
Another companion of Sir Sayyid, Vaqarul Mulk, was also 
disappointed with the educational policy of Sir Sayyid. Once he 
wrote to Sir Sayyid. 
"....This is not a path to holy Ka'bah, this is path to 
Turkistan. It is not the mistake of your heart but that 
of your mind. You can not achieve the goal through 
the way assumed by you."'*' 
Sir Sayyid himself felt the deficiency of Aligarh at the last 
moment. For instance, he wrote in a letter in 1890 as: 
"It is a mater of surprise that who receives education 
and with whom expectations were to be connected for 
the success and welfare of the nation, those are 
becoming themselves devils and apostates."'*^ 
Deoband Movement 
The Second Educational Movement came to forefront after 
1857, was Deoband movement. A band of leading, excellent, 
courageous and farsighted Muslim 'Ulama' who were in the 
vanguard of freedom struggle of 1857, decided to launch an 
educational movement which could keep alive the link of the 
rising Muslim generations with their faith and also be conducive 
in the preservation of Islamic culture, religious and moral 
knowledge. By the endeavour of these 'Ulama an institution of 
oriental learning and Islamic culture came into being underneath a 
pomegranate tree in the court yard of an old mosque (Chatta 
Masjid) situated in the township of Deoband."^'^ 
Darlul 'Ulum Deoband, was founded on Thursday, 30"' May, 
1866, with HajT Muhammad 'Abid Hussain as its founder.'*'* The 
institution started its career with only one teacher Mulla Mahmud 
Hassan Deoband! and one student Mahmudul Hussain (Shaykh al 
Hind). Mawlana Muhammad Qasim Nanautavi was appointed its 
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first patron principal in 1202/1867. Its first Rector was HajT 
Muhammad 'Abid Hussain and Mawlana Muhammad Yaqub was its 
first Sadr Mudarris (Principal)/^ 
Daraul 'Ulum Deoband, flourished under the remarkable 
personality of Mawlana Muhammad Qasim Nanautavi, who was 
associated with it from the very beginning. With the efforts of 
Nanautavi and associates it became the outstanding centre of 
theological studies. Students came to Deoband from the distant 
parts of the world as from Russia, China, Turkistan, Persia and 
Afghanistan to quench their thirst of knowledge. 
The main object and aim of the founders of Darul 'Ulilm in 
founding it at Deoband, was preservation and perpetuation of 
Islamic culture and religion. Because, in their opinion religious 
sentiments, consciousness and education could help the Muslim to 
reconstruct the world according to their linking and if religion, the 
basis of Islamic existence was lost, all hope of reconstruction 
would also be lost.''^ 
Darul 'Ulum, was response to whole gamut of challenges 
that were posed before the Muslims in the 19*'' century as a result 
of their exposure to western culture. The distinguished luminary of 
Deoband and its first student, Mawlana Mahmudul Hassan, Shaykh 
al Hind, wants to convey the impression in plain words, when he 
said on the inquiry of Mawlana Manazir Ahasan GllanT: 
"Did my teacher, Mawlana Nanautavi, established 
madrasah for teaching and learning alone? The 
madrasah was established in my presence. So far as, 
I understand this institution was established after the 
failure of the uprising of 1857, with the purpose of 
establishing a centre where people could be prepared 
to make up the losses of 1857.'"* 
The founders prepared a course of study, which was based on 
Manqiilal, Ma'qulat and some modern sciences. This curriculum 
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was largely similar to Dars-i-Nizami. The educational pattern of 
Darul 'Ulum Deoband, can be divided into four stages. 1) Primary, 
2) Middle, 3) Higher and 4) Research (IbtidaJ, Mutavast, A 'la and 
Takmil-i-Tafsir, Diniyat, Adab and Ma'qulat). Darul 'Ulum 
Deoband, privately controlled a residential University attracted 
students far and wide from its starting. But unfortunately in 1981, 
after 112 years of its establishment, some controversies existed 
among the administrators and teachers to a large extent and the 
whole magnificent. Islamic university was divided into two parllel 
groups. Mawlana QarT Muhammad Tayyib took a large number of 
students, teachers and administrative staff members and 
established another Islamic and theological educational Institute 
with the name of Darul 'Ulum Waqf. So presently there are two 
Darul 'Ulum's at Deoband and in both, syllabus is same."*^ 
Darul 'Ulum, combined the characteristics of three different 
types of religious educational institutions which were existed in 
Delhi, Lucknow and Khairabad during the 19'*' century. Institution 
of Delhi, under Shah Waliullah, emphasized the teaching of TafsJr 
and Handith, Lucknow (Farangi Mahal) Fiqh and Usill a I Fiqh, 
while as Khairabad specialized in 'ilm al kalam. Deoband, 
represents a synthesis of these three exponents, but its main 
emphasize has been on the traditions of Shah Waliullah and his 
Delhi School of Muhadithin.'*^ However, educational pattern of 
Deoband was founded on the basis of Dars-i-Nizam\ and in the 
very first period its complexion was nearest to the tradition of 
Delhi but later on Fiqh and Kalam became prevalent there and 
hence, it became the union of the above mentioned three 
traditions. To produce ingenuity, ability and professional 
additional competences in the students some other subjects were 
connected with its curriculum such as, 'ilm-i-tib was included as 
an implicative subject in the curriculum. Besides this, calligraphy 
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was studied as a separate subject. Likewise arrangements were 
made for the elementary education of different homely (domestic) 
arts and crafts such as bookbinding, cloth weaving and tailoring 
etc. But this technical side of education could not make progress 
with the passage of time. Hence, the educational pattern of 
Deoband without technical arrangements could not fulfill the 
social needs of Indian Muslims. 
The very momentous feature of Darul 'Ulilm Deoband is the 
academic liberty and freedom. This has been possible due to the 
fact that Darul 'Uliim had never accepted even a very little aid 
from government. The compiler of eight guiding principles for 
Deoband, laid much stress after the religious side on the liberty of 
conscience and the liberation of Darul 'Uliim from the cultch of 
grandees and the governments.^" 
Darul 'Ulum, inspired so many other institutions of religious 
and Islamic studies among which Darul 'Uliim Dariya at 
Muradabad, Mazahirul 'Uliim Saharanpur, Madrasah Faidh-i- 'Am 
Kanpur, Miftahul 'Uliim Saharanpur and Madrasah Ashrafiyah 
Muradabad are notable. Besides these institutions, several 
madrasahs were started and established throughout the 
subcontinent on the guidelines of Deoband. With in a Span of 137 
years, Darul 'UlUm has produced a galaxy of eminent Muslim 
Theologians, Thinkers, Biographers, Historians, Jurists, Teachers 
and Scholars who have made a mark not only in the field of 
religion but also in the domain of politics and other fields of day 
to day life. 
One cannot deny the contribution of Deoband movement 
towards Islam and Islamic learning. But the curriculum introduced 
by Deoband could not fulfill properly the necessities of the 
modern age. Because, as a matter of fact, the syllabus in vogue in 
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madrasahs for the last few centuries was imperfect to some extent. 
Shah Waliullah tried his best to rectify it, but, even then, from the 
Islamic point of view, there was a great need of few basic 
alternations in it. Deoband, not only introduced the said syllabus 
and curriculum precisely the same but initially the Qur'&n and 
Hadith had achieved the central position in its curriculum but 
gradually it did not remain the same. Sarf-wa-NahM' (grammar and 
syntax) has a highest position in the curriculum as it reflects that 
the whole Islamic knowledge is in grammar only. Ancient books 
and works of '/7m al kalam and mantiq are studied which are 
unconnected with the percent age. Fiqh occupies a vital position. 
Overall the unimproved curriculum seems that the anxious of 
education in Deoband, is not various arts and sciences but few 
particular books and ancient works. 
However, Mawlana Qasim Nanautavi has said in a forceful 
speech: "our desire is that after this (the completion of the 
curriculum of Deoband) if the students, will move towards the 
modern education and can acquire it in government schools and 
institutions it will be more corroborative for them." But this very 
desire of Mawlana could not effect directly or indirectly 
Deobandls and they never tried to do so. 
At Deoband, actually education and training has an equal 
significance but the training side remained very weak and it 
produced superficial observation in its students. Consequently, the 
revolutionary spirit of Deoband weakened day by day, which was 
an object at its initial stage and which is the distinctive feature of 
Islamic education, occupies second position after the institution. 
Inspite of all these faults and weaknesses, the educational 
movement of Deoband accomplished and fulfilled the exigency of 
Muslims on the whole, which cannot be forgotted. 
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Nadwatul *Ulanid' 
Nadwatul 'Vlama', Lucknow was founded by a band of 
forward looking Muslim Divines, on the occasion of annual 
convocation {Dastar Band!) of Madrasah Faidh-i- 'Am Kanpur in 
1892 A.D. corresponding to 1310 A.H., with the objects to 
overhaul and update the curriculum of traditional institutions and 
the elimination of sectarian misunderstandings.^' Its first Nazini 
was Mawlana Sayyid Muhammad Ali Monger! (1846-1927). 
NadM'atul 'Ulama' held its subsequent annual sessions in the 
various cities and towns of India and in its every session it 
emphasized upon the need of a particular type of education, which 
might not only give the Muslims a thorough grounding in religious 
matters but equip them with western ideas to face the new 
situation. There were four specific objectives of the NadM'atul 
'Ulama' which are as: 
1) Reform in the system of education and in the curriculum 
prevalent in Arabic madrasahs, in the light of demands of 
modern times. 
2) Removal of mutual differences between the religious groups 
and sects of Muslims and to bring forward the divines of all 
the groups, join together to fight the common enemy of 
Islam and Muslims. 
3) To produce such type of individuals who are acquainted with 
the extensive knowledge of Qur'an and Sunnah and are 
equipped with modern ideas and thoughts too. 
4) The publication and the propagation of Islamic sciences, 
education, civilization and culture.^^ 
After some years, it was felt by the 'Ulama' that these objectives 
can be achieved only when an institution of such kind might be 
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established. With this end in view, the establishment of Darul 
'Ultim Nadwatul 'Ulama' came into existence at Lucknow on 
September 26, 1898.^^ Corresponding to 9 Jammadi'al Awwal 1216 
A.H. and started functioning on the same day with Mawlana 
Mohammad Ali Mongerl as its first Nazim. 
Initially, Darul 'Ulum was totally dependent on the 
association {Nadwatul 'Ulama') but finally Darul 'Uliim sustained 
all the responsibilities of association. Hence, Anjuman-i-Da'/*/// 
'Ulum ended and Darul 'Ulum took its positions entirely. 
After the removal of mutual differences of 'Ulama and 
various sects, Darul 'Ulum devoted a special attention towards the 
reforming of the prevalent curriculum and ancient courses of 
studies in traditional madrasahs. It introduced some changes in the 
syllabus according to needs and challenges of the modern age. 
Especially, during the Nizamat period of Dr. Sayed Abu'l Ali, it 
prepared full syllabus of Arabic language and literature and its 
grammatical rules by compiling of books. Logic, Philosophy, 7/w 
al Kalam and Persian were excluded from syllabus and Political 
Science, Economics, History and English were introduced in it.^ ** 
Overhaul of updated curriculum 
In its second session, held at Lucknow in 1895, a resolution 
for the inclusion of modern subjects in the syllabus of Arabic 
madrasahs was carried by the majority vote and it got decided in 
the same session that the total period of education in madrasah be 
of ten years. A draft and out line of new syllabus entitled 
"Musauvada-i-Nisab-i-Arabi was submitted by Mawlana 
Muhammad Ali Mongheri in 1896. There were twenty subjects in 
new proposed syllabus, out of them only six subjects were new as 
Tarikh, 'Usui al Lughah, Tajvid, 'Urud, Suluk M'a TahdJb-i-Nafs 
and Asrar wa Ahkam. Twenty more draft copies of different 
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courses were also presented in 1896. In 1902, in the annual session 
held at Amritsar, the syllabus of studies again came under 
discussion and some guiding principles were agreed upon to 
modify the prevalent Dars-i-NizamJ. One of the principles was that 
all the books dealt with more than one area of knowledge should 
be eliminated from the course 'Had this principle been observed 
the following books would have been faith with eliminated from 
the course of studies; Mulla Hasan, Mir Zahid, Hamd Allah, 
Qadhl."^^ Similarly, Mulla Jalal Shark Janii, Fusul-i-Akbari, 
Kafiya etc. were eliminated from the course. But when Darul 
'Ulum continued the Mulla Jalal, Shark Jami, Fusul-i-Allabarl, 
Kafiya, Maybizi, Shafiya in the courses of studies, Shibli Nu'mani 
wrote to Mawlana Habibur Rehman Khan ShirwanT, the then 
secretary of committee of course of studies, was it the claim of 
Nadwak that the old building of Deoband will be our Ka'bakir^^ 
The chief architect of Nadwak, who worked as a moving 
spirit behind it, was Shibli. He wanted to overhaul the system of 
traditional education and to introduce temporal sciences and 
technical education to it. He and his associates wanted it to be a 
synthesis of both the Anglo Oriental College of Aligarh and Darul 
Ulum Deoband. His main aim in Nadwak was to produce such type 
of educated Muslims who might be well versed with the Islamic 
thought and also be aware of the new trends and ideas that were 
changing the face of the world. So, he with his associates worked 
tirelessly for the development of English language to be taught in 
Nadwak, for which he, excited to be included in syllabus and 
lastly, on his persistence in 1900, study of English language got 
approved to be study as an optional subject, by the executive 
council of Nadwak and in 1903, English attained the status of 
second language.^^ Finally, the study of English language was 
made compulsory in 1905, when Mawlana Shibli was appointed 
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Mu'tamad-i-Ta'lTm, who applied some strictness in its 
implementation.^* 
Another addition to the course of studies at Darul 'Ulum 
Nadwatul 'Ulama' was made by introducing the teaching of Hindi 
and Sanskrit. Probably, the motive behind the inclusion of Sanskrit 
and Hindi was to equip the students with the language and 
literature in order to enable them to defend Islam from the attacks 
of Arya SamajTs. But this addition could be retained after the 
resignation of Mawlana Shibli from the Darul 'Ulfini. Only the two 
subjects English and Hindi are still continue included in the 
courses of studies. The later one had lost its place for considerable 
length of time, is taught in the last four of the six classes of the 
primary stage while as former one, on the other hand, starts from 
class 4'** of the primary stage and continues for five years 
including the two years of middle stage. 
Characteristics 
Nadwatul 'Ulama' contributed a lot towards Arabic as well 
as Islamic literature. It has produced the men, which were laced 
with the abilities of preaching, literary composing and reconciling 
etc. It has produced high ranking scholars who can well be help up 
as models to the Islamic World.^^ Darul 'Ulum Nadwah was more 
serious in academic activities such as framing a modified courses 
of studies. It worked out an improved and integrated course of 
studies, in order to overhaul the prevailing ancient education in 
traditional madrasahs, amended the olden and farfetched 
philosophical studies and incorporated the modern sciences. It 
focused its attention primarily on the teaching of Qur'an as an 
eternal programme of life. It also took up the teaching of Arabic 
as a living language since it held the key to understanding of the 
Qur'an.^° Darul 'Ulum emphasis on Arabic literature and language 
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has, therefore, augmented the competence of its students in written 
as well as spoken Arabic. Its products have made invaluable 
contribution to the study of Islamic history. Literature, Scholastic, 
Theology and life history of the prophet {SAW). 
Inspite of all the characteristics and features it is admirable 
that the modified syllabus and courses of studies. Darn I 'Uhlm 
Nadwatul 'Ulama' could not prove itself the synthesis of ancient 
and modern education through which required needs could be 
obtained. When Mawlana Muhammad Hasani the former editor of 
'al Ba 'thi Islami felt the deficiency of Nadwah, he said, Inspite of 
as much as alterations still the syllabus is needed to be changed.^' 
But it can never be over emphasised that Dariil 'Uliim 
Nadwatul 'Ulama', has rendered a great services to the cause of 
Islamic education in India. The clamour of the synthesis of ancient 
and modern education raised by Nadwatul 'Ulama' got popularity 
among Muslims and it became the ideal for a chain of theological 
educational institutions and several institutions got established on 
its lines. 
Jamia Millia Islamia 
In the last years of second decade of the twentieth century in 
the wake of the non-cooperation and khilafat movements many a 
national institutions got birth. These institutions were established 
to boycott government institutions and Jamia Millia Islamia was 
one of these. It was intended to be an Islamic institution whose 
main aim was the education of Muslims and the basis for this 
education was to be Islam and Islamic civilization. Further, it was 
intended that this institution had to be self-financed and obviously 
free from Government control and the modern sciences and arts 
had to be taught through the medium of Urdu. 
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When the British Government refused to give the proposed 
Aligarh Muslim University the right to affiliate other institutions 
especially Muslim colleges and schools, Mawlavi Mushtaq Hussain 
(1841-1917), popularly known as Waqarul Mulk, presented a 
proposal for the establishment of a university, namely Jamia 
Islamia, the scheme was in his mind long before the government 
refusal."^ As he had written: 
"till now we had thought that the Aligarh college 
would develop into an all India Muslim University and 
would help us in making arrangements for all sorts of 
Oaumi education. Now, we should establish a separate 
Jamia Islamia for Muslims and fund raised or being 
raised for Muslim University should be given over to 
Jamia Islamia."^^ 
Waqarul Muluk has opined that the proposed institution 
naturally had to remain free from government control and 
knowledge should be imparted through Urdu and the English 
should be taught only as exigency may require and as second 
language. 
Thus Jamia Millia came into existence on 29"" October, 1920 
in the Jame Masjid of Aligarh college and was founded by Shaykh 
al Hind Mawlana Mahmudul Hasan.^•* Inaugural address was 
written by Shaykh al Hind and was readout by Mawlana Shabbir 
Ahmad UthmanT.^^ Jamia as conceived initially by its founders, 
was to be a bridge between the 'secular Aligarh' and 'religious 
Deoband.' It reflects from the inaugural address of Shaykh al Hind 
"0 ! Sapling sons of my native land when I saw that 
sympathizers comforters of my agony (by which my 
bones are melted) are found in schools and colleges 
more than in madrasahs and khanqahs and some of 
the sincere friends took a step towards Aligarh. And 
thus we linked together the two historical places 
{Deoband and Aligarh) "^^ 
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Jamia Millia Islamia, flourished under the services of Dr. 
Zakir Hussain, Professor Mohammad Mujeeb, Dr. Abid Husain, 
and Dr. Salamatullah. These personalities brought Jamia at 
national and international repute. In 1920, on November 22, a 
foundation committee of Jamia was founded. Though, the central 
Khilafat committee had ceased its financial assistance to the Jamia 
in 1923, but its influence as administrative matters of Jamia 
continued till 1925, when it was shifted to Qarol Bagh, Delhi. 
Aims and Objectives 
Regarding its aims and objectives, Shaykh al Hind said in 
its inaugural address: 
"Inauguration of an independent University had been 
announced which will be free from government 
influence and assistance and its entire working will be 
based on Islamic characteristics and national 
sentiments".*^ 
HakTm Ajmal Khan, in his presidential address of first convocation 
of the Jamia Millia Islamia held at Aligarh on T^ December 1921 
said: 
"To produce such Muslims who are acquainted with 
the religion and practice it rigorously, who are fully 
familiar with their past and are aware of their future, 
who understand the main aim of the existence of their 
nation and their existence in this world, who may 
enter into the ranks of Islamic missionaries as useful 
member. They need definitely be familiar with modern 
knowledge, but should themselves be specimens of 
Islamic way of life. They should not depend on others 
for earning their livelihood and should live the life of 
a self respecting Muslims."*^ 
Dewelling upon the aims and objectives of Jamia Millia Dr. Zakir 
Hussain says: 
'"Jamia is an Islamic Institution, its aim is to educate 
Muslims and the basis of its education is Islam and 
Islamic culture. Islam is the religion, which liberates 
man from the worship of non-God; make the worship 
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of one God obligatory and thus lays the foundation of 
universal brother-hood Islamic culture means those 
traditions, which the prophet established for us as 
example. In view of the present environment some 
more objectives are to be added to the larger aim of 
Jamia and these are: a) will to freedom not merely to 
worship homeland but to love God instead of Non-
God; b) Service of Urdu. The Urdu, which the justice 
loving class wants to establish and develop. In 
nutshell work oi Jamia is based on Islamic teachings, 
will to freedom and service of Urdu."^' 
Dr. Mukhtar Ansari clarifies the aims of Jamia MiUia "Religious 
Education, brotherhood, tolerance, and education through Urdu 
medium."'*' 
Characteristics and Features 
The first and formost feature of Jamia Millia was that all its 
founders emphasized Islamic learning especially the study of 
Qur'an. They emphasised both the religious education and its 
practice as well. Secondly made Arabic language and its learning 
essential for each and every Muslim student. And it seems that the 
motive behind it was probably to create the interest of 
understandng of Qur'an in the students directly. Hakim Ajmal 
Khan clearly says about the central position of Qur'an in the 
curriculum oi Jamia in plain words, 
"We have given central position to holy Qur 'an in 
the curriculum of Jamia. Although we have given a 
place to modern subjects in our system, but have 
made them servants and the Qur'an and Islam their 
masters."" 
Mawlana Muhammad AH mentions in his article National Muslim 
Education that an intimate knowledge of the holy Qur'an was 
considered an indispensable foundation. Therefore, at every stage 
(in Jamia) provisions were made for an intelligent study of the 
word of God.'^ 
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Another important characteristic of Jamia was, the Urdu as 
the medium of instructions. The founders of Jamia were of the 
opinion that language is the means of expressing ideas and one 
cannot express ideas more easily than through his own language. 
So, they all advocated the use of Urdu as the medium of 
instructions because, the Jamia had never set 'government service' 
as one of its aims. Urdu, as it is the language of Indian Islamic 
Literature, the study which was one of the eminent aims of Jamia 
became the language of instructions in Jamia by the sincere favour 
of Hakim Ajmal Khan, Mawlana Mohammad AH and Dr. Zakir 
Hussain and associates. 
Jamia introduced programme of vocational studies in its 
curriculum. To offer one trade or craft was essential for each 
student of Jamia even from the primary classes. Courses were 
offered in lock making, weaving, polishing, bookbinding, printing, 
copy writing, short hand and typing etc. So, learning a craft had 
been made compulsory for all the students so that they would not 
be compelled to do government jobs and would know something to 
earn livelihood. 
Besides these things, Jamia Millia did too much for the 
education of children. Jamia gave it the shape of a complete 
educational movement and it was exactly accepted by the people. 
Under the guidance of Dr. Zakir Hussain, Jamia gathered standard 
literature under scheme and programme of Payam-i-T'allm due to 
which children became the national security. In 1928, when the 
financial crisis arose in Jamia its teachers and workers took the 
pledge of serving the institution at least for twenty years against 
the same salary and facilities and will not claim for its enhance. 
An environment of frugality and contentment remained in Jamia 
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from the very beginning because all most all the students were 
belonging to poor and middle class families. 
But unfortunately this immaculate and unparallel bloom 
turned into pieces when the self controlled and independent Jamia 
Millia Islamia, accepted financial assistance of government and it 
came under the University Grants Commission. 
Although, Jamia developed much more after the 
independence of India and higher studies were started in various 
subjects. Its staff members are getting handsome salaries like the 
workers of other universities but it lost its uniqueness. Gradually, 
development brought overall a change in Jamia wounded its 
holiness. Worldly goods overpowered religion and religion was 
treated unintentionally. The number of non-Muslim teachers and 
students increased day by day and Jamia became a common 
educational institution. When Jamia was upgraded to a central 
university, the authorities forgot all about it that basically it was 
an Islamic institution, which was established for the preservation 
and upliftment of Islamic culture. Islam was expelled from the 
soul of Jamia by a collusive policy and only Islamia reinained as a 
patt of its name. Jamia Millia is labeled as a secular educational 
centre for last few years. Reservations on the basis of Urdu 
language ended in Jamia. Although, Jamia had been started 
against Aligarh College but at present it is closer to Aligarh 
Muslim University. Jamia Millia Islamia and Aligarh, in other 
words, are sailing in the same boat. 
Other institutions 
Besides these institutions, of highest fame, there are number 
less madrasahs throughout India, which are following Dars-i-
Nizami or adopting Nizamia pattern after some additions and 
alterations and all these are similar to discussed seminaries in 
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many other ways also. These theological and religious institutions 
have played a vital and meritorious role in the promotion of 
Islamic education in modern India. Of them ShahT Madrasah 
(Muradabad), Madrasah Islamia Shamsul Huda (Patna), Jamia 
Islamia (Dabheel), Mazahirul 'Uliim (Saharanpur), Madasah 
Chashma-i-Rahmat (Gazipur), Darul 'Ultlm (Bhopal) and 
Madrasah Aminia (Delhi) are famous. 
Salafia institutions 
A galaxy of madrasahs throughout the country is run by the 
Ahl-i-Hadith sect {Salafia movement) too, of them Madrasah 
Rahmania Salafia Banaras, Darul 'Ulilm Salafia Lahria Sarai and 
Dharbhanga are more famous. Other under them {Ahl-i-HadJths or 
Salafias) are working with excitement. In all the religious 
institutions of Ahl-i-Hadith sect real education is imparted on the 
pattern of Aslaf in the light of Qur'an and Sunnah. In some of 
these Salafia colleges and institutions arrangements for modern 
education are also available. These institutions have produced 
eminent 'Ulama', preachers and the scholars of international fame. 
Darurssalam Umarabad 
South India is also rich in the field of religious and Islamic 
education. A large number of theological madrasahs are 
functioning from the very beginning in South India. Among them 
Jamia Darursalam Umarabad,'^ stands preeminent. This institution 
was founded by HajT Kaka 'Umar on December 7, 1924, with the 
co-operation of some of his colleagues.^^ Of his associates, Nawab 
C.Abdul Hakim of wishram and HajT J. Abdul Karlm of Ambar are 
well known figures. The later was the trade partner of the founder 
too. 
The courses of studies in this institution are somewhat 
different from Dars-i-NizamT. It combines the characteristics of 
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both the old and new, which are of 9 years duration. Modern 
subjects like, English, Mathematics, Geography etc. are also 
studied here. 
The most outstanding feature of this Jamia is that it has 
facilities for institution in all the four schools of religious thought 
with a view to eliminate factional differences and broaden the out 
look of the students. The medium of instructions is Urdu. 
The graduates of 'Umarsibad are using the suffix 'Umri' to 
their names. This institution has produced a galaxy of 'Ulama' and 
scholars, which are engaged for the cause of Islam throughout the 
sub continent. 
MadrasatuI Islah 
In the very first decade of twentieth century when the 
clamour of Christian missionaries and Ariyan movements was 
throughout the India on the one side and the Muslims were 
disconnected from Islamic culture and dogmatic laws due to 
intimacy with non-Muslims on the other, Mawlana Mohammad 
Shafi started his valuable reformist excretions. He was deeply 
pained at the irreligious life of Muslims and determined to purge 
Muslim society of its accretions and mould it according to Islamic 
spirit. With this end in view, he founded an organisation, 
'Anjunwa-i-Islahul Muslimin' in 1906 A.D., in Sara-i-MTr 
Azamgarh. The organization held its work with the prevention of 
non-Islamic usages, customs, traditions and polytheistic 
oppressions. It held its meetings continuously with passionce, 
where a host of Muslim divines discussed the ways to bring out 
the desired changes in the Muslim society. 
Later on it was felt by the members of the Anjuman that one 
of the ways which the society consider very effective in realizing 
the goal was the establishment of a madrasah, which could help 
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the Muslim children and youth to mould their lives according to 
the dogmatic rules and teachings of Islam. Therefore, in 1327 
A.H., corresponding to 1908, the foundation of Madrasah at Sara-
i-MTr was laid by Sayyid Miyan Asghar Hussain, Deobandi. At 
first it was Madrasah Islahul Muslimin and now it is known as 
Madrasatul I si ah V 
Madrasatul Islah flourished under the enlightened 
supervision and guidance of Mawlana Shibli and Mawlana 
Hamiduddin Farahi, both were from District Azamgarh. As Shibli 
prepared the out line for its aims and objectives and ideal. 
Mawlana Farahi, served it as Nazim from its initial stage upto the 
last moment of his life.^^ Both the personalities played an 
important role in reforming the madrasah curriculum, although, 
their reform could not go beyond a certain limit. Both were 
associated with Aligarh movement for some time and had worked 
with Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. After the discord from Aligarh 
movement, Shibli moved towards Darul 'Uliim Nadwatul 'Ulama', 
to reform madrasah movement. However, not finding the 
atmosphere congenial there also, he moved to Azamgarh in 1913 
and reformulated Madrasatul Islah. After his arrival, he framed 
the initial objectives of Madrasah and drafted an outline plan to 
achieve these, objectives. On his offer, in 1919, Mawlana 
Hamiduddin Farahi came and employed himself in Madrasatul 
Islah and served the madrasah till his death (1930).^ *^ 
Madrasatul Islah lays great emphasis on the intensive 
teaching of the holy Qur'an and Traditions in their different 
branches. Its courses of studies are divided into two parts ibtida 'I 
and A 'la (lower and higher), spread over five and seven years 
respectively. In the later part advanced courses of holy Qur'an and 
its commentary, Siha-i-Sittah, Arabic literature. Scholastic 
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Philosophy, Principles of Religion, Theology, Jurisprudence and a 
few Social Sciences like History, Geography and the languages of 
Hindi and English are target.*° 
Madrasatul Islah has a pride of receiving the services of 
most remarkable personalities and 'Ulama' like, Mawlana Shibli 
Nu'manT, Hamiduddin Farahi, Mawlana Akhtar Ahsan Islahi, 
Mawlana Amin Ahsan Islahi, Mawlana Dawood Akbar Islahi, 
Mawlana Shibli Mutakallim, Mawlana Abd al Rahman Nigrami, 
and others.*' 
Madrasatul Islah has produced a number of 'Vlama' and 
scholars who are working for the cause of Islam and Islamic 
Education throughout the corners of country. Its graduates are 
used suffix 'Islahi' to their names. 
The religious institutions in modern India laid a crucial role 
in imparting and improving the system of Islamic education in the 
country. These institutions, however, could not fulfill the 
contemporary requirements in the field of Islamic Education in 
modern times. No such attempts were made to emphasize upon the 
national and international languages e.g., Hindi and English and to 
introduce social science in the syllabus. This was to be initiated 
by another very important religious institution in the country that 
was popularly known as Jami'atul Falah in its later form. 
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Chapter III 
Maktab Islamia 
Indian Muslims in every phase of the history took sincere steps for 
the acquisition and the extension of knowledge. They considered it 
as their sacred duty. For this purpose they established madrasahs 
and never stopped the transmission and universalization of 
education. During their rule in India, not a single village was there 
which had no school or maktab to impart basic religious 
knowledge to the children. More emphasis was given upon the 
memorization of the holy Qiir'an and learning it with due 
procedure of Arabic grammar. 
Same was the case with the town Bilariaganf (Azamgarh 
U.P. India). A maktab was functioning since 1914, in the town and 
was provided education upto standard Ilnd, which was recognized 
as Maktab Islamia. It is said about the maktab that it was founded 
by the two nobles of the town (Bilariaganj) namely Ali Ahmad 
Khan and Munshi Lai Muhammad Khan with the full co-operation 
of the inhabitants of Bilariaganj town in 1914. The maktab started 
its functioning with Munshi Lai Muhammad as its first teacher and 
Ali Ahmad Khan its manager. The maktab was started in Wali 
Muhammad Khan's residential house and remained functioning in 
the same house for a probationary period of two years.^ 
In the year 1916, a building of clay and curved roof tiles 
{Khaprail) was constructed with the help of local people in the 
south of present Mawdudi Hostel} After the completion of this 
very first building Maktab Islamia was shifted to it from Wali 
Muhammad Khan's house. 
Ali Ahmad Khan served the Maktab Islamia as manager for a 
period of thirteen years i.e., from 1914-1927. In 1927, he put the 
responsibility of the management on the shoulders of his son 
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Muhammad Haneef Khan and he himself left for the pilgrimage of 
Ka'bah and lost his breath there in / 
Muhammad Haneef Khan, like his father, worked hard and 
served the maktab with keen interest Maktab Islamia received his 
patronage for twenty-seven complete years i.e., 1924-1954. During 
his managership, Maktab Islamia developed and made progress by 
leaps and bounds. He became so popular for his active work of 
managership that the people of the town and surrounding area used 
to know him by the name of Manager Sahib instead of his real 
name. But in 1954, he left for the performance of Hajj and handed 
over the complete charge of Maktab Islamia to HajT Amanatullah. 
But after a very short period Haji Abdul Majld Khan alias MiyanjT 
MajTdu son of Saheb AH Khan holded up the Maktab Islamia.^ 
Maktab Islamia had second dedicated teacher Munshi 
Mahboob Ali Khan, on its staff who rendered his great services to 
it upto 1958 when Maktab Islamia turned into Madrasah Islamia" 
Maktab Islamia received the great services of the other famous and 
dedicated teachers also. They were Mawlavi Ishaque of Kohandah, 
Mawlavi Khalil of Maharajganj, Hafiz LutfuUah of Anjanshahid, 
Mr. Nazir Ahmad of Maharajganj and Mawlavi Abdussatar, all 
from Azamgarh district.^ Two more renowned teachers Mr. Jalaud 
Din of Maharajganj and Hafiz jT of Kohanda were also on its staff 
before 1932. In 1932, Mawlavi Muhammad Idris was appointed as 
teacher and he served Maktab Islamia, Madrasah Islamia and at 
last Jami'atul Falah with a continuity for a period of 58 years 
upto 1990." 
The Maktab Islamia of Bilariaganj was soon recognized as 
Maktab Islamia and was government aided.'" In 1930, there were 
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some fifty students on its roll all from Bilariaganj, Hengaiptn\ 
Shihabuddinpur and Nasirpur villages of district Azamgarh. 
Maktab Islamia remained as a school upto 1956. It is said 
that in between 42 years of its age (1914-1956), it provided the 
education upto Fifth standard at some time. Unfortunately Deputy 
Inspector of Government Education Department on his visit, 
advised the manager of the Maktab that there was no need of 
running the maktab upto standard five in the availability of 
government school. The basic concept of Urdu, Persian and 
Mathematics can be imparted to children through maktab upto 
standard Ilnd or Ilird, after which the children can be admitted 
easily in government schools.'^ This became an abstacle in the 
progress of Maktab Islamia. 
With the consummate endeavour of the people of the town, 
however, Maktab Islamia continued tenderly creeping to reach and 
achieve its goal. The concept of administration and management of 
the school during that period was very simple. As there was 
neither any kind of managing body nor any other committee for 
the running of the institution. Manager of the Maktab was 
personally responsible in all, for the administrative affairs, 
appointment of teachers, fund raising and fund collecting issues. 
All the managing and administrative matters, in other words, were 
subject to the authority of manager. The income and expenditure 
statement of maktab, as usual, was presented by manager once in a 
year in the month of April or May before the general rural council 
{Panchayat-i- 'Am).^^ 
The education in Maktab Islamia was free and nothing was 
received or assumed from students as tution fees etc. During the 
fourth and fifth decades of nineteenth century near about hundred 
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students were studying in Maktab Islamia. So far as the sources of 
income were concerned some aid was given by government to 
maktab and the rest of expenditure was met by the public 
contributions, donations and especially by chutkl.^'* 
Having a primary and junior basic government school the 
existence of helping Maktab Islamia in the town BilariaganJ 
shows the farsightedness, prudence and cautiousness of the people 
who were aware of the significance and importance of religious 
education. During those days the maktabs were commonly known 
as Kachcha schools while the government schools were known as 
Pucca schools. Almost all the Muslim children were first admitted 
in the Kachcha schools and after the standard llnd (second) they 
were rushed towards Pucca schools. But the basic aim and 
objective of maktaba education was to impart the basic religious 
knowledge of the tenents of Islam and make the children able to 
read the text of holy Qur'an {Nazirah). 
Madrasah Islamia 
July 20"", in 1956, was an important and historic day for the 
Islamic Education of India in general and for the history of 
Azamgarh in particular. It is the day when in Bilariaganj town of 
Azamgarh District an open general session was convened. The 
people were invited through an open letter that read: 
"On 20*'' July, 1956 after Ishd' Prayer there will be a 
general meeting at the residence of Shaykh 
Muhammad Idris. All the young and elder Muslims of 
Bilariaganj are cordially invited to participate. But 
the participation of the following nobles is essential. 
In the meeting three important affairs will be put and 
discussed: 
i) To form an executive or administrative committee 
for the madrasah, 
ii) To consider the selection of teachers; and 
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iii) To prescribe the courses of studies and curriculum 
for the madrasah".^^ 
There are the names of fifty two persons mentioned in the 
letter, of them thirty nine are on the face side of the letter and rest 
thirteen names are on the back side. The signatures and initials of 
thirty persons out of fifty-two are also on it and it shows that the 
letter had been circulated to all the persons and they had put their 
signatures on it as receipt and incompliance. It is said that the 
letter was drafted by Mawlavi Muhammad Ibrahim."^ 
The general session, however, was convened on 20"' July. 
1956, in Bilariaganj, in which the development and progress of 
the Madrasah Islamia and the promotion of Religious and Islamic 
Knowledge was felt the need of the hour. In this very formal 
session some important decisions were taken: 
i) "The name of the institution was replaced with 
Madrasah Islamia instead of Maktab Islamia or 
I si ami Maktab\ 
ii) Two committees namely, administrative 
(Intizdmia) and academic (Ta'limT) were 
constituted". 
Fourteen members were selected for administrative committee. 
They were Mr. Qamaruddin, Abdul Majid Khan (Qadi), Abdul 
Jabbar Khan, Najibul Haque, Haji Bashir Khan, Shaykh 
Muhammad Idris, Mirza Abdul Qudus, Amanatullah, Shaykh 
Multan Ahmad, Munshi Faujdar Khan and Munshi Rahmatullah 
Khan. While the five members, Babu Muhammad Farid Khan, 
Abdul Matin Khan, Abdul Majid Khan (Master), Mawlavi 
Muhammad Ibrahim and Hakim Muhammad Ayyub were selected 
for the academic council and Haji Abdul Majid Khan was elected 
as Nazim (Director) of Madrasah Islamia. 
In the same session a brief constitution was also formed. The 
important points in the constitution were as follows: 
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a) "Nazim will preside each and every meeting of both 
the councils or committees i.e., academic and 
administrative. 
b) Academic Council will check and look after the 
educational matters only and will deal with the 
things about it. While the remaining all other 
things related to income and expenditure, 
appointment and adjustment etc. will be dealt 
with by executive committee directly. 
c) Members of academic council would be included in 
administrative committee, also. 
d) Both the committees may take advice from any 
individual of the town in any affair or matter if 
needed".'^ 
Besides, as per agenda regarding the selection of teachers 
three names were put before the participants of the meeting but as 
per the records available of those no one was selected.'* 
Although, the constitution is very brief, but it is important, 
because, it is the first constitution which is known by the name of 
constitution of Jami'atul Falah nowadays after some additions and 
alterations. Preparations of constitution, formation of committees 
and convince of general masses show the interest and affection of 
the people with the religious and Islamic knowledge and 
education. It may be said that the people of BUariaganj were 
aware of the importance of the religious knowledge. To produce 
such students who would be well versed in the Islamic education 
was the cherished dream of the people. They had a feeling and 
perception of progress and development of Madrasah from the 
very beginning. 
From 1956, Madrasah Islamia started flourishing rapidly as 
class Iir**, was opened in 1956, IV*** and V*** primary classes were 
added it in 1957 and 1958 respectively. The first batch of the 
students passed V"' and was discharged in the year 1958. In this 
very first phase of it's progress. Madrasah Islamia received the 
great services of various teachers like Mawlavi Muhammad Idris 
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of Hengaiepur, Munshi Mahboob Ali Khan of Bilariaganj, 
Mawlavi Khalil of Gazipur, Mawlavi Abdul Qudus of Chitarpur 
Mawlana Muhammad Abdul Ra'uf Qasmi of Mubarakpur, Mr. 
Muhammad Ahmad and Munshi Muhammad Anwar of Bilariaganj. 
All these teachers took pains in performing their duties and 
tried their best to develop the Madrasah Islamia as a model and 
ideal institution of Islamic learning. Mawlavi Muhammad Idris 
was working from 1932 as a teacher and Munshi Mahboob Ali 
Khan since 1928 and both were well known to the masses for their 
selfless services to the institution. Muhammad Arif Khan, a man 
of teaching from the town Bilariaganj, however, attributed the 
start of development of Madrasah to Mawlavi Khalil of Gazipur as 
he has discussed in his unpublished article. 
"...Mawlavi Khalil came to Jamia in the shape of 
morning breeze and a new blossom oscillated in the 
garden of Jamia. It was a turning point in the 
activities of the students. By his arrival, melody 
slogan, "Ae Mere Janbaz Khilddi K'hdnch le to apm 
Gddi" (Translation: Oh my daring veteran! Bear the 
burden Thou art to) resounded in the streets of the 
town and became very popular. By which elders 
brought in concord with children and movemental 
spirit arose in youth, and weekly conventions came 
into existence."' 
Jamia Islamia 
In 1959, the inhabitants of Bilariaganj area in general and 
members of both the committees academic as well as 
administrative in particular felt the need of the extension of 
Madrasah. In this regard many meetings and sessions were held in 
the town in 1959. Some nobles of the town i.e., Abdul Majeed 
Khan, Hakim Muhammad Ayyub, Munshi Faujdar, Mawlavi 
Muhammad Ibrahim, Haji Abdul Matin, Haji AmanatuUah, 
Qamaruddin Muhammad Ikram pradhan and many others made 
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efforts for the extension of Madrasah. Besides, Dr. Khalil Ahmad 
who came to his native place in 1956 after completion of (BUMS) 
from Aligarh Muslim University became very active for the cause 
of madrasah. By Allah's Mercy another scholar of the BilariaganJ 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa returned from Madrasah 'Ihyahul 'Ult'ini 
Mubarkpur after completing his education and took active part for 
the same cause. 
By the year, 1959, class vr** was opened in Madrasah and 
some Arabic and religious education was introduced and the name 
of the institution was changed as Jamia Islamia. 
There is a controversy regarding the extension of thanavT (Middle) 
classes and the launching of the movement for improving Jamia 
Islamia as a reformist religious and theological institution. 
According to Muhammad Arif Khan, it was Mawlavi Muhammad 
Isa who launched the movement for the extension of Madrasah, as 
he mentions: 
"...upto May 1959, educational arrangements were 
made for primary classes from T' to V'*" only. During 
the mean time Mawlavi Muhammad Isa came here 
after completion of his education. He presented a 
skilled plan of a grand religious and theological 
educational institution in the general assembly of the 
town. This proposal was accepted by all but none 
could take steps for it because of paucity of funds and 
limited resources. Later on some individuals accepted 
it and the proposal spread throughout the town where 
all the people used to discuss of it in their private 
meetings. Mawlavi Isa on the other hand continued 
the presentation of proposal in three general sessions 
constantly. Even in the third session he said openly 
construct a hut and allow me to establish a 
theological institute, I will be personally responsible 
for the arrangements of expenditures and the teachers 
etc., after class V**". The public allowed him to open a 
new class in Madrasah". 
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Master Abdul Jalil, however, claims that the 'movement for 
the extension of Madrasah was launched by Dr. Khalil Ahmad, 
when he came after the completion of his education from Aligarh 
Muslim University in 1956'. On his return to native place he took 
part with keen interest in the activities of the extension of 
Madrasah. He was deciding and discussing things 'about the 
upliftment of religious as well as the modern education of 
Bilariaganj, with all the intellectuals of the whole area 
individually and was thinking about the establishment of such an 
institution where there would be a good combination of religious 
and modern education'.^' 
On the other hand, Mufti Muhammad Abdul Ra'uf 
Mubarakpuri informs us that when he was appointed as a teacher 
in 1957, it was simply a maktab through which education of 
primary classes was imparted and was realized as Maktab Islamia, 
Madrasah Islamia or Jamia Islamia. "The sagacious and 
authorities of Bilariaganj town", says Mufti, "took a decision to 
extend the Madrasah, he understood that some English and modern 
subjects would be introduced in its curriculum and it will be a 
college type institute for imparting of modern education. But later 
on he came to know that they wanted to see it as a highest seat of 
Islamic learning in the country where modern sciences would be 
taught side by side the theological studies....All the inhabitants of 
town in general and some nobles in particular started toil for this 
purpose but Dr. Khalil Ahmad was the heart and the soul of the 
whole movement".^^ 
While as Haji Amanatullah one of the founding members of 
Jami 'atul Falah attributes the drafting of the outline plan of the 
institution and the launching of movement for it to Hakim 
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Muhammad Ayyub of Bilariaganj at both the occasions i.e., in 
1956 and 1959." 
Master Junaid Ahmad,^'* attributes the idea and chalking out 
of the plan for a theological seminary to Haji Muhammad Ikram 
pradhan as he mentions in plain words. 
"...with the passage of time, achieving the 
developmental goals when Jamia entered in 1959, it 
was declared that Madrasah has to become Jamia 
through which higher stages of education would be 
achieved and the then Nazim Haji Abdul Majid handed 
over the management of Jamia to Haji Muhammad 
Ikram pradhan with the words. 'I am now in old age 
and this work is increasing day by day, therefore it 
should be given to a young, brave and dynamic 
person', the name 'Jamia Islamia' was given to it by 
him (Haji Muhammad Ikram pradhan). He received an 
amount of fifteen paisa only in the account of Jamia. 
There were five teachers at Jamia in its staff and the 
total monthly salary was amounted to Rupees one 
hundred and forty six".^' 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa, however, claims that he pleaded 
effectively the case of promotion of theological institution before 
the villagers more than a couple of times in the general sessions in 
1959, with the argument that Bilariaganj is a central place in the 
suburbs and so here should be established a theological institution 
which can safely run. All the public representatives and the 
participants of sessions accepted his proposal and hence the sixth 
class was added to Madrasah in July 1959.^^ 
With the opening of class sixth a new era of the progress of 
the institution begins. Two different educational patterns were 
before the founders of Jamia for their consideration. The first idea 
was that the institution should be purely theological. The modern 
subjects should also be taught. Another idea was that the 
institution would be like a modern college where the theology also 
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will be taught. After long discussions and considerations, 
however, the former was felt suitable and was accepted.^' 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa was appointed as a teacher and he 
introduced some basic books of Arabic language in the curriculum 
of Jamia but not in a systemic manner.^ * Mawlavi Rahmatullah, 
Shaykh Idris and Mr. Junaid Ahmad were also appointed as 
teachers in the same month of July 1959. Mawlavi Muhammad Isa 
and Rahmatullah were teaching Arabic and theology while Mr. 
Junaid was teaching English and Hindi.^ ^ 
By the year 1959, with the opening of the middle classes 
(ThanavT) several subject like Arabic, Urdu, English, Mathematics, 
History, Geography, General knowledge. Book binding and 
Gardening etc. were introduced in Jamia Islamia and were 
successfully taught to the students. The textbooks prepared by 
Jama'at-i-Islami Hind were included in the syllabus but the 
affiliation with the District Education Board continued upto 
standard fifth."^ ^ Henceforth it was called Jamia Islamia.^^ 
Affiliation with DinT TaMTmT Council 
In 1960, on November 6'*' (Sunday), a general meeting of 
DThT Ta'limi Council was held in Jamia Islamia Bilariaganj.'^ 
Local committee (body) of Anjuman Ta'lTmat-i-DIn was constituted 
in Bilariaganj town and Dr. Khalil Ahmad was selected its 
secretary or president.^ '^  On December 9, 1960, Jamia Islamia got 
affiliated with Anjuman Ta'lTmat-i-Din {Dim Ta'limi Council).^'* 
Through the efforts of Anjuman many other new maktahs were also 
established in the surrounding area of Bilariaganj and Jamia 
Islamia played a vital role in organizing the new maktabs. 
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Marked Era in Jamia's progress 
The period between 1959 and 1961 is marked by the gradual 
increase in the activities of Jamia Islamia. Jamia in other words, 
was at the threshold of its career in the field of Arabic and the 
Theological studies. Initially, some un-consistent courses of 
Arabic language were introduced. Gradually, the planned course of 
studies and syllabus however prevailed. Moreover, this period is 
also marked by many other changes such as in 1960, the decision 
was taken that the affiliation with District Education Board would 
be disconnected and the same decision was practiced later on in 
1961. With the result, the last batch of primary courses oi Jamia 
in May 1961 appeared in the examination under District Board. 
This was done to maintain the autonomy of the institution. 
The founders of Jamia from the very beginning had planned 
to run Jamia independently as per its own policy without any 
interference of government. However, the people of the town felt 
it risky to disconnect the institution from District Board for the 
future and career of their children, as they could not be admitted 
in Junior Basic High School due to the non-affiliation otherwise. 
On 5'** May 1961, in both the mosques of the town people were 
called for an open session and soon after the Friday prayer a 
general session was held in old Grand Mosque of Bilariagatij, 
which was headed by ex-Nazim Haji Abdul Majid Khan. The first 
and foremost thing, which the members discussed in the meeting, 
was the newly introduced curriculum. People hold anxiety that 
students could not sit in examination of District Board and so they 
would not be admitted in Government Junior High School. Some 
body in the meeting gave reference of Qazi Adeel Abbass of 
Anjitman Ta'lImai-i-DTn in reply." ^ 
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The first Majlis Amilah (Administrative Council) was 
constituted on S*** May 1961, in the same meeting. The Majlis 
Amilah convened its first meeting on IS**" May 1961. Haji Abdul 
Quddus, Muhammad Ikram pradhan and Dr. Khalil Ahmad were 
selected president, Manager, Treasurer, and Secretary 
respectively. Dr. Wakil Ahmad, Dr. Khalil Ahmad and Haji Matin 
Ahmad were selected for Ta'limi Committee}^ 
On 3'** July, 1961, in the meeting held at western Mosque of 
Bilariaganj /"fl V/mf Committee passed three resolutions as under: 
1) "Institution (Jamia Islamia) will remain free (from 
interference of government) and will determine its 
own policy with in the Islamic Orb (sphere). 
2) Only those books would be included in its 
curriculum that can enlighten students with Islam. 
3) Combined teaching to girls and boys will be 
imparted only upto the age of ten years and to 
reach at the age of ten, girls will be separated from 
co-education".^ 
The official account of this period indicates that there was a 
clear-cut goal destination before the founders and they had got 
ready to achieve it in a particular direction. They had a spacious 
plan in their minds from earlier. One of the founders, Dr. Khalil 
Ahmad used to declare publicly during those times, "from earth to 
sky, Jamia will be unique institution of its kind".""* This period 
was of increased activities as construction work was started in the 
same period. The number of students was increasing day by day 
and the prudent, intelligentsia and men of lofty aspirations of the 
town were making the everlasting and selfless efforts for the 
development oi Jamia. 
Construction Starts 
Still the Jamia had no regular source of income and the 
financial requirements were fulfilled by the public contribution, 
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chutki and the donations. On the increasing role the members of 
Jamia felt the need for the construction of a new building bigger 
than the old one. The then Nazim Muhammad Ikram pradhan 
convened a special meeting on western Mosque of the town, on 
3 r ' July 1961. Some important decisions were taken in the 
meeting as: 
1) To demolish old tiled building and to construct the 
new one; 
2) An appeal would be made in both the mosques of 
the town for the special contribution; 
3) Several delegations would be dispatched to the 
Muslims villages of the surrounding area for the 
realization of funds. It was decided in the meeting 
that Nazim will make journey to Singapore for the 
realization of money.^' 
With the result, the foundation of a building was laid in 
1961-62, which is known by Mawlana Mqwdudi Hostel at present 
time. Mr. Junaid Ahmad narrates about the first construction of 
Jamia Islamia in his own style. 
"Jamia flourished constantly only with the deligence 
of the Nazim, his tributary secretary Dr. Khalil 
Ahmad, the associates, the teachers and the students 
and when its balance increased up to Rupees fourteen 
(Rs. 14/-) the foundation of a large building of four 
large and two small rooms and of one hall was laid. 
The same is now known as Mawdudi Hostel. He 
(pradhan) was himself working with the labour class 
during the construction of the building. To implement 
shovel and to carry clay basket on head was his 
routine. Some times one end of iron bar bundles 
remained on his shoulders and the other on the 
shoulders of Dr, Khalil Ahmad (secretary). Inspite of 
poverty and the lack of means such a building was 
constructed which was extremely suitable for 
Jamia".'*" 
To make funds available for the construction of various 
buildings and the running of Jamia in a smooth manner, Haji 
Ikram pradhan was the first person who used to visit for the 
collection of money far and wide, Bombay, Singapore etc."*' 
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Jami'atul Falah 
The year 1961-1962 may be remembered as marking an 
epoch in the history of Jami'atul Falah. In the year 1961, Jamia 
Islamia was imparting education upto standard seventh while the 
lovers of Jamia were endeavoring for its development. Fortunately 
or unfortunately some scholars and teachers, being the members of 
Jama'at-i-Islami Hind, were expelled from Madrasatul Is I ah 
Azamgarh in March 1961/^ The reason for this unpleasant 
happening says Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi, was that they were 
much more influenced with the thought of Jama'al-i-Islami than 
that of Mawlana Hameeduddin Farahi."*'^  
Out of expelled scholars and teachers, Mawlana Abdul 
Haseeb Islahi returned to his native village, Alauddin Patti in 
April 1961. He joined Jamia Islamia Bilariaganj on 27"^ of 
October, 1961, with the request of the functionaries oi Jamia, who 
were probably almost all the confederates of Islamic Movement 
(Jama'at-i-Islami Hind) by one way or other.'*'* Mawlana Islahi 
started to impart education as per 75/0/7/ pattern."*' 
On the other side the expulsion of the scholars from 
Madrasatul Islah posed a challenge to the followers and members 
of Islamic Movement in District Azamgarh. In response to this 
challenge, members of District Jama'at-i-Islami Azamgarh realized 
the need of establishing an institution where the youth can be 
produced for the survival of Islam and Islamic Movement. 
Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi proposed the establishment of the 
institution in district Azamgarh before the central Advisory Body 
of Jama'at-i-Islami Hind in its meeting held in Delhi on 18-23"^ 
April, 1961.'*^ After eight months the central Advisory Body 
(MarkazT Majlis Shura) of Jama'at-i-Islami took a decision about 
the establishment of such a madrasah in its session of 14-18 
December, 1961 as: 
"In the session of April 1961, a proposal came under 
consideration regarding the establishment of an 
Arabic Dariil 'Uliim and it was decided that the whole 
scheme of Dam I 'Uliim in detailed manner would be 
investigated by Atmr-i-Halqah (Eastern U.P) and the 
proposer. Accordingly, now the scheme is before the 
council and it is decided that Jama'at-i-Islami will 
not allow for the establishment of Jami 'atur Rashad 
in Azamgarh. If some persons, however, desire to 
establish the institution on their own they have no 
need to acquire permission from the centre"."*^ 
The members of Jama'at-i-lslami (District Azamgarh) i.e., 
Mawlana Malik Habibullah {Qayyim-i-Jama'at of Eastern U.P), 
Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi {Nazim Elaqa) and Mawlana 
Nizamuddin, decided in the district meeting of Azamgarh to 
establish an Arabic/theological Madrasah at Azamgarh. In this 
way, Jami'atur Rashad started functioning on IV^ Shawwal, 1381 
Hijri, corresponding to March 30, 1962 A.D. with Mawlana 
Mujeebullah Nadvi as its first Nazim.^^ 
Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi left for Jami 'atur Rashad in 
the middle of 1962. Now, again the adherents of Jamia Islamia felt 
the need of a talented teacher who would continue the courses of 
studies initiated by Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi. The services of 
Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi were obtained to fulfill the space 
left by Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi: Mawlana Shabbir Islahi 
came to Jamia in the middle of 1962 on the proposal of Mawlana 
Abu Bakr Islahi and Mawlana Malik Habibullah. Mawlana Shabbir 
says about his appointment in Jamia in his own style: 
"...Mawlana Abdul Haseeb remained in Jami'atuI 
Falah for the period of one or two months as teacher 
after his expulsion from MadrasatuI Is/ah. In those 
days, Jami'atur Rashad was instituted in Azamgarh as 
the higher educational seat (institutions) of Jama'at-i-
Islami. Madrasah had full support of the members of 
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Islamic movement and Mawlana Mujeebullah Nadvi 
was also one of the members of Jama'at-i-Islami and 
his constant request took Mawlana Abdul Haseeb to 
Jamiatur Rashad. I was teaching in a Madrasah in 
Purnia District Bihar at that time. On receiving the 
news, I left Bihar and moved towards Azamgarh for 
the employment purpose. Fortunately, the District 
meeting of Jamd'at-i-Islami Azamgarh was already 
convened at Ashrafpur and I attend it. On my request, 
regarding my appointment in Jami'atur Rashad, my 
teacher, Mawlana Abu Bakr {Ndzim Zila) advised me 
that the Madrasah of Bilariaganj will be suitable for 
me instead of Jami'atur Rashad.... Then he 
introduced me to Hakim Muhammad Ayyub and 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa and I came to 
Bilariaganj..."'*^ 
Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi came to Jamia in the year 
1962. With his arrival in Jamia, he devoted himself for the cause 
of the development with a great diligence for which he worked 
hard by day and night. To produce enthusiasm, and great zeal in 
the public, students and teachers oi Jamia, he wrote and composed 
an anthem (song) and used to play (sing) it with the students 
through the streets of Bilariaganj town. The self-composed anthem 
of Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi was: 
Mat la '-I-Anwdr-i-Rahmat Chashmah-i-Rahmdnia 
Markaz-I-Har 'Ilm-o-Hikmat Jamia Islamia 
Ahmad-o-Idris-o-Isa Hafiz-o-Sher Khan 
Inki Ankhun Kd Hai Tdrah Jamia Islamia 
InhTAhbdb Kd Khadim Hai yeh Shabbir Bhl 
Ab Chamak Uthaigd in si Jamia Islamia 
Bilariaganj KTMehnat Kd Tdrah Jug Ghayd 
Dekhiye Kiyd Zufishdn hai Jamia Islamia 
Bachchiydn Zahrah BanaingJn Aur Bachche BhlHussain 
Tarbiyat Gaha-I-Nabl(SA W) hai Jamia Islamia. so 
Translation: 
l.The fountain of mercy, from where emanates the light of 
bounty — Centre of Learning and Manner — Jamia Islamia. 
2. Ahmad, Idris, Isa, Hafiz and Sher Khan; Apple of their eyes 
is — Jamia Islamia. 
3. Here is Shabbir also, the servant of these friends; Now, they 
(all) will help blossom — Jamia Islamia. 
4. The effort of Bilariaganj has come to its fruition; Look! 
What a lustrous is! — Jamia Islamia. 
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5. Girls are Zahra (Prophet's daughter), so are the boys Hussain 
(Ali's son Martyr of Karbala), like after their Characters; 
Prophet's (SAW) — Centre of Learning is — Jamia Islamia. 
Mawlana Maqbool Ahmad Falahi writes that Mawlana 
Shabbir Ahmad Islahi changed the name of Madrasah Islamia to 
Jamia Islamia in 1962.^' While Mawl avi Muhammad Isa disagreed 
with him and claimed that he used to write Jamia Islamia since 
1959.^^ Muhammad Arif Khan mentions that Jamia Islamia was 
named to institution in 1959.^ "^  So far as the official records are 
concerned, the name of Madrasah Islamia was changed to Jamia 
Islamia long before the arrival of Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi. 
As the very first formulated official register of the reports of 
Majlis Intizamia, dated S*"* May, 1961, to 29*'' June, 1964, shows 
the name of Institution Jamia Islamia instead of Makiab or 
Madrasah Islamia.^^ Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi himself 
writes that he changed the name of institution as Jamia Islamia in 
1962.^^ 
By the year 1962, Jamia was running as per new 
determinations. A consistant syllabus and course of studies was 
framed by Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi. His dedication brought 
about a change and produced a result that all the people of the 
whole area took keen interest in the development of Jamia. To 
achieve the goals on the religious lines, administrative body 
selected him the Sadr Mudarris (Principal) of Jamia on 25"' 
December, 1962." 
The name of madrasah was changed from Jamia Islamia to 
Jami'atul Falah in the annual session oi Majlis Intizamia on 17"" 
December 1962, under the chairmanship of Muhammad Ikram 
Khan Pradhan. The plan for the new academic session was 
presented in the same meeting and it was decided after the 
discussion that the standard Eight {Arabic Awwal) would be 
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opened in the following year i.e., in 1963. Moreover, a sanction 
was also accorded for the construction of a backed room or 
unbacked building.^' 
Here lies a controversy on the changing of the name of 
Jamia. Some people says that the name Jami 'attil Falah was given 
it by Mawlana Abdur Ra'uf Mubarakpuri, while some attribute it 
to Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi. Both of these personalities 
themselves, however, claimed that they changed the name of 
Jamia. Says Mawlana Shabbir: 
"First I changed the name of madrasah as Jamia 
Islamia and it remained upto June, 1962. On 20*'' June 
1962, I got a chance and was selected, as Sadr 
Mttdarris (principle) and Dr. Khalil Ahmad became 
the Nazim oi Jamia. Now the question arose before us 
that what name the graduates of Jamia will betroth? 
Several names came before me in this regard but at 
last, I published the annual report of Jamia by the 
name of Jami'atiil Falah in 1963 and hence forth it 
was called by Jami 'atiil Falah ".'" 
Mawlana Mufti Muhammad Abdur Ra'uf of Mubarakpur 
differs from the above statement and attributes the task to himself 
by saying: 
"It was Dr. Khalil Ahmad who told me once to 
suggest a name for the running institution to which 
students can be betrothed and I, proposed two names 
to him i.e., Jami'atul Falah and Falah ud Darain. Dr. 
Khalil Ahmad told me in reply that both the names are 
lengthy. I replied him that in both names graduates 
can use suffix Falahi to their names. Hence, the name 
Jami'atul Falah was accepted in the meeting of 
Majlis Intizamid".'' 
One more thing is interesting here that both the versions 
regarding the name of the institution are supported by the different 
people. Mr. Abdul Jalil and Mawlavi Muhammad Isa are with the 
statement of Mawlana of Mubarakpur with full confidence.^" "As 
per my memory" says Mawlavi Muhammad Isa: 
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Monogram - No.l 
This monogram was used in Jami 'atul Falah in its initial stage in sixties when 
it was recognized and known as Jamia Islamia. It consisted a globe, which is 
placed just above a strip of text. The name of the institution i.e., Jamia Islamia 
Bilariaganj, Azamgarh, U.P., Hind is written on the strip. On the top of the 
globe holy Qur'dn is placed on Rahl (a folder stand or lectern for the holy 
Qur 'an). The two text strips are placed on the globe. Of them one is placed at 
the top end just below the Rahl and the other is placed at the bottom end of the 
globe. The strip, which is placed above reads ^^innalizzata lillShi JamPa" (Lo! 
All Power appertaineth to Allah), Al-Qur 'an. Chapter Al-Nisa', Chapter IV*, 
verse No. 139. The second strip, which is at the bottom end of globe reads, 
Ta'allamul Qur'ana wa 'Allimahu (Learn Qur'an and Teach it), al-Hadith, 
Shahih al Bukhari, Kitdb Fadha 'il al Qur 'an. The placing of the holy Qur 'an 
on the top of the globe shows that the message and the motive behind the Jamia 
is that the holy Qur 'an should be supreme over all the laws and ordinances of 
the world. To spread its teachings is incumbent upon the Muslims and they 
should acquire and transmit the knowledge and learning. 
"The name was changed in 1962, when its need was 
felt by the members. It was the time when the 
madrasah was instituted as a seat of learning and so 
many names were put before the Majlis Intizamia and 
Jami 'atui Falah was one of them. Some people are 
attributing the name Jami 'atuI Falah to Mawlana Abu 
Bakr Islahi but my contemplation is that the name was 
proposed by Mawlana of Mubarakpur".*' 
Muhammad Arif Khan attributes the task to Mawlana 
Shabbir Ahmad Islahi as he mentions: 
"Ja/w/a Islamia was established in Madinah al 
Munawwarah, question arose about the standing of 
individuality of the institution. Mawlana Shabbir 
Ahmad Islahi expressed the desire on the other side 
that the institution may be named in such a way that 
the students and graduates can be identified by its 
consistency and relation. On l?"* December, 1962, 
members took the decision regarding the change in 
name on the proposal of Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad 
Islahi"." 
Dr. Khalil Ahmad, one of the founders of Jami 'atul Falah 
says about the issue "in 1962, question arose in meeting that there 
should be such type of name of the institution to which its 
graduates can be betrothed. I don't remember", says Dr. Khalil: 
"who suggested the name? But we were in the western 
Mosque of the town and were discussing the same 
thing. Meanwhile any body recited the verse 'Oad 
A/lah al Muminun — (Holy Qtir'an, verse No.l, 
Chapter No.23: al-Muminiin) and proposed the name 
Falah for i t " ." 
Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi says about the task in his own 
words: 
"We (Dr. Khalil Ahmad, Mawlana Habibuilah 
and I) were in the mosque by the main market of 
Bilariaganj and were passing through its courtyard 
after performing Salah al Asr I recite ayah: 'Oad 
aflah al-Muminiin and said the name of the institution 
may be Jami'atul Falah, Mawlana Malik Habibuilah 
seconded me and the institution hence forth got 
named by Jami 'atul Falah ".*'* 
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Opening of Arabic classes 
The idea of opening of Arabic classes in Jami 'atul Falah had 
been mooted as early as in the annual meeting of the members of 
Jami'atul Falah on 17*'' December 1962. The proposal got 
approved and it was decided that the backed room or un-backed 
building would be constructed in which the Arabic classes would 
be started. Members appealed for the donations and the special 
delegations were sent to various places throughout the country in 
order to make funds available for the constructions. Thus, in the 
beginning of 1963, 'Alimiyah V^ was opened. 
By 1964 Jami 'atul Falah got incitement as the students of 
'Alimiyah P* of 1963, passed the examination and got entered in 
'Alimiyah 2"*" in 1964. In the same year, the expelled teachers and 
scholars of Madrasatul Islah came to Jami 'atul Falah with their 
students and with these students 'Alimiyah 3"* and 4*'' classes were 
opened at once.^^ 
Fadhilah classes {V and 2"'*) were added to Jami 'atul Falah 
in 1965 and 1966 respectively. By 1967, the first batch of the 
students completed the graduation {Fadhilah) and discharged from 
Jami'atul Falah. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi mentions the 
opening of Arabic classes {'Alimiyah and Fadhilah) in Jami'atul 
Falah in his own words: 
"I wrote to Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi and worthy 
UstSd (teacher and mentor) Mawlana Jalil Ahsan 
Nadvi that the institution of Bilairaganj has become 
the Jamia Islamia and now it needs your services and 
attention. I brought my few students from purnia 
Bihar and started Arabi thalith {Alimiyah 3"*), while 
as Mawlana Abdul Haseeb came from Jami'atur 
Rashad along with some students and we opened 
Arabi Rabiah {Alimiyah 4"*) in the same year. 
Moreover, Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi came 
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accompanied by his students and FadhVah classes 
66 (Arabic fifth and sixth) were opened" 
Aims and Objectives of Jami'atul Falah 
The basic and main of establishing Islami Maktab in 
Bilariaganj was to impart the basic concept and knowledge of 
tenets of Islam to the children and make them able to read and 
recite holy Qur'an before the acquisition of worldly education. 
The objective by which Jami'atul Falah continued its journey and 
when it reached at the stage of madrasah was 'to produce such 
individuals who are well acquainted with the religion and practice 
it rigorously and who are well versed in modern subjects too'. As 
Majlis Ta 'limT in its meeting held in western mosque of the town 
on 3^** July, 1961, decided regarding the promotion of education 
that only those books would be included in its curriculum through 
which children can understand Islam.^^ 
The constitution approved by the Majlis Intizaniia of 
Jami'atul Falah on 29 June, 1964, in which the aims and 
objectives had been emphasized under Article 3 and 2 as: 
1) To produce individuals: 
i) Who are enthusiastic and have prudence about revival of Islamic 
values and can openly proclaim Allah 's command; 
ii) Who are well acquainted with religious discernment; 
iii) Who can lead and guide the different classes of society; 
iv) And who can prepare individuals having actual Islamic moral 
and character. 
2) To implement a course of study which could have a good 
combination of religious and secular education.^* 
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Monogram - No.2 
This monogram of Jami'atul Falah is a Star with six flexure edges. A circle in 
inscribed in the star in which the name of the institution Jami 'atul Falah is 
written in bold letters. This circle is surrounded by six flexure edges. In these 
edges six different terms are written which probablly represents six specific 
characteristics or objectives of Jami'atul Falah. These six terms, written in the 
edges reads: 
Ta 'lim al Qur 'an (Teaching of holy Qur 'an); 
Isti'dnat billdh (Seeking help from Allah); 
Ta 'lim -i-Sunnah (Teaching of Sunnah); 
Sho 'ur-i-Haydt (Consciousness of life); 
Akhldq-i-Hasanah (Good manners); 
Talab-i-Akhirah (Desire for success in the Hereafter). 
These objectives, further widened its scope and were 
discussed on n*** September, 1974, in the session of Majlis 
Intizamia under Article 3 of the constitution as: 
1) To prepare individuals: 
i) Who are acquainted with knowledge of Qiir 'an and Siinnah and 
possess proper prudence and understanding of Islam; 
ii) Who are well aware of the Non-Islamic thinking and theories, 
and have their eyes on the varied genuine problems of today; 
iii) Who bear a real and actual Islamic Character; 
iv) Who are enthusiastic about the revival of Islamic values and 
can loudly proclaim Allah 's command; 
v) Who may above all kinds of prejudice against any sect, group or 
faction and who are devoted and broad minded enough to carry 
on programmes of social reform and reconstruction. 
2) To set up a course of study which may be good combination of 
religious and modern education 69 
With the passage of time, two more objectives were put 
before and the objectives at present are explained and elaborated 
in the newly modified constitution as follows: 
1) To prepare men: 
i) Who will have a knowledge and understanding of the Qur'an 
and the Siinnah and a deep insight in Islam. 
ii) Who are well aware of un-Islamic thoughts and ideologies and 
clearly understand the issues of their time; 
iiij Who bear a real and actual Islamic Character and Conduct; 
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Monogram - No.3 
This monogram is quite similar to the first one. Bearing a globe clearer than I*', 
placed above on a strip Jami'atul Falah, Bilariaganj, Azamgarh, U.P., Hind is 
written on the strip in Urdu in bold letters. Holy Qur 'an on Rahl is placed at 
the top of the globe. A verse from the holy Qur 'an, chaptertyill al-Mujadalah, 
verse No. 22 emerges rightly on the Equator, which reads, Alaa Inna 
Hizbnllah i Humul Muflihun (Lo! Is it Allah's party who are the 
successful?). At the bottom end of globe the same saying {Hadlth) of Prophet 
Muhammad (peace and blessings of Allah may be upon him) emerges, which 
was written on the 1st monogram i.e., Ta'allamul Qur'ana wa 'Allimuhu* 
(Learn Qur'an and Teach it). This monogram like fist one appeals that the 
learning and transmission of holy Qur 'an is sacred duty of the Muslims and the 
Supremacy of holy Qur'an over all the laws, codes and ordinances of the 
world. Besides, Qur'anic verse has been changed since it was in the first 
monogram, makes the picture clear that if the men wanted to acquire honour 
and power then they have only to come towards Allah, proclaim His command 
openly and make vigorous their relations with Allah. To live with success and 
prosperity in this world and Hereafter they need to understand the holy Qur 'an 
and Sunnah thoroughly, which is a strait path and the only key to success. 
iv) Who are enthusiastic about the revival of Islamic values and 
can loudly proclaim Allah's command; 
v) Who may above all kinds of prejudices against any sect, group 
or faction and are devoted and broad-minded enough in order 
to carry out the duty of social reform and reconstruction. 
2) To develop and implement a syllabi which includes both 
religious and modern sciences. 
3) To provide academic and research material for the service of 
Islam keeping in mind the movements of the modern age. 
4) To introduce vocational education in a way that the aims and 
objectives of the Jamia may not be affected.^" 
Kulliyatul Ban9t (Girls wing) 
Education of Muslim girls suffered severely as Muslim 
parents preferred to keep their daughters illiterate viewing the 
modern secular institutions as slaughtering their faith and culture. 
Jatni'atul Falah filled this gap and started the education of girls. 
As there were arrangements in Jami'atnl Falah for the education 
of girls from the very beginning but the girls were dropped out 
after class fourth at the age of ten. The proposal of a separate 
institution of higher education for girls came into consideration in 
the meeting of Intizamia on 28^ ** May, 1961.^' Later on the 
proposal of Kulliyatul Banat got approved in the session of 
Intizamia held on 21** November, 1965.'^ A building was 
purchased near the western mosque of the town for girls college in 
the same year. 
Girls College started functioning from 1966 with the opening 
of class V"". A lady teacher was brought from Jaunpur,^' who used 
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to reside in the said purchased building. On the next day, after her 
arrival five to seven girls came and got admitted in the class V"\ 
In 1969, Kulliyatul Banat was providing education from class 3"^ 
upto class VII'*', '^* and from Nursery {atfal) to 3"^ was based on co-
education system. The syllabus for girls was slightly different 
from boys. Some special subjects technical and vocational, home 
science and tailoring were included in their curriculum.^^ Later on 
four to five biswas of land was purchased and a building was 
constructed on it during 1978-79. With the endeavour of 
functionaries 'Alimiyah V\ I ^ ^ UV\ iV^ and Fadhllah V and II"'' 
were opened in 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983 
respectively. By 1984, the first batch of girls completed the 
graduation and was awarded by the degrees of Fadhllah. Now, the 
girl students have a complete and separate set-up upto Fadhllah 
standard. Its duration consists of 16 years. 
Hostels 
Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi came from Purnia District 
(Bihar) along with some students in the beginning of 1962 and the 
boarding was started at Jami'atul Falah. Besides these external 
students, some local students also used to stay in Janiia. The local 
students, however, were not allowed to benefit from mess. The 
present Mawdudi Hostel down dotted part (which was based on one 
hall, four rooms and two side rooms and was constructed during 
1961-62) was used for both, the classroom as well as residential 
(boarding house) purposes. Initially, food for the external students 
was supplied by the well-wishers of the town Bilariaganj.^^ 
On 17' December 1962 in its annual meeting, Intizamia 
approved the establishment of a regular maibakh (mess system) 
from the following academic session. For the time being a cook 
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was appointed on temporary basis to serve the external students as 
well as teachers. By the years 1963, when 'Alimiyah l " was 
opened, matbakh started its functioning. And in the year 1965, the 
first building of bricks and tiles was constructed for matbakh. The 
foundation of boarding house i.e., down dotted part of the building 
'Hasan al Band Manzil' was laid in 1964, while its construction 
was completed in 1965. 
Construction works 
Jami'atul Falah went on growing with the construction of 
new buildings and strengthening of various departments. For 
Instance, in 1964, a large building was constructed for classroom 
purposes. The foundation stone of the mosque was laid in 1969 
and in the same year work for its construction was started. The 
upper portion of Hasan al Band Manzil and Mawdudi Hostel were 
constructed during 1969 and 1970 respectively. After these 
constructions the boarding house for children 'Tayyibah Manzil' 
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was also constructed. New girls college {Dar al Ta'llm) a huge 
building (based on 22 rooms and two halls), was constructed 
during 1990, 1991 and girls hostel (Safiah Manzil) was 
constructed in 1994, which has a strength to accommodate more 
than five hundred students.^' 
Main gate {Sadr Darwazah) of Jami'atul Falah and Mawlana 
Abu'l Laith Hall were constructed in 1990 and 1993 respectively. 
In 1995, a grand building for the central Library {al-Maktabah al-
Markaziyah) was constructed while a hospital for indoor patients 
was constructed in 1998. A building was added to matbakh in 
1987, and some more classrooms were added and constructed 
during the year 1997. The extension of the mosque was yielded in 
1998.^" 
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The literature available on Jami'atul Falah demonstrate that 
whenever a building or construction, either large or small, was to 
be constructed or land for it was to be purchased, for it efforts 
were made to collect money from people, rich and poor alike.^' 
Appeals were sent to far and wide for the contribution and 
donations etc. Besides the contributions and collections from far 
the near, the main architect and spirit behind the running of 
Jami'atul Falah since 1956, was Hakim Muhammad Ayyub, a local 
well wisher and one of the prominent founding members of Jamia, 
as reflects from the statement of Munshi Muhammad Suhail (who 
was associated with Jamia since 1962), HakimjT played the role of 
backbone in the progress and development of Jamia in financial 
matters.*^ While as one of the very first graduates of Jami'atul 
Falah Malik Habib Ahmad Jamali Falahi writes about him: 
"Hakim Muhammad Ayyub played same role in the 
development of Jamia which was played by Uthmdn 
ibn A/fan (the 3"* Pious Caliph May Allah's Mercy on 
his Soul) to the strengthen Islamic state established 
by the prophet Muhammad (P5(///)"." 
The contributions were not confined to the national 
resources but contacts through the students and the functionaries 
resulted in occasional contributions by the Non Residents and the 
old boys of Jamia spread over different countries.*'* Jamia has no 
regular and particular source of income. The financial requirement 
are fulfilled by 'Ushr, Zakat, Sadqah, donations, charities, 
Sadaqatul Fitr, Chirm-i-Qurbani and cash or kind collections and 
contributions on the occasions of Bid al Adha and Bid al Fitr.^'* To 
avoid the pressure and interference from the government 
machinery and safeguard its autonomy Jamia did not accept any 
aid from the government or from any semi government institution. 
For its finances it depends only upon the contributions from the 
Muslim community in cash or kind.*^ 
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Organisational Structure 
Over the years grew various higher bodies responsible for 
administrative and educational system oi Jami'atul Falah they are 
1) Majlis-i-Shiira (Highest executive and policy making body). 
2) Majlis-i-Amilah (Administrative council) 
3) Majlis Ta 7/m/(Academic council) 
4) Majlis Imtihanat (Board of examinations) 
5) Majlis Mu'ainah (Inspectorial committee) 
The Majlis-i-Shura is the supreme and powerful 
administrative and policymaking body. It is based on twenty basic 
and ten to fifteen general members. The general members are 
selected unanimously or by the majority of votes by Majlis-i-Shiira 
for three years. Any dignitary that in fully convinced with the 
objectives of Jamia, keep the keen interest in its advancement, and 
is ready for practical co-operation may be selected as member for 
Shura. The Shura should meet atleast twice during a year. Nazim oj 
Jamia, Deputy Nazim, Mo'tamad Mai and Muhtamim Ta'llm-o-
Tarbiyah are the ex-officio members of the Shura. Shura is an apex 
body which formulates the policy and controls the academic and 
organisational administration of the Institution. Its suggestions 
and decisions regarding the academic and administrative matters 
are binding upon the functionaries of Jamia. It supervises the 
functions oi Majlis Amilah, Majlis Ta'limi, Board of examination. 
Inspectoral committee and the activities of all other functionaries. 
It also appoints sub committees to carry out its various functions. 
The Majlis-i-Amilah works under Shilra. It keeps an eye on the 
persons responsible for carrying out the decisions of Shilra; It 
works for the implementation of the decisions of Shura, assistance 
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of Nazirtu and about the day to day discipline and arrangements. 
Besides the Nazim, Na'ib-i-Nazim, Mo'tamad Mai, Muhiamim-i-
Ta'lTm-o-Tarbiyah, who are its ex-officio members, the rest five 
members are elected from among the Majlis-i-Shilra. Majlis-i-
Amiyah is accountable before Majlis -i-Shura. 
The Majlis-i-Ta'lIml is an advisory body, dealing with academic 
and educational matters. It compiles the recommendations about it. 
It thinks of reforming the educational system. Nazim, Muhiamim 
Ta'lim-o-Tarbiyah and Sadr Mudarris are its ex-officio members 
and the rest six members for it are selected from the Shura. Other 
individuals out of Shura may be the members of it. As per the 
newly amended constitution of 5"* January 1997, the post of 
Shaykh al Jamia was created for the scholarly guidance and 
patronage of Jamia. Mawlana Sayyid Jalaluddin Umari, was 
elected unanimously as the first Shaykh al Jamia}^ 
Library 
An educational institution without a library is incomplete 
Jami'atul Falah has rich library with an attractive collection of 
books near about thirty-three thousands in Arabic, Urdu, Hindi, 
English and other languages. The library of Jamia started its 
journey with few books donated by local educated persons by 
1960. To make it strong, intizamia accorded a sanction for 
purchasing the books worth rupees one hundred in its annual 
meeting held on l?*** December, 1962.** In 1963, the number of 
books in the library was only six hundred and six, which were in 
one or two lockers in Mawdudi Hostel, and were limited to text 
books only. By the year 1977, teachers, well wishers and 
especially old boys of Jamia made invaluable efforts for the 
extension of library and it was shifted to another hall. A number 
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of volumes were added to it. In 1980 a Librarian was appointed 
and It became compulsory for the students to spare their time for 
library. Upto 1995, students were used to spare eight hours daily 
in library and by the increasing number of students, the need of 
Darul Mutal'ah (reading room) was felt by the functionaries. On 
the other hand, library could not accommodate the increasing 
number of books also. The need for an up to date library was felt. 
With the endeavour of well-wishers and functionaries, the 
foundation of a central building was laid in 1996.^^ By the grace 
of Allah its construction under the supervision of Mawlana Abdul 
Haseeb Islahi (a well know, dedicated and senior most teacher of 
Jamia) was completed in 1999. On IS"" October 1999 central 
library was shifted to newly constructed building known as al-
Maktahah al-Markaziyah. 
Presently, there are seven members on its staff. The library 
has a rich collection of 33000 volumes and a number less 
collection of Monthly, Fortnightly, Weekly and Daily, Journals, 
Magazines and Newspapers of national as well as international 
repute in Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Hindi and English languages. 
To make easy its work and even to provide much more 
benefit in least time to students. Central Library of Jamia has 
established subsidiary libraries too. These subsidiary libraries are 
as: 
i) Sho 'bah Ala (Department of Higher Education) 19877 books; 
ii) Sho 'bah Thanavi wa ibtidal (Middle and primary department) 
1160 books; 
iii) Sho'bah Ala Niswan (Department of higher education girls 
wing) 5428 books; 
iv) Jami'at-i-Talaba (Students Association for Boys) 6435 books 
and 
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v) JamVat-i-Talibat (Students Association of Girls)^° 6000 books. 
As was collected money and kind from contributions so were 
accepted books from donors for the library of Jamia. Some of the 
outstanding names of the donors, who donated books for the 
establishment of the library either during or after death^' are as 
follows: 
1) Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi (after death) 496 books; 
2) Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi (after death) 104 books; 
3) Mawlana Sageer Ahsan Islahi 50 books; 
4) Mawlaan Abdul Hai 50 books; 
5) Mawlana Sadruddin Islahi (after death) 305 books; 
6) Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi 470 books; 
7) Mr. Sultan Mubeen 2110 books; 
8) Mawlana Noor Muhammad Falahi (after death) 150 books; 
9) Dr. Ziaur Rahman Azrai 15 books. 
Relation with the Islamic Movement 
Jami'atul Falah has its unofficial links with Jama'at-i-
Islami Hind from earlier. It is said that for the first time Mawlavi 
Junaid Ahmad of Ashrafpur made the town connected with 
Jama'at-i-Islami through his continuously sincere efforts.^^ 
Hakim Muhammad Ayyub is the first member of Jama'at-i-Islami 
from the soil of the town." He was the spirit behind the extension 
and development of Jami'atul Falah since its second phase i.e., 
1956. Hakim Muhammad Ayyub and his associates. Dr. Khalil 
Ahmad, Mawlavi Muhammad Isa and others were deciding the 
things related to Jami'atul Falah with Malik Habibullah Qasmi the 
then Qayyim-i- Jama'at-i-Islami, Eastern U.P and Mawlavi Abu 
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Bakr Islahi {Nazim Azla Eastern U.P) directly or indire ctly.^-* Later 
on Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi was elected the member for its 
Majlis-i-Ta '//wf on 25"* December, 1962.^^ 
On the other hand, Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi, Malik 
Habibullah Qasmi and Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi in collaboration 
with Mawlana Mujeebullah Nadvi established an Arabic Institution 
by the name of Jami'atur Rashad at Azamgarh in March 1962.^^ 
After a very short period there arose a conflict between Mawlana 
Mujeebullah Nadvi and Mawlana Malik Habibullah Qasmi."^^ With 
the result, Mawlana Malik Habibullah Qasmi and his associates got 
disappointed from Jami'atur Rashad and they rushed towards 
Jami'atul Falah. In 1964, both the personalities (Mawlana Malik 
Habibullah and Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi) were elected as the 
basic members of Intizamia of Jami'atul Falah.^^ 
Again, in 1966, Jama'at-i-Islami Hind decided in Majlis-i-
Shura to establish a theological institution in Azamgarh in the 
village Zameen Rasulpur. As it reflects from the minutes of 
meeting of Intizamia of Jami'atul Falah held on 19*** May, 1966, 
as: 
"Intizamia worried about the verdict of Jama'at-
i-Islami regarding the establishment of a higher 
educational institution. Its ups and downs came into 
consideration. To save Jamia from its hurtful effects, 
it is decided unanimously that the decision of 
Intizamia will be presented to the Jama'at-i-Islami 
with the argument that their objectives can be 
achieved nicely through Jami'atul Falah, instead of 
establishing a new institution they may co-operate 
with and back up it by the supply of teachers, 
students and financial assistance".^^ 
Jami'atul Falah, in this way, got linked properly with 
Jama'at-i-Islami Hind. The members of Jama'at-i-Islami paid their 
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attention with full devotion towards the progress and development 
of Jami'atul Falah voluntarily. 
It may be noted here, however, that Jamia has no official 
links with the Jama'at-i-Islami Hind. It is an autonomous and 
independent Institution. The character of Jamia always has been 
comprehensive and universal. It is not confined with any sect, 
trend, or specific school of thought. 
Students Association 
Jami'atul Falah has a students Association. The association 
is named by JamJ'at-i-Talaba. This Association aims at 
developments of students in academic and administrative calibre. 
Under the auspices of this association seminars, debates 
competitions and contests are organized. A Bulletin is issued by 
the Association. JamJ'at-i-Talaba has a separate library equipped 
with books of various branches of art and knowledge. It holds 
weekly meets for extempore speeches in Urdu, Arabic, Hindi and 
English under the supervision of the teachers. Apart from this 
sanitation, social service store keeping and gardening etc. are also 
entrusted to the students. Moreover, two hand written wall 
newspapers are also issued by the association in order to develop 
their intellectual level, practical qualities and an eloquent taste for 
the scholarly contribution to society.'°° Like wise girls wing 
Kulliyatul Banat has also a students association under the name 
Jami'at-i-Talibat holds the same position as Jami'at-i-Talaba in 
Jamia. 
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Notes and References 
Bilariganj (Pargana and Tehsil Sagri) is a town lying in the 
centre of Tehsil Sagri (District Azamgarh UP . India) in Latitude 
2 6 ° 7 ' N and Longitude 83° 12 'E; at a distance of 17 Kms. From 
the District and 13 Kms from Tehsil headquarters. The roads 
from Jaunpur to Maharajganj and from Azamgarh to Raunapar 
intersect at this point so that the place is well connected on all 
sides by mettaled roads. The distance to Raunapur being a little 
over 15 Kms. to Jainpur, 13 Kms and that to Maharajganj some 
14 Kms. Forming the Nagar Panchayat and the headquaters of 
Community Development Block and is electrified and possesses a 
Junior Basic and Senior Basic Schools and a Branch Post Office. 
Bilariaganj is a fearly well-wooded town filled with mangoes, 
mathuas, jamtins, neems and other trees gives pleasing shape to 
the landscape. The commonest tree is mango, but the mahva, 
shisham, neem, peepal, gtilar, amaljash, bakain, jamiin. imii and 
sirsa, evn bargad are all to be found singly or in clumps. Besides 
the grove and scattered trees around the town there are more 
roadside avenues to enter in Bilariaganj. In the past the chief 
local industries being the manufacture of sugar and cotton cloth. 
Presently, gur is manufactured and exported while as sugar is 
imported. There was a Trigonometripal Survey Station with a 
recorded level of 260 feet, but at present this center has been 
snapped and is 20 feet. The population had fluctuated in each 
any every period. In 1881 there were 2016 inhabitants in the 
town, and in 1891 the number had risen to 2278. At the 
enumeration of 1901, the inhabitants numbered 2054 of whom 
993 Hindu and 1053 were Muslims, 24 persons belong to other 
religion. As per the enumeration of 1991, the population of the 
town was numbered 8971 of whom 4438 were male and 4533 
were female. At the last and recent enumeration of 2001 the 
number of inhabitants has increased to 11891 of whom 6104 male 
and 5787 female. Out of the males 3543 were literate and 2244 
were illiterate. On the whole out of 11891, 7984 were literate 
and 3907 were illiterate. The numerically strength caste is that of 
Pathans. The history of Bilariaganj is shrouded in myth and 
romance. It is said that in the last days of Akbar's empire a 
powerful chhatri was the ruler of Meena Nagar. His younger 
brother embraced Islam, due to which he was expelled from his 
home by his brother. Moreover, ruler denied to share the 
dominion with his brother the younger one, Ghambeer Singh, the 
younger one approached to King JahangTr at Agra (capital of 
Mughals). On his request, JahangTr ordered the governor of 
Kadaymankpur for his help in terms of state army. On the basis 
of Royal Order, two Field Marshals along with two thousand 
soldiers each, came to fight in the north of Meena Nagar. They 
entreched in presently Azampur and started fight. Both the 
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commanders Khyruddin Khan and Mohiuddin Khan were real 
brothers. They defeated the ruler and Ghambeer Singh received 
his share of dominion. Respectively, the commanders were 
employed by Raja Ghambeer Singh for his security. A part from 
monthly salary, they were given twelve villages each as Jaglr for 
the maintenance of the soldiers. The two brothers selected places 
for their residential purpose as per their own choice and interest. 
They colonized two villages, which received the names after 
them as Khayruddinpur and Mohiuddinpur respectively. Some 
years after there arose a conflict between the inhabitants of 
Nainijore (a village lies at the distance of 16 Kms from 
Bilariagauj and Baghatpur (a nearby town to Bilariagauj) on 
some land issue. The Chhatris (Thakur) of village Baghatpur due 
to very weak position approached to Khayruddinpur for help. 
Three or four pathan brothers came for their help. But a wager 
was laid there, that if Bhagatpur will win the battle, pathans of 
Khayruddinpur would be rewarded with the share of land. 
Finally, Bhagatpur won the battle. Pathans, just after the end of 
the battle demanded for reward, but the inhabitants of Baghatpur 
refused to do so. This behavior irritated Pathans and they 
captured the land by force. So, the land received the name 
""Bariya'iyah Ganj" means ZabardastT (forceably) in local dialect 
i.e., Bojpuri language. On this account the name Bilariaganj is 
supposed to be a corruption of Bariya'iyah Ganj. (i District 
Gazetteers of the united provinces of Agra and Oudh, vol.33 
(Azamgarh) 1911, p.33. ii District Gazetter of India (U.P), vol. 
44, p.273. iii The Encyclopedic District Gazetteers of India, vol. 
6, p.457. iv Interview with Mr. Shamim Ahmad, Chairman Nagar 
Panchayat Bilariaganj (Azamgarh) on 8-2-2002 at his office 
Bilariaganj. v Bilariaganj Ka Babvi Khandan, Shajrah Nasb and 
brief history, compiled by Babu Farid Ahmad Khan and Babu 
Abdul Hai Khan, Idarah Mazhar Din Bilariaganj, 1984. 
2. Muhammad Arif Khan, Islami Madrasah se Jamiatul Falah Tak, 
an unpublished article. Dated 27*'' November 1982, folio 2. 
3. The first building of Maktab Islami was in the south of Mawlana 
Mawdtidi Hostel where at present Head office of Nazim {Daftar-
i-Ta'limdt), is situated and there was a tree of Mahva (a kind of 
tree with fruit yielding liquour and seeds yielding oil) near to it. 
A small pond was also there infront of the tree in which the 
students were used to clean their tablets (TakhtJs) etc. 
4. Muhammad Arif Khan, op. cit.. Folio. 2. 
5. Ibid., Folio. 3. 
6. Muhammad Arif Khan mentions that Munshi Mahboob Ali Khan 
served Maktab Islami upto 1956, while he served Maktab upto 
June 1958, as reflects from an old pay register. Even, his 
signature on receiving the salary to June 1958 is also put on the 
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said register. He was working against a monthly remuneration 
worth rupees twenty-three. (General Pat Register of Teaching 
Staff with effect from December 1944 upto June 1961, Folio. 
19). 
7. M. Arif Khan, op. cit.. Folio. 3. 
8. One of the old boys of Maktab Islami, Hakim Jalauddin of 
Hengaipore narrates, "I started my education at the age of five or 
six, perhaps it was 1928 or 1929 but before 1931 (as my date of 
birth is 1923), when I got admitted in Maktab Is/am/a 
Bilariaganj. It was providing education upto standard two only 
and it had Master Jalaluddin of Mahrajganj, HafizjT of Kohanda 
and Munshi Mahboob oi Bilariaganj on its staff as teachers. Haji 
Muhammad Hanif Khan (a landlord of Bilariaganj) was its 
patron and manager, and the teachers were received hardly 
Rupees ten monthly as salary." {Interview with Hakim Jalaluddin 
Hengaipore, Friday, 25*'' January 2002, 4 p.m at Bilariaganj). 
9. . Mawiana Maqbool Ahmad Falahi, 'Jami'atul Falah ke Oiydm ke 
Asbab-O'Muharrikdt, Hayat-e-Nau, vol. 17, October 2001 (Rajab 
1421), p.37. 
10. Babu Abdul Hai Muhammad Maqbool, interview on I T ' Febuary 
2002, at his residence Bilariaganj at 7 p.m. The statement is 
supported by Master Abdul Jalil, Manager Noor public school 
Bilariaganj (interview with him on 5'*" March 2002 at 8 p.m. at 
his residence Bilariaganj). 
11. Hakim Jalaluddin, interview op. cit.. and Foot note No.8. 
12. Muhammad Arif Khan mentions that the name of the Deputy 
Inspector was Abdul Mubeen, keeping the above information in 
view this author talked with near about ten persons who 
remained the students of Maktab Islami from 1928 to 1956, but 
all of them informed that the Maktab was providing education up 
to standard two and it had three classes atfal (Nursery), Awwal 
and Datim while as Muhammad Qamaruddin son of Abdul 
Waheed says that he received education upto standard fourth 
from the same Maktab but due to weak memory he is not able to 
say the duration of his education. Master Masud Ahmad son of 
Late Rahmatullah H.O.D, Thanavi Department Jami'atul Falah 
says that he started his educational career at the age of six years 
in Maktab Islami in 1949 and discharged from here in 1952, 
because the Maktab was providing education upto standard three 
only. {Interviews with Qamaruddin and Master Masud on 25"" 
January 2002 and 23"* Jan, 2002 in Bazar wali Mosque and 
Jami'atul Falah Bilariaganj respectively). 
13. M. Arif Khan, op. cit., p.3. 
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14. Whenever the question of expenditure arose, the manager called 
the people and gathered them, they contributed the money and 
usually one day in week, Friday was fixed for the chutkl 
(collection of alms, grain, paddy etc. in a jiffy) all the 
inhabitants of the town and was sold after collection, hence, the 
expenditure was met out). To collect chutki some times people 
were came voluntarily and on some occasions they were selected 
from each muhalla of the town (Qamaruddin, interview, 25 
January 2002). 
15. Hand written letter in Urdu for the convenience of a get together 
of the Muslims of Bilariaganj, n.d. preserved in the custody of 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa. (author received a photo copy of the 
same from Mawlavi Isa on 21*' of January, 2002). 
16. About the letter, Muhammad Arif Khan and Mawlana Maqbool 
Ahmad Falahi mentions that the letter was written by Mawlavi 
Muhammad Ibrahim but in the letter anywhere, there is not 
mentioned that who had written it. (M.Arif Khan, op. cit., p.4 
and Maqbool Ahmad Falahi, op. cit., p.37) Mawlavi Muhammad 
Isa says about it that on the grounds of hand writing it can be 
safely said that the letter is written by Mawlavi Muhammad 
Ibrahim (Mawlavi Muhammad Isa interview, 21 January, 2002). 
One more thing is considerable here that the name of Mawlavi 
Ibrahim is not mentioned in the list of 52 persons also. 
17. Hand written, constitution and minutes of the meeting held on 
20*"* July 1956. M. Arif Khan mentioned about the writing of 
constitution that it was written by Munshi Faujdar saheb (M.Arif 
Khan, op. cit., p.4). Keeping the point in view this author met 
Munshi Faujdar on 7''' February 2002 at 4 p.m at his own 
residence and was accompanied by Dr. Khalil Ahmad (one of the 
leading founding member of Jamia), but due to infirmity he 
could not talk clearly. But on inquiry he replied "yes, I wrote the 
constitution in my own demolished hand writing". (Munshi 
Faujdar, interview, on 7'** February 2002 at 4 p.m. in 
Balariaganj). 
18. The three names presented in the meeting for the post of teacher 
were, 1) Abd al Rashid (A graduate of Deoband and Hafiz), 2) 
Hafiz Muhammad Ismail and 3) Manzoor Ahmad Sahib (High 
school pass), {Hand written constitution by Munshi Faujdar). 
19. M. Arif Khan, op. cit., p 5; Mawlavi Khalil Ahmad worked in 
Madrasah as teacher only for a period of six months and twenty 
days. He joined madrasah in January 1956 and got himself 
retired from service on 20"" July 1956 as reflects from the 
General Pay Register on which he has written by his own pen 
"today on 20'** July 1956, I am leaving (being retire) from 
Makatab Islamia Bilariaganj, received all my requisitions and 
demands upto July, 1956, from Manager and now there is nothing 
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lying here from my side" (Mawlavi Khalil Ahmad in J.P.R, op. 
cit., p. 15). Mawlavi Khalil Ahmad's salary was Rs. 35/- and 
Mawlavi Abdul Qadus joined Madrasah in August 1956 against 
Rs. 45/- as iponthly salary and Mawlana Abd al Ra'uf Mubarak 
puri was appointed as teacher in Madrasah Islamia in September 
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Reformation in the courses of studies and educational system in 
Islamic perspective was one of the main factors behind the 
foundation of Jami 'atul Falah. The founders, from the very 
beginning were thinking about the combination of religious and 
modern education and wanted to make it a theological institution 
with a difference, that could be conducive to profound learning 
and thorough understanding of the holy Qur'an and Siinnah, so as 
to inculcate in the coming generation, the true Islamic spirit. At 
the same time, it might emphatically gird them up with modern 
knowledge so that they could guard themselves against heretic 
ideologies and materialistic outlook and they could put forth Islam 
before others, with the reasonable and logical approach. 
Maktab Islamia 
So far as the courses of studies in the 1^ ' phase of Jami 'ami 
Falah i.e., when it was recognised as Maktab Islamia or Makiab 
Imdadia, are concerned, there was no clear-cut curriculum in 
vogue. The arrangements for elementary education upto standard 
two or three were in Maktab and it had four classes such as 
Nursery, standard 1st, Ilnd and Ilird respectively. Books were not 
used in nursery; students were taught alphabets, computation upto 
hundred both in writing and oral and after six and seven months 
the combination of letters and the formation of words upto two or 
three syllables. 
In standard 1*' Qa'idah Baghdadi was introduced and 
students were taught the words of more than two syllables. 
Besides, the concept of addition and subtraction was also provided 
to them. Qur'anic Nazirah (the last part of the holy Qur'an) was 
started in the Ilnd standard. A prescribed text book of Urdu was 
also included in the syllabus. In this class, in Mathematics. 
students were taught multiplication, division and multiplication 
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tables from one to ten while as in the standard 3"*, the teaching of 
Hindi language had also been started since 1947.' 
First Educational Committee (Majlis TaMlml) 
On 20"* June 1956 an educational committee of five members 
was framed to keep an eye on the academic matters and to improve 
the educational standard of Maktab Islamia. The selected members 
for the committee were 1) Babu Muhammad Farid Khan, 2) Haji 
Abdul Matin Khan, 3) Mr. Abdul Majid Khan, 4) Mawlavi 
Muhammad Ibrahim and 5) Hakim Muhammad Ayyub. After the 
formation of educational committee, second phase of development 
of Jami 'attil Falah started as classes IV"' and V"* were opened in 
1957 and 1958 respectively. Staff of Jami a got strengthened and to 
some extent a concrete shape was given to the syllabus. The 
subjects that were to be taught in these classes were Urdu, 
Mathematics, Hindi, Qur'anic Nazirah and Theology (DTniyat, a 
book of Islamic beliefs etc). In the year 1959 class Vl"' was added 
to Jamia and some elementary books of Arabic language were 
introduced on its syllabus with the consent of newly appointed 
local teacher Mawlavi Muhammad Isa.^ 
Teaching and Learning Process 
The teaching and learning process in Maktab Islamia was 
book and teacher oriented. The classroom teaching started with the 
model reading aloud by the teacher once or twice and students had 
to read after the teacher, then a pause was given by the teacher for 
the silent reading after which the students used to read by turn and 
teachers made corrections gave a pause. In nursery and class 1st, 
teacher used to write on black board with chalks and students had 
to copy it on their wooden tablets {TakhtTs) by the reed-pens. 
Dildhiya (unripe milky clay) was used as ink. Writing on 
notebooks was allowed to students in class II"'' and III"'. The 
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concept of examination was very simple. In Atfal (Nursery) and 
class r ' imla and amokhta was customary and in classes llT* ,^ IV"\ 
V*'' and VI'*" answer scripts were given to students in examinations 
for the writing of answers to required questions but question 
papers were not used. In the examinations teachers used to write 
questions on black boards. Classes started around eight 0 clock in 
the morning and ended at 4 p.m. with a recess break of one and 
half hour around 12 noon for entertainment and "Salat-i-Ziihr" 
(prayer of Afternoon).^ 
Resolution of 1961 
On is"* May, 1961, Dr. Khalil Ahmad, Dr. Wakil Ahmad and 
Matin Ahmad were selected as members for the educational 
committee.'* The newly elected committee held its first meeting in 
the western Mosque of the town on 3'** July, 1961 under the 
chairmanship of Muhammad Ikram Khan (Pradhan) the then Nazini 
of Jamia. In the meeting, committee explored the educational set 
up of Jamia and passed few resolutions: 
1) That the institution will remain of independent character and 
will determine its own educational policy under the Islamic 
perspective; 
2) Only those books will be included in the curriculum through 
which students might be fully enlightened with Islam; 
3) Students will be skilled in speech and debates once in a week 
and the day for it will be Thursday.^ 
1" Consistent Syllabus 
As Jami'atul Falah was providing education up to class 7"', 
the services of Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi was sought by the 
functionaries of Jamia to start higher Arabic Islamic education. 
He, of course, started the education on Islahi pattern^ but after a 
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short period he left for Jami 'atur Rashad. He could not prepare a 
clear-cut syllabus and course of studies for Jamia. Consequently, 
by the year 1962, Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi came to Jamia 
and a consistent syllabus and course of studies was framed by him 
with the consultation of the members of Jamia, especially Dr. 
Khalil Ahmad. The later insisted to enter secular and modern 
subjects like English, Economics, Civics, History and Geography 
in the seven years 'Alimiyah course after the completion of class 
sixth. He became successful in providing two periods for the 
modern subjects daily. The motto behind the curriculum of 
fourteen years duration was to produce such individuals who may 
be equipped with oriental education as well as modern one. The 
founders were of the opinion that the modern subjects like 
economics, civics and political science, etc. may be taught in the 
light of Qur'an and Sunnah. After the completion of graduation 
students were free to choose the fields of their own interest and 
like.* 
The syllabus prepared by Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi, 
which got introduced in 1962, offers the following courses of 
study: 
(i) Nursery (Atfal): Hamari Kitab, Naskh-o-Nasta'liq, Asan Riyaz'i, 
Huruf Navisi (Alif to ya) and aqai'd (Salah in verbal as well as in 
practical) and sports. 
(ii) Standard T*: Hamari Kitab, Munni Kahaniyan, Asan Riyazi, 
General knowledge {Am Ma'liimat), Arabic Rahman! Qa'idah 
Aqa'ad {Salah with practice), KhushkhatI 2ind sports. 
(iii) Standard W^: Hamari Kitab, Piyari Nazmain, Chapter al-
Baqrah of Holy Qur'an {Nazirah), Asan Kahaniyan for boys and 
Motiyiin Ka Har for girls, Pyare Rastll, Sachcha Din, Asan Riyazi, 
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Hamarl pothi. General knowledge {Am Ma'lumal), KhiishnavJsT and 
Amli Tarhiyat-o-Khalil Kud (sports and exercises). 
(iv) Standard III"*: Qur'anic Nazirah ( T ' ten parts), Hamarl Kitab 
Piyarl Nazmain, Sachcha Din, AkhlaqT Kahaniyan, Moiiyiln Ka Har, 
Asan RiyazT, HamarT pothi, Hamarl Dunya, Am Ma'himal, Khutfit 
NavTsJ and Imla. 
(v). Standard IV"*: Hamarl Kitab, Hamire Naghme, Qur'an 
(Nazirah-end), AkhlaqT Kahaniyan, Sachcha Dm, Motiyiln Ka Har, 
Asan Riyazi, Hamarl pothi, HamarT Dunya, Am Ma'lumal, Mifiah al 
Qur 'an, English, Imla, Khutut NavTsT and KhushkhatT. 
(vi) Standard V**": Ham arT Kitab, Qur'an with Tajvid (selected 
chapters), AkhlaqT Kahaniyan, Sachcha DTn, Asan RiyazT, Science, 
HamarT pothi, HamarT Dunya, A'Tnah TarTkh, Am Ma'lumal, Miff ah 
al Qur'an, New plan Readers. 
(vii) Standard VI*"*: HamarT Kitab, HamarT Zam/n, Science, NCM-
Plan Readers, Hisab (of Middle Course), Asbaq al NahM', Qisas al 
NabTy 'Tn and Mu 'allim al Insha'. 
(viii) Standard VII*'*: Al-Qira'at al-Rashidah, Mu'allim al Insha', 
Hidayah al NahM', QudiirT, New plan Readers, English Grammer 
and Translation, Geographia 'Alam, General Science, Ta'mJr-i-
Adab, Nasr-o-Nazam (Selections) Mathematics (of Middle 
Course). 
(ix) Standard VIII*'': KalTlah wa Dimnah, DTwan Abu'l Atahiyah 
(Selected verses), Mufassal, Riyad al SalihTn, Translation of the 
holy Qur'an, SirajT, ibtida'T Darsiyat (Usiil wa Dastur) by Hashim 
QidwaT, A'Tnah TarTkh, New plan Readers with Insha' and 
Grammar. 
(x) Mawlavi: Hamasah, Al Balaghah al Wadihah M'ith Insha', 
Mishkat al Masabih, Translation of the holy Qur'an Hidayah with 
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Usill al Fiqh, ibtida'i Darsiyat (Usui wa Dastur), Unlj wa larval, 
and New Plan Readers. 
(xi) 'Alim: Sab'Mu'allaqat, Tarikh al adab al Arab! M'ith Insha', 
TirmidhJ with Usui al Hadith (selections), Translation of the holy 
Qur'an with Usui al Tafsir, Mantiq wa Falsafah, English (Prose 
and poetry intermediate course), and one among the following 
four: i) Journalism, ii) Speech, iii) Teaching (training) and iv) 
Information for Commerce and Trade. 
(xii) Fadhil: BukharT and Muslim (selections), Baydawi, Akham al 
Qur'an, Hiijjat Allah al Balighah, Insha'-i-ArabT, English and one 
among the following four: i) Journalism, ii) Speech, iii) Teaching 
(training) and iv) Information for Commerce and Trade. From T' 
to 5"* three periods were reserved for Arabic and theology and six 
periods for the rest of subjects, while as from class sixth to Fadhil 
six periods were given to Arabic and theology and the three 
periods to the rest of the subjects.^ 
New Era 
The syllabus and curriculum remained implemented upto 
1964.'° By the beginning of 1964, a new era started in the Jamia 
in the educational perspective. As on 9'** March 1964, Mawlana 
Jalil Ahsan Nadvi (an Islamic Scholar of all India fame) came to 
Jamia from Madrasah Kashiful 'Ulum (Chitarpur, Hazari Bagh, 
Jhharkhand), along with his three students. On 29^'' June, he was 
selected as the basic member of Intizamia and Muhtamim Ta 'iJmai 
of Jamia a lso . ' ' He changed the previous concept of education, 
which was furnished for the establishment of Jamia Islamia. With 
his endeavour and efforts Jami'atul Falah became a theological 
institution. Mawlana, in other words, took Jami 'atul Falah 
towards Arabic mode. 
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Modifications of Syllabus in 1968 
In 1968, educational committee was based on eight members. 
Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi as Muhtamim Ta'lTmat was one of its 
members. The other members were Mawlana Malik Habibullah 
Qasmi, Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi, Mr. Abdul Hakim of (Shibli 
College Azamgarh), Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi, Dr. Khalil 
Ahmad (Nazim), Mawlana Shahbaz Ahmad Islahi (Sadr Mudarris) 
and Mr. Abrar Ahmad.'^ Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi opined that 
teaching the holy Qur'an with the related sciences should be given 
a central position in the syllabus. He got success in it and the 
curriculum was modified. 
By the modified curriculum educational set up of Jamia was 
divided into three stages i.e., Ihtida'aJ (primary), Thanavi 
(secondary) and A'la (Graduation). A separate syllabus was framed 
for girls from class Iir** to VIl"".'"^ The courses of primary was 
based on the education with Nazirah of Qur'an and theojogy while 
as the courses of study for secondary was of Junior High School 
with Persian, Theology, Slrah and Fiqh and Arabic courses were 
'Alim and Fadhil with English, Civics and Economics of 
graduation standard. Upto standard 11"** the syllabus for boys and 
girls was the same and there was co-education. A separate setup 
for girls was there with the title of Niswan School upto standard 
VIr^''*The modified courses of studies for higher classes were: 
Arabic T': Asbaq al Nahw with Tuhfah al A 'rab, Mabadi al Qira'ai 
al Rashidah, Al Insha' al ArabT, English, Civics and Economics. 
Arabic 11"*^ : Qawa'id al Lughah al Arabiyah bi Maraj'i al Nahv al 
wadeh, Tamrinat al sarf, QtidurJ (few parts), AI Qira'ah al 
Rashidah (vol. 1st) with Am thai Asaf al Hakim and KalJlah wa 
Dimnah, Al Insha' al ArabT, Civics, Economics and English. 
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Arabic Iir**: Qur'an (Translation and Commentary) from chapter 
al-saba to al Waqi 'ah, Mishkat al Masabih with Muqaddamah 
Shaykh Abd al Hague, Hidayah Awwalayn with Sirajl Dhvan al 
Hamasah (Bab al Adab wa al MarathT) with Insha', Mirqat, 
Tahdhib, Civics, Economics and English. 
Arabic IV***: Qur'an (Translation & commentary) from chapter al 
Hadid to al Nas, Riyadh al Salihin, with Insha', Qudilrl (Mu 'amlat), 
Manthurat wa Mukhtarat (first half), Mufassal, Civics, Economics 
and English. 
Arabic V"': Qur'an (Translation and Commentary) from chapter al 
Maryam to al Ahzab, TirmidhJ with Nukhbah al Fikr, Hidayah 
Akhirayan with Hisami, al Baldghah al Wade hah hi 
Maraji'Jamharah al Balaghah, Diwan al Hamasah {Bab al 
Hamasah, Bab al Adiyaf wa al Mada'iah) with Insha', Political 
science, Economics and English. 
Arabic Vl"*: Qur'an (Translation and Commentary) from chapter al 
Kahaf, Sahih Muslim (selections), Muqaddamah ibn Khaldiin with 
Insha', Bidayah al Mujtahid (vol.1), Al idafat al Qudsiyah, 
Political Science, Economics and English. 
Arabic VII**": Qur'an (Translation and Commentary) from chapter 
al Fatha to al An'am, Sahih Bukhari (selections), Jamharah 
Aashar al arab with Insha', Bidayah al Mujtahid (vol.11), Hujjat 
Allah al Balighah, Political Science, Economics and English.^^ 
Revision of 1980 
The syllabus and curriculum had been discussed again in 
1980, on May 24, in the meeting of Majlis Ta'llmi, in which 
Mawlana Abu'l Laith Islahi, Mawlana Abu'l Makarim Falahi 
Azhari, Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi, Dr. Khalil Ahmad and 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa explored the ups and downs of the 
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prevailing syllabus of Jamia. On 14"' June 1980 an extraordinary 
meeting of Majlis Ta'lJmT was called at Jamia in which Mawlana 
Abual Laith Islahi, Mawlana Hamid AH, Mawlana Afzal Hussain 
and Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi participated. After a long 
discussion, many additions and alterations were made in the 
curriculum as: 
1) Completion of Qur'anic Nazirah should be now in standard IV''' 
instead of Standard Iir** in the primary section. 
2) Secondary classes from girls section was excluded and it was 
decided to start Arabic higher classes just after the completion of 
primary i.e.. Standard V"* and higher classes will be of five years 
duration, as four years for 'Alimiyah and one year for FadhJlah. 
3) Persian is excluded from Standard V\V^ and will be taught in 
classes V"* and VI**" as optional subject. 
4) Spoken Arabic (Egyptian) was added to Standard Vll"'. 
5) The section of memorizing the holy Qur'an was divided into 
five classes, and a course was fixed for each class. This was done 
to make the ability of students who memorized the holy Qur'an 
equivalent to students of the primary one so that they may be 
admitted in A'dadT {^le Arabic class) or secondary classes. It was 
made compulsory for the novices be admitted in Hifz course at the 
age of six at least like primary. 
6) Hindi was excluded from higher classes. In the same meeting a 
committee was constituted for the implementation of revised 
courses of girls section and higher classes for boys. The members 
were selected as per the subjects of their expertise: 
1) Qur'an Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi 
2) HadJth Mawlana Sagheer Ahsan Islahi 
3) Fiqh Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi 
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4) Nahw M>a Sarf Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi 
5) Arabic Literature : Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi 
6) English Mr. S. Abdullah.'** 
Review in 1985 
The revision of courses of studies again came into the 
consideration of Majlis Ta'limi in its meeting held on lO"" April 
1985. Mawlana Abu'l Laith Islahi, Mawlana Hamid Ali, Mawlana 
Abu Bakr, Munshi Muhammad Anwar and Abdul Hamid Pandey 
participated as the members of Majlis Ta'limi, while Mawlana 
Nizamuddin Islahi, Mawlana Naseem Ahmad Ghazi, Mawlana 
Shabbir Ahmad Falahi and Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi were also 
invited.'^ All the participants talked on the various aspects of 
prevailing syllabus and it was admitted that the Arabic language 
and literature, the ability of speaking as well as writing in Arabic 
has a great significance. To improve the standard of Arabic 
literature and grammar is the need of hour. It was decided that the 
attention should be given towards the Arabic literature and Ins ha' 
in Arabic classes i.e., r* to IV"" in order to increase the ability of 
students in Arabic language. It was decided that the medium of 
instruction while studying Arabx language and literature in 
'Alimiyah Fifth to seventh should be strictly Arabic. Efforts would 
be made to teach Qur'an and Hadith mostly through Arabic 
medium. The teaching of the rest subjects may be made through 
Urdu medium. Students are allowed to write answers to questions 
in examination in Urdu language (except in Arabic Literature). In 
case of writing answers in Arabic language they would be 
appreciated. The education of English language and literature 
would be strictly imparted through English. Students should write 
answers of English literature in Arabic. If these steps would be 
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initiated standard of education would be improved to a large 
extent. 
In the same meeting it was further decided that Hindi will be 
excluded from II"'* primary and would be started from IIT'' primary 
with effect from the next academic year.'* It was, unanimously, 
decided that the book entitled 'Islam Aik Nazar Main' is not 
suitable for students, so is excluded from the syllabus and 
'Towards Understanding Islam' is included in its place. Only 
those students would be admitted in the class of Hifz 
(memorization of holy Qur'an) who would have passed class 4"' or 
would have ability equivalent to it. 
Moreover, in the girls section the book 'al Fiqh al Miiyassar' 
would be excluded and 'QudiirV would be included in syllabus. 
The teaching of 'QudiirV would be completed in three years. In 
Arabic class II"'' selections from 'al Samir al Muhazzab' will be 
studied instead of 'Amthal Asaf al Hakim. In Arabic 111"* Insha' 
will be included in the syllabus in place of Sharh Shuzur al 
dhahab. In Arabic V*** three hundred and one hundred verses of 
Diwan al Hamasah and that of Hassan bin Thabit will be studied 
respectively. 'Usui al Lughah HI Khilqf will take the place of 
'Ustll al shashT in Arabic Vl"*. Fann-i-Ta'lim-o-Tarbiyai will be 
excluded from the classes VI*** and VIl"'. In place of it students 
will be imparted instructions of English literature and political 
science for four and two periods respectively. In 'Alimiyah and 
Fadhilah dissertations from students will be required mostly in the 
subject of Sirah and Islamic Literature. Besides these additions 
and alterations, revision of syllabus in Qur'anic and other subjects 
is under consideration.*' 
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Modifications in the Courses in 1986 
On l?"* February 1986, an important meeting of Majlis 
Ta'limi was held at Jami'atul Falah, Mawlana Sadruddin Islahi, 
Mawlana Abu'l Makarim Falahi, Mr. Abdul Hamid Panday, 
Munshi Muhammad Anwar and Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi 
attended it. The intricacies of syllabus of Arabic classes were 
discussed and finally some changes were made to it, the modified 
syllabus approved by the Jamia was as follows: 20 
'Alimiyah (I"* year) 
Nahw 
Sarf 
Arabic Language 
Insha' 
Hifz & Tajvld 
Alimiyah (11"'' Year) 
Asbdq al Nahw ( l " part) with Tuhfah al A 'rah. 
Asbaq al Nahw (part 11"'') with Khasiyah Abwah 
Mabadi al Oir'ah al Rashidah (!'' & 11"'' parts) 
Mil 'allim al Insha' {V' half of T' part) 
Last part of the holy Our'an with Tajvld (from 
chapter al Fajr to al Nas). 
Nahw 
Sarf 
Arabic Language 
Hifz & Tajvld 
Insha' 
Fiqh 
Alimiyah (III"' Year) 
Tafslr 
Fiqh 
Hidayah al Nahw 
Asbaq al Nahw (II"*') Khasiyah AbMdb bi al Tamrluai 
al Sarfia. 
Al-Oir'ah al Rashidah (F* & 11"") 
Holy Our 'an Chapter al Naba to al Ghashiyah 
Mu 'allim al Insha' (II"** half of part I'') 
Al-Mukhiasar al 0udiirl (upto Kitab al Hajj) 
Our'an (Chapter al Hadld to al Nas) Literal and 
grammatical clarifications with a brief explanation 
of meaning. 
Qudurl (Selections). 
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Nahw 
Arabic Literature 
Insha' 
'Alimiyah ( iV* Year) 
Tafslr 
HadJth 
Fiqh 
Nahw 
Arabic Literature 
Insha' 
Mantiq 
•Alimiyah (V'*" Year) 
Tafslr 
HadJth 
Fiqh 
Usui al Fiqh 
Far a 'idh 
Arabic Literature 
Insha' 
Baldghah 
Oawa'id al Lughah al Arabia 
KalJlah wa Dimnah (selections) & Drwan al 
Hamasah (Bab al Adab) 
Mu 'allim al Insha' 
Our'an (Chapter al Saba to al Waqiah) with 
Mtifradat al Our 'an 
Buliigh al Mardm (selections) (Four hundred a 
Hadlth, memorization of forty a HadJth) 
Hi day ah (Awwalayn) 
Mufassal 
Dtiwal al Arab wa al Islam (60 page) and DJwan al 
Hamasah (400 verses Bab al MardthJ) 
Mu'allim al Insha' (U) 
Al Mirqdt (Selections) 
Qur'dn (Chapter al Maryam to al Ahzab) with Asalib 
al Qur'dn by Hameeduddin Farahi 
Mishkat al Masabih (Selection),^"* Maqaddamah al 
Dihlavi Fi a I Mustalah. 
Hiddydh (Akhirayn) Selections. 
Sutun-i-usuiiyah, Mukhtasar al Manor al warqah MA 
Mukhtasar Tanqih al Fusiil. 
SirdjJ, al Mundsakhat (Bdb Muqdsamah al Jadd 
excluded). 
Diwdn al Hamdsah (selected 500 verses from Bah al 
Hamdsah and memorization of 100 verses), TdrJkh al 
Adab al ArabJ. 
Mu 'allim al Insha' (part Iir**) 
Al Baldghah al Wadihah, Muqaddamah 'ilni al 
baydn, 'ilm al Ma'dnJ along with the exercises. 
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Fadhilah (I' ' Year) 
Tafsir 
Hadith 
Usiil-al Hadith 
Fiqh 
'AqJdah 
Falsa/ah 
A dab and Insha' 
Fadhilah (H"*" year) 
Tafsir 
HadTth 
Our'an (Chapter at A'raf to al Kahf) with Usui al 
Ta'wfl by Farahi. 
Kitab al Sunan by Abu Dawud (selections) and Kilah 
al-Sunan by Tirmidhi (selections) 
Risalah by Ali JurjanT 
Bidqyah al Mujtahid (vol. T') (al Bah al Thamiii fi 
almiyah babal Tadhkira fi Sujfid al Our'an). 
Al aqidah al wdsitiyyah 
Hidayah al Hikmah ('selections) 
Muqaddamah Ibn Khaldiin (selections) 
Qiir'an (chapter al Fatiha to al- An'dm with Dalail 
al- Nizam (by Farahi) 
Sahih ^M^/zar/(Selections) and Sahih Muslim 
Secrets of shari 'yah Hujjatullah al Bdlighah 
Fiqh 
Arabic Literature 
Bidaydh al Mujtahid (from beginning to al Bah fi 
Bahth al Hikm) 
Jamharah Ash 'dr al Arab (Imrau 7 Oays, Zuhayv, 
Amr bin Kulthfim, Ndbighah, Tarfah Antarah, 
Labid.f^ 
Revision in 1993 
Majlis Ta'limi in its meeting held on IS"* February 1993 
made some more additions and alterations in the syllabus. The 
meeting was attended by Haji Abdul Matin (the then Nazim), 
Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi (Deputy Ndzim), Mr. Ashfaq Ahmad 
(Delhi) and Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi (principal). Dr. Khalil 
Ahmad, Mawlavi Muhammad Isa, Shaykh Munir Ahmad, and 
Mawlana Muhammad InayatuUah Subhani were also among the 
participants. Some important decisions were taken. The certificate 
for the award of Degree of 'Alimiyah was the first issue discussed 
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in the meeting. After a healthy discussion, a decision was taken, 
unanimously, that the award of Degree of 'Alimiyah after the 
Arabic V*** is cancelled and this will be awarded only to those 
students who will qualify the examination of Arabic VIl"". Like 
wise Fadhilah degree will be awarded only to those students who 
will qualify the examination of Arabic VIIl"', which is new 
addition to Arabic courses. In Fadhilah all the student — boys as 
well as girls — are bound to do specialization course in any 
subject of their own interest.^^ 
Regarding the conformity of syllabus of boys and girls, it 
was decided that the syllabus in higher classes will be similar but 
the secondary section in Kulliyatul Banat will consist of two 
classes only i.e., VI*" and VIr^^•' 
Revision of syllabus was broached and some changes were 
made in it. For instance, 
i) Political science got excluded from Arabic T' and civics 
(NCERT) in Hindi language took its place. Like wise civics (IIT'', 
IV"", V"*) was placed in Arabic 11"*^  instead of political science, ii) 
Mu'aUim al Insha' was excluded from Arabic T' iii) Kitab al Samir 
al Muhazzab was excluded from Arabic Ilnd and was replaced by 
KalUah ua Dimnah. iv) Hidayah al Nahw was turned out from the 
syllabus of Arabic II"** and Qawa'id al Lughah al Arabiyah was 
adjusted, v) Some changes were made in the syllabus of Arabic 
111"* also. The courses Diwan al Hamasah, Jamharah Khutab al 
Arab (selections), MughnT, Mttalta, Quduri and Islamic history 
were included in it. Mufassal was excluded from class IV"' 
(Arabic) and Hidayah al Hikmah and Mirqat were dropped out 
from the syllabus.^'' 
After the re-changes the syllabus was arranged as under: 
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Arabic I'* 
Arabic Language 
Oawd 'id wa Inshd' 
English 
Civics 
Arabic II"** 
Arabic Language 
Oawd 'id wa Inshd' 
English 
Civics 
Arabic 111"* 
Tafsir 
Arabic Literature 
Arabic Grammar 
Hadilh 
Fiqh 
English 
Civics 
History 
Durus al Lughah, Mabddi al Oir 'at a) Rdshidah. 
Asbdq a I Nahw 
NCERT (Steps to English Reader) 
NCERT 
Al Qir'at al Rdshidah (I&II), KalJlah wa Dinwah. 
Qawd'id al Lughah al Arabiyah, Nahw al Wddeh. 
NCERT(W) 
NCERT 
Qur'dn (Chapter al Hadid to al Nds): Meaning, 
literal and grammatical clarifications, short 
explanations of the words, Basic principles of art 
of tafsir. Books Recommended: Mabddi Tadahhur 
al Qur'dn {Amin Ahsan Islahi), Muqaddamah 
Tafhim al Our 'dn {Sayyid Abu 7 A 'la Mawdudi) 
Dfwdn al Hamdsah (Bdb al Adab wa al Mar at hi), 
Explanation of verses, in Arabic and Urdu 
Historical background of verses, introduction of 
famous poets and short history of Arabic language 
Kiughnl, al Labib 
Kiuattd (Imam Malik), introduction to Hadilh and 
MuhaddithJn. 
Book Recommended: Tadhkirah al Muhaddithln 
(Ziauddin Islahi). 
Qudiirl, introduction to Fiqh and famous Fiiqhd 
{TdrJkh al Madhdhib al Islamia by Abu Zahra). 
NCERT 
NCERT 
Tdrikh-i-Islam (till Khildfah Rdshidah) 
Books: Tdrlkh-i-Islam by Akbar Shah Najihahadi, 
Al Fariiq by AUama Shibli. 
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Arabic IV th 
Tafslr 
Hadith and 
Principles of Hadith 
Fiqh wa Usui Fiqh 
Arabic Literature 
History-
English 
Political Science 
Economics 
Arabic V " 
Tafslr 
Hadith 
Fiqh and Usui al 
Fiqh 
Arabic Literature 
and Grammar 
Our'an (chapter al Saba to al Waqe'ah), 
Introduction to Science of Tafslr and Muffassinlm, 
Otir'anic geography. Books Recommended, 'A1-
Fawz al Kabir (by Shah Walliullah), Muqaddamah 
Fi Usiil al Tafslr (Ibn Taimiyah), Muqaddamah 
Nizam al Our'an, (by Farahi), Safar Noma Ardh a I 
Our'ah (Mawlana Mawdudi), Tarikh Duwal al Arab. 
Sahih Muslim, TadwTn-i-Hadith and Usui al Hadith. 
Books: Tadwin-i-Hadith (by Manazir Ahasan 
Gilani), Mustalah al Hadith (Yfisuf al Oardhawl). 
Ouduri (Ilnd half), Nur al Anwar, Tarlkh-i-Fiqh, 
introduction to various schools of thought, Basic 
principles of Fiqh. Books: Tarikh al Madhahib al 
Islamia (Abu Zahra), Fiqh al Sunnah (Sayyid 
Sabiq). 
Bab al Hamasah (600 verses), Khutab al Wasaya fi 
al Asr al Abbasl{1st), Tarikh al Adab al Arab! 
Tdrikh-i-Islam {Banu Umayyah to Banu Ahhas) 
Book: Tarikh al Ummah al Islamia (Egyption 
Edition), Tarikh al Islam (Hasan Ibrahim). 
NCERT Course 
NCERT Course 
NCERT Course 
Our'an (chapter al Maryam to al Ahzab) principles 
of Tafslr and introduction to Mufassirln. Books: 
Kitab al Asdllb by Farahi, Muqaddamah Fi Usui al 
Tafslr {Ibn Taimiyah), Kitab al Fawa'id (Ibn 
Oayyim). 
Sahih Muslim, Dirdsah Fi al Jarh M>a al Ta 'Jil 
(Mohammad Ziyaur Rahman Azmi), Ma'rifah Ulilm 
al Hadith (Hafiz Nisha purl) 
Biddyah al Mujtahid and Sirdjl, 'Ilm al Fiqh (Abdul 
Wahab KhallaO, Usui al Fiqh (Abu Zahra) 
Jamharah Khutab al Arab (From al ahd al Faniqi 
to al ahd al Alwi), al-Balaghah al Wddeh 
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Political Science 
Economics 
English 
Arabic Vl"" 
Tafsir and 
Principles of Tafsir 
Hadith and Usui al 
Hadith 
Fiqh and Usui al 
Fiqh 
Arabic Literature 
and Grammar 
Comparative 
Religions 
English 
th Arabic VII 
Tafsir wa Usui al 
Tafsir 
Fiqh and Usui al 
Fiqh 
Hadith and Usiil al 
Hadith 
Arabic Literature 
English 
Comparative 
Religions 
NCERT 
NCERT 
NCERT 
Our'an (al An'am to al Kahf), opinions of 
MuffassirJn with arguments. 
Books: a I Tafsir wa al Mufassirun, a I Taknill Fi 
Usui al Ta 'wil, Mandhil al Our 'an, al Burhan Fi 
Uliim al Our 'an 
Sahih Bukharl Al Kifqyah Fi 'ilm a I Riwayah. 
Books: al Sunnah wa Makanatuhd Fi a I TashrJ al 
Islami (Mustafa Sibai), al-Hadith wa al 
Muhaddithun (Abu Shabah). 
Biddyah al Mujtahid, Usui al Fiqh (Abu Zahra) 
Jamharah Khutab al Arab 
Indian Religions, Muslim and Non-Muslim 
movements. 
General English 
Qtir'dn (chapter al Fdtiha to al Md'idah) Books: 
Jamharah al Baldghah (Farahi), Al Naba al Azim 
(Abdullah Daraz), al Dirasat al Our 'dniyah 
(Mohammad Qutb) al Taswir al Fanni Fi al Our 'an 
(Sayyid Qutb), Milak al Tdwil (Ahmad) 
Bidayah al Mujtahid, Usui al Muwdfaqdl (ShatibT), 
al Mughni Fi Usui al Fiqh {Umar al KhahhdzT). 
Shahih al Bukharl, al Kitdb Fi 'ilm al Riwayah 
(KhatJb Baghdadl), al Ba 'ith ila al Hadith (Ihn 
Kathir). 
Jamharah Ashar al Arab, al Mu 'llaqat. 
General 
Muslim and Non-Muslim Movements and Indian 
Religions. 
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Moreover, the students in class Arabic VIl"' have to write a 
dissertation on any assigned topic of 2500 to 3000 words under the 
supervision of the concerned teachers.^^ 
Inclusion of English, Hindi and Urdu languages in the 
Curriculum 
Inclusion of English and Hindi languages in the curriculum 
of Jami'atul Falah as compulsory subjects was no mean an 
achievement. The main objective behind the foundation of Jamia 
was the production of such 'Ulama' and scholars who were trained 
to keep alive their dignity, preach Islam, refute the infidels attack 
on Islam and stand side by side to modern intellectuals. The 
founders and functionaries of Jamia from the very beginning of its 
establishment, therefore, reiterated that it was impossible to 
achieve these objectives without the knowledge of English and 
Hindi. Hindi was included in the curriculum since 1947 (when 
Jamia was in its infancy) and in 1962, when the founders and the 
functionaries were pertaining it to theological cum modern way. 
The study of Hindi was made compulsory in primary from 111"" to 
V"*. In 1993,^^ Hindi attained the status of a second language, and 
its study was made compulsory from class IV"" to Vlll"' in the 
meeting of Majlis Ta'llmi, held on IS"" February 1993. A decision 
was taken in favour of splendor of the Hindi language that the 
Civics would be studied in Arabic T' and 11"** through Hindi 
medium.^' 
To make elevate the standard of Hindi and owing to in view 
of Da'wah work, Majlis Ta'liml, in its meeting held on 22-23 
October, 1993 decided to introduce the Diploma and certificate 
courses in Hindi language in the curriculum of Jamia. A 
committee was appointed to frame the syllabus for the said course 
The committee was of four members namely. Dr. Kauthar Yazdani, 
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the then editor of KantT a famous Hindi weekly) Mawlana Naseem 
Ahmad Ghazi, Mr. Farooq Ahmad Khan (The Hindi Translator of 
holy Qur'an). Mawlana Naseem Ahmad Ghazi was appointed its 
convener. The committee was requested to submit its report upto 
31"' December 1993. The committee, however, could not submit 
the report upto November 1995. On November 23, 1995, Majlis 
Ta'limi, in its meeting again discussed the scheme of the 
certificate and diploma courses. It was found that the post was 
advertised for the appointment of a qualified and the well-versed 
Hindi teacher, but no body applied for the same. But the issue got 
strengthened to some extent by the decision oi Majlis Ta'linu ov\ 
May 28, 2001, that Hindi will be included in the 'Alimiyah classes. 
Urdu the official language of Jami'atul Falah also got 
strengthened from the year 2001 when Urdu literature was 
included in 'Alimiyah classes. Nowadays, Urdu holds a healthy 
position in Jamia's curriculum and is taught upto Fadhilah classes 
from r ' primary. The study of English is compulsory from class 
Iir' ' (primary) upto Fadhilah. 
Inspection Committee 
In the year 1993,with meeting of Majlis Ta'lImT held at 
Jami'atul Falah on 22 to 23 October, an Inspection Committee 
was formed to check and supervise the educational setup of Jamia. 
It was decided that initially the committee would examine and 
check the educational standard and will ensure the training of 
Jamia 's teaching staff at least thrice in a year. Mr. Ashfaq Ahmad 
was selected the convener and the other members of the committee 
were, Mawlana Jalaluddin Umri, Dr. Fazlur Rahman Faridi, 
Mawlana Abdul Azim Islahi, Dr. Obaidullah Fahad Falahi, Mr. Taj 
Mohammad, Dr. Mohammad Yasin Mazhar Siddiqui and Prof. 
Mohammad Sharif Khan.^* For girls section, the following 
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dignitaries would be requested to make an inspection of the 
educational standard from time to time: 
1) Mrs. Rafia Shamsi (Rampur), 2) Dr. Mrs Safia Iqbal, 3) Dr. 
Anjuman Ara Anjum (Aligarh), 4) Dr. Tahira Khatoon (Aligarh) 
Miss Khursheed Jabeen Uthamni (Falahi). Undoubtedly, the 
committee was framed to overhaul the system of examinations in 
Jami'atul Falah also. 
Opening of Takhassus Class 
By the academic year 1970-71, the necessity of Takhassus (a 
post graduation course of two years duration, requiring the 
students to specialize in a branch of study culminating to 
specialize in a branch of study culminating in the submission of a 
thesis) was being felt by the functionaries of Jami'atul Falah. 
With the result, on 3'^ '' January 1971, executive council in its 
meeting, corroborated the class 'Takhassus' by majority vote. The 
same meeting formed a committee of five members i.e.. Dr. Khalil 
Ahmad, Mr. Abdul Hakim, Mawlana Shahbaz Ahmad Islahi, 
Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi and Mr. Abrar Ahmad,^^ To frame 
the syllabus for the course. Later on, in the meeting of executive 
council held on 12"* August 1972, a decision was also endorsed for 
the starting of Takhassus Fi al Qur'an. Mawlana Sadruddin Islahi 
and Mawlana Sayyid Hamid Ali"^° were requested to prescribe the 
syllabus for the said course. 
The implementation of the course (Takhassus) could not 
place earlier than 1978. By the academic year 1978-79 Takhassus 
Fi al-Qur'an was started with the two students namely Ahsanul 
Haque Falahi and Obaidullah Fahad Falahi."'^ After the smooth and 
successful running of two years, the course came to stop all at 
once, probably due to lack of funds. 
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Syllabus for Takhassus Fi al Qur'an 
Previous year 
i) Fateha Nizam al Our 'an (By Far ah i) 
ii) Dala'il al Nizam (By Farahi) 
iii) Al Fawz al Kablr (By Shah Walliullah) 
iv) Muqaddamah Fi Usui al Tafslr (Ibn Taymiyah) 
v) Al-Kashshaf {By ZamakhsharT) chapter Al-i-Imran. 
vi) Asallb al Our 'an (By Farahi) 
Final year 
i) Al-Burhan Fi Ulum al Our'an (By ZarkashT) 
ii) Al-Taswfr al Fanni Fi al-Our'dn (Sayyid Qutb) 
iii) Al-Baidawf (chapter al Baqrah) 
iv) Al-Tafsir al-BayatU by Aisha Bint al-Shatl 
v) Bad'i al Fawa'id by Ibn Qayyim Selections 
vi) Al-Fawa'id ila al-Mushawwiq by Ibni Qayyim 
vii) AI-TakmJl Fi Usiil al-TawJl by Farahi^ ^ 
After the completion of the course, students were required to 
submit dissertation on any Qur'anic topic already sanctioned by 
Jamia authorities. 
Takhassus fi al-Tadrls 
It was discussed and decided so many times in the meetings 
of executive as well as academic councils, that the curriculum of 
Jami'atuI Falah needs the addition of a regular specialization 
course after Fadhilah classes to meet the requirements of well-
trained lady teachers for the girls section of Jamia and its 
affiliated institutions. The proposed courses would be of optional 
nature. Only those graduates of Jamia would be allowed to admit 
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in the said course that might be meritorious. The members of 
academic council {Majlis Ta'limi), Mawlana Jalaluddin Umri, Dr. 
Kauther Yazdani, Haji Abdul Matin (the then Naziw), Ashfaq 
Ahmad, Dr. Khalil Ahmad (special invitee), Mawlana Nasim 
Ahmad Ghazi, Mawlana Muhammad InayatuUah Subhani, Mawlavi 
Mohammad Isa, Dr. ObaiduUah Fahad Falahi and Mawlana 
Rahmatullah Athari Falahi talked and advocated for the inclusion 
of Takhassus fi al TadrTs in the meeting of Majlis Ta 'linil held on 
23, 24 November 1995. In the same meeting, after a long 
discussion Mawlana Rahmatullah Athari and Ashfaq Ahmad were 
asked to draft an outline for the syllabus of Takhassus fi al-
Tadris^^ and submit the same before the month of shawwal so that 
the teaching of the said course may be started with the beginning 
of coming academic session. 
It was again discussed in the meeting of Majlis Ta'iJml he\d 
on December 3, 1998. The convener of syllabus committee 
presented an outline of the curriculum of the above-mentioned 
course. The outline plan was discussed and it was decided to form 
a committee, which will prepare the detailed project of Takhassus 
fi al TadrTs under the convenership of Dr. Khalil Ahmad a 
committee was constituted. Besides, Dr. Khalil Ahmad, Dr. Abrar 
Ahmad, Prof. Muhammad Sharif Khan and Ashfaq Ahmad were 
selected as the members. Finally, Majlis Ta'lTmJ approved the 
recommendations of syllabus committee on 28"" May 2001. An 
addition of one year to Fadhilah course,'^ "^ was decided in the 
meeting to fulfill the objectives. 
Systematic Arrangement of the Revised curriculum in 2001 
Jamia is a reformist educational institution rather than a 
traditional one. The reformation of courses of studies was one of 
the main factors behinds its formation. From the time of its 
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establishment, the revision of courses of studies had been made 
several times. The educational pattern of Jamia which started its 
journey from 1962 and was drafted of 12 years including nursery 
is now of 16 years. 
The courses got revised once again in year 2001, and this 
revision was an essential step for the betterment of Islamic as well 
as modern courses of the institution. The inclusion of special 
courses and subjects in the curriculum proved dignity of 
specialization (Takhassus) in Fa'dhilah classes. 
Division of Courses 
The sixteen years course of studies at Jami 'anil Falah has 
been divided into three stages; primary, secondary and higher one. 
1) Primary (ibticfa'T): The primary stage has a course extending 
over five years from class T* to V"". The courses of these classes 
cover. Theology, Urdu, Hindi, English, Mathematics, General 
Science, Social Studies and Geography. In the primary stage 
education is imparted, in such a way that the standard remains 
better than that of the government schools. 
2) Secondary (ThanavT): Secondary stage is of three years from 
class Vl"* to VIII*''. The courses of these classes include Urdu, 
Hindi, English, Persian, Theology, Islamic studies, History, 
Geography and Mathematics and Science (of the standard of 
Government Junior High Schools). 
3) Higher Stage (A 'Id): This stage is covering a period of eight 
years and is divided into three sub stages i.e., iyMutawassitah, ii) 
'Alimiyah and iii) Fadhflah. 
i) Mutawassitah: This stage is of three years i.e., Arabic 1st, Ilnd 
and Iir**. In these classes besides Arabic language and Literature, 
education of Islamic Jurisprudence, Hadith, Tajvid, Syntex, 
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Qur'an, History and Geography, English, Political Science, Urdu 
and Hindi is imparted. 
ii) 'Alimiyah: This stage has two years course, Arabic IV"' and 
V"*. In these classes students are acquainted with Islamic sciences 
as well as modern sciences. The syllabus of 'Alimiyah comprises 
Arabic Language, Literature, Grammar and Rhetoric, Tafsir, 
Hadith, Principles of HadJth, Principles of Tafsir, 'Aqai'd (Islamic 
Doctrines), Fara'id Logic, Philosophy, Islamic History, 
Geography, English and Economics (of intermediate level). 
iii) Fadhllah: The Fadhilah Stage, covering a period of three years 
i.e., Arabic sixth, seventh and eighth. During this stage special 
emphasis is laid on the teaching of Tafsir. Principles of Tafsir, 
Hadith, Principles of Hadith, Fiqh, Usui al Fiqh, Law of 
Inheritance, Islamic ideology, Logic, Philosophy, 'Aqai'd, Arabic 
Literature, World Religions, Movements and Trends, Issues of 
Da'wah, English and Education. Theology subjects in Fadhllah 
classes are deep rooted among the students who are no less 
familiar with the modern branches of knowledge to keep pace with 
time. The specialization in the Qur'an, Hadith, and Da'wah fields 
for boys and girls is of immense interest in this stage. 
New Syllabus and Courses of Studies 
The new courses of studies after some modifications in the 
year 2001 are much different from the old one in respect of books 
and areas of emphasis. These are arranged as below: 
a) Mutawassitah Stage 
Arabic V 
Arabic Language MabddJ al Qir'ah al Rashidah (T' and 11"*^ ), Dunls al 
Lughah (I") 
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NahM' and Sarf 
Insha' 
Hifz and TajvJd 
English 
Urdu 
Political Science 
Home Science 
Arabic 11"'* 
Arabic Language 
Nahw and Sarf 
Insha' 
Tajvid and Hifz 
English 
Urdu 
Hindi 
Other subjects 
Fiqh 
Arabic 111"* 
Tafsir 
HadJth 
Fiqh 
Arabic Langiiage 
and Literature 
Asbdq al NahM' (P ' and 11"") 
Mu 'allim al Insha' ( r ' half) 
SO**" part of holy Our'an 
U.P. Board class IX (!'' half) and General English for 
you (helping book) 
NCERT, Book for class IX (By Shamsur Rahman 
Farooqi) 
(For boys) 
For girls 
Al Qir'ah Rashldah (I'* and 11""), Amthal Asaf a I 
Hakim and Durus al Lughah (11"") 
Qawd'id al Lughah al Arabia, Hidayah al NahM, 
Tamrindt 'Ammah, Khasiydt A bwdb 
Mu 'allim al Insha' (II"" halO 
30*" part of holy Our 'an (V half) 
U.P. Board class IX, General English for you (helping 
book) 
Urdu KJNalKitdb (IX) by Gopi Chand Narang. 
Gadd Sanklan (X) and Kavl Sanklan. 
Political science (for boys). Home science (girls) 
Al QudurJ (upto Kitdb al Hajj) 
Our'an (chapter al Hadid to al Nds), Hifz (chapters al-
Saff al-Juma"h, al-Munafiqun, al-Muzzammil, al-
Muddathir, al-Oiydmah and al-Dahr). 
Bulugh al Mardm (II"" half) 
Qudfiri (Kitdb Buyu to al Radhd) 
Kalilah wa Dimnah ( r ' six chapters) Durfis al Lughah 
(III part), Drwdn al Hamdsah (Bah al Adah) with 
memorization of 50 verses. 
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Nawh 
Insha' 
History 
Geography 
English 
Urdu 
Other subjects 
Oatr al Nada 
Mu 'allim al Insha' 
Tarikh Islam (prophetic period) by shah Mueenuddin 
Jugraphia (Geography) 'Alam-i-Islam by Abdul Majid. 
Course of U.P.Board for class X 
NCERT (X class), Urdu KiNalKitab (II Half) 
Political science (for boys) and Home science (for 
girls). 
'Alimiyah (Stage) 
r* Year (Arabic IV"*) 
Tafslr 
HadTth 
Principles of 
HadTth 
AqJdah 
Fiqh 
Our'an (chapter al-Saha to al-Waqi'ah) with 
memorization of chapters al-Fath, al-Hujarai al-OCif, 
al-Rahman, al-Waqi'ah), Usui al TafsJr {Muqaddaivah 
Usui al Tafslr by Ibn Taymiyah) 
Bultigh al Muram (11"'' halO 
Taysir Mustalah al HadJth ^st chapter along with 
Khulasah al Muqaddamah) 
Al Aqidah al Wastiyah (Ibn Taimiyah) 
Al Ouduri 
Arabic language Jamharah Khutab al Arab, Diwan al Hamdsah (Bah al 
and Literature Marathi) 
History 
Geography 
Insha' 
English 
Urdu 
Hindi 
Other subjects 
TarJkh Islam (caliphate period) 
Jugraphia (Geography) 'Alami Islam 
Mu 'allim al Insha' 
U.P. Board IX class 
Adabi Shahpdre (Nazm-o-Nasr) by Khalil al Rabb. 
Intermediate standard (Gidh Grima by Dr. Sant 
Saharan Sharma), Kd\>iyya Anji 17 {Dr. B.R. Sharma). 
Political science (for boys) and Home science (for 
girls). 
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2"** Year (Arabic V''*) 
TafsJr 
Usiil al Tafsir 
Hadlth 
Usi'il al Fiqh 
Our'an (Chapter al-Maryam to al-Ahzah) 
Memorization (Chapters al-Maryam, YdsJn, and al-
Sajdah) 
Muqaddamah Nizam al Oitr'dn (by Farahi) 
AI Muwattd (By Imam Malik) Selections 
Ilm Usui al Fiqh (Khalldf), Hiddyah (Awwalayii and 
Akhirayn) selections. 
Arabic language Jamharah Khutab al Arab, {al Khutah n a al Wasdyd Fi 
and Literature al Asr al Abhdsi T* part), Diwdn al Hamdsah. 
Inshd' 
Baldghah 
Fara 'id 
Logic and 
Philosophy 
English 
Urdu 
Hindi 
Mu'allim al Inshd' ilV^) 
Al-Baldghah al Wddhi'ha 
Si raj J 
Istildhtat Mashhiirah 
U.P. Board (Class XII). 
Book studied in Arabic IV, II"** half 
Same (in Arabic IV) 
Other subjects Economics (for Boys) and Home science (for girls) 
(Dissertation) 
Fadhllah (Stage) 
In this stage three years course covers the two kinds of subjects a) 
Compulsory and b) Optional as per the interest in choice of student. Out 
of eight periods, five are for compulsory and three periods are specific for 
optional subjects daily. 
Compulsory Subjects 
Fadhllah I*' Year 
Our 'dn 
Hadlth 
Tafsir al Our'dn (chapter Yfisuf to al Kahf) with the 
memorization (chapter 7/75///and Ibrahim) 
Sunan Abu Dd'ud (selections) 
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Aqidah Sharh al aqidah al Tahawiyah 
Fiqh Bidqyah al Mujtahid {Selections) 
Arabic Literature Jamharah Khutab al Arab (from the period of Umar to 
and Insha' AH), Kii4'llaqat Amar bin Kulthum, Zuhayr and Tarfah 
Urdu AdabJ Zdwiye {Fakhr al Islam Aznii) 
English Course for B.A T' year (Puruvanchal University) 
FadhTlah 11"'' Year 
Our'an Tafsir al Our'an (chapter al An'am to al Tawhah) with 
Hifz (chapter al Tawbah) 
Hadith Sahih Muslim (selections) 
Fiqh Biddyah al Mujtahid (selections) 
Arabic Literature Jamharah Khutab al Arab, Mu'allaqdt Imra'al Oays, 
andInshd' Labtd, Nabigah, Antarah. 
Urdu Urdu TanqJd Ka Irtiqd' (by Ibddat Barailavi) 
Education Fann Ta'lim-o-Tarbiyah (Afzal Hussain) 
English B.A 11"'' Year (Puruvanchal University) 
FadhTlah Iir** Year 
Our'an Tafsir al Our'an (chapter al Fdteha to al Md'idah) 
with memorization (I*' part) of holy Our 'an 
Hadith Al Sahih al BukharJ (Selections) 
Asrar-i-Shari 'ah Hujjatullah al Bdligah (selections) 
Arabic Literature Mu 'allaqdt (Hdrith bin Hilizzah and Asha), 
and History Muqaddamah Ibn Khaldun, Tdrikh al Adabal Arab! 
ShawqJ (selections) 
English Course of B.A. Final Year (Puruvanchal University). 
Optional Courses 
i) TafsTr al Qur'an & Ulum al Qur'an 
FadhTlah V Year 
Tafsir Qur'an (chapter al Fateha to al-A'rdf) Tafsir Ibn 
Kathir. 
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Usui a I Tafsir AI Fawz al Kablr 
Uliim al Our 'an Manahil al Irfan (Zarqaiii) 
Minahaj al Tafsir Al Tafsir wa al Mufassirun (Dhahahl) 
Ahkam al Our 'an Tafsir Ayat al Ahkam (Sabilni) 
FadhTlah II"** Year 
Tafsir Our 'an (chapter al-Anfal to al-Furqdn) 
Usui a I Tafsir Muqaddamah Nizam al Our'an wa TakmJl Fi Usfil a I 
TawTl (Farahi) 
Uliim al Our 'an Al Itqan Fi 'Uliim a I Our 'an (Suyfitl) 
Minahaj al Tafsir Al Tafsir wa al Mufassirun (Dhahahi) 
Ahkam al Our 'an Tafsir Ayat al Ahkam (SabunJ) 
FadhTlah III"* Year 
Tafsir Our 'an (chapter al-Shiira to al-Nds) Ibn Kalhlr 
Tarikh al Our'dn Al Madkhal Li Dirdsdti al Our'an al KarJm 
(Mohammad Abu Shahbah) 
E 'jdz al Our 'an E 'jaz al Our 'an (Baqillani) 
Mindhij al Tafsir Ittijahat al Tafsir (Ruml) 
Ahkam al Our 'an Tafsir Ayat al Ahkam (Sabiinl) 
Gharib al Our 'an Mufradat al Our 'an (Farahi) 
ii) HadTth and its principles 
FadhTlah I" Year 
Hadith Sunan Ibn Majah wa SunanNasa 'i 
Mustalah al Mu 'ajam Mustalahat al Hadith (Ziaur Rahman al 
Hadith Azmi) 
Tadwln al Hadith Dirdsat Fi al Hadith (Mustafa Azmi), al Sunnah Oahl 
al Tadwln (Mohammad Ejaz Khatlb), Bahulh Fi Tdrlkh 
al Sunnah (Akram Zia al Umari) 
Fiqh al Hadith Nayl al Awidr (Shawkdnl) 
Fadheelah II"" Year 
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HadJth 
Jarh wa Ta 'dil 
Shubahdt Hawal 
al HadJth 
Sunan Tirmidhi, Stoian Abu Da'wud 
Dirasat Fi al Jarh wa Ta'dJl (Ziaiir Rahman AzmiJ 
Al Sunnah wa Makduatuhd fi al Tashri al-Islami (Sahal), 
Difa Ani al Sunnah (Mohammad Abu Shah bah) 
Fiqh al HadJth Nayl al Awtar (ShawkanJ) 
FadhTlah 111'" Year 
HadJth 
Takhrij al HadJth 
SahJh BukharJ and Sahih Muslim 
Naqd al HadJth 
Fiqh al HadJth 
Ultim al HadJth 
i i i )Da'wah 
FadhHah I** Year 
Comparative 
Religion 
Tarikh Da 'wah 
Usul-i-Da 'wah 
Hindi 
FadhTlah 11"'' Year 
Comparative 
Religion 
Fiqh al Da 'wah 
Movements and 
Trends 
Hindi 
FadhTlah III"* Year 
Comparative 
Religion 
TakhrJj al HadJth Nasha'tuhu wa Manhdjuhu (Abu al-
Laith al Oasmi) 
Minhaj al Naqd inda al MuhaddJthJn (Mustafa Azmi), 
Minhdj al Naqd Fi Ulfim al HadJth (Nuruddin A lr) 
Nayl al Awtar (ShawkanJ) 
Al Kifayah Fi 'Um al Riwqyah (KhatJb Baghdad!) 
Hinduism, Fusul Fi Adydn al Hind (Ziaur Rahman 
Azmi) 
Anbiyd'Ki Tdrikh 
Usui al Da 'wah (Abdul KarJm Zaidan) 
Sanskrit and Ancient Indian History 
Yahudiyah wa Nasrdniyah, al Yahildiyah M'a al 
Masiyihiyah by Azmi) 
Min Fiqh al Da 'wah (Mustafa Mashhoor) 
Socialism, (Capitalism), Masuniyah, Hindutua etc. 
Sanskrit and Ancient Indian History 
Sikhism, Buddhism & Jainism 
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Tarikh al Da 'wah Tarikh-i-Da 'wah Hindustan Ke Tanaziir Main 
Hindi Sahqfati Mashq and Sanskrit 
Asalib wa Adab-i- Al Da'wah al Islamiyah wa Minhajiha (Amin Ahsan 
Da'wah with Islahi), Tadhkirah al Du'at by Al-Bahi al KhoMli, 
practical Rasa'il al Imam Hasan al Bana, al Madkhal ila 'ilm al 
Experience Da 'wah. 
Students have to write and submit a dissertation of at least fifty 
pages on any topic sanctioned in optional subject for the award of 
Fadhilah Degree in the Final year of Fadhilah course but they are 
bound to choose and select the topic for dissertation in the 
previous year in any case.^^ 
Department of Hifz (Memorization of holy Qur*an) 
Apart from primary, secondary, 'Alimiyah and Fadhilah 
courses and classes Jamia has a systematic arrangement of Hifz 
(Memoriazation of holy Qur'an) course too. In this department 
children memorize the holy Qur'an and instruction regarding 
TajvJd are also imparted to them. The introduction and inclusion of 
Hifz and Tajvid in the curriculum of Jamia was approved by 
executive council in its meeting held on 22"** November 1969. The 
department oi Hifz started its functioning from 1970.''^ 
In the beginning novices were admitted in the class Hifz and 
Tajvid where they used to complete the memorization of the holy 
Quran. The other subjects in the Hifz classes were Urdu reading 
and writing with the subjects of Sirah, Fiqh, Hindi, English and 
Mathematics. Now the students (for the admission in Hifz course) 
must posses the qualification equivalent to primary standard at 
least. Along with this course various subjects of the secondary 
stage are also taught so that after completion of this course a 
student may seek admission to Arabic class r \"" The total duration 
of this course is of three years. 
Methods of Teaching 
Classroom teaching in Jamia begins with the name of Allah. 
Teachers as well as the students refrain from talking about 
unnecessary and unrelated matters during teaching hours. They 
engage themselves in explaining and understanding the lessons 
with utmost concentration, single mindedness, devotion and 
affection sobriety and solemnity prevails even during discussions 
and question answer hours. 
The lecture method in this institution is different from that 
generally found in other institutions. Apart from lectures on the 
subject concerned it is also essential for the students to solve the 
difficult and related portions of the books. Such problems may 
have literal or figurative aspects, about principles involved in 
philosophical, literary or historical features. 
There is no tradition to resort to notes or summaries as they 
are meant only to be crammed, and do not explain the matter. The 
students have to keep up original books for greater understanding 
and grasp. The interpretations and commentaries on the texts are 
also included in the syllabus. 
Discussions 
Before starting a fresh lesson, those completed earlier are 
reviewed. The students discuss among themselves reviewed and 
question each other. The teachers too make a survey of the 
completed lessons during their teaching hours. The students are 
required to give details of any point, which has a reference to any 
of the earlier lesson. 
The teachers try to find through cross-examinations, whether 
or not the students have done their home works. It is considered 
highly undesirable that the students should come to the class 
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without studying the lessons in advance. This is not confined to 
students alone. Even the teachers do not come without preparing 
the relevant lessons. The veterans, experienced and old hands are 
no exceptions to this method. 
Freedom to students 
The students have total freedom to get any doubts removed 
through questions this matter is not considered contrary to good 
manners. Rather this is taken as a sign of student's ability and 
intelligence. However, even during free discussions the students 
observe strictly the principles of decorum and respect. For their 
study in the right, usually the students seek benefit from the 
library. 
Study Method and Teaching-Learning Process 
The teaching learning process in the institution is book 
oriented, though the teacher holds a very important position in it. 
It is the general practice that one of the students reads out the 
lesson aloud and the rest of them listen it very attentively. The 
teacher explains difficult words and sentences so that the students 
may easily comprehend the lesson. Teachers establish with the 
students appropriate questions. Students, too, ask questions not 
only to understand several underlying points including the motive 
of the author in writing the passage. The question answer session 
results in better understanding of the book understudy. All the 
students are given opportunity of reading turn by turn. 
Self-study is essential for the students. They are directed to 
consult dictionaries (of highest standard) and other books of 
references. The teacher always watched and exhorted the students 
to self study.^* 
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Main features of Curriculum 
1) The distinctive feature of the syllabus of Jamiatul Falah is the 
well balanced fusion and combination of religious education with 
contemporary subjects and sciences that cover Tafsir, HadJth, 
Fiqh, Islamic Faith and Beliefs, Economics, Political science, 
Arabic literature (classical and contemporary), English literature, 
comparative study of religions and the teaching of Hindi, Urdu 
and Persian. 
During the teaching of different subjects in primary and 
secondary classes one thing is preserved in the mind that the 
students must understand the concept of monotheism and the life 
Hereafter. Self-confidence is produced in their life and the efforts 
are made to connect them with Islamic Fundamentals and beliefs. 
The students are instilled that the Islam is the only complete code 
and conduct of life and it alone put the possible and feasible 
solutions to the various issues of day-to-day life. 
2. The syllabus for higher classes have been so arranged that it 
make the students broad minded, inculcates proper prudence and 
thorough understanding of Islam and fear of Allah and creates a 
literary and artistic taste of Research in them. To achieve this 
objective Qur'an has a central position in the curriculum of 
Jami'atul Falah. The emphasis is laid on the study of the Qur'an. 
Intimate knowledge of holy Qur'an is considered an indispensable 
foundation. Therefore, at every stage in Jamiatul Falah provisions 
are made for an intelligent study of Qur'an. 
During the teaching of Qur'an and Qur'anic subjects, along 
with research based education and instructions, the admonition and 
refreshing side of Qur'an is also placed before the students. In this 
regard, the literal meaning of words, classification of verses and 
their exegesis and the reciprocal coherence of Qur'anic verses are 
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also described and discussed in the class. The principle of 
determining the meaning and interpreting of Qur'anic verses in the 
light of similar verses and ahadith is adopted. Teachers do not 
describe all the things themselves. They expect the active 
participation of the students. The teachers make positive efforts 
and provide chances to students by putting their questions, so that 
they may solve the questions and remove the doubts by themselves 
at the appropriate time, modern thoughts and points are also 
discussed to the end, that the students might be acquainted, with 
the Qur'anic point of view regarding the matter efforts are made 
by teachers to prepare the students as the embodiments of 
Qur'anic ethics so that they can righteously practice Islam after 
the completion of education, in all the fields of life. 
Modern subjects have also an attractive place in its 
curriculum but all these subjects are as servants and the Qur'an is 
their master. The emphasis on the Arabic language and literature is 
also laid but the motive behind it is only to develop the better 
understanding of Qur'an and to obtain the profundity of depths 
and the other areas of Qur'an and Islamic learning. 
3. After the teaching oi Qur'anic studies the second position in the 
curriculum has been given to 'Hadith'. Students are grounded with 
the sciences of Hadith also. Selections from authentic works on 
Hadith i.e., Bukhari Muslim Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah, 
Nasa'i, Muwatta etc. are taught. Besides, some other books are also 
studied for the understanding of Ahadith. Likewise valuable books 
of principles of Ahadith are included in the syllabus. Over all 
Hadith is taught as an art, then the discussions are held from the 
juristic point of view. Simultaneously teachers used to relate 
cogent of dogmatic commands of holy Qur'an and clarifications of 
admonitory commands of ^wr'aw too. 
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4. Education of any particular Fiqh is not imparted to students. 
But the over all picture of fiqh development is presented before 
the students from a scholarly viewpoint. The education and 
instructions are imparted in such a way that the arguments of 
different leading scholars of different schools of thought regarding 
a matter or question are presented. Likewise the principles of 
Islamic jurisprudence (Usiil al Fiqh) are also taught to the 
students. While teaching Usui al Fiqh the lectures of teachers do 
not confine to the prescribed books of syllabus only but to make 
the concepts clear they approached to the discussions and 
arguments of other authentic and valuable works of the subject 
too. The objective that the Jami'atul Falah aimed at, was to 
produce youths who might be above all kinds of prejudice against 
any schools, sect, group and who would be devoted and broad-
minded enough to carry programs of social reform and 
reconstructions. Therefore the emphasis is not laid on any sect, 
faction or group, and the students holding different points of view, 
used to study all the schools of thought thoroughly. 
5. Jami'atul Falah wanted to equip their students not only with 
Islamic and theological knowledge only but also make them 
proficient in the modern subjects too. The idea behind this was 
that the courses of study must reflect the needs of the changing 
time, and the graduates of it might not only give the religions 
guidance to community but also lead in the worldly matters as 
well. Keeping this object in view, Jamia introduced a few social 
sciences in its curriculum and made compulsory for its students to 
study these subjects. 
6. The courses of studies in vogue seems that the Jamia is not a 
traditional educational centre, but a reformist institution. It has 
revised its courses of studies several times since its establishment. 
Recently the course of study has been formulated in such a way 
that the students could understand the basic teachings of Islam in 
the context of the changing time. 
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7. The whole educational set up of Jamia has been determined on 
the basis of Qur'an and Sunnah and all the other subjects are 
taught either in the light of Qur'an and Sunnah or as the assistant 
and auxiliary subjects to it. 
8. .The division of religious and secular education has been ruined 
and formed in a single unit in which the place has been allotted to 
each and every subject as per its significance and importance. 
Even from the time of establishment, efforts were made that the 
topics and issues that were likely to generate juristic controversy 
among the students do not find place in the syllabus. 
Since Jamia represented a new experiment in Islamic 
education, naturally it introduced changes in the syllabus of 
traditional education according to the needs of the modern age. 
Presently it is the most important and highly reputed seat of 
learning of world fame. It flocked the students from the different 
parts of India and even from some neighboring countries. The 
degrees of 'Alimiyah and Fadhilah awarded by Jamia in Arabic and 
theological studies are recognized by Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh, (U.P), Jamia Millia Is lamia. New Delhi, Jamia Hamdard, 
New Delhi, Puruvanchal University, Jaunpur {{].?.), Maulana 
Azad National Urdu University, Hyderabad (A.P), Patna 
University (Bihar) Jamia Islamia, Madinah al Monawwarah 
(KSA), Jamia Azhar, Cairo (Egypt), Jami'atul Imam Muhammad 
bin al-Saud, Riyadh (KSA), Jami'atul Malik alSaud, Riyadh 
(KSA), Jamia Ummul Qura, Makkah al-Mukarramah (KSA), and 
Wazarat ul Ma 'arif {KSA). 
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Notes and References 
1. There is no written information, published or unpublished 
regarding the courses of studies in vogue Jamia upto 1958. The 
account and information has been collected through the interviews 
with the gentlemen like, Mr. Abdul Hafiz of Bilariaganj who is a 
Zammdar by profession and ex-student of Maktab Islanii. 
Bilariaganj, studied therein, during 1930-33, Mr. Qamaruddin son 
of Abdul Wahid (one of the founding members of Jamia) remained 
student of Maktab Islamia during 1933-37, Hakim Jalaluddin of 
Hengaipur who was the student of Maktab Islamia before 1931, Mr 
Masud Ahmad son of Rahmatullah, ex-student of Jamia who 
studied in it during 1949-53 and Hafiz Irshad son of Abdul Wahid 
of Andakhor Takariya, started his study in Jamia in 1955 since the 
std. II"^ 
2. Supra., PP. 93-94. 
3. See Note 1. 
4. Official Register Majlis Intizamia, Old, P.3. 
5. Ibid., p.6. 
6. Supra, Mawlana was appointed as teacher at Jamia on 27*** October 
1961. KarrvalRegister, 27, pp. 7-8. 
7. Supra.. P. 102. 
8. Interview with Mr. Abdul Jalil on 02-02-2002, Saturday, 
Bilariaganj (Azamgarh) 
9. Unpublished Hand written syllabus, written and prepared by 
Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi, Dated 20"" August 1962, 
10. On 25*** December 1962, Majlis Ta'limJ was constituted and the 
seven members were selected for it. They were 1) Mawlana Abu 
Bakr Islahi (Teacher Madrasatul Islah), 2) Mr. Abdul Hakim 
(M.A.L.T Senior Staff Member Shibli Degree College, Azamgarh, 
U.P.), 3) Mawlana Abul Baqa Nadvi (Researcher Darul Masanifin, 
Azamgarh, presently hold in the post of Nazim 'Ala of Jamia), 4) 
Mr. Abdul Jalil (M.A. B.Ed), 5) Mr. Abrar Ahmad (B.A. B.Ed), 6) 
Dr. Khalil Ahmad (BUMS) Secretary Jamia and 7) Mawlana 
Shabbir Ahmad Islahi (Sadr Mudarris). 
11. Official Register, Old, P. 15. 
12. Prospectus of Jami'atul Falah, Jami'atul Falah, Bilariaganj, 
Azamgarh, 1968. 
13. Upto standard IV^ syllabus for boys and girls was same and it was 
co-education. A separate set up of girls was there by the name of 
'Niswan' School that was imparted education from 3^ "* pry to 7'*" 
class (ibid.) 
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14: The syllabus for Primary classes was: AtfSl (Nursery): Oa'idah 
Baghdad!, Hamari Kitab, Qa'idah Khushkhati, Imla-o-Naql TahrJr, 
Mathematics, General knowledge (oral). Theology and Sports. I" 
Primary: Yasaran al Our 'an, recitation of last part of holy Our 'an. 
Memorization of last ten chapters of holy Our 'an. Theology (verbal 
and practical), Hamari Kitab, Asan Kahdniyan, Khushkhati, Imla, 
Asan Riyazi, Mental Math, General Knowledge and Sports. 11'"' 
Primary: Ndzirah (1st ten parts of holy Our 'ati), Hifz (Last quarter 
of last part of holy Our 'an), Pydre Rasul, Sachchd Din Hanidrl 
Kitab, Iklaqi Kahdniyan, Imla Khushkhati, writing, Asan Riyazi, 
Mental Math, General knowledge, Hamari Pothi primer. Ilf' 
Primary: Our'an (Ndzirah), Hifz (last part-half), Sachchd Din, 
Hamari Kitab, Ikhaldqi Kahdniyan, Khutiit Navisi, Naql-o-Imld, Asan 
Riyazi. Mental Math Hamari Dunyd, General Knowledge, Hamari 
pothi. iV' Primary: Our'an Revision, Hifz last part of holy Our'an, 
Tajvid, Sachchd Din, Hddi Azm, Hamari Kitab, Ikhldqi Kahdniyan. 
letter and composition writing, Naql Imla, Hamari pothi, Grammar, 
Hamari Dunyd, Geography (District). V"* Primary: Sachchd Din, 
Hamari Kitab, Amad Ndma wa Fdrsi Awwal, Hddi Azam, Math. 
Geometry, Aljibrd (of 6"' class prevails in Govt, schools). A'inah 
Tdrikh, Hamari Pothi, English, Hamari Dunyd, Geography 
(Divisional) General Knowledge Vl"* Class:, Tdrikh Islaml 
(Caliphate period), Hamdri Kitdb, Persian, Math, Geometry, 
Aljibrd, General Knowledge, Geography (Asia), A'inah Tdrikh, 
Hindi Literature with Grammar (Sdhitiyah Prabhd), English. VIl"' 
Class: Towards Understaiiding Islam, Ta'mir-i-Adab (Prose d-
Poetry), Persian with grammar. Geography (World), General 
Knowledge, Tdrikh Islam (Ommayyd and Abbasid periods), Hindi 
Literature and Grammar, English. Girls section Ilf'': Our 'an 
(Ndzirah, Hifz Last part last quarter) Sachchd Din, Hamdri Kitdh. 
Motiyun Kd Hdr, Asdn Riyazi, General Knowledge, Hamdri Dunyd, 
. Hamdri Pothi, Home Science. IV"' Class: Our 'dn with Tajvid and 
Hifz last part (half), Sachchd Din, Hamdri Pothi, Motiyun Kd Hdr. 
General Knowledge, Hamdri Dunyd, Geography (District), Asdn 
Riydzi, Home science, Hamdri Pothi letter writing. V"' Class: 
Sachchd Din, Hamdri Kitdb, Motiyun Kd Hdr, General KnoM'ledge. 
Hamdri Dunyd, Geography (Divisional), A'in-i-Tdrikh, Hamdri 
Pothi, English, Letter writing. Tailoring, Home science. VI"' Class: 
Bihishti Zever, Hamdri Kitdb, Motiyun Kd Hdr, Geography, A'lna-i-
Tdrikh, Biography of A'ishah (Prophets' wife), English, Tailoring 
and Home Science. VIl"' Class: Towards Understanding Islam. 
Bihisti Zever, Ta'mir-i-Adab (Selections), Fann-i-Tarahiyah, 
Biographies of Suhdbiydt, English, Tailoring, Home science. 
15. Prospectus and Syllabus, Jami'atul Falah, 1968. 
16. Official Register Majlis Ta'limi, 13, pp. 3-4. 
17. Ibid., p.7. 
18. Ibid., p.7. 
19. Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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20. Ibid., p. 10. 
21. Ibid., pp.10-12. 
22. But the students (boys) who have qualified the examination of 
Arabic V"" and ¥1**" or V\V^ in February 1993 and girls students 
who have passed Arabic I V ' \ V ' \ Vl'" in the same year are 
exempted from the intention of this decision {Official Register, 
Majlis Ta'liml op. cit., p. 23-24. 
23. Ibid., pp. 23-24. 
2-f. Ibid., pp. 23-24. 
25. Ibid., pp. 25-32 
26. See. Supra and Syllabus of 1962, 1968 & 1993. 
27. Majlis Ta'liml, op.cit., pp. 23-24. 
28. Ibid., p. 35. 
29. Official Register Majlis Intizamia, 27, p. 31. 
30. Ibid., p.48. 
31. Hayat-e-Nau, June 1978, p.28. 
32. Al-Minhaj al Dirasl, for higher classes, n.d., p. 10. 
33. Majlis Ta'liml, op. cit., 13, p.43. 
34. Ibid., p.62. 
35. Printed syllabus of Jamia, Jami'atul Fa/ah, 2001, pp. 1-15. 
36. Majlis Intizamia, op. cit., 
3 7. Nisab-i-Ta'lim, 2001, op. cit., p.4. 
38. The Information is based on the direct observations of various 
classes of Our'an, Hadlth, Fiqh and the occasional stay at 
Jami'atul Falah from January 20, to March 6, 2002 and June 27, to 
July 7, 2003. 
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Chapter V 
Da'wah and Ifta Centre 
Jami'atul Falah is an Islamic educational Institution that was 
established as Da'wah centre with the dynamic spirit of Islamic 
revivalism. The main aim behind its establishment was to produce 
graduates of knowledge and thorough understanding of the holy 
Qur'an and Sunnah with a deep insight in Islam, who would be 
well aware of non- Islamic thoughts, trends and ideologies and 
might have their eyes on the varied genuine problems of the day. 
Who bear a real and actual Islamic character and conduct and are 
enthusiastic about the revival of Islamic values and can openly 
proclaim Allah's command. Who may be above all kinds of 
prejudice against any sect, group or faction and are devoted and 
broad minded enough to carry on programmes of social reform and 
reconstruction in modern context. This primary and most eminent 
object of Jamia led it to establish a center for Da'wah and Ifta 
(Call and Guidance). The center was active in Jamia from the very 
beginning, but not in a systematic and constant way. The students 
and teachers are sent every week, particularly on Fridays, to 
preach, organize and train the people on Islamic lines. To achieve 
these goals they deliver public speeches, Friday Khiitbas, 
distribute useful Islamic literature, hold group discussions and 
corner meetings. They work mainly for the cause of Islamic faith 
and propagate Islamic belief and ideology among the Muslims. 
They represent Islam to others too. They also introduce the basics 
of Islam to Non-Muslim (seekers of truth). They try to eradicate 
the misunderstandings and wrong conceptions regarding Islam by 
presenting the true Islamic teachings before them. There is a 
student organisation, which works specially in this field and it 
holds its weekly and monthly Da'M'ah and Tarbiyah meetings. 
Every student capable of doing this work alongwith fulfilling his 
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academic responsibilities satisfactorily can associate with it. 
However, Jamia has not a formal Darul Ifta' but it is the fact that 
with in a decade of its formation as the seat of theological and 
modern learning, it had become so popular that the religious issues 
were referred to it for expert opinions of the scholars there in. By 
the year 1959, with the arrival of Mawlana Miifti Abdur Rauf 
Mubarakpuri, religious legal verdicts were given from Jamia. 
People used to come from far and wide to receive legal verdicts 
from Jamia. By Jamia, in other words, people were guided in the 
light of Qur'an and Sunnah in each and every period from its 
establishment. The scholars and the functionaries of Jamia served 
the masses by the valuable reconciliation and decisions in their 
disputes of day-to-day life. So Jamia, from its initial stage guided 
and helped the masses by the scholarly opinions in different fields. 
After Mawlana Mubarakpuri,' Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi^ and 
Mawlana Sagheer Ahsan Islahi were issuing Fatwas"* (legal 
opinions) and after the death of Mawlana Sagheer Ahsan Islahi the 
responsibility was put on the shoulders of his son, Mawlana 
Muhammad Tahir Madani {Umari). Presently, Mufti Waliullah 
Majid Qasimi (a Teacher of Fiqh) and Mawlana Muhammad Tahir 
Madani (Principal) are jointly constant in relation with Ifta, Irshad 
and Qadha\ People from far and wide, even from distinct corners 
of the country are used to refer it for expert and scholarly opinions 
therein. 
To strengthen the Da'wah and Ifta centre Majlis 'Amilah in 
its meeting held on 31"' December 1994, decided to establish a 
regular and systematic Centre for Call and Guidance {Da'M'ah and 
Ifta). In the same meeting a committee was framed under the 
chairmanship of Mawlana Muhammad Tahir Madani to activate the 
said center. By the Grace of Allah, the center presently, is much 
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more active than the earlier. The centre has to work under four sub 
sections: 1) Da'wah 2) Irshad 3) Ifta and 4) Qadha. 
IdSrah ^Imiyah 
Idarah 'Ilmiyah, is a Research and Publication centre or Academy. 
This center came into existence on 29'"' October 1967, by the 
approval of Majlis Intizamia. There were two objectives behind 
the establishment of this centre 
1) To make arrangements for the preparation and compilation of 
courses and books of Modern and Islamic literature; 
2) To provide and make available the research material for the 
students through which they can easily face the modern 
challenges. 
This centre, in other words, was established mainly to meet 
the demanding needs for a re-oriented interpretation of education. 
The centre publishes textbooks as well as other books under the 
auspices of Jamia. It publishes books in Urdu, Hindi, Arabic and 
other languages. Efforts are made to activate the centre in research 
and the other areas of studies. But, Jamia lacks facilities of its 
own printing press. Nevertheless, the work which has been done 
by the centre regarding the compilation and publication of books 
and Research material is as under: 
1) Text Books: Hindi Sahittiyah Prabha: As a mater of fact in the 
Madrasahs (Religious/ theological institutions of India) there was 
not a single book available for the teaching of Hindi Literature, 
equivalent to standard of government institutions on one hand and 
could safe guard the mental faculty of new generation from 
unreliable mythological tales and stories on the other 
Consequently, with the compulsion, the functionaries of 
Madrasahs fulfilled the need by the inclusion of available books 
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like Basic Pathiyah Pustak or Sarkari Pathiyah Pustak. Even these 
books were based on Hindi revivalism. 
With this end in view, Idarah 'Ilmiyah requested to a famous 
and prolific writer and Journalist Dr. Kauthar Yazdami (Editor 
Hindi weekly 'KantT') who compiled a comprehensive textbook 
entitled Hindi Sahittyah Prabha. It is an attractive compilation of 
several articles and poetic verses of famous ancient as well as 
modern writers and poets. Overall, the book is laced with the 
standard historical and literary information. The book has been 
compiled for secondary classes and is included in the curriculum 
of Jam/a. 
2) Hindi Sahittiyah Siiman: Like wise Hindi Sahittyah Simian is a 
book of grammatical rules of Hindi language and is suitable for 
the teaching of Hindi at secondary level. This book is also 
included in the syllabus of Jamia. Mr. Junaid Ahmad son of Mr 
Jawad a dedicated teacher of Jamia who rendered his services to 
Jamia from 1959 to 1998 has compiled this book. 
3) Like wise, 'Intikhab Jamharah Khutab al Arab (Selections), a 
book of Arabic literature for higher classes was also published by 
the centre and Intikhab Nasr-o-Nazam (selection of prose and 
poetry) a book of Urdu Literature is under print. 
Besides, these textbooks, Idarah 'Ilmiyah have published 
few scholarly works too. 
1) Nuqush M'a Ta'ssurat, an edited work based on some significant 
and rare articles of Late Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi (1913-1998). 
2) Zad-i-Safar another edited work of Mawlana Jalil Ahsan 
Nadvi's lessons pertaining to holy Qur'an and Hadith. {Diinls-i-
Qiir'an wa Hadith). 
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3) DJnJ Madaris Aur un Ke Masa'il: This work is actually a 
compilation of ten valuable research papers, that were presented 
by different scholars, 'Ulama and educationists in a 'seminar' held 
at Jami 'atui Falah in February 1988 'entitled 'Dim Madaris Aur 
un Ke Masa'il.'' (The Religious Educational Institutions 
(Madrasahs) and their problems). The papers in this compilation 
are as under: 
1) Our'an Ke Ta'lTmT Aur TadrJsJ Masa'il (Educational and 
Teaching Complications of Our'an). Mawlana Muhammad 
Farooq Khan. 
2) Madaris-i-Dlniyah Aur un ke Masa'il (Madrasahs and their 
Problems). Muhammad Zafeeruddin Miftahi, (Mufti Darul 'Ulfim 
Deoband) 
3) DJni Madaris Aur Jadid Tarlqah TadrTs (Madrasahs and Modern 
Teaching Methodology): Abul Irfan Nadvi [Darul 'Ulfim 
Nadwatul 'Ulama') 
4) Dlnl Madaris Main Tadris ke Masa 'il (Teaching Problems of 
Madrasahs): Muqtada Hassan Azhari (Markazi Darul 'Ulilm 
Jamia Salafia Banars). 
5) Ladkiyiln ki A'la Dlni Ta'lJm ka Maslah (Problem of Advanced 
Religious Education of Girls): Muhammad Uzair Saqib al 
Mazahiri (Jamiatus Salehat Rampur). 
6) Dlnl Madaris Aur Asrl 'Ulilm (Religious Educational Instittitions 
and Contemporary Sciences): Sayyid Hamid (Ex Vice 
Chancellor, AMU. Aligarh). 
7) Dlnl Madaris kl Zimmadariyan Aur Biradaran-i-Watan (The 
Responsibilities of Religious Educational Institutions And Non-
Muslim Natives): Habibur Rahman Azmi Umri {Jamia 
Darussalam 'Umrabad). 
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8) Muslim Madaris Aur Nisdh-i-Ta'Ilm (Madrasahs and 
Curriculum) Manzoor Ahmad, OSD. Jamia Millia Islamia. New 
Delhi 
9) DinJ Madaris Main Nizdm-i-Tarbiya, Mawan'ah Mushkilai Aur 
Marahil (System of Moral Training in Madrasahs: Obstacles, 
Difficulties and Stages), Abdul Khaliq {Sadr Mudarris Jamia 
Darul 'Ulum Ahmadia Salafia, Darbhangha, Bihar. 
\0)Fiqhi Masalik Main DinJ Madaris KJ Policy (Policy of 
Madrasahs in Different Schools of Muslim Thought): MujibuIIah 
Nadvi, Mohtamim Jamiatur Rashad Azamgarh. 
This book openly deals with the fact that post independence 
and partition of India, Muslims had to face several challenges and 
hardships, even to retain and protect, the essence of Islam. Due to 
their failure of economic machinery and bad conditions, communal 
riots led them to turmoil. It can be guessed by the conditions as in 
certain parts of country they (Muslims) were deprived of their 
religious rights. Undoubtedly, in these conditions these 
'Madrasahs' worked as great forts in India and guarded Islam and 
Islamic doctrines and Muslims against all threats. Without 
accepting any aid from government these Madrasahs continued to 
run to progress with only co-operation of Muslim Millah. 
However, agencies, government or private tries to vanish the 
individual and helping character of these great forts but the reality 
behind the veil will come into light after a long span of time. On 
the other hand, the fault from our side is that we are unable to 
represent Islam to others. As we being careless, there are too many 
misunderstandings prevailing among the Non-Muslims regarding 
Islam. Only these Madrasahs can play a vital role in the 
eradication of these misunderstandings and can lead Muslim 
Millah to achieve the pious cause of benefit and betterment of 
Islam. But the question arises here, are the students who are 
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studying in these institution for a period of ten to fifteen years 
prepared (mentally) to face these challenges and solve these 
problems or not? These sorts of questions are of serious concern 
In reply to this Jami 'atui Falah prepares the ground and plate-
form for thinkers to think over the issue seriously and the 
seminars are held at Jamia for the same purpose/ 
4) Miilk-o-MiHah Ki Ta'mir Aur Dim Madaris: (Reconstruction 
of 'Ummah and country: The Role of Madaris): This is an 
'important' edited work of twenty remarkable Research papers of 
highly reputed 'Ulama', researchers and educationists. They 
presented these papers in a national seminar entitled 
'Reconstruction of Ummah and Country and the role of 
Madrasahs' held on 29 & 30 October 1992, at the soil oi Jamia. 
Dr. Obaidullah Fahad Falahi (Organizer of the Seminar^ edited the 
book. It covers twenty different topics pertaining to education 
ethics, history, Da'wah (call). Politics and Millah (Muslim 
nation). The papers are as under: 
I. Khutbah Istaqbaliyah (Inaugural Address); Dr. Obaidullah 
Fahad Falahi (Organizer). 
II. MuIk-o-MiUat Kl Ta'mir Aur DhiJ Madaris (Reconstruction of 
Ummah and the Country): Dr. Zafar Ahmad Siddiqi (Senior 
Lecturer Urdu Department. BHU). 
III. DlnJ Madaris Apna Mutawaqqah Kirdar Kyfiu Na Ada Karsake 
(Why Religious Institutions could not play their anticipating 
role?); Mawlana Muhammad Inayatullah Subhani (presently 
Prof, in the College of Education Zangibar, Tanzaniah South 
Africa). 
IV. Galbah Islam Kl Jadd-o-Jiihd Main Dlnl Madaris ka Kirdar 
(Overcoming of Islam. The role of Madrasahs in its struggle), 
Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi (Teacher, Jamiatul Falah). 
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V. Ahd-i-Nabwi ke Ta'liml Idare (Educational lns(itiilio)is of 
Prophetic period): Prof. Muhammad Yasin Mazhar Siddque 
(Ex Chairman, Islamic Studies Department, AMU. Aligarh ). 
VI. Ahd-i-Wusta ke Hindustan Main A'la Ta'lJm (Higher 
Education in Medieval India); Dr. Zafarul Islam Islahi 
(Reader Islamic Studies Department, AMU. Aligarh.). 
VII. Jama'at-i-Islami Hind Ka Ta'lJmi Nizam (Educational Set dp 
of Jama'at-i-Islami Hind), Muhammad Ashfaq Ahmad 
(Secretary Ta'llmdt, J.I.H). 
VIII. Hindustan ki Mawjudah Ta'llmi Tahrlkdt (The current 
Educational Movements of India); Mawlana Sultan Ahmad 
Islahi {Iddrah Tasnifwa Tahqfq, Aligarh). 
IX. Daur-i-Jadid ke Taqaze Aur Dlni Maddris (Requirements of 
Modern Age and Religious Institutions); Mawlana Abu'l 
Hasan Azmi (Chairman, Department of Oir'ah and TaJvJd 
Darul 'Uliim Deoband). 
X. Daur-i-JadJd ke Taqaze Aur Dinl Maddris (Requirements of 
Modern Age and Religious Institutions); Mawlana Abdullah 
Madani Jhanda Nagari (Deputy AmTr Central Jam!'at Ahl-i-
Hadith, Nepal). 
XI. Dlnl Maddris Main Science kl Ta'lim (Teaching of Science in 
Madrasahs); Dr. Abdul Qayyum (AMU. Aligarh). 
XII. Islam Main Ikhtildf ke Usui wa Addb (Principles of Difference 
in Islam); Mawlana Rafiq Ahmad Salafi (Editor Mahnama al-
Tawyah, Delhi). 
XIII liiihdd-i-Ummah Aur Dlnl Maddris (Unity of Ummah and 
Madrasahs); Dr. Ghulam Yahya Anjum (Islamic Studies 
Department, Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi). 
XIV. AY/7/7 Masd'il Aur Dlnl Maddris (Problems of Ummah and 
Madrasahs); Mawlana Abdul Wahab Khilji (Chief Editor 
Weekly Jareedah Tarjaman, New Delhi). 
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XV. Ta'lim-i-Baligan Aur Dim Madaris (Adult Education and 
Madrasahs); Dr. Akbar Rahmani (Editor monthly 'Amoozgar'. 
Jalgaon, Maharashtra). 
XVI. Bhartiya Janata Party Kl Ta'llwl Policy (The Educational 
Policy BJP): Dr. Rabat Abrar (Assistant PRO, AMU 
Aligarh). 
XVII. Millat ke Ma'ashJ Masa'il Aur Dim Madaris (Economic 
Problems of Ummah and Madrasahs); Mawlana Muhammad 
Burhanuddin Sanbhali {Darul 'Uliim Nadwatul 'Ulamd'). 
XVIII. Madaris DTni Kd VifaqTMasa'il aur Mushkilat (Federation of 
Madrasahs Challenges and Problems); Mufti Muhammad 
Zafeeruddin Miftahi (Darul 'Ulum Deoband). 
XIX. Dim wa AsrJ Iddrun ke BdhamT Ta'lluqdt Imkdudt M'a Wasa 'il 
(The Relation Between Religious and Modern Institutions, 
Possibilities and Sources); Mawlana Habib Rehan Khan 
Nadvi Azhari (Mohtamim Ta'lTmat Darul Ulum Tajul 
Masajid, Bhopal). 
XX. Asri Jdmiat se Ilhaq Aur us ke Masa'il (Affiliation of 
Madrasahs with Modern Universities and its Problems); Dr. 
Muhammad Salahuddin Umri (Senior Reader Arabic AMU. 
Aligarh).* 
5) Our an Ka Mutalah Kyiin Aur Kaise: This is a book writ ten in 
Urdu by Mawlana Muhammad Tahir Madani (Principal Jamia) 
Which is an attempt to strengthen the link of Muslim Ummah with 
the holy Qur'an.^ 
To make Idarah 'Ilmiyah more active, Majlis Shilra of Jamia 
has recently re-organized the funct ionaries and council for it is as 
under: 
Chairman; Mawlana Sayyid Jala luddin Umri 
Secretary: Mawlana Maqbool Ahmad Falah 
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Members of Council 
i) Mawlana Rahmatullah Athari Falahi. 
ii) Mawlana Naeemuddin Islahi. 
iii) Mawlana Naseem Ahmad Ghazi Falahi. (Delhi). 
iv) Mawlana Rizwan Ahmad Falahi (London). 
v) Dr. Obaidullah Fahad Falahi (Aigarh). 
vi) Mawlana Muhammad Tahir Madani.' 
Old Boys Association 
The alumni of Jami'atul Falah have organized this association, 
which is recognized by the Jamia. All old boys of Jamia under the 
aegis of the association join in the efforts of achieving aims and 
objectives of Jamia. The role of the association is commendable 
and it also publishes a monthly 'JournaV namely 'Hayat-e-Nair 
means 'New Life'. This Journal was started in January 1978 and 
the first editor attached with it was Dr. Obaidullah Fahad Falahi. 
The Journal has earned a national fame and is creeping parallel to 
the other Islamic Journals. The journal publishes the articles 
written by various scholars of different schools of thought on 
different topics like, Qur'an, Hadith, Fiqh, day-to-day problems 
and issues and other disciplines. The Journal is becoming more 
popular with the passing days. A specific column at the end of the 
general is published under the title "Jamia ke Lail-o-Nahar" (the 
days and the nights of Jamia), which consists the activities, 
progress and development of Jamia. All old boys having passed 
'Alimiyah from Jamia are eligible for membership. Association 
{Anjuman Talabah Qadim) has its units throughout the country and 
aboard. For the smooth running of association, elections are held 
and the nature of Anjuman is democratic. It holds its get together 
in the campus of Jamia, whenever it needs. 
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FOUNDING MEMBERS 
Jami'atul Falah, which is considered as a famous seat of Islamic 
learning in Indian sub-continent and has achieved an international 
repute, is basically an educational movement. This movement 
started its journey by the second decade of twentieth century. As it 
passed through three phases. 1) Maktab Stage; 2) Madrashs Stage 
and 3) Janiia Stage. The list of founding members of Jamia is very 
long. In the following lines we will talk on some of the eminent 
and leading founding members who associated with the movement 
in all the three phases and devoted their full time and energy for 
the cause of Jamia. 
It will be injustice here if the name of the very first founders 
i.e, founders of Maktab Islamia would not be mentioned. Munshi 
lal Muhammad Khan and Ali Ahmad Khan (Father of Muhammad 
Hanief Khan) were the nobles of the town Bilariaganj (U.P) who 
founded Maktab Islamia in 1914.^ 
Thereafter comes the name of Haji Abdul Majid Khan (died 
on September 27, 1962 at the age of 85 years). He was known by 
the name MiyanjT MajTdu and Haji Muhammad Ikram Pradhan 
(died on 28 January, 1987) who associated with Jamia from the 
very beginning. 
The other active and leading founding members who took 
Jamia to the position of a great theological — modern educational 
seat are as: Hakim Muhammad Ayyub, Dr. Khalil Ahmad, Haji 
Amanatullah, Mawlavi Muhammad Isa, Munshi Faujdar. 
Mr.Qamaruddin, Mirza Abdul Qaddus, Mr. Abdul Matin, Mawlavi 
Muhammad Ibrahim, Shayk Muhammad Idris, Matiur Rahman, Mr. 
Junaid Ahmad, Shaykh Moneer and Munshi Muhammad Anwar etc. 
and their associates.'^ 
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Hakim Muhammad Ayyub was born in 1920, in Balariaganj 
(Azamgarh) in a middle class family. He received the early 
education in Maktab Islamia (Now JamiaiuJ Falah) Bilariaganj 
upto standard two and thereafter he proceeded to Lucknow and got 
admitted in Dar'iil Ulilm Nadwaiul 'Ulania. After few years he 
moved to Tibbiyah College Lucknow, where he studied 'Tib' under 
some renowned teachers. In 1944, he returned back to his native 
town and initiated a clinic there in. He connected himself with 
Islamic Movement in 1950 and became the first member of 
Janw'at-i-Islami Hind from his town.'° 
Hakim Muhammad Ayyub is an eminent social worker and a 
famous Medical practitioner of all India fame, with a God given 
ability. This personality was a motive spirit behind the 
establishment of Jamia. He devoted his life for the social service 
of brethren of his native place. By the year 1956, he continuously 
paid his attention for the development and progress of Jamia. In 
order to uplift the educational standard of the students of Jamia, 
he constantly financed poor and needy students and made possible 
funds for their financial scholarships. He is well known for his 
medical practice and liberality. He, in other words, proved himself 
as backbone of Jamia in financial matters. For a long time he 
made free medical facilities for the students oi Jamia.""^ 
Apart from his greatness and abilities, he is a living 
embodiment of the distinctive Islamic Tracts of human 
personality, with an eloquent taste of writing. In 1995, he authored 
a book with temerity parallel to Mawlana Muhammad Inayatullah 
Subhani's book "HaqJqat-i-Rajm" entitled Mawlana Subhani Ki 
Kilab 'HaqJqat-i-Rajm' Aik Fikri Fasad; uska 'Ilaj; His another 
most valuable book based on his remarkable practical medical 
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experience since 1944 is under print that will be a notable 
contribution to Unani medicine.'^ 
Dr. Khalil Ahamd was born on 1" November 1933 in Bilariaganj. 
His father Abdul Hamid Khan (1901-1996), was a middle class 
land lord. Dr. Khalil Ahmad received his early education at 
Bilariaganj. In 1951 he proceeded to AMU, A/igarh and got 
admitted himself in A.K. Tibbiyah College, where from he 
completed his BUMS in 1956. He associated himself with 
Jami'atul Falah in the end of 1959. He has worked in Jamia as 
secretary to Nazim, Nazim, Principal and Mohtamim Ta'lJm-o-
Tarbiyah (Education Officer). He is a member of Jama'af-i-I.slami 
also he is a social worker and an educationist of a high repute. 
There was a practical difficulty how would it be possible to 
find scholars to occupy the chairs of the flourishing institution? 
Although, the institution was intended in the first place to be a 
seminary with a well fusion of religious and modern education, no 
theologian had yet been appointed. It was he, who played an 
important role to attach Islamic scholars and the teachers of 
modern subjects to the young institution i.e. Jamia. Moreover he 
made valuable efforts for the establishment of a separate girls 
college {Kuliyatul Banat). During his Nizamal period scholars of 
high repute were attached to Jamia and it creeped rapidly to 
achieve its goals. As principal, Nazim and education officer in 
Jamia he tried his utmost to give the place to modern subjects in 
its curriculum in which he got success to a large extent.'' ' 
Mawlavi Muhammad Isa son of Abdul Awwal was born on 19"^  
June 1938, at Bilariaganj. His father was a farmer by profession. 
He received his early education at Bilariaganj. There after he 
proceeded to "Ihyaul 'Ulum' Mubarakpur and received education 
there in for a period of three years. In between he studied for 
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sometime at Darul 'Ulum Deoband too. Later on he completed 
Dars-i-Nizanil' from "Ihyaul 'Ulum' in 1958. In 1958 he returned 
back to his native place. He made selfless efforts to motivate 
masses of his native town to establish a theological institution. 
With the result, later on in 1959, his companions and associates 
accepted his proposal and took steps for the flourishing of Maktab 
Islamia which is presently known by a famous seat of learning.'"* 
Moreover, he served Jamia as teacher in its initial stage of 
progress (1959 to 1962). He worked as Nazim too. He is fortunate 
to see the Jamia turning into the largest university of theological 
and modern education in the subcontinent for which he made 
selfless efforts in the last years of 1^ ' decade of independent 
India.'^ 
Haji Amanatullah son of Mr. Shukrullah was born in the 
beginning of the twentieth century in Bilariaganj. He studied holy 
Qtir'an at hometown. There after he received education upto 
standard two from Maktab Islamia Bilariaganj. Thereafter he was 
engaged in cloth viewing (That was his family profession). He is 
one of the founding members of Jamia who associated with it from 
the very beginning in 1956. His other associates and he worked 
hard and collected money for the constructions and maintenance of 
Jamia. In 1962, when hostel and boarding was started in Jamia he 
took active part in its establishment. He supplied food for the 
boarder for a long time when the mess facilities were not 
available.'* 
Munshi Muhammad Faujdar Khan was born in Bilariganj by the 
end of r ' decade of twentieth century. He received education upto 
primary standard from his native place and engaged himself in the 
family profession of cultivation. He was one of the leading 
founding members of Jamia. He worked hard with his associates 
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till the structure of Jamia was built. He was well known for his 
planning and drafting. He is person who framed the very first 
constitution oi Jamia in 1956. Dr. Khalil Ahmad was deciding all 
the matters regarding the extension and development of Jamia 
with him. He played an extraordinary role in the establishment and 
progress of Jamia.'^ 
Mr. Junaid Ahmad (Late) was born in 1939 in Bilariaganj. He 
received his education from Maltadi, Azamgarh (upto High school 
standard). In the year 1959 class S"* was added to Jamia and it was 
instituted as Madrasah Islamia. Functionaries of Jamia dreamt to 
flourish the institution on the progressive lines; they felt the need 
of a dedicated subject teacher of Hindi and English languages. The 
functionaries approached to Mr. Junaid's mother or other who 
motivated her son for the task. So, he connected and associated 
himself with Jamia and its movement in the same year i.e., 1959, 
which he served upto 1998. He was an eloquent speaker, dedicated 
teacher and an honest and daring man. Hindi was his pet subject 
He continued teaching of Hindi upto his retirement (1998). He had 
compiled a book of Hindi grammar entitled by 'Sahiiiiyah Suman\ 
which was published by Idarah 'Ilmiyah, Jami'aiul Falah. This 
book was included in the curriculum of Jamia and by other many 
institution. Besides, he has published several papers and articles in 
different Journals and magazines. Mr. Junaid Ahmad lost his 
breath on 9 October, 1999.'* 
Mr. Qamaruddin son of Abdul Waheed was born in 1927 in 
Bilariaganj. He received his education upto standard IVth. He 
associated himself with Jamia in 1956.''^ 
SOME EMINENT TEACHERS 
1. Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi was born on S"* July 1922, in Beena 
parah (Azamgarh), received his early education at his hometown. 
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Thereafter he proceeded to Madrasatul Islah and obtained 
Fadhllah degree in 1942. He was appointed as teacher at 
Madrasatul Islah in 1946 and remained therein upto 1951. In 
about 1945 he associated himself with Jama'al-i-Islami. In 1951, 
he was given the charge of Nazim Eastern Districts of U.P. He got 
associated with Jami 'atul Falah as early as 1959, when class 
Vllth was added to it and its functionaries, Mawlavi Muhammad 
Isa, Hakim Muhammad Ayyub and Dr. Khalil Ahmad received 
advices from him. It was the time when Jamia was instituted as a 
highest seat of learning. Besides, there was a practical difficulty 
how would it be possible to attach different scholars to occupy the 
theological chairs of the newly established Jamia? It was he, who 
wrote (in collaboration with Mawlana Malik HabibuUah) letters to 
entire corners of India to introduce Jamia, publicize it, and to 
flock theological teachers and learned men to the campus of 
Jamia. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi came to Jamia on his 
invitation. On 25"* December 1962, he was elected as basic 
member to Majlis Ta'lTmT of Jamia and in 1964 he became the 
basic member for Majlis Intazamia also. Later on in 1969 he was 
elected as Nazim for Jamia and remained therein on the same post 
upto 1972. During his Nizamat period, Jamia developed by leaps 
and bounds. He served Jamia as principal three times between 
1978-1983, 1984-1985 and 1989-1991. Besides, a successful and 
farsighted administrator, he was a dedicated teacher also. He was 
an eloquent speaker too. He has contributed several articles, which 
have been published in different Journals, magazines and dailies 
of the great repute. Moreover, he had authored a book entitled by 
'Fikr-i-Akhirat' in the last years of his age but due to some 
reasons the book has not been published yet. He served Jamia as 
Member of its ShUra upto the last breath of his life i.e., 3''' May, 
1998.20 
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2. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi was born in Bakhtawarganj, 
Mau in 1925. His father Mawlana Abdul Mannan was an eminent 
scholar ('A'lim) a graduate of Darul 'Ulilm Deoband. He obtained 
his early education at Maktab Subhani Mau, some Persian studies 
from Madrashah 'Aliya, Darul 'Ulilm Mau and thereafter 
proceeded to Madrasatul Islah where from he completed his 
'Alimiyah in 1950. Thereafter, he acquired specialization in 
'Hadith Studies^ from Miftahul 'Ulilm and finally "Alim, Fadhil 
and Adab under Allahabad Board in 1954. In 1949 he got 
associated with the Islamic Movement. He was appointed as 
teacher in Madrasah Faidh 'Am {Rathda, Baliya). In this 
Madrasah he worked for three years. Besides, he served Madrasah 
Darul 'Uliim Naegharh (Basti, U.P.) Maktab of Mangrawan 
(Azamgarh), Madrasatul Masakeen (Ghazipur) and Madrasah of 
Irariyah Kote (Purnia Bihar) respectively for a period of one year 
each. In 1962, functionaries of Jamia considered attaching a 
theological scholar to it and in this regard services of Mawlana 
were obtained. He started to impart Arabic and Religious 
education in Jamia in a concrete manner.^' Mawlana is a scholar 
teacher and thinker of high calibre. He is the first man who drafted 
a concrete syllabus for Jamia in 1962. Moreover, he made 
scholarly efforts for the progress of Jamia. With his arrival, 
students, teaches and functionaries became more active and they 
devoted themselves for the cause of Jamia. To inculcate the move 
mental spirit in the teachers and students he wrote an anthem and 
played it with the students through the streets of the town 
Bilariaganj.^^ He has written several articles on different topics, 
which has been published in many journals. 
3. Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi ibni AlimuUah was born on 25"' 
January, 1913 "^^  in Karmini. At the age of four years Mawlana 
became paralyzed due to the attack of hemiplegia disease. He 
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received his primary education from his native village upto 
standard two and remaining from a near by village. Mawlana 
suffered the tragedy of death of his father in class 2"'^ primary.^"' 
Thereafter he took admission in Middle school Bilariganj. Inspite 
of disability, Mawlana used to come school by feet and was 
travelling ten kilometers, to and fro daily. During his middle 
education, he got persuaded towards theology and with the result 
he took admission in Madrasah 'Kanzul 'Uliinf Tanda where he 
memorized holy Qur'an and studied some Persian books too. 
Thereafter he proceeded to Jamia Islamia, Surat (Gujrat) and 
Darul 'Uliim Deoband and finally Darul 'Uliim Nadwaful 'Ulania^ 
Lucknow. In these institutions Mawlana studied different subjects 
under some famous scholars. He got connected with Jama'ai-i-
Isami in 1942 and just after the partition of India he worked as 
Nazim-i-EIaqa two times and in 1960 he became Nazini Zila 
Azamgarh. 
Mawlana was appointed as teacher at Madrasatul Islah But in 
1961 he left for Madrasah 'Kashifiil 'U/um'.^' In 1962, need of a 
devoted and dedicated teacher was felt at Jamia and so his 
services were obtained. With his arrival syllabus of Jamia was 
reformed and Qur'an got central position in Jamia's curriculum. 
In 1967, he was selected as chairman of Ta'liml committee and on 
H*** March, 1969 he was elected as Nazim by Majority vote. 
During his Nizamat period, Mawlana got success in devoting the 
attention of Intizamia towards the betterment of Jamia Mawlana 
played, a vital role in the establishment of 'Ktilliyalul BanaT 
(Girls college) and Hifz (Memorization of holy Qur'an) 
Department. He was in favour of technical education in Jamia too. 
In 1972, Mawlana left for Jami'atur Rashad and rejoined Jamia in 
1973. Then he served it upto his death. Mawlana was a scholar of 
high calibre with a deep interest in Qur'anic and Hadith studies. 
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He compiled three books on Hadlth as: 1) Rah-i-'Anial 2) Zad-i-
Rah and 3) Safinah Najat. In these books 1432, 1450 and 1438 
ahadith has been arranged systematically. He was an eloquent 
speaker and prolific writer with a religious bent of mind. His 
lessons on Qiir'an and Hadith are a valuable contribution to 
Islamic learning. Besides he had worked on Tafsir and Arabic 
Language and grammar too. 
4) Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi was born in August 1928, in 
Alauddin Pati (Azamgarh) in a middle class agriculturist family. 
His father Late Muhammad Usman was a peasant. Mawlana started 
his education by the learning of holy Qur'an under his father at 
home. Thereafter he was admitted in Maktab IslamI (now JamiatuI 
Falah) Bilariaganj in 1937-38. After obtaining education upto 
standard 3^'' he proceeded to Madrasatul Islah where from he 
completed FadhJlah in May 1950. After the completion of his 
graduation he was appointed teacher at Madrasatul Islah. But after 
a very short period he left for Aligarh and worked there in a 
Maktab for three years. Then he again served Madrasatul Islah for 
six years. He came to Jamia in 1964 and is still teaching there in 
Arabic Literature and Tafsir etc. He is a dedicated teacher. He has 
contributed some articles to different journals too. Besides, he has 
translated few works of Mawlana Amin Ahsan Isahi, Mawlana 
Abul Laith Islahi and Mawlana Syed Urooj Ahmad Qadri into 
Arabic. Some of the books he translated into Arabic are: 1) Pardah 
Aur Qur'an (^Qur'an and Veil), 2) Da'wat-i-DTn (Call to Religion), 
3) Haqlat-i-Shirk (Reality of Polytheism), 4) Asr-i-Hazir Main Din 
ki Ta'bir-o-Tashrih par Aik Nazar (A View of the Explanation and 
Interpretation of Religion in Modern age) .^ ^ 
5) Mawlana Sagheer Ahsan Islahi was born in Zamin Rasul pore 
(Azamgarh) in 1925. His father Shaykh Wajid Ali was, literature 
to some extent and farmer by profession. Mawlana studied holy 
Qiir'an, Urdu, Hindi and Persian under Mawlavi Abdul Haque' at 
his home village. Thereafter he proceeded to Madrasaiul Islah and 
completed Fadhilah there in 1948. In the same year he was 
appointed as teacher in Madrasatul Islah, where he served upto 
1961. In the year 1961, he left for Hajj and on his return he paid 
full attention towards the progress and flourishing of 'Madrasah al 
Najah' of his home village. But the continuous persistence of the 
functionaries of Jamia brought him to Jamia in 1964 where he 
served upto his death. He was an excellent Arabic and Islamic 
scholar who, for a half century rendered his services to teaching 
theology and Arabic studies. He was well known for his stylish 
teaching. Mawlana used to give legal verdicts (Fatawa) during his 
services at Jamia. Besides, he had a good taste for Da'wah too, for 
which he had to visit far and wide in his area. 
6) Mawlana Shahbaz Ahmad Islahi (Hindi) was born in Calcutta 
in 1928.^' He received his elementary education in a high school 
in his native place Bhaguta (District Siwan Bihar)."^° His real name 
was Muhammad Gauth Azam which he changed before 1945 at the 
suggestion of some of his companions with the argument that it 
was polytheistic name. Then he used to write Shahbaz Ahmad as 
his name. During, his high school study, he persuaded towards 
religious education and proceeded to Kanpur where he studied 
under Mawlana Muhammad Ayyub Jairajpuri Nadvi and Mawlana 
Qamaruddin Islahi at Madrasah Ilahiyat, Kanpur.'^' Thereafter he 
took admission in Madrasatul Islah and completed Fadhilah there 
in 1951. In the same year he was appointed teacher there in 
Madrasatul Islah. After few years he was called by Jama'at-i-
Islami (central) as teacher Markazi Darsgah Rampur. Apart from 
teaching he was given the charge of editorship for monthly 
'Zindagi\ He was associated with Jama'at-i-Islami as early as 
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during his study at Madrastul Islah and very soon became basic 
member. He had a good taste of Da'wah work due to which in 
1958, he was sent to Bhaghal pur by Jama'at-i-Islami for the said 
purpose. As a teacher, Mawlana served Madrasah Kashiful 'Ulfiiv 
also for some years. 
Mawlana joined Jami'atul Falah on 26 February 1966, 
during the Nizamat of Dr. Khalil Ahmad and served it as teacher 
for about a decade upto 1976."^^ On seeing his bright calibre he 
was selected as principal by executive committee in 1966. He had 
the honour that the first Falahi batch completed FadhJlah and was 
awarded by degree during his principalship in 1967. In teaching, 
Qur'an was his subject of interest. Mawlana left Jamia in 1976 
due to some unfavourable conditions therein 1976.^ '^  
In 1976 he was appointed teacher at Nadwatul Ulama 
Lucknow, which he served upto the end of his life i.e., S'*" 
November 2002. He was a living embodiment of the distinctive 
Islamic Traits of human personality politeness and modesty was 
his noble qualities. The maximum part of his life subsisted in 
teaching. Another significant side of his life was the deep 
attachment with Islamic movement. Besides, he was a poet of 
repute and was using Hindi as his penname. He has a profound 
love and taste for poetry and literature. His poems for children 
became so famous that when Mawlana Afzal Hussain prepared the 
syllabus of Darsgah on Islamic lines, he included a famous poem 
writer by Shabaz Hindi in the S'** part of Urdu Darsiyat 'Hamarl 
Kitab}'^ Besides he wrote short stories and articles both in Urdu 
and Hindi languages. 
Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi was born in Chandpati (District 
.Azamgarh) in 1929.''^ He studied Qur'an under his mother 'A'shah 
Khatun' and early education from a primary school of his native 
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village. Thereafter he proceeded to Madrasatul Islah in 1940 from 
where he completed FadhUah in 1947. From 1947 to 1949 he did 
specialization in 'Tafsir (Takhassus Fi al Tafsir) from the same 
Madrasah. In the same year (1949) he got appointed as teacher 
therein and 1959 he was promoted as principal. He was associated 
with Jama'at-i-Islami during his school days and became its basic 
member in 1952 and member for Majlis Shtlra oi Jama'at-i-Islami 
in 1960. In 1961, he left from Madarustul Islah and adopted the 
responsibility of 'Nazim-i-Azla' for Gurakhpur. Later on in 1963 
he was given the charge oi Amir-i-Halqah Madhya Pradesh. 
Mawlana joined Jamia in 1972. He served Jamia as principal 
(three years), and as provost (5 years). In 1985 he was sent by 
Jama'at-i-lslami as Amir-i-Jama'at for Gujrat. But in the year by 
the efforts of functionaries of Jamia he was again attached with 
campus of Jamia. Besides a successful teacher, Mawlana is an 
eloquent speaker and a writer too. He has published as many as 
fifteen research papers and articles in many leading Islamic 
Journals of India and Pakistan. Mawlana remained as court 
member for AMU also. He is a basic member of Majlis Shiira of 
Jamia. Besides, he is a founding member of Jami 'atur Rashad 
Azamgarh too."^ ^ 
The other well known, dedicated and permanent teachers 
(theological or modern) who rendered their great services to Jamia 
were Mawlana Mufti Muhammad Abdur Ra'uf (Mubarakpuri who 
issued legal verdicts also for sometime and was appointed in 
Jamia when it was instituted as theological and modern seat of 
learning), Mr. Manzoor Ahmad, Mr. Muhammad Ahmad, Hafiz 
Shabbir Ahmad and Mr. Abdul Majeed etc. 
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SOME EMINENT GRADUATES 
Jami 'atul Falah is a manifestation of certain dynamic ideas 
and objectives. The achievements of Jamia and the 
accomplishments of its graduates must be viewed in the light of its 
dynamic ideas because Jamia represents (is basically) a reformist 
educational movement, which had far reaching influenced Islamic 
society in a wider educational and academic sphere. 
Jamia had produced a galaxy of scholars, eminent 
theologians, journalists, biographers, medical practitioners, 
physicians, jurists, historians, Da'wah workers, authors and 
teachers who are spread all over the country and some distinct 
corners of the globe. The graduates of Jamia are engaged in the 
cause of Islam and educational upliftment of education Its 
graduates had rendered remarkable and admirable services in 
imparting and propagating the Islamic learning and religious 
sciences. A number of works have been authored by them, which 
hold an important place in the intellectual circles. Their works 
contain invaluable research materials on Qur'an, Hadith, Tafsir, 
Fiqh, Philosophy, Da'wah, comparative Religious studies, 
education, literature, politics, history. Ethics, Economics, 'ibadat, 
Mu'amalat and modern challenges. Many of these works have been 
translated into other languages too. 
The scholars of Jamia took almost endless pains in Da 'wah 
work. They wrote various articles, Research papers and pamphlets 
pertaining to Da'wah. As Jamia was instituted and aimed urge to 
lay down an effective system of education and schooling for the 
Muslim, which may infuse the youth with a deep knowledge of 
oriental learning as well as essential modern branches of 
knowledge. The institute i.e., Jamia was instituted to be conducive 
to profound learning and thorough understanding of the holy 
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Qur'an and Sunnah so as to inculcate in the new generation, the 
true Islamic spirit and characteristics of a devoted preacher. 
Jamia, in other words, was started to produce men with modern 
knowledge and skills for the Islamic revivalism. Its graduates have 
written in elegant and modernistic style and above all with fare 
and impartial criticism. In a most remarkable manner Falahi 
brethren (Graduates of Jami'atul Falah) have put their extensive 
knowledge to practical use. Besides writers and scholars Jamia has 
produced a good number of eloquent preachers and speakers who 
in their speaking and writings have showed and proved that 
religion and more particularly Islamic Faith do not hinder in the 
path of progress. It has the capacity to adjust to the changes and 
provides the widest scope for a healthy and progressive society. 
In the following pages we have made an endeavor to examine 
and analyze the writings and services of some eminent Falahi 
scholars regarding their contribution to various fields and 
branches of Islamic learning and Muslim society. 
Mawlana Abul Makarim Falahi^^ an officer, holds a key post in 
Saudi Embassy New Delhi studied at Jamia from 1964 to 1967 
where he completed Fadhilah in 1967. Thereafter he proceeded to 
Jamia Islamia, Madinah al-Munawwarah (K.S.A) in 1968 there he 
completed undergraduate studies (B.A) in 1972. In the same year 
he joined Jamia al Azhar, Cairo (Egypt) from where he obtained 
M.A. in 1974. On his return to native place he was appointed as 
teacher in Markazi Darsgah Rampur. Thereafter he worked in 
Embassy of Libya for some time. He served Darul 'Uliim 
Ahmadiya Salafia Darbhanga from 1977 to 1966, and Jamia 
Islamia Sanabil Delhi from 1996 to 1999 respectively as teacher. 
Over all, Mawlana rendered his different services to different 
institutions for a long period of 24 years. Besides he was attached 
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with the editorship of monthly Hayat-e-Nau (organ of old boys of 
Jamia). He wrote several articles and papers on different topics, 
which were published in various journals, magazines and dailies. 
Mawlana authored two books entitled 'Muslim Personal Lmv Aur 
Musalman (Muslim Personal Law and Muslims) and Shaykh 
Muhammad bin Abd'l Wahab Aur Unki Da'wat (Life and Da'wah 
(call) of Shaykh Muhammad bin Abd al Wahab).' He initiated the 
translation of TapiTm al- Qur'an (the masterpiece of Urdu 
commentary of the holy Qur'an by Sayyid Ab'ul A'la Mawdudi) 
into Arabic in the fortnightly al-Da'wah Delhi but could not 
complete it. 
Mawlana Rahmatullah Athari Falahi Madani, Mohtamim Ta'lim-
o-Tarbiyat (Education Officer), Jami'atul Falah^^, completed 
Fadhilah from Jamia in 1968. In the same year he got appointed as 
teacher in Jamia, which he served upto 1978. During the same 
period, he passed the Adib examination as private candidate from 
Jamia Urdu Aligarh. Mawlana proceeded to Jamia Islamia 
Madinah al Manawwarah in 1978 where he completed his 
undergraduate studies in the Faculty of Da'wah. In 1986, he 
received M.A degree from the same university for which he wrote 
a thesis entitled al-Buhra, Tdrikhuha wa Aqd'iduha {Bohrds: Their 
History and Belief). Mawlana planned to do research there in, but 
for some reasons he returned home in the same year, and joined 
Jamia Salafia Banaras as teacher. But just after four or five days 
the authorities in Jamia Atharia Darul Hadlth Mau adjusted him 
where he remained in its staff for two years. In the year 1989, 
Mawlana got a chance to serve the mother institution, which was 
his desire from the very beginning. In this way he is still working 
as a teacher in Jamia. In the capacity of a teacher he put his 
extensive knowledge to practical use. Besides, he served Jamia as 
principal from 30 October 1993 to July 25, 1995. Presently, he is 
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holding the post of Mohtamim Ta'lim-o-Tarbiyai (Education 
Officer). Mawlana is an excellent and devoted teacher and reputed 
scholar. He is an eloquent speaker and preacher too. Mawlana has 
a full command on Arabic language and literature. He remained 
president for Old Boys Association for a long period. Besides, he 
is a social worker and an active Da'Te and member of Islamic 
Movement. 
Mawlana Muhammad Imran Khan'^ ^ Falahi, acquired Fadhilah 
from Jami'atul Falah in 1969. After completion of his graduation, 
he was appointed as teacher in Jamia, since then he is working 
therein. Mawlana worked in Jamia as Vice Principal also for a 
long time. He is an active member of Jama 'at-i-Islami Hind and 
had served as president {Amir) of its local unit. He has a good 
command over Arabic language. Recently, Mawlana has translated 
an important book of Abdullah bin Jarallah bin Ibrahim a I 
Jarallah (b.l354 A.H) from Arabic to Urdu under the title 
"Muslim Khatoon kl Zimmadariyan (Responsibilities of Muslim 
Lady)." 
Mawlana Noor Muhammad Falahi (Late)^' studied at Jamia 
from 1967 to 1970 and received Fadhilah degree in 1970. Later on 
he obtained the degrees of Adib, Adib-i-Mahir and adib-i-Kamil 
from Jamia Urdu Aligarh. For higher studies he joined Jamiaiul 
Malik al Saud (KSA) in 1989, where from he obtained B. Ed. 
{Dawrah Tadribiyah). As teacher Mawlana served Madrasatal 
Najah and mother institution from 1975 to 1995. He associated 
himself with Islamic Movement from his school days and remained 
its member till his death i.e., upto 10 February 2000. Mawlana 
served Jamia as Nigran-i-A 'la (Chief Warden) too. Besides, he 
was secretary to Old Boys Association for some time. He 
contributed various articles to different magazines and journals 
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and engaged himself in editorship of Hayat-e-Nau. For a long 
time, he wrote 'Jamia ke Lail-o-Nehar (Days and the Nights of 
Jamia) a specific column of Hayat-e-Nau (a picture of activities of 
Jamia) for many years in his particular style/"' 
Mawlana Nasim Ahmad Ghazi Falahi'*'* a new Muslim scholar 
completed Fadhilah on 1974. After the completion of graduation 
he proceeded to Delhi where from he did two years Diploma in 
'Tisnif wa Tallf and Da'wah' (Special Training of compilation 
and composing of books) during 1976-77 in central office of 
Jama'at-i-Islami Hind under the auspicious supervision of Late 
Sayyid Hamid Ali (the then Secretary General of Jama'at-i-
Islami). In 1977 he was appointed as an assistant in the department 
of Da'wat-o-Isha'at-i-Islam (Writing and Publication Department) 
of Jama'at-i-Islami (Hindi section). 
As a writer he began his career during the training period 
since 1976 by writing continuously in Hadith column of weekly 
Kanti (Hindi organ of Jama'at-i-Islami). Mawlana has translated 
as many as fifty works of Mawlana Abu'l A'la Mawdudi and other 
great scholars from Urdu and Arabic to Hindi. Besides, Mawlana 
has written many valuable pamphlets and books on various topics 
like, Namaz (Salah; Prayer) Qur'an, 'ibadat and Ma'malat etc. Of 
his books Urdu as well as Hindi are Qur'an, aur Ham Musalman 
{Qur 'an and we Muslims) and Qur 'an-i-Majid par A 'tirazaf ki 
Haqiqat (The Reality of Finding Fault with Holy Qur'an) are of a 
great eminence. Apart from his literary activities Mawlana played 
an important role in both the fields of Da'wah and Religious 
Reformation for which he engaged himself from his school days. 
Mawlana, in other words, devoted himself for the cause of Islam. 
About his Da'wah and reformist work Mawlana himself says in his 
own words. 
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"I was associated with Da'wah and Reformation 
since my studentship at Jamia. I was used to visit 
far-flung areas there, for the said purpose. I made 
each and every endeavor to remove the doubts and 
eradicate the misconceptions of non-Muslims about 
Islam and got success to a large extent / ' 
He has a keen interest in the promotion of Muslim 
Organisation, Institutions and Societies. He is a founding member 
of al-Falah Islami Society (established in 1979)."*^ He is founding 
member of Islami Sahitah Trust (established in 1994), presently he 
is holding the chairmanship of the trust. He is also the Founder 
Trustee of Mawlana Mawdudi Foundation and Madhur Sandish 
Sangham Limited (formled in July 2002). Under his Chairmanship 
Islami Sahittiya Trust has prepared more than 200 titles in Hindi 
on Islamic Literature. 
Mawlana Abdul Haque Falahi'*^ assistant editor monthly Zindag-
e-Nau, got admitted in Jamia in 1968, where from he completed 
Fadhilah in 1975. Mawlana acquired the degree of Advanced 
Diploma in Modern Arabic from Jamia Millia Islamia (New Delhi) 
in 1992. Presently, Mawlana is doing his B.A correspondence 
(through Distance Education) from Mawlana Azad National Open 
University, Hyderabad. He had a profound love and interest with 
magazines and newspapers from his school days. 
Mawlana associated himself with Islamic Movement in 
1906.'** Later on in 1980 he became its Rukn (Basic Member). In 
March, 1980 he came to Central Office of Jama'at-i-Islami Hind 
on the suggestion of Mawlana Muhammad Yusuf (the then Amlri 
Jama't) and worked as the special Assistant to Amlr-i-Janw'at-i-
Islami upto the end of 1989. In 1985 Jamd'at-i-Islami Hind 
established its unit in Abu'l Fadhl Enclave Okhla and Mawlana 
became its president. He was given a chance to serve the Islamic 
Movement as Nazim 'Elaqah, Old Delhi in 1986 upto 1988. He has 
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a profound interest with journalism too. He was attached with 
'KantV as trainee Journalist for one year. After which he worked 
as Assistant Editor Kanti for some time too. Moreover, he was 
appointed as Assistant Editor to monthly 'Zindag-e-Nau'' in June 
1999. So far as scholarly contribution of Mawlana is concerned he 
associated himself with the Hindi section of Jama'at-i-Islami and 
remained therein upto 1995. During this period he worked on the 
project of translation of TalkhTs-i-TaJJiTm al Qiir'an in Hindi."^^ 
The other works and books translated by Mawlana Abdul Haque 
are; (Urdu to Hindi 1) Safinah Najat (Collection of ahadllh by 
Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi) 2) Rudad-i-Jama'at-i-lslami Hind 
(Reports of J.I.H. part 1st); Hindi to Urdu. 1) Hazrat Muhammad, 
Hindustan Ke Mazhabi Sahifun Main (Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) 
in the revealed Books of Indian Religions) by Dr. Muhammad 
Ahmad, 2) Aqidah-i-Tanasukh Aik Haqiqat pasandanah Tajziah 
(The Beliefs Metempsychosis, A Realistic Analysis) by the same 
author; From Arabic to Urdu, 1) Lakht-i-Jigar (Own Child) Ya ibnJ 
wa ya ibnati by Shaykh AH Tantavi, 2) Nubuwat-i-Muhammadi 
Tawriyat wa injil ke Basharatun ke A 'ine Main; al basharat al 
ajdb FT Sahfi ahl al Kitab (Prophecy of Muhammad (PBUH) in the 
light of the predictions of Gospel and Taurah), 3) Shah Waliullah 
Dehlavi Hayat-o-Khidmat (al Shah Waliullah al Delhavi, 
Hayatuhu wa khidmatahu by Dr. Zafar ul Islam Khan (Shah 
Waliullah; His Life Contribution), 4) Kamyab aur Khushgawar 
ZindagT Jeene Ke Hunar (The Skill of Living with Prosperity and 
Success). 
Dr. Sayyid Muhammad Khalid Ali Falahi^° received education at 
Jamia and completed his Fadhllah in 1975. Later on he secured M. 
Phil from Jamia Millia Islamia (Delhi), for which he wrote a 
thesis entitled 'History of Arabic Literature pre Islamic to Abbasid 
period. In 1993 he was awarded Ph.D. on the topic "India's 
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contribution to Hadith Literature in Arabic." He was appointed as 
Lecturer in the Department of Arabic on 24*** August 1981. 
Presently he is working in the same department as Reader. He is a 
prolific writer with an orthodox religious bent of mind, creative 
thinking, keen observation and deep insight. He has thirteen books 
to his credit. Of them the most important and remarkable is 
""isti'radhun Mujizun Limusahimatil Hind FT Uliim al Hadith al 
Nabawiyah'" (India's Contribution to the Science of Hadith). It is a 
comprehensive encyclopedia of Hadith Literature in six volumes 
in Arabic produced S*** century till 1992 by Muslim scholars in 
Arabic. He has done this as research work under the supervision of 
Late Prof. Mushirul Haque and Prof. Shafiq Ahmad Nadvi. The 
author introduced there in 1126 of the compilations of Hadith 
works and 386 of their authors. The other works of Dr. Hamidi are 
as under: 
1) Arab! Zaban-o-Adab Eik Tarikhi Mutalah (Arabic Language and 
Literature: Historical Study), 2) Da'wat-i-Haque Ghair Muslinulm 
Main (Call for Truth to Non-Muslims), 3) Bachchiw ke liye Iqbal 
KJ Nazmain (Iqbal's Poems for Children), 4) Maw I ana Sayyid 
Abu'I A'la Mawdudi: Hayat, Dini Khidmat, Akhari Safar (Mawlana 
Mawdudi; Life, Contributions and the last Journey), 5) Talash-i-
Iqbal (Quest for Iqbal), 6) Secularism Ya Islam (Islam or 
Secularism), 7) Nizam-i-Jahiliyyat Se Ta'awun Islami Nuqta-i-
Nazar Se (Co-operation with non-Islamic System as per the 
Islamic view point), 8) Maujudah Halat-o-Vaqiyat Musalmaniin ke 
liye Lamha-i-Fikriyah (Present Circumstances — a Moment of 
Thinking for Muslims), 9) Islam Main Zakat aur us ka Ijtima 'J 
Nizam (Zakat and its collective setup in Islam). Besides these 
works. Dr. Hamidi has contributed various articles on different 
topics to many important journals and dailies. In 1997, he started 
an independent Journal of his own, entitled by "Allah KI Pukar\ 
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which was at first quarterly (from April l", 1997 to March 1999) 
and now it is a regular monthly Journal. 'Allah Ki Pukar' has 
earned a national fame in a very short period. 
Mawlana Tariq Ikramullah Falahi^' presently working in Saudi 
Embassy on a key post of secretary level, studied in Jamia from 
1969 to 1976 where from he completed Fadhilah. He proceeded to 
Saudi Arabia in 1979 and joined Jami'atul Imam Muhammad bin al 
Saud, Riyadh (KSA) where from he completed B.A in 1982. In 
1983 he was appointed as an employee in Saudi Embassy. 
Mawlana rendered his services as teacher in Markazi Darsgah 
Rampur (one year) and as sub-editor to fortnightly 'al Da'wah 
(Arabic organ of Jama'at-i-Islami Hind (for two years). He is an 
attractive and enthusiastic social worker too. Besides his duties in 
embassy, he is associated with Students Islamic Trust (established 
in 1981) and is working as Secretary General therein since 1981. 
Moreover, he has established the ideal Public school in 1988.^^ 
Besides, he is Director for Fatima Vocational Centre Okhia (N. 
Delhi).'-' 
Mawlana Amir Ahsan Falahi/"* Principal Jami'atus Salehat 
Bansi Sidharth Nagar (U.P) studied at Jamia during 1970-1976 and 
obtained Fadhilah degree. Later on he acquired M.A Urdu from 
Shibli College Azamgarh. After completion of Fadhilah he was 
appointed as teacher at Madrasah Mazharul 'Ulum Awsan Kuyyan. 
Presently he is imparting education at Jamiatus Salehat and 
Jami'atul Hague Salafia^^ Bansi Siddharth Nagar (U.P). Besides 
teaching, he holds the post of principal in both the institutions. He 
is well known for his flexibility and administration. Besides, he is 
a member for managing body of Jamia Islamia Tilkahana 
(Siddharth Nagar) too." 
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Dr. Munawar Husain Falahi (Late) Dr. Munnawar Husain Falahi 
was born on T* July 1959 in Kahghadya (Bihar) in the town 
Paporalteef in an educated and religious family. Having completed 
FadhTlah (Graduation) in Jami'atttl Falah in 1976, he obtained 
B.A (Hons) from AMU in 1984. Moreover, he received MA 
(Urdu) from the same University in 1986. During his M.A he was 
merit scholarship holder too. In 1986, he passed BTA Examination 
with first position. In the year 1988 he was awarded by M. Phil 
degree for which he wrote a dissertation entitled ''Mawlavi 
Charagh Alt Ki 'Ilmi Khidmaf Intellectual Contribution of 
Mawlavi Charagh Ali. He qualified NET from UGC in 1986 and 
JRF in 1990. He obtained his Ph.D. in 1992. The topic for his 
Ph.D. was "'Urdu Main 'ilmi Nathr" Scholarly prose in Urdu (from 
1957 to 1914). His Ph.D. thesis is more comprehensive. His M. 
Phil thesis was published by Khuda Bakhsh Library Patna in 1997. 
Dr. Munawar Husain was appointed as lecturer in Urdu 
Department of AMU on 19**" December 1994, which he served upto 
his death i.e., September 18, 2000. In him there was an industrious 
and a dedicated teacher. He was an extra ordinary man laced with 
full knowledge. He was interested with Journalism too. He worked 
as editor to 'Rafiqu-e-ManziV Delhi for three years. He was 
attached with monthly 'Urdu Book Review' Delhi too. In this 
monthly his several book review articles were published. He 
worked as assistant to Editor ""Taheeqat-e-Islami" Aligarh from 
August 1991 to 1994. Besides, he served continuously 'Raftar' (an 
Educational News bulletin of Urdu Department of AMU., Aligarh, 
during 1996-97. Moreover, he published several articles in 
different journals and Magazines also.^* 
Mawlana Rizwan Ahmad Falahi^' came to Jamia in 1970 and 
completed his FadhTlah there in 1976. To quench his educational 
thirst he proceeded to Jamia Is lamia Madinah al Munawwarah in 
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December 1978 and got admitted in 'Kuliyatul Lughah al Arabia' 
(Faculty of Arabic Language) where from he completed B.A in 
1982. Mawlana rendered his services (as teacher) in U.K Islamic 
Mission for four years where he was teaching Arabic language, 
and a part time Arabic lecturer in a government college. Mawlana 
worked as Assistant Editor to Arabic Fortnightly 'al Da'wah of 
Isha'at-i-Islam Trust Delhi for a period of one year 1997 to 1978. 
As editor he worked and was attached with the Arabic Newsletter 
'a/ Mtijalah' of U.K. Islamic Mission. He engaged himself in the 
editorship of 'Rabitah' English Newsletter of Rabiiah Alam-i-
Islami (London Office) in 1966. Mawlana has translated two books 
1) Fatawa-i- al Zakat (an edited work based on the writings of 
Mawlana Mawdudi regarding Zakat) translated from Urdu to 
Arabic while as 2) an Arabic ancient book 'Kitab al Sanninf was 
translated by him into English entitled 'The book of poisons'. 
Besides, Mawlana has translated many English and Urdu articles, 
dramas and papers into Arabic from English and English from 
Arabic. Of these articles 'al Imam Abu Yusuf wa Fikruhii al 
IqtisadV a translation of Dr. Muhammad Najatullah Sidiqui's 
Research Paper al-Imam Abu Yusuf KT Ma'ashi Fikr (The 
Economic Thought of Imam Abu Yusuf), "The decision of Supreme 
court regarding Shah Banoo case" in English and '"German 
Tarajim al Qur'an par Aik Nazaf (Hoffmann, Murad Wilfield: 
German Translations of the holy Qur'an, are notable. He worked 
as translator (Arabic and English) for several conferences of U.K. 
Islamic Mission. Presently Mawlana is attached with the 
administrative department of Rabitah 'Alam Islam! London. 
Mawlana Maqbool Ahmad Falahi,*" Assistant Mohtamim Ta 'iTm-
o-Tarbiyat Jami'atul Falah, studied at Jamia from 1967 to 1977. 
He completed Fadhilah in 1977. Thereafter he proceeded to AMU 
for B.A but due to some reasons he could not continue his studies. 
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Mawlana has a very good taste and keen interest for Da'wah work. 
He is an excellent preacher and speaker. He founded TanzJm al 
Shaban in 1975 and was founder member of SIMI also upto 1982. 
He became the basic member of Jama'at-i-Islami in 1980. From 
1982 to 1998, he worked as full time Nazim Elaqa Barielly and 
Gorakhpur. Its functionaries selected him as member for Majlis 
Shilra of Jamia in 1991. In 2001 he was appointed as Deputy 
(Assistant) Education Officer for Jamia. He has written several 
articles, which has been published in 'Da'M'at' and 'Hayat-e-Nau\ 
Hafiz Muhammad Ismail Falahi^' memorized holy Qur'an by 
heart at home then proceeded to Jamia and obtained FadhJlah in 
1977. Thereafter he received the degree of M.A (theology) from 
AMU. He has contributed several articles and papers to different 
magazines, journals and dailies of India as well as Pakistan. He 
was editor to Hayat-e-Nau for a period of eight years. He is an 
active teacher of Jamia serving it for last 20 years. 
Mawlana Izhar Ahmad Falahi^^ teacher Jamia acquired Fadhilah 
from Jamia in 1977. Later on he joined Jamia Islamia Madinah al 
Munawwarah in 1982 where from he acquired B.A. degree in 
1986. He, as a teacher at Jamia, is working since 1978. Besides he 
is an active social worker too. 
Dr. Muhammad Ishaque '^^  Senior Lecturer Islamic Studies 
Department, Jamia Millia Islamia (New Delhi) completed 
Fadhilah at Jami 'atul Falah in 1997. He joined Jamia Millia 
Islamia (Delhi) in 1980 and completed B.A. (Hons) there in 1984 
and M.A (History) in 1986. Besides, he did Diploma in Archival 
Studies from National Archives of India in 1987. He acquired 
doctorate degree (Ph.D.) in History from Jamia Millia Islamia in 
1998, for which he wrote a thesis entitled "Non Conformist Sufi 
Cults in North India during the Medieval Period". He is teaching 
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Islamic studies at Jamia Millia Islamia for last 11 years. He is a 
member of Indian History Congress too. He was attached with a 
famous Journal, Islam Aur Asr-i-JadJd as an assistant editor for 
seven years. Dr. Ishaque has published several research papers in 
national magazines. Journals and dailies. Besides, he has written 
more than twenty review articles, which has been published in 
different journals. 
Mawlana Abdul Rahman Khalid,^ "* librarian Jami'atal Falah, 
studied at Jamia from 1966 to 1978. After completion of Fadhilah 
he obtained the degrees of B.A. and B. lib from Shibli College 
Azamgarh and Patna. In 1978 he engaged himself in teaching for a 
period of three years in Madrash Ta'lJmul Islam Jairajpur and by 
the end of 1980 as Librarian in Jamia. Besides his duties he is 
doing homopathi medical practice as part time. He is contributing 
his papers on different topics to Hayat-e-Nau. 
Dr. ObaiduUah Fahad Falahi/^ Reader Department of Islamic 
Studies, received 'Alimiyah and Fadhilah from Jami 'atul Falah in 
1976 and 1978 respectively. After that he did al-Takhassus Fi-al 
Qur'an' (Specialization in Qur'anic Studies) two year course from 
the same institution in 1980. Thereafter he proceeded to Aligarh 
and joined AMU where from he received B.A. (Hons) and MA 
(Political Science) in 1984 and 1986 respectively. At M.A level. 
Dr. Fahad obtained gold medal also. He completed his doctorate 
(Ph.D.) from the same university in (1991-92). The topic of his 
thesis "Concept of Shura in Islamic State and its Contemporary 
Interpretations." He engaged himself in teaching at Jami 'atul 
Falah from 1977-80 (Three years), and in the Department of 
Islamic studies AMU, since 1992. Moreover, he had worked as 
Research Associate in the Institute of Objective Studies, New 
Delhi for four years i.e., 1986-90. 
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Dr. Fahad has worked in three different projects as 1) Shiira 
in Islamic political thought 2) Sovereignty in Islamic political 
system and 3) Educational Survey of Chinese Muslims, under 
WAMY, Riyadh (KSA). He has attended forty-three seminars, 
conferences and workshops of national and international repute. 
Besides, he had organized as many as ten Seminars and Refresher 
Courses too. Apart from his formal academic achievements, Dr 
Fahad has won the admiration of his peers with his brilliant 
debating oratory and contributions to the reputed research 
publications. He has 91 (ninety one) Research Papers to his credit, 
which he has contributed to the highly reputed Journals and 
Magazines of the country and abroad. These papers have won the 
international fame. Moreover, Dr. Fahad has authored and 
translated 42 books of them twenty-eight have been published and 
14 are under print. The books authored by him are as under: 
1) Principles of Diplomacy in Islam (English) 2) Islam Aik 
Ubharti Hoi' Taqat (Islam: A Rising Force, 3) Asman-i-Islah wa 
Tajdid ke Do Sitare: Mawlana Muhammad Iliyas Aur Mawlana 
Mawdudi (TablighT Jama'at and Jama'at-i-Islami): A comparison, 
4) Tarikh-i-Da'wat-0-Jihad Bar-i-Saghir ke Tanazur Main 
(History of Da'wah and Jihad in Indian Perspective), 5) Qur'an-i-
Mubin ke Adbi AsalJb (The literary styles of the holy Qiir'an), 6) 
Sayyid Qutb Shaheed: The champion of Islamic Revivalism in the 
Nineteenth century, 7) Nazm-i-Qur'an Ke Ma'ruf Muffasirin 
(Some prominent commentators of the coherence in the holy 
Qur'an), 8) The politics of Azads Al-Hilal and Indian Muslims, 9) 
DTvar-i-ChTn Ke Saye Main (In the Shade of Wall of China), 10) 
AUama Hamiduddin Farahi Aik Tahqiqi Mutalah (Hamiduddin 
Farahi: A Research Study), 11) Mera Payam Aur Hai (1 have a 
different message, an edited work), 12) Islamic Revivalism; An 
Approach study, 13) Mulk-o-Millat Kl Ta'mJr Aur Dim Madaris 
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Ka Kirdar (Reconstruction of Ummah and Country: The Role of 
Madaris, an ed. Work), 14) Qur'an-i-Karlm Main Nazam-o-
Munasibat (Coherence in the holy Qur'an), 15) Islamic polity and 
Orientalists (English), 16) Jadid Turkey Main Islam! BaidarJ 
(Islamic Awakening in the Modern Turkey), 17) Da'wat-i-IslamI 
PandhravTn Sadi Hijrf ke Istiqbal Main (Call to Islam in the 15"" 
Century Hijra), 18) Asan TajvTd (An Easy Way to understand 
TajvTd), 19) Tahrik-o-Da'wat (Movement and Call), 20) Ikhwan al 
Muslimun Ka Tarbiyati Nizam (Training Programme of Muslim 
Brethren), 21) Ikhwan al Muslimun, Maqasid, Marahil, Tariqah 
Kar (Muslim Brethren: Aims, Objectives, Stages and Methods of 
Works), 22) Islam ki Bunyadain (Fundamentals of Islam), 23) 
Islam! Hukumat, Haquq-o-Fara'id (Islamic Government: Rights 
and Duties), 24) Tahnki Islam!, Mushkilat, Masa 'il Azma 'ishain 
((Islamic Movement: Challenges, Problems and Trials), 25) Da'i 
yd Darugha (Preacher or Police), 26) Fiqah al S!rah, 
(Understanding of STrah 27) Tahdh!b-i-Islam! (Islamic 
Civilization), 28) Islam! Shanya't Aik 'Alamg!r Shany'at Hai 
(Islamic Law, a Universal Law), 29) Ihyd '-i-Islam, Na 'ye Mahddh 
Na'ye Masa'il (Islamic Revivalism: New Fronts and Problems), 
30) 'Aql-i-Islam k! TashkH Jad!d (Reconstruction of Islamic 
Intellect), 31) Qur'an Kar!m aur Hamarg Ravayah (Holy Qur'an 
and Our Behavior), 32) Fikr Islam! Ka Buhrdn (Crises in Islamic 
Thought), 33) Islam! Kirdar (Islamic Character), 34) Qur'an Aur 
'Aql (Qur'an and Wisdom), 35) Islam! Karkunun Ke Liye Tarbiyati 
Guide (Guide for Workers of Islamic Cause), 36) Islam! SiyasJ 
M!rath ke Mdkhiz (Sources for Islamic Political Legacy), 37) 
Islam! Ibaddt: Asrar-o-Fawa'id k! Asan tashr!h (Islamic Prayer: 
An Easy Explanation of Secrets), 38) Islam ka Akhlaq! Rilhanl 
Nizam (Moral Spiritual Setup of Islam), 39) Islam! Shar!at aur 
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ZindagJ (Islamic Law and Life), 40) Qur'an KT Da'wat Tadabbur 
(The Call of Qur'an for Wisdom and Thinking). 
Dr. Fahad has worked as an editor to Monthly Hayat-e-Nau 
(1978-80), Joint editor, Majallah 'Ultlm Islam'yah, Aligarh (for 
few years). Dr. Fahad has visited Pakistan, China, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, Singapore and Saudi Arabia. 
Mawlana Hafiz Ehsanul Haque Falahi,^^ teacher Janii'atul 
Falah, completed FadhJlah in 1978 and Takhassus Fi al-Qur'an in 
1980. In 1983 he got appointed as teacher in Jamia and is 
rendering his services constantly to the noble cause of his mother 
institution. He is a basic member of Islamic Movement. He has 
translated few Urdu books into Arabic but due to some reasons 
none of these books has been published yet. He is a successful 
teacher, devoted in nature and having a full command on Tafsir a I 
Qtir 'an. 
Hakim Abdul Bari,^' Senior Teacher in Department of History of 
Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Jamia Hamdard (New Delhi), 
studied at Jami'atul Falah from 1968 to 1979 and completed 
FadhTlah there in. Thereafter, he proceeded to AMU where from 
he completed BUMS in 1984. Besides his formal academic 
degrees, he did Diplomas in Persian and Arabic in 1981 and 1983 
respectively from AMU. And Diploma in Modern Arabic in Jamia 
Millia Islamia (New Delhi) and M.A Arabic from AMU., Aligarh 
in .1986 and 1996 respectively. In January 1985, he was appointed 
as Research Associate in the History of Medicine and Medical 
Research. As the days passed he achieved the post of Sr. Lecturer. 
Besides he is working as honorary students counselor to IDE, 
North, 3'** Zone (Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and Himachal Pradesh) 
and Vice Chairman Hira Welfare Society Siddharth Nagar UP. He 
has published several valuable research papers pertaining to 
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History of Medicine, in various Journals of great repute. Besides, 
he has presented many papers in conferences too. He has worked 
on a project entitled 'History of UnanT Tibb (an abridgment of the 
work of Prof. Hakim Abdul Wahab Zahoori) and has translated a 
manuscript entitled Khyr al Tajarib'. 
Dr. Faizan Ahmad, Reader Department of Arabic, AMU., Aligarh, 
obtained Fadhilah from Jamia in 1979. Thereafter, he proceeded 
to AMU, Aligarh and acquired B.A. and M.A. in 1982 and 1984 in 
Arabic respectively. He was awarded M. Phil in 1988 for which he 
wrote a thesis entitled "some eminent authors in Egypt and Syria 
during 20*'' century". He completed his Ph.D. (Doctorate) in 1992. 
He was appointed as lecturer in AMU (Arabic Department) on T' 
September 1999. He has eight Research papers to his credit. 
Besides he has authored one book entitled ''Daur-i-Jadid ke chand 
Mashhoor Nasr Nigar Aur Naqqad'^Some writers and Critics of 
Modern Age). For his doctorate he worked on the topic 
"Contribution of Rashid Ridha to Modern Arabic Language and 
Literature". 
Dr. Ishtiyaque Ahmad (Danish)/' Associate Professor and 
Chairman Department of Islamic Studies Jamia Hamdard (New 
Delhi), received 'Alimiyah and Fadhilah from Jami'atul Falah in 
1977 and 1979 respectively. After completed his oriental 
education he proceeded to Aligarh Muslim University where from 
he obtained B.A (Hons) in 1982, and M.A (English) in 1984. He 
completed his M. Phil from Department of west Asian studies 
(AMU) in 1988. The topic of his M. Phil thesis was 'ST. John 
Philby's perception of Islam and the Arabs. And for Ph.D. in the 
same department he wrote a thesis entitled "Islam and the Arabs in 
the English travelogues of the T' half of the 20"" century". He 
completed his Ph.D. in 1989. 
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Apart from his formal education, Dr. Danish worked as 
Research Associate at the Islamic Foundation Leicester UK from 
August 1985 to August 1986. He was as a Research Scholar for 
nearly one year at the Birmingham University also. As teacher he 
served West Asian Studies Department (AMU) for three years 
(July, 1990 - June, 1993) and worked as Research Associate in the 
same department for one year. He was appointed as lecturer in 
Jamia Hamdard (New Delhi) in March 1994. Dr. Danish has an 
active literary taste. He is the editor of journal of objective 
studies. New Delhi, since May, 2001,^° and editor of "Studies in 
Islam" since September 2002.' ' Besides, he is the member of 
various committees and board of studies of lOS and Jamia 
Hamdard also. He had edited an Urdu fortnightly. Islamic 
Movement from 1980 to 1983 and assisted in editing 'Focus' from 
August 1985 to August 1986.^^ Besides, Dr. Danish has authored 
two books 1) 'The English and the Arab The Making of an Image', 
and 2) 'The Ummah, Pan-Islamism and Muslim Nation'. In 
addition, Dr. Danish has published numerous research papers and 
articles in national and international Journals and dailies and has 
made review on dozens of the books. 
Mufti Sabahuddin MalikJ"^ teacher Jamia Misbahul 'Ulum 
Chaukonia^'* (Siddharth Nagar), obtained Alimiyah and Fadhllah 
from Jamia in 1978 and 1980 respectively. Further he completed 
B.A (Hons) from AMU in 1983. He obtained another Fadhilah 
(Specialization in Hadith Literature) from Darul 'Ulilm Deoband 
in 1995. He did courses for ' / / /a ' and Qadha' (Specialization in 
Islamic Jurisprudence) from Imarat-i-Shari'ah Bihar and Orisa 
during 1994-95. 
Mufti Sabahuddin has contributed various remarkable articles and 
research papers to different Journals on different topic and 
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contemporary challenges. Some of his remarkable articles are 
'Ru'yat-i-Hilal: Ikhtilafi Muatalah Aur Hisab-i-Falak, Ijmah; A Ik 
TahqiqJ Mutalah and Communist Hathkande. Mawlana has 
translated a valuable book of Mustafa Mashhoor (a renowned 
leader of al-Ikhwan al Muslimun) 'Tariq al Da'wah into Urdu 
entitled Da'wat-i-Dln ki Rah (The Way for Call). 
Dr. Mujahidul Islam completed his Fadhilah from Jamia in 1983. 
Thereafter he did B.A and M.A (Urdu) degree from Jawahar Lai 
Nehru University. Besides, he completed Ph.D. in 1992, from the 
same university. Dr. Mujahidul Islam being physically disable 
(paralyzed) continued his study and just after completion of his 
Ph.D. he associated himself in the field of Journalism and 
remained as Assistant Editor to Daily 'Azad Hind\ most circulated 
Urdu daily in India published from Ludhiyana (Punjab). 
Dr. Md. Sami AkhterJ^ took admission in Jamia in 1976 and 
studied there upto 1983. He completed therein 'Alimiyah and 
Fadhilah in 1981 and 1983 respectively. Thereafter he moved to 
AMU Aligarh and secured B.A (Hons.) in 1985 and MA. in 1987. 
He received M. Phil (Arabic in 1989. The topic on which he was 
awarded by M. Phil was. "Dr. ShauqT Dhaif's Contribution to the 
Modern Arabic Criticism". He completed his Ph.D. in 1996. For 
his Ph.D. he wrote a thesis entitled "Literary Criticism in Arabic: 
A comparative study of modern and medieval trends". Apart from 
his formal education he did some part time courses also for 
instance Diploma in West Asian Studies in 1986, certificate course 
in French in 1987 and Diploma in French in 1988 (from AMU). He 
is attached with teaching since 1988 when he qualified Junior 
Research fellowship under U.G.C. In Arabic Department of AMU, 
he was appointed as lecturer on lO*** June 1991 and at present he is 
working therein as Reader. He has guided several Research 
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Scholars too. He has authored thirteen books which are as under: 
\) InqilabJ Shakhsiyat (Revolutionary Personalities), 2) Ummai-i-
MusUmah Ki Ta'mir (Reconstruction of Muslim Ummah), 3) 
Shaykh Shaid Hasanal Band (Life of Shaykh Hasan al Banna), 4) 
Tahnk-i-Islami Ko Darpesh Challenges (Islamic Movement. 
Facing the Challenges), 5) Chechiniya Main Islam Aur Musalaman 
(Islam and Muslims in Chechiniya), 6) Da'wat-i-IslamJ Ke Jadld 
Taqaze (Modern Demands of Da'wah of Islam), 7) Ghalba-i-lslam 
Ki Basharat (Divine Inspirations of Overcoming of Islam), 8) 
Globalization Dunya Ki Tashkil-i-Nau (Globalization, Recapturing 
of the World), 9) Islam! Mamlikat Main Chair Muslim Ke ShahrJ 
Hiiqiiq (Citizenship of Non-Muslim in Muslim State), 10) Islam ka 
Fikri Sarmayah The Intellectual Legacy of Islam Women's 
Education Sharah KT RoshnJ Main (Women's Education in the 
Light of Islamic Law), 11) Talbah Tahrik Masd'il wa Mushkilat 
(Students Organization: Problems and Challenges). Besides, Dr. 
Sami Akthar has attended numerous seminars, refresher courses 
and conferences. 
Dr. Sabhuddin Azmi received Alimiyah from Jamia in 1984. 
There he proceeded to AMU Aligarh where from he did B.A 
(Hons.) M.A Economics and M. Phil (1995) and Ph.D. (1998) in 
the same subject. For M. Phil he wrote a dissertation entitled by 
'Public Finance in Early Islamic Thought'. While as for Ph.D., he 
submitted a thesis on the topic ""Abu Yusuf's Contribution to the 
Theory of Public Finance". 
Dr. Gufran Ahmad FalahiJ^ Senior Lecturer Tibbiya College, 
AMU, studied at Jamia from 1975 to 1983 where from he 
completed 'Alimiyah in 1983. Thereafter he joined AMU and 
obtained B.A in 1986, BUMS in 1991 and M.D in 1995 therein. In 
1997 he was appointed as lecturer in Hakim Ajmal Khan Tibbiya 
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College. He is imparting instructions in '//w al Adwiyah 
(pharmacology). He has contributed several research papers to 
Indian Journal of Pharmacology and Journal of Ethnopha 
(International Hamdard Medics). Besides, he worked in the project 
entitled "Standardization and Quality Control of UnanT Drugs" a 
project of Ministry of Health. Dr. Gufran has attended 16 
Scientific Conferences of National as well as International level. 
He. has supervised 10 (Ten) Research Scholars too. Moreover, he is 
a member for Indian Pharmacology Society. 
Mawlana Inamullah Falahi, Principal Jam/a Misbahul 'Uliim 
Chaukonia (Siddharth Nagar U.P.)^^ completed Fadhllah at Jamia 
in 1985. Thereafter he joined AMU and obtained M.A (Arabic) 
degree in 1987. In 1988-89 he received Diploma in Arabic from 
Jamia Mil'lia Islamia (Delhi). In 1990 he proceeded to Jamiatul 
Malik al-Saud, Riyadh (KSA), where he studied upto 1995. He 
completed B.A, B. Ed. therein-Islamic studies in Education 
College. Later on in 2001 he proceeded to King Satid University 
where from he obtained Post-Graduate Diploma in Modern Arabic 
Teaching. Mawlana associated himself with Islamic Movement 
during his school days. He worked as president Jama 'at-i-Islami 
Halqah U.P. and SIO of India Halqah U.P. As teacher he served 
Jamia Islamia Tilkahana (Siddharth nagar U.P) and presently he is 
holding the post of Principal Misbahul 'Uliim Chaukonia. Arabic 
language and literature are the subjects of his keen interest. 
Dr. Towqueer Alam, Senior Lecturer in Sunni Theology 
Department, (AMU), completed Fadhilah from Jamia in 1985. 
Thereafter he joined Aligarh Muslim University where from he 
secured M.A in 1986-87. He was awarded M. Phil in 1990 for 
which he wrote a thesis entitled 'Contribution of Early Muslims to 
the Literary Study of the holy Qur'an'. In the same year he 
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qualified Net also. Dr. Alam completed his Ph.D. in 1991. The 
topic of his Ph.D. thesis was the 'Qur'an and the Orientalists 
(Literary Perspective)'. 
Dr. Alam has authored thirteen books in Urdu as well as 
English. Of them 8 books has been published and six are under 
publication. The books authored by him are: 1) 'Ulama-i-Salaf KJ 
Qtir'an Fahmi (Ulama's Understanding of Qur'an), 2) Ahd-i-
AbbasJ Ke Chand A 'imma-i-ilm-o-Fun (Few Leading learned and 
Specialists of Abbasid Period), 3) Sir Sayyid Ka Islahi Mission 
(Reformist Mission of Sir Sayyid), 4) Mutalah-i-Dlniyat-i-Islam 
(Study of Muslim Theology), 5) Islam ka Nazariyah Amn (Islamic 
Theory of Peace), 6) British Studies in the Qur'an, 7) Qur'an 
Sarchash ma-i-Fikr-o-Adab {Qur'an: Fountain head of thought and 
Literature), 8) Islam Main Kamyabi Ka Tasawwur (Concept of 
Success in Islam), 9) TahrJk-i-lslami Aur Masajid (Islamic History 
and Mosques), 10) Development of Modern Arabic Poetry in Iraq, 
11) The holy Qur'an and the Orientalists. 
Mawlana Waiiullah SaeediJ' joined Jamia after receiving some 
early education at hometown. He completed his Fadhllah in 1987. 
Later on he obtained M.A. (Arabic) from AMU. Mawlana 
associated himself with Islamic Movement and Da'yvah from his 
school days. During his school days he became the member of SIO 
in 1982 and the basic member of Jama'at-i-Islami later on in 
1994. He worked as president SIO Halqah U.P and Secretary 
General for some time also. His beneficial activity was especially 
exercised in Jama'at-i-Islami for which he utilized his talent for 
practical purposes as Nazim Elaqah Gorakhpur. Presently he is 
working as Amir-i-Halqah Eastern U.P. For many years he adopted 
teaching at Jamiatul Faiah, Jamia Misbahul 'Ulilm and Jamia (us 
Salehat. Besides, he is an eloquent preacher and speaker with an 
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excellent motivation power. Moreover he has contributed as many 
as fifty articles on different topics of Islamic learning to different 
Journals and dailies. He remained editor to Hayat-e-Nau for a 
period of one year during 1998. Besides, he is associated with 
some societies too. He has authored a book entitled Mohabbai-i-
Rasfil Aur Us ke Taqaze (Love with the Prophet and its 
Requirement). 
Mawlana Anis Ahmad Falahi Madani,^" teacher Jamiatul Falah, 
obtained Fadhllah from Jamia in 1988. After graduation from 
Jamia he proceeded to Jamia Islamia Madinah al Munawwarah and 
completed under graduate studies therein. Besides, he obtained 
M.A theology from AMU (Aligarh). He was appointed teacher at 
Jamia in 1993. He is an eloquent writer, researcher, thinker, 
teacher and a capable editor. As a teacher he is teaching subjects 
like comparative Religions, Islamic History, Mantiq, Fiqh, Hadith 
and principal of Hadith. World major religions are the subject of 
his interest. He is an editor to Hayat-e-Nau since 1996. Besides 
dozens of articles on various day-to-day topics, he has authored 
some Urdu and Arabic books too. He wrote a book entitled 
'Tahqiq Se Tahrif Tak' (from research to distortion) parallel to his 
teacher Mawlana Muhammad Inayatullah Subhani. This book was 
counterpart to Mawlana Subhanis book 'Haqiqat-i-Rajm\ 
His other books are as 1) AI Furqan byna Awliya-i-Rahman wa 
Awliya-i-Shaytan (Distinction Between Friends of Allah and of 
Satan), 2) Juhudah Islamia: Life and Contribution of Sayyid Ab'ul 
A'la Mawdudi, 3) Madhahib Alam Aik TaqablT Mutalah (World 
Religions a Comparative Study), 4) Shubhat-i-Haul al Sunnah, 5) 
Qiyamat Kl Nishaniyan (Signs of Last Day, Urdu Translation of 
Yusuf al Wabils' book Ishrat Qiyammah). All these five books are 
still unpublished probably due to lack of sources. In addition. 
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Mawlana is running an Islamic Educational institution under the 
name of Jami'atul Salah in his native village Naseerpur 
(Azamgarh). 
Dr. Anjum Ara*' Falahi, (first daughter of Jami'atul Falah who 
continued her studies and completed research from AMU), 
obtained 'Alimiyah and Fadhilah from Jamia in 1985 and 1987 
respectively. Thereafter she proceeded to AMU, to quench her 
educational thirst. From AMU, she received M.A. (Arabic) in 
1992, certificate of proficiency in Turkish and Diploma in 1994 
and 1995 respectively. She completed M. Phil in 1995 from the 
same University. She was awarded by doctorate degree in 2001, 
for which she wrote a thesis entitled 'Lutfi al Sayyid and his 
Contribution to Modern Arabic Literature - A Critical Study'. 
During her study at AMU she attended several workshops, 
seminars and conferences. Of them Qur'anic Arabic workshop 
(organized by QAF Birmingham U.K) in AMU 13 September is 
notable. She has authored a book entitled Jadid Misr ki IslamJ 
Sahafat (Islamic Journalism in Modern Egypt). Besides, she has 
published near about three-dozen Research papers and articles in 
many journals and magazines of National repute. Dr. Anjum has an 
eloquent taste for writing, thinking and speaking. 
Dr. Ziauddin Malik Falahi*^ completed FacZ/jf/a/j from Jami'atul 
Falah in 1988. He joined AMU in 1989 where from he obtained 
B.A (Hons) in 1991 and M.A (Islamic Studies) in 1993. He was 
awarded by M. Phil in 1996 for which he wrote a thesis entitled 'A 
Study of Fiqh Literature in Urdu since 1857 A.D.' He completed 
his doctorate (Ph.D.) in 2000. His topic for Ph.D. in Islamic 
Studies was "Contribution of India to Fiqh literature in Arabic 
upto 1857 A.D". He has five books to his credit. Of them only one 
book has been published and publishers have accepted the rest four 
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for publications. His works are as under: 1) Indian contribution to 
Fiqh Literature (A Critique of Arabic Works upto 1857), 2) 
Contribution of India to Fiqh Literature in Urdu upto 1996. 
Besides, he has published several research papers and articles to 
various Journals and dailies. He has attended various conferences 
and seminars also. Presently he is teaching Islamic studies at AMU 
(Aligarh). 
Dr. Ehsanullah Fahad Falahi*"^ Lecturer in Sunni Theology 
(AMU), after receiving his primary education at hometown, got 
admission in Jamia and secured the degrees of 'Alimiyah and 
Fadhilah in 1987 and 1989 respectively. He received M.A 
(theology) from AMU in 1991-92 and won the gold medal for his 
academic brilliance. He was awarded M.Phil in 1995, for which he 
wrote a thesis entitled '''Imam Ibn Jarir Tabari's Contribution to 
Islamic Sciences". He completed his doctorate in 1999. Ehsanullah 
Fahad received some fellowships and scholarships too during his 
study. He has one book to his credit entitled Ibn Jarir: Life and 
Contribution" in Urdu. Besides, he has contributed around thirty 
articles and research papers to various journals and magazines. He 
has attended numerous seminars and workshops. 
Mawlana Shamshad Hussain Falahi^ ** studied at Jamia from 1986 
to 1993. He completed Fadhilah in 1993. Thereafter he joined 
Jawhar Lai Nehru University Delhi, where from he completed B.A 
and M.A (Arabic). Moreover, he obtained M. Phil from the same 
University for which he wrote a thesis entitled "Analytical study 
of Qur'anic exegesis Fi Dhilal al Qur'an". Presently he is 
enrolled for Ph.D. at JNU and the topic assigned to him for the 
doctorate is "Comparative Study to Tafsir al Manor and FT Dhila.1 
al Qiir'an". Mawlana is a prominent Scholar, Writer, Preacher and 
Editor. He was attached with monthly 'Rafiq-e-ManziV (an organ 
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of SIO) for three and half years as editor. During his editorship a 
special issue of Rafiq-e-Manzil entitled 'Mutalah' number became 
most popular in readers. Besides, he has contributed several 
articles to other Journals too. Presently, he is an editor to monthly 
'Hijab'^^ and director for Arab Islamic Research Academy. He is 
associated with some other local and national societies too. He 
was a member for SIO since 1988 and in 2002 he became basic 
member of Jama'at-i-Islami Hind. Mawlana has participated in 
dozens of national and international seminars and conferences. 
Mawlana Ishtiyaque Alam Falahi^^ completed Fadhilah in Jamia 
in 1996. He was appointed as teacher at Jamia just after 
completion of Fadhilah. Which, he served for a period of two 
years. Thereafter he moved towards Jamia Misbahul 'Ultlm and is 
as teacher therein. He has contributed many articles to some 
Journals. Besides, he is working as vice principal therein. 
Apart from these Falahi graduates and scholars there are so 
many eminent writers, researchers, scholars, translators, da'wah 
workers, physicians, medical practitioners and educationists and 
social workers of who got high repute from their respective fields 
literary as well as Da'wah. Such as: 
Writers translators and Da'wah workers: Mawlana Zafar Ahmad 
Athari Falahi, Muhammad Tariq Farqaleet, Mawlana Shabbir 
Ahmad Falahi (Madhnapar Azamgarh), Mawlana Tariq Ahsan 
(Gaya), Mawlana Jamil Ahmad, Mawlana Ansar Ahmad (Late), 
Mawlana Muhammad Yaqub (Siwan), Mawlana Muhammad 
Mahfooz Khan (Bhopal), Mawlana Habib Ahmad Jamali, Mawlana 
Muhammad Yasin Patail, Mawlana Sarfaraz Ahmad (Rajisthan), 
Mawlana Muhammad Naeem (Rajasthan), Mawlana Jabril Ammeen 
Saeedi, Mawlana Khalid Saifullah, Mawlana Khursihid Ahmad, 
Mawlana Abdul Aziz Salafi, Mawlana Muhammad Ahmad 
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(Sewan), Mawlana Mazhar Sayyid Alam, Mawlana Abdul Haleem, 
Mawlana Abdul Hai (Gaya), Mawlana Muzamil Hussain, Mawlana 
Ghulam Nabi, Mawlavi Muhammad Amin, Mawlana Shahid Badr, 
Mawlana Hasan Habib, Mawlana Javaid Ashraf, Mawlana Abdul 
Bar Athari and Mawlana Afkar Ahmad Falahi, Dr. Malik Faisal, 
Mawlana Mohiuddin Ghazi and others. 
Some of the researchers prominent in different fields, produced 
Ph.D. in different disciplines are Dr. Malik Wasim Ahmad (Jamia 
Hamdard New Delhi), Dr. Muhammad Arshad (Jamia Millia 
Islamia, New Delhi) Dr. Amanullah Fahad (Jamia Millia Islamia, 
New Delhi), Dr. Muhammad Irshad (JMI), Dr. Rashid Ahmad 
(Urdu JMI), Dr. Rizwan Ahmad, Dr. Tariq Jamil (Arabic, AMU), 
Dr. Athar Kamal (Arabic AMU), Dr. Athar Mustaqimi (Arabic, 
AMU), Dr. Mohiuddin Sajid (Arabic AMU) Dr. Abu Nasr (Arabic 
AMU), Dr. Tabriz Ahmad (Education), Dr. Nisar Ahmad (Urdu, 
AMU), Dr. Faizur Rahman, Dr. Nawshad Alam (Urdu, AMU) and 
Dr. Umar Farooq (Arabic, AMU), Dr. Farhan Ahmad economics , 
(Islamabad Pakistan) etc. 
Besides, a number of Falahi graduates after completion of 
Alimyah or FadhTlah from Jamia obtained BUMS courses and some 
did M.D also. The list of these Falahi graduates is very long. Of 
them we will mention here the names of some prominent one Dr. 
Athar Reyhan who did practice for fifteen years in Saudi Arabia 
and later on returned back to his native country. He established an 
educational institute of religious cum modern at Jagdesh pur 
(Sultanpur, Lucknow). Like wise many Falahi graduates after 
completion of BUMS or M.D engaged theirselves in medical 
practice and some opened their private clinics too. The other 
prominent Falahi medical practioners are Dr. Muhammad Tariq 
Ahsan Falahi (MD. 1993) Dr. Abdul Qawi Falahi (BUMS AMU), 
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Dr. Muhammad Younis Falahi (Bussawal Maharastra) Dr. Abu Zar 
Falahi (M.D. 2002, presently in practice at Delhi), Dr. Muhammad 
Tariq (Poona Tibbiya College), Dr. Abrar Ahmad Falahi 
(Azamgarh) and Dr. Najma Jalil, Dr. Malik Faisal (Presently 
Working as President of SIO) etc. 
The works, books and papers written by Falahi graduates in all the 
fields are very rich and informative. These books are related to 
STrah of prophet (PBUH), biographies of companions, pious men, 
thinkers, religious leaders, hero's of Muslim world, trends, 
movements and other social, religious and political fields, provide 
a vivid account of the concerned fields. Some of the books dealt 
with education, Qur'anic Studies and Tarbiyah providing rich 
information about many areas. The greatest contributions has been 
made in the fields of 1) Education, Teaching and Research 2) 
Writing and Translation (deals with all the aspects of human life 
and Islamic Science, 3) Da'wah and Reformation of Society and 4) 
Islamic Journalism etc. The graduates of Jamaitul Falah took 
endless pains in collecting the data, test and compact its accuracy. 
Their style of writing in every language Arabic, Urdu, Hindi and 
English is simple, elegant and generally with fair and impartial 
criticism. 
The areas which the works of Falahi graduates dealt deeply 
are education, Qur'an, HadJth, Fiqh, Tasawwuf, modern 
challenges, ibadat, Mamlat, day to day problems, politics, 
economics, world major religions other than Islam, Trends, 
Movements, Call and Guidance, {Da'wah), Reformation and 
Reconstruction of Millah etc. Falahi graduates have contributed 
widely in their fields of interest and areas of choice. They have 
written a number of books on various aspects of these areas. They 
have made their considerable contribution in each and every field 
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of Islamic learning. This is amply clear from the writings of the 
graduates of Jamia that they have versatile interests. Their 
perspective is wide ranging and covers almost every aspect of 
Islam. They also made worthwhile contribution in Islamic arts and 
sciences through their translations. In the country the number of 
Falahi brethren is at top to comparison it with that of the products 
of other Islamic Institutions. For this noble cause (cause of Islam) 
Falahi brethren are active by one or other way. 
A good number of Falahi brethren have devoted their lives 
for this purpose. They are working for Islam and Islamic 
awakening in the whole world far and wide by day and night. 
Some Falahi brothers have engaged themselves to spread 
education (Islamic as well as modern) and they are running the 
institutions with a well-balanced syllabus of old and new (on the 
pattern of Jamia) at their own feet, some are serving the humanity 
by Medical practice, Social work and pen. The Falahi graduates 
are spread all over the world. 
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(Bihar, now Jhankhand) founded by Late Anisuddin Ahmad (Ex-
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AmJr-i-Halqah Jami'at-e-Islami, West Bihar) in 1960. Mawlana 
famed a course of studies there and started teaching in an 
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(Abdul Bar Athari Falahi, Zikr-i-Jalil in Hayat-e-Nau October, 
1998, pp. 30-30). 
26. Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi, interview, February 6, 2002. 
27. Mawlavi Abdul Haque was a learned man of high calibre of his 
time in Azamgarh District. 
28. Madarasah al Najah, an old madrasah is presently affiliated with 
Jami 'atul Falah. 
29. In Calcutta his father Muhammad Habib was deweling in 
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Ahmad Islahi, March 6, 2002, Friday, Darul 'Ulilm NadM'atiil 
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34. The title of his poem was 'NikJ Ke Janbaz Sipahi.' 
35. His father Mr. Wakil Ahmad was a peasant by profession. 
36. Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi, interview. 
37. Mawlana Abu'l Makarim Falahi (Dildar Ahmad) was born as 15"' 
January 1948, in Rampur U.P. His father Maqsood Ahmad was a 
general merchant by profession, Mawlana received his early 
education at his native place in Markazi Darsghah Islami 
Rampur. Thereafter he proceded to Jamia Kashiful 'Uliim 
Chitarpur (Hazari Bagh, Bihar). 
38. Mawlana Rahmatullah Athari Falahi Madani was born on October 
10, 1947, in the village Damala, Darbhanga, Bihar in an educated 
family. Presently, Damala is included in Madhubani District. His 
father Shaykh Qamarul Huda was an Imam of a mosque and had a 
medical store of indigenous system. He died in 1983. Mawlana's 
grandfather Hafiz Muhammad Yasin was a well-known figure 
who established first theological institution in his area under the 
name of Darsgah Mahmudul 'Ulfim in Damala, which flourished 
under his brother Mawlana Muhammad Idris. Mawlana Athari 
received his early education from same institution. After which 
he proceeded to Madrasatul Islah for acquiring higher education. 
But in 1961 due to some unfavorable conditions he left for 
Jamiatur Rashad (Azamgarh) and passed "Alimiyah (T' and 11"'') 
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therein. Then he proceeded to Jamiatul Falah, in 1963 and took 
admission in "Alimiyah 3"* year. 
39. Mawlana Muhammad Imran Khan son of Muhammad Kamil Khan 
was born on 2"** October 1950 in the town Bilariganj. His 
ancestors had come to town from Khayruddinpur. He started his 
educational career with standard I" in Jamia in 1956, when it 
was known by Maktab Islamia and the functionaries were 
thinking about its progress and extension of Jamia and it was 
instituted as the higher seat of Islamic learning with a well 
fusion of religious and modern education. Mawlana has proud 
that the institution and Mawlana both creep together to achieve 
the goal of development and enlighten future. 
40. Mawlana MatiuUah was born on 20"* December 1945 in Sulanjoot 
Basti U.P. Sulanjoot at present falls in Sidharat Nagar District 
His father Mr. QadratuUah was teacher in a primary school who 
in later age impressed with the programme of Jama'at-i-Islami 
Hind and resigned from Government Services. Mawlana acquired 
his early education from his native village in a government 
primary school. After primary he proceeded to Ziyaul 'Ulum 
Jakhahiha (This institution was founded by his father in 1955 
and the syllabus and curriculum in vogue at the institution was 
same as prepared by Jamd'at-i-lslami Hind, prevailing in Makazi 
Darsgah Rampur). Mawlana proceeded to Jami 'atur Rashad 
Azamgarh for higher education in 1963 where he passed 
'Alimiyah 1st year. After one year he rushed towards Jami 'atul 
Falah and took admission there in 2"'' year of 'Alimiyah in 1964. 
41. Mawlana Noor Muhammad Falahi bin Abdul Jabbar was born in 
Zamin Rasoolpore a nearby village to town Bilariaganj on lO"' of 
September 1952. He received his early education at Madrasah al 
Najah Zamin Rasoolpore. 
42. Aftab Alam Falahi, Noor Muhammad Falahi Aik Nazar Main, 
Hayat-e-Nau May-June 2000, p. 14. 
43. Ibid. 
44. Mawlana Nasim Ahmad Ghazi was born in 1951 in Gaziabad in a 
Hindu family. His father's name was Manghal Sain. In the age of 
infancy Mawlana lost his father. After the death of Manghal Sain 
a radical change came into his family. Allah blessed upon the 
members of the family and Nasim Ghazi's mother and elder 
brother embraced Islam and thus the whole family was converted 
to be Muslims. Nasim Ahmad Ghazi received his early education 
in his hometown and thereafter his brother sent him to Jami 'atul 
Falah in 1966 for the acquiring of Islamic Education. 
45. Mawlana, Nasim Ahmad Ghazi, interview on 25"" March 2003 at 
Delhi. 
46. The aims and objectives of al-Falah are to help the poor and 
needy Muslims and to make their educational standard healthy 
and the serving of mosques (/6/i/). 
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47. Mawlana Abdul Haque was born on Friday 21"' May 1951 at 
Ramwapur (District Basti) UP . in an educated family. Ramwapur 
Village falls at present in District Siddharth Nagar. His father 
Mawlana Muhammad Yusuf was Hakim (Physician) by profession 
Abdul Haque obtained elementary education in a primary school 
of his home village. After S**" primary he was admitted in a Hindi 
Medium Middle school in a nearby village, where from he passed 
middle exam in 1965. During his early age he studied Yasarana 
al Our'an and Parah Am (last part of Our'an) under his father at 
his home. 
The cause responsible for his early attachment with Islamic 
movement was his family background, as his father was attached 
with Jamid'at-i-Islami. Mawlana got a number of chances to 
attend the conventions of Jamid'at-i-Islami, District Azamgarh. 
49. Tafhim al Qur'dn is a famous Urdu translation and commentary 
of holy Qur'dn written by Mawlana Abu'l 'A ia Mawdudi, a 
great thinker and eminent scholar of Indian soil. 
50. Khalid Hamidi was born in Rampur on 5"" February 1956. His 
father Sayyid Hamid Ali was a well-known figure for many 
aspects like, education, scholarship and Da'wat-o-TahrTk. 
Dr.Hamidi received his early education at Rampur thereafter he 
proceeded to Jami'atul Falah for theological studies. 
51. Mawalana Tariq Ikramullah was born iT^ July 1956 in Rampur 
(U.P.). His father IslamuUah Prayme, a talented poet, was a 
teacher in Markazi Darsgah Rampur. Mawlana received early 
education from the same institution. 
52. In Ideal Public School, Modern Education is imparted on Islamic 
lines from Kindergarten (K.G.) to 5*** primary. 
53. Fatima Vocational Centre was established in 1988 at Okhla, New 
Delhi where the training of different vocational courses are 
available for Muslim girls. 
54. Mawlana Amir Ahsan was born on T' Janaury, 1959 in village 
Calhvi Bansi (Siddharth Nagar) U.P. His father Showkat Ali was 
a businessman by profession. He received his early education in 
his home village. Thereafter he joined Madrasah Mazharul 
'Ultlm Awsan Kuyiyan (Damariaganj). 
55. Jami'atus Salehat is an Arabic theological institution for girls 
situated in Bansi Siddharth Nagar (U.P.) India Muslim girls from 
the distant corners of India are flocked to quench their 
educational thirst in it. The educational set up of this institution 
is based on two stages, thdnavi (Middle) and A 'Id (higher). 
Middle stage, is of two years duration i.e. standard six. While as 
higher stage is divided into two sub stages 'Alimiyah and 
Fadhilah of five and two year's duration. This institution is 
affiliated with Jami'atul Falah. Courses of studies and 
curriculum are same as in KulliyatuI Bandt of Jamia. The 
institution has both the ladies and gents teachers on its staff 
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(This author visited Jami'atus Salehat and stayed there in for 
four days from June 30, 2003 to July 3, 2003). 
56. Jami'atul Hague Salafia Bansi is an Educational Institute 
providing education upto standard eight. 
57. Jamia Islamia Tilkahana is a famous seat of learning in 
Siddharth Nagar U.P. from the very beginning and is affiliated 
with Jami 'atul Falah. 
58. Rizwan Ahmad Falahi was born on November 7, 1958 in Rampur 
(U.P.). His father Mawlana Sadruddin Islahi was an excellent 
Islamic Scholar, topmost writer, author and an active worker and 
member of Islamic movement. Mawlana received his early 
education at home under his father. 
59. Mawlana was born on T* July 1956 in village Belasha (Siddharth 
Nagar U.P.). He received his primary education in a maktab of 
his native village. 
60. Hafiz Muhammad Ismail son of Muhammad Alam was born on T' 
January 1956 in District Siwan (Bihar). His father was a teacher 
Hafiz ji received his early education at home and studied for 
some time in Madrasah of Chitterpur Hazahi Bagh, Bihar. He 
memorized holy Qtir 'an at an early age at home. 
61. Mawlana Izhar Ahmad Falahi son of Muhammad Hanief was born 
on 17"' November 1958 in Babhnauli (Gorakhpur). He received 
his early education at his native village and some secondary 
education from Markazi Darsgah Rampur. 
62. Dr. Muhammad Ishaque was born on 1"' January 1959 in Ranipur 
(Siwan, Bihar). His father Muhammad Alam is an educationist 
who opened several maktabs in his area and engaged himself in 
teaching. Dr. Ishaque received his early education in a Darsgah 
Islami (probably founded by his father) in Bhaghalpur and 
thereafter some middle education from a govt, school of nearby 
village. 
63. Mawlana Khalid was born on 13"" April, 1958in Shippur 
(Calcutta). He received his early education at Ballia Nurpur 
Ratsr Ta'mir-i'Millat. 
64. Dr. Obaidullah Fahad was born on 6"* February 1960 in 
Balrampur District of (U.P.). He received his primary education 
at his native place. 
65. Hafiz Ehsanul Haque bin Shamsuddin was born in October 1954 
in Mau Aima District Allahabad. He memorized the Holy Our'an 
by heart in Madarash Amvarul 'Ulfim MauAima at his early age 
in a period of three years and received some basic Arabic 
education from the same institution for two years and thereafter 
he proceeded to Jamia. 
66. Hakim Abdul Bari was born on T' January 1958 at Jamal Joat 
(Damariaganj) Siddharth Nagar U.P. His father Muhammad 
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Qasim was a businessman by profession. Hakim Bari received his 
elementary education in a Maktab in his native village. 
67. Faizan Ahmad bin Tawheed Ahmad Khan was born on 26"" 
August 1959 in Phoolpore town Azamgarh U.P. He received his 
early education at Najamul 'Ulfim, Phoolpore. 
68. Dr. Ishtiyaque Danish was born on 13'*' February 1960 in village 
Nasirpur, Azamgarh (U.P. 
69. This Journal is published bi-annually by the lOS. 
70. Studies In Islam is a bi-annual journal of Jamia Haindard (New 
Delhi). 
71. Islamic Movement was the Urdu organ of SIMI, Students Islamic 
Movement of India. Focus was a monthly bulletin on Christian 
Relations Published by Islamic Foundation, Leicester U.K. 
72. Mufti Sabahuddin Malik was born on T' February 1959 in Narhat 
District Nawabad (Bihar). His father Khalilur Rahman was (a 
teacher at Madrasatul Islah. He received his early education at a 
Maktab at his native village and some from Jamia Islamia 
NewJani (town) District Anaw (Bihar). 
73. Jamia Misbahul 'Ulum Chaukonia was founded by Haji Shafaat 
Ali Chaudhari and Haji Zameer Allah Chaudhri in 1964 with 
Hafiz Abdul Rauf as its first teacher. Upto 1968 it was provided 
education of Our'anic recitation only and from 1968 it was 
provided education upto standard V"* with the passage of time 
this institution creep slowly to its goal. In this way it got 
affiliated with Jami'atuI Falah in 1986. Presently the institution 
is providing education upto 'Alimiyah standard from Nursery. In 
syllabus, curriculum and other rules and regulation Mishbahul 
'Uliim follows the footsteps of Jami'atuI Falah. The institution 
is spread over 13 Beghas of land with attractive building of 54 
rooms. The students from distant parts of India and Nepal are 
studying in this institution (Information collected on spot by this 
author on his visit to Jamia Misbahul 'Ulum on July 3, 2003). 
74. Md. Sami Akhtar was born on 15"" of December 1965. 
75. Dr. Gufran Ahmad son of Masud Alam was born in 25 December 
1964, in village Chhihin (Azamgarh). His father was a TabJh 
(Physician) in a government hospital. He received his early 
education in a primary school of his native village. 
76. Mawlana Inamullah son of Muhammad Hadis was born on 3'^ '' 
July 1963 in Jeetpur (Siddharth Nagar). His father was a primary 
school teacher. He received his in education upto S**" standard 
from his native village. 
77. Dr. Towqueer Alam was born on January 10, 1965 in Kromatthu 
village of District Oraya (Bihar). 
78. Mawlana WalliuUah Saiedi bin Abdullah Saiedi was born on May 
6, 1968, in Akbarpur Jamuni (Bansi, Siddarth Nagar) in a 
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scholarly family. His father and grandfather were excellent 
scholars. Both of his parents were the basic members of Jama at-
i-Islami. He received his early education at Maktab, Jamia 
Islamia Akbarpur Jammumunt. He studied holy Our'an, Tajvid 
and religious books under his father. 
79. Mawlana Anis Ahmad bin Abdul Hamid was born in Naseerpur, 
Azamgarh, in 1969. He received his early education in Maktab of 
Nasirpur. 
80. Dr. Anjum Ara daughter of Shaykh Tawwab Ahmad was born on 
15"* August 1969 at Bilariaganj (Azamgarh). 
81. Dr. Ziauddin Malik was born on 25*'' July 1968 in Bihar. 
82. Dr. EhsanuUah Fahad was born on l " March 1970 in a village of 
Balrampur District. 
83. Shamshad Husain Falahi was born in 25*'* June 1973 in Kazimpur 
District (Bijnore). His ancestors were ironmogers (black smith) 
and later on they adopted NajarJ (Carpentery). His father Habib 
Ahmad is a farmer. Shamshad Hussain received his early 
education in Maktab of his native village and secondary 
education from Markazi Darsgah Islami, Rampur. 
84. Late Mayil Khairabadi started Hijab and after his demise Hijah 
received the patronage of Dr. Ibni Faridi (late). 
85. Mawlana Ishtiyaque Alam was born on February 27, 1978 in 
Ranchi (Jharkhand). His father Shafiq Alam Falahi a graduate of 
Jami'attil Falah (obtained Fadhilah in 1969) is a government 
servant. Mawlana Ishtiyaque received his early education in a 
Maktab of native village. 
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Conclusion 
Jami'atul Falah is foremost reformist educational 
institution, where students are taught Islamic subjects and the 
subjects of modern humanities instigate them to face challenges of 
modern times and to provide lead in developing curricula, which 
might motivate social welfare. It was founded about 90 years ago 
as a maktab by two nobles Ali Ahmad Khan and Munshi Lai 
Mohammad Khan with the full support of the residents of the town 
Bilariaganj (Azamgarh U.P.). Upto 1956, maktab provided of 
education upto standard two or three. In the beginning of 1956, 
some of the authorities and prudent of the town (Bilariaganj) felt 
the need of the time to promote the maktab which was recognized 
as Maktab Islamia or Maktab Imdadia. On 20"^ June 1956, finally 
in an open session a band of intelligentsia decided to launch a 
complete project and movement for the promotion of education on 
Islamic lines in the town. In the same session administrative and 
educational committees were formed and a very short constitution 
got approved and the name of the maktab was changed to 
Madrasah Islamia. Classes II^^ IV"' and V" were added to 
Madrasah in 1956, 1957 and 1958 respectively. In 1959, class 
VIl"* was opened and some Arabic and religious books were 
introduced in Madrasah Islamia and it became 'Jamia Islamia.' 
The inhabitants of the town (Bilariaganj) in general used to 
attach and associate themselves with the movement of extension of 
'Jamia' and the 'promotion of learning' in the town but Hakim 
Mohammad Ayyub, Mawlavi Mohammad Isa and Dr. Khalil Ahmad 
were the soul and heart of it. On one hand their associates and 
companions co-operated with them and Allah's Mercy and Grace 
poured down on Jamia on the other. It was the time that the lovers 
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of Jamia were endeavoring for its progress. They wanted to make 
it a highest seat of Islamic learning where the arrangements of 
Oriental as well as Modern education would be available. In the 
mean time. \ group of learned scholars came from Madrasalul 
Islah and joiied therein. The Islahi scholars moulded the Jamia to 
Islamic sphert Later on Jamia's name was changed to 'Jami'atul 
Falah' in 19G. With the arrival of these learned scholars, 
'Alimyah T' wa opened. In 1964 the 'Alimiyah T' got promoted to 
"Alimiyah H"**. i the same year Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi 
and Mawlana Adul Haseeb Islahi brought their students from 
Purnia (Bihar) an Jami 'atur Rashad (Azamgarh) and the classes 
'Alimiyah III' anciv'** were also opened. Later on, Mawlana Jalil 
Ahsan Nadvi (19111998) came, accompanied by his students and 
thus Fadhilah clasis T* and II"'' were also added to Jami'and 
Falah in 1965 and 1^ 6 respectively. 
During the 1st 35 years Jamia has witnessed commendable 
growth and haveittracted attention of Muslim society of the 
whole country. Stents have flocked to Jamia from every corner 
of the country, le ever-increasing strength of students is a 
measure of-^aw/asuccess. At present Jamia has a total number 
of 4780 (Four thand seven hundreds and eighty) students, of 
them 1870 (One tsand eight hundred and seventy) are boys and 
2940 (two thousanine hundred and forty) are girls. A force of 
135 (one hundread thirty five), male and female teachers, 70 
(seventy) non-teaig staff members and 50 (fifty) dining hall 
workers are all tiembers of this mighty institution. Every year 
a large number o|)licants return disappointed, as Jamia cannot 
accommodate theie to its limitations. So, to say in a way that 
the valuable rem of Mawlana Sayyid Abu'l A'la Mawdudi 
(1903-1979) has proved that, "The Muadhin (call giver) of 
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Jami'atul Falah has voiced so loudly that in future it would 
complain that the space is getting increasingly congested due to 
the abundance of worshipers." 
To educate and bring up the Muslims on Islamic lines, so as 
to inculcate in the new generation, the real Islamic spirit and to 
make them living embodiments of the distinctive Islamic traits of 
human personalities. At the same time emphatically gird them up 
with modern knowledge so that they could guard themselves 
against heretic ideologies and materialistic out-look and with their 
reasonable logical approach they could put forth Islam before 
others as an ideal way of life and beneficial to mankind and who 
could work with compassion for the reconstruction of Muslim 
Ummah and country, were the basic objectives behind the 
establishment of Jami'atul Falah. 
With regard to the reform and updating the syllabi of 
traditional institutions in accordance with changing needs and to 
eradicate the conflict of Muslim sects and groups on religious 
issues, Jamia achieved an identity and individuality, which one 
cannot deny. A well-balanced syllabi for primary as well as 
higher-classes has been developed with special emphasis on the 
Qur'an and the Sunnah, Qur'an has got a central position in the 
curriculum of Jamia. Modern subjects are also taught but in the 
light of Islam. All the subjects of Junior High School are taught in 
the middle classes along with the Qur'an and Islamic studies. The 
education is imparted in such a way that the students may become 
broad-minded and foresighted enough to carry on programs of 
social reform and reconstruction, proclaim loudly Allah's 
commands and can work for Islamic revivalism. 
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Jami'atul Falah from the very beginning of its establishment 
in sixties started a new educational experiment by reforming the 
courses of studies. It has since then, endeavoured to create 
healthy, disciplined and inspiring atmosphere for children to grow 
and develop free from sectarian. Great stress is laid on the 
student's developing skills and capabilities, vital to take in the 
role of moral leadership and to contribute to the transformation of 
society. Besides, it places great emphasis on character building 
and enabling the students to take initiative in creating peaceful 
and productive atmosphere. All the religious institutions, old or 
new, however, raised the slogan of the combination and well-
balanced fusion since then after establishment of Nadwattil 'Ulama 
but only Jami 'atul Falah proved it practically to a large extent. As 
sustained effort was made by the functionaries of Jamia to reframe 
the courses of studies prevalent in Arabic cum religious 
madarashs. The courses of studies of Jamia were revised several 
times. Jamia is the first Islamic institution of India to incorporate 
the experts from both the extremes i.e.. Oriental and Modern in its 
academic council {Majlis Ta'lTmi). These experts provide their 
scholarly and expert opinions, discuss and consider the syllabi and 
curriculum in the sessions of academic council and finally make 
the syllabi upto date after every two or three years. Jamia as a 
matter of fact has never had content on its drafting of syllabi and 
curriculum but it has always welcomed the expert opinions at 
every stage in order to save Jamia from insert-ness. Moreover, 
Jamia has introduced social sciences, like economics political 
science, civics, geography, education and languages like Urdu, 
English and Hindi in its curriculum for the first time in the history 
of religious educational institutions. 
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Jamia played an important role in improving understanding 
among the 'Ulama, scholars and learned men of different schools 
of thought. It has always invited the scholars, teachers and 
educationists of different oriental and modern universities, 
educational institutions and trends like Darul 'Ulfim Deoband, 
Darul 'Ulum Nadwatul 'Ulama, Aligarh Muslim University, Jamia 
Millia Islamia and Salafia institutions etc. who delivered lectures 
on different topics pertaining to various branches and areas of 
studies. In these extensive lectures and general speeches, the 
lectures of Mawlana Abul Hasan AH Nadvi, Dr. Taqiuddin Nadvi 
Mazahiri, Dr. Taqiuddin Hilali Marakashi, Dr. Abdul Saboor 
Marzooq, Shaykh Muhammad Majzoob, Dr. Saeedur Rahman 
Azmi, Shaykh Salih bin Abdur Rahman Mazroo, Dr. Mahmood 
Muhammad Tautawi. Mawlana Abdus Salam Qidwai, Dr. 
Nejatullah Siddiqui, Dr. Ziaur Rahman Umari Azmi, Prof. 
Muhammad Yasin Mazhar Siddiqui, and Dr. Kauther Yazdani, Mr. 
Sayyid Hamid are deserving special mention. 
Jamia for the first time is the history of madrasahs of India 
had organized two seminars of national level in which the leading 
scholars, educationists and reputed personalities and learned men 
participated and presented their valuable opinions through paper 
reading. These seminars were held at Jamia in February 1988 and 
October 1992 entitled by DJni Madaris Aur Unke Masa'il 
(Religious Educational Institutions and Their Problems) and Mulk-
o-Millat KT Ta'mir Aur Dini Madaris (Reconstruction of Muslim 
Ummah and the Country: The Role of Madaris). The scholars met 
with each other in these programs and tried to study and analyze 
basic problems and challenges, which these institutions 
(madrasahs) have to face. This was the first attempt of its kind to 
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remove the dichotomy of religious and secular education systems 
that is at present operative in various Muslim institutions. 
Jamia was the first of its kind to introduce a complete, 
separate and successful parallel educational setup for girls. This 
happened in 1965-66. Presently it deals with the separate 
educational programs from Kindergarten (K.G.) to Fadhilah 
courses with the arrangements of specialization courses too. As it 
is incumbent upon the daughters of Ummah of this glorious era to 
be fully versed in the various branches of knowledge, in sciences 
and the arts and all the wonders of this pre-eminent time that they 
may then educate their children and train them from their earliest 
days in the ways of perfection. It has developed a comprehensive 
curriculum that empowers women by providing the requisite 
knpwledge and skills to improve their lives and those of their 
families and their communities in which they live. Adopting a 
holistic approach to socio-economic development, the Jamia offers 
long and short term courses in literary, environmental and 
vocational skills such as tailoring, house holding and computer 
training. 
The female graduates of Jamia are scattered over each and 
every corner of the country. Undoubtedly, the society is benefited 
with the ability and character of these lady graduates directly. 
Jamia played an effective role in spreading the religious as 
well as modern education, which consequently has significant 
impact in the socio-political history of Muslims of India. This 
institution has produced a galaxy of scholars who figured in the 
top ranks in the various fields of society. There has been kept up a 
steady expansion in the range of its academic activities and its 
fame together with that of its teachers for their high learning and 
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moral integrity and specialized skills in the studies of the Qur'an, 
Hadith, Theology and modern subjects. No one can deny its 
individually and that its influence is widespread at national as 
well as international level. Students have travelled far and wide, 
and it earned the international repute. The statements and valuable 
remarks given by the different intellectuals and prominent leading 
figures of Muslim world on their visits to Jamia. 
1) "I founded Jami'atul Falah more lofty and greater 
than what I had imagined and I expect that this 
institution would do good to the youth of the 
Ummah in ages to come." (Mawlana Abul Hasan 
Ali Nadvi). 
2) ''Jami'atul Falah has reached the high peak of the 
greatness rapidly and it deserves a place among 
the famous and eminent Islamic institutions in the 
country."(Mawlana Abu'l Laith Islahi). 
3) 'Jami'atul Falah is unique in imparting Qur'an, 
Hadith and the Arabic literature. Moreover, it 
provides a valuable knowledge of modern 
sciences to its students (Mawlana Sirajul Hassan). 
4) 'Undoubtedly, this institution is a great fort in 
India and guards Islam and Islamic doctrines 
against all threats'. (Shaykh Yusuf al Qardhawi). 
On merits of pioneering role in the field of education and 
disciplining in Islamic lines Jamia is recognised by prominent 
Universities in India and abroad. Unlike other Madrasahs, Jamia 
has always tried to have its staff well trained. From the very 
beginning of its establishment, orientation camps are being 
organized. As, trained staff is an important need of an institution. 
In this direction, Jamia organized an Orientation camp on June 15, 
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1962. The camp lasted for 15 days. Late Mr. Afzal Hussain was 
the Director and Expert of the Orientation programme. This was a 
major camp of teachers training of its kind in Jamia. 
Another Orientation camp especially meant for lady teachers 
of Jami'atul Falah's Girls section {Kulliyatul Banat) and that of 
the affiliated institutions sponsored by Falah-i-Am Society (U.P.). 
The camp started on T' September 1993 and ended on 30"" 
September 1993. 
For the welfare of students and their physical fitness too, 
Jamia carries out short-term courses and workshops. These camps 
and short-term courses are comparable with that organized in the 
modern schools of our country. Scouting camp, organized from 
20^ *' to 30*'' September 1993 was a rafter of this chain in which a 
large number of students were trained. Efforts are being made 
there in to awaken the students physically side by side of their 
studies. 
The graduates of Jamia are creeping rapidly parallel to the 
students of modern institutions in government services and Jobs of 
high ranks too. They are well aware of the modern day 
developments and are competent enough in the different fields-
whether it is teaching and preaching of Islam or defending it on 
intellectual grounds against its critics. In this way, the Falahi 
graduates have been fulfilling the dreams of the founders through 
their awareness of the modern thought and the emerging problems 
by the virtue of their reformed syllabi and intelligent training. It is 
well known that the Jamia through its distinguished existence has 
produced no small number of very able scholars, who have done 
excellent work in research, reformation, education, translation 
writing, Da'wah and other valuable fields of Islamic learning, not 
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only in India but also in foreign countries. For sharpening the 
ideas and minds of teachers, students and the products of Jamia, 
old boys of Jamia have formed an old Boys Association (Anjuman 
Talaba Qadim), which aims to work for the progress and 
development of Jamia. It publishes an Academic journal under the 
name 'Hayat-e-Nau. 
The products of Jamia rendered admirable services in 
imparting and propagation of the Islamic learning and religious 
sciences. Hundreds of works and notable books have been 
authorised by them contain invaluable research material on 
different areas of Islamic learning, held an important place in the 
intellectual circles. 
Jami'atul Falah, however, is a modern religious institution, 
which has a central position and a highest rank in the circle of 
religious seminaries. The following measures, however, are 
suggested to improve the standard and situation: 
1) Regarding the curriculum and the educational setup, it may 
be recommended that matriculation as per the government 
education system (English, Mathematics, General Science 
and Environmental Studies etc.) along with Islamic teachings 
before initiating 'Alimiyah course should be compulsorily 
introduced in-order to create high school level modern 
educational abilities among the students. The students who 
pass this course, may be provided an option to go to oriental 
stream or secular one (Academic or Professional). 
2) Students and teachers have a significant role in an 
educational institution. So far as the teachers of Jamia are 
concerned they enjoy full respect and dignity vis-a-vis their 
students, the functionaries and administrators. Economically 
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their conditions are, however, far from satisfaction. It is 
most important to see that their remuneration and 
honorarium are properly improved. It is also desirable that 
certain facilities like provident fund, pension and many other 
allowances etc. enjoyed by their counterparts in modern 
institutions should also be extended to some extent to them. 
3) Physical education, however, is generally seen as peripheral 
activities in the curriculum of madrasahs. In the changed 
circumstances, greater emphasis should be laid on physical 
education in order to make the students tough and hard. In 
Jamia, there are no such proper arrangements for physical 
exercises, picnics, excursion and games, which are the part 
and parcel of education. There is also scope for the 
improvement in these things. Improvements in this direction 
will help the students to achieve co-ordination between their 
body and brain. 
4) The Library of Jami'atul Falah is very rich in its collection. 
The library has the collection of rare books and few precious 
manuscripts. But they are in deplorable condition. Properly 
trained librarians who could maintain them on modern 
library techniques should be employed. The library is not 
catalogued in a proper way, with the result that the books, 
which are of immense value are laying their un utilized. 
Collection of books donated by some teachers and lovers of 
Jamia are in worst condition. Lack of arrangements for their 
maintenance seems therein. Following measures are 
suggested to improve the situation. 
I. Books should be properly classified and catalogued and be made 
available to the students and research scholars. 
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II. Maintenance of these books requires special attention and the 
attention should also be given to the proper preservation of the 
manuscripts and the rare books. 
III. There should be at least a trained librarian accompanied by 
sufficient staff members. 
IV. Reading room has not sufficient accommodation and up to date 
seating arrangement. 
V. Hostels of Jamia also deserve special attention; it is however, 
quite good and in many respects better than its counter parts in 
secular schools and institutions. Moreover, there are some other 
aspects such as food distribution and fixation of mess hours, 
which require the same improvement. Dining hall plays a vital 
role in hostels. Room service of food and meals can make 
students dull and lazy. Special attention may be paid to the use 
of dining hall and the students should be given the chance to 
maintain the balance themselves. 
VI. It is suggested that all the matters pertaining to administration, 
teachers, hostels, library, history of Jamia, old boys and other 
relevant aspects should be included in the annual reports of 
Jamia. These reports should be supplied not only to the donors 
and contributors to the institution found but also to the old boys 
so that the institution may maintain a permanent contact with 
them. 
I would also like to draw the attention of authorities of this 
institution to the fact that they should take special care of its 
statistics and preserve its important records for future use of 
scholars. The list of the products along with their past history 
should readily be available. 
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Appendix - I 
List of Nuzama'i A'la (Directors) of Jami'atul Falah 
1. Mr. Ali Ahmad Khan 1914-1927 Manager 
Maktaba 
Islamia 
2. Mr. Muhammad Hanief 1927-1954 Maktaba 
Khan Islamia 
3. HajT Amanatullah 1954-1956 Maktaba 
Islamia 
4. Mr. Abdul Majid Khan 1956-1960 Manager 
Madrasah 
Islamia 
5. HajT Muhammad Ikram Khan 1960-1963 Nazim Jamia 
(Pradhan) Islamia and 
Jami'atul Falal 
6. Dr. Khalil Ahmad 1963 March 13, Nazim 
1969 Jami'atul Falal 
7. Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi March 14, 1969 
to Sep. 13, 
1969 
8. Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi Sep. 14, 1969 to 
Nov.7, 1972 
9. Mawlana Muhammad Isa Nov.8, 1972 to 
Dec.7, 1979 
10. Mawlana Abu'l Laith Islahi Dec.8, 1979 to 
Nov.17, 1981 
11. Mawlana Muhammad Isa Nov. 17, 1981 to 
Apr.18, 1982 
12. Mawlana Sadruddin Islahi Apr.18, 1982 to 
May.3, 1990 
13. Dr. Khalil Ahmad May.3, 1990to 
Jan.24, 1993 
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14. HajT Abdul Matin Jan.24, 1993 to 
Dec.27, 1995 
15. Mawlana Jalaluddin Unsui" Dec.27, 1995 to 
Umri* Dec.19, 1996 
16. Dr. Khalil Ahmad Dec. 19, 1996 to 
May.25, 2000 
17. Mawlana Abu'l Baqa' Nadvi May.25, 2000 
on wards. 
* Mawlana Jalaluddin Umri is at present Shaykh al Jamia (Rector), 
holding the post since December 19, 1996, when some major 
changes were made in the constitutions of Jami'atul Falah. Two 
new posts, e.g. Shaykh al Jamia (Rector) and Muhtamim Ta'lim-o-
Tarbiyah (Education Officer) were created as per the amended 
constitution. 
List of Sadr Mudarris (Principals of Jami'atul Falah) 
1. Munshi Lai Muhammad 
2. Munshi Mahboob Khan 
3. Maulavi Muhammad Idris 
4. Hajl Abdul Qadus 1961 
5. Mr. Ahmadullah 1961-1962 
6. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi Dec.25, 1962-1963 
7. Mawlana Jalil Ahsan Nadvi 1964 
8. Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi 1965 
9. Mawlana Shahbaz Islahi 1966-70 
10. Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi 1971-1973 
11. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi 1973 - Oct. 14, 1977 
12. Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi Oct. 14, 1977-Jan.24. 
1978 
2.'^8 
13. Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi Jan.24, 1978 - Feb.6. 
1980 
14. Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Islahi Feb.6, 1980- Sep. 1 6. 
1981 
15. Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi Sep.l7, 1981-Nov.20. 
1989 
16. Mawlana Abu Bakr Islahi Nov.20, 1989-Mayl5. 
1991 
17. Mawlana Nizamuddin Islahi May. 16, 1991-Oct,30, 
1993 
18. Mawlana Rahmatullah Athari Madani Oct.30, 1993-July.22. 
1995 
19. Mawlana Muhammad Inayatullah July.22, 1995-Dec.26, 
Subhani 1996 
20. Mawlana Muhammad Tahir Madani* Dec.26,1996 onwards 
* Presently Sadr Mudarris is working only as the Head of the 
Higher Department (Sho'bah A'la) and the control of all the 
educational affairs matters is in the hands of Mohlamimi Ta 'iJm-o-
Tarbiyat (Education Officer). This post was created in December 
1966 as per the amended constitution. 
List of Education Officers (Muhtamim Ta'lim-o-Tarbiyat) 
1. Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi Dec. 19, 1996 to Dec.3, 1998 
2. Dr. Khalil Ahmad Dec.3, 1998 to Oct. 18, 1999 
3. Mawlana Rahmatullah Athari Oct. 18, 1999 on wards 
Falahi 
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Appendix II 
Jami'altul Falah at a Glance 
1914 Establishment of Maktab Is lam la. 
1916 The very first building of clay and curved roof tiles 
was constructed in the south of present Mawdudi 
Hostel. 
1956 Maktab Islamia became Madrasah Islam ia and 
standard three was opened in it. 
1957 Standard fourth was opened. 
1958 Standard fifth was opened and in the same year l" 
batch of primary passed students was discharged. 
1959-62 Standard six and seven were added to Madrasah 
Islamia and it got named as Jamia Islamia. 
1962 Jamia Islamia became Jami 'atul Falah. 
1962 Ground Floor of Mawdudi Hostel was constructed. 
1963 Standard eight (Arabic Awwal) or 'Alimiyah T' year 
was opened. 
1964 'Alimiyah 2"**, 3^ *^  and 4*'' years were opened. 
1964 A building (which was situated in the south of 
courtyard of Mosque) was constructed. 
1964-1965 Niswan School (girls school) was constructed near 
eastern mosque of town Bilariaganj. 
1965 Upto 1965 in primary classes of Jami'ami Falah 
mixed education for girls and boys was in vogue. In 
1965, a decision was taken for the separate education 
for girls. The establishment of Girls College 
{Kulliyatul Banal) came into existence in the same 
year. 
1965 The construction of ground floor of Hasan al Bana 
Hostel was completed. (This building was constructed 
for the boarding purpose). 
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1965 A building of bricks and tiles for Matbakh (kitchen) 
was constructed. 
1966 Arabic sixth {Fadhilah l " year) was opened. 
1967 Fadhilah 2"^ * year was opened and the first batch of 
three students completed Fadhilah and became T' 
Fa I ah i graduates. 
1967 Iddrah 'Ilmiyah (Writing and Translation Centre) was 
established in the year 1967. 
1968 Foundation stone of grand mosque of Jaivi 'atul Falah 
was laid. 
1969 Construction of mosque was started under the 
supervision of Mawlana Abdul Haseeb Islahi. 
1969-70 Upper portion of Hasan al Sana and Mawdudi hostels 
were constructed. 
1970 Department of Hifz and TajvJd (Memorization and the 
art of recitation of holy Qiir'dn) was started in 
J ami 'a till Falah. 
1976 ' Hostel (Danil Iqamah), for children i.e., Tayyihah 
Manzil was constructed. 
1977 Functionaries of Jami 'ami Falah started to affiliate it 
with famous National universities and universities 
abroad. 
1978 Decision was taken for the opening of Arabic courses 
i.e.. 'Aliniiyah and Fadhilah in Kiilliyalnl Band! (girls 
college). 
1978-79 A building was constructed for Girls College near old 
NisM'dn School. 
1984 First batch of six girls completed graduation and were 
awarded by the degree of Fadhilah. 
1984-85 Classrooms for Primary, Middle and Higher 
Departments were constructed. 
1990-91 New classrooms of Girls College (Kiilliyatul Bancit) 
were constructed. 
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1993 Mawlana Abiil Laith Hall was constructed. 
1994-95 Girls Hostel (Safiya Manzil) was constructed. 
1990 Main gate {Sadr Darwazah) of Jami'atiil Falah was 
constructed. 
1997-99 The building for Al-Makwba al-Markazia (Central 
Library) was constructed. 
1998 A Building for Hospital of Janii'aiiil Falah was 
constructed. 
1987 Present M<7/Z)^ A^ /7 (kitchen) was constructed. 
1997 Classrooms and School for Primary Department was 
constructed. 
1998 Extension was given to Mosque. 
2000 The supply of furniture and seating arrangement in 
classrooms got started. 
2002 Various Departments of Jami 'atiil Falah were 
connected with each other by the INTER COM. 
1999 Computer centre was started for the vocational 
education of students in Jami'atiil Falah (Boys 
College). 
2002 Computer centre was established in KiiliyatuI Banal 
(Girls College). 
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Appendix III 
Table - Showing the Rapid Progress of Jami'atuI Falah. 
s 
No 
1 
2 
.••, 
4 
> 
" 
-T 
S 
') 
ID 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3 5 
36 
37 
3 8 
39 
40 
41 
Y e a r 
146 1 
1962 
196 3 
1 964 
19t>5 
1 9 66 
1967 
196S 
19t.V 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-02 
2000-01 
No. of 
S t u d f n C s 
300 
500 
5 51) 
751) 
7 5U 
750 
750 
SOI) 
XOO 
8 50 
1000 
1050 
1050 
1100 
1 100 
1100 
1 100 
1000 
1321 
1550 
1550 
1700 
1684 
1744 
1894 
2085 
2500 
3000 
3200 
3 800 
4 100 
4300 
4500 
4500 
5000 
5000 
5000 
5000 
4930 
4500 
4850 
No. of 
Teachers 
07 
09 
11 
17 
20 
26 
26 
28 
28 
30 
32 
35 
33 
3 5 
35 
34 
33 
39 
42 
47 
50 
50 
53 
58 
62 
70 
80 
85 
98 
105 
115 
120 
130 
135 
135 
135 
135 
134 
135 
124 
127 
O t h e r 
Employees 
01 
01 
04 
07 
0 8 
0 8 
09 
10 
12 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
22 
23 
22 
23 
26 
26 
26 
26 
31 
30 
3 5 
38 
40 
45 
50 
5 3 
60 
6 5 
85 
85 
8 5 
85 
94 
94 
94 
112 
112 
Monthly 
Expenses 
(in Rs.) 
500.00 
800.00 
1200.00 
1800.00 
2000.00 
2500.00 
3500.00 
4000,00 
4 550 00 
5500.00 
7000.00 
10000.00 
10000.00 
13000.00 
13000.00 
13000.00 
13000 00 
16000.00 
19000.00 
25000.00 
30000.00 
3 5000.00 
35000.00 
50000.00 
52000.00 
52000.00 
60000.00 
114104.00 
128494.00 
15731.00 
140388.00 
291217,00 
319698.00 
346060.00 
346060.00 
550000.00 
6 58000.00 
700000.00 
725000.00 
725000.00 
780000.00 
Expenses on 
Constructions 
(in Rs.) 
Madrasah 
15000.00 
7 3000.00 
. 
73000.00 
34000.00 
14000.00 
26501.00 
8148.00 
5163800 
27957.01) 
54851.00 
1 1283.00 
17635.00 
11207.56 
13817.56 
10173.88 
44887.67 
16541.96 
39503.63 
30048.39 
31670.76 
14064.86 
328091.96 
366394.03 
261369.95 
493021.01 
400000,00 
394957.00 
880353.00 
796184.00 
1674X43.00 
514033,00 
575223.00 
1 104361.00 
1 10436100 
2657611 OO 
1111585.25 
967540 
656603 
218930 
97748 
Mosque 
54X1 ,00 
3734 1 ,00 
47758,00 
42743.00 
3430.00 
2079,00 
17134,20 
1053,17 
522X32 
37203.98 
368 1.79 
9975,08 
125,75 
1422.82 
1022,2 5 
366,40 
504,70 
613 1,80 
15000,00 
422 9,00 
3048,00 
10555,00 
21 16,00 
4101 ,00 
17577,01) 
59294,00 
59294.00 
209211.00 
4866,30 
760244 
598857 
28560 
185590 
No. of 
Bool<s 
606 
606 
1 Ollll 
1 1X0 
1402 
1445 
1915 
3X24 
4 36(1 
4 6 1 9 
4 796 
57X3 
66 7S 
7 113 
2 3 7X 
XII9 
X64 5 
94 16 
1051)4 
1 1)51)4 
14717 
1441)1) 
1479X 
20X00 
23000 
3 3000 
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List of the Products of Jami'atul Falah in Number 
'Alimivah and FadhTlah 
Year 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1670 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975-76 
1916-n 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
1985-86 
1986-87 
1987-88 
1988-89 
1989-90 
1990-91 
1991-92 
1992-93 
1993-94 
1994-95 
1995-96 
1996-97 
1997-98 
1998-99 
1999-2000 
2000-2001 
2001-2002 
Grand 
Total 
'Alimivah 
Boys 
01 
03 
-
-
01 
14 
07 
14 
16 
14 
18 
08 
12 
14 
22 
25 
34 
36 
40 
34 
24 
47 
58 
49 
55 
66 
69 
57 
57 
73 
67 
87 
60 
81 
86 
1249 
Girls 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
17 
23 
18 
10 
27 
43 
53 
51 
84 
105 
107 
111 
115 
118 
112 
43 
102 
105 
98 
135 
1477 
Total 
01 
03 
-
-
01 
14 
07 
14 
16 
14 
18 
08 
12 
14 
22 
42 
57 
54 
50 
61 
67 
100 
109 
133 
160 
173 
180 
172 
175 
185 
110 
189 
165 
179 
221 
2726 
Facli 
Boys 
03 
06 
06 
15 
08 
12 
04 
12 
12 
17 
17 
12 
14 
05 
07 
08 
15 
16 
16 
21 
21 
10 
15 
20 
22 
23 
23 
20 
14 
23 
21 
31 
27 
34 
21 
551 
111 ah 
Girls 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
06 
16 
22 
14 
08 
25 
45 
84 
62 
78 
117 
100 
95 
106 
56 
101 
25 
77 
89 
1126 
Total 
03 
06 
06 
15 
08 
12 
04 
12 
12 
17 
17 
12 
14 
05 
07 
08 
21 
32 
38 
35 
29 
35 
60 
104 
84 
101 
140 
120 
109 
129 
77 
132 
52 
111 
110 
1677 
Grand Total 
( ' A l i m i y a h 
and 
Fadhtluli) 
04 
09 
06 
15 
09 
26 
1 1 
26 
28 
3 1 
3 5 
20 
26 
19 
29 
5 0 
7X 
86 
88 
96 
9 6 
135 
169 
23 7 
244 
274 
320 
292 
284 
314 
187 
321 
217 
290 
33 1 
4403 
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Appendix IV 
The List of the important personalities who visited 
Jami'atul Falah 
The personalities of great repute who have been highly impressed 
with the rapid progress of Jami'atul Falah have been amazed when 
they paid visit to the institution. 
1. Mawlana Sayyid Abu'l Hasan Ali Nadvi {Rector Darul 
'Uhlm Nadwatul 'Vlama) 
2. Mawlana Abul Laith Islahi Nadvi {Ex-Anur Jaiua'at-i-IsUiini 
Hind) 
3. Mawlana Muhammad Yusuf (/Tx- Amir, J.I.H.) 
4. Mawlana Muhammad Sirajul Hasan (Amir, J.I.H.) 
5. Sayyid Hamid (Ex-Vice Chancellor, A.M.II.) 
6. Mawlana Mukhtar Ahmad Nadvi (Amir Markazi Jaml'at-i-
Ahl-i-Hadith Hind) 
7. Mawlana Muhammad Salim Qasmi (Darul 'Uliim Deoband 
Waqf) 
8. HajT Kaka Umar (Manager Jamia Darussalam 'Umarabad) 
9. Mr. Kaka Ahmad Saeed, (Manager Jamia Darussalam 
'Umarabad) 
10.' Mawlana Mujahidul Islam (Qadhiul Qudhdt, Imarat-i-
SharJah Bihar). 
11. Dr. Taqeeuddin Al-Hilali, Maraqashi (Late) 
12. Dr. Abd ul Sabur Marzooque (Ex-General Secretary Rabitah 
Alam al Is lamia, Makkah al Mukarramah, KSA). 
13. Dr. Abdullah bin Abdullah Al Zaid, (Vice Chancellor Jamia 
Is lamia, Madinah al Munawarah). 
14. Dr. Muhammad Ziaur Rahman Al Azmi (Shaykh al Hadith, 
Jamia Islamia, Madinah al Munawarah). 
15. Saleh bin Abdul Rahman Al Mazaroo (Incharge Qism Taftlsh 
wa Tadeeb, Riyadh). 
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16. Allama Yusuf al Qardhavi {President Sho'bah Sharlah, 
Qatar University). 
17. Dr. Abdul Wahab Abu Sulaiman {Ex. Principal Sho'bah 
Sharlah, Jamia Ummul Qura, Makkah al Miikarramah). 
18. Shaykh Nasir bin Abdul Rahman al Sayeed {Secretary For 
External Affairs, Jami'atul Imam Muhammad bin Sand Al 
Is lamia, Riyadh) 
19. Shaykh Abdul Aziz bin Muhammad Al Marzooque Abad Al-
Latif {President Sho 'bah Da 'M'at AI Marakazul Is lamia). 
20. Dr. Abdul Azim Aldeeb {Representative, Qatar University). 
21. Dr. Mahmood Muhammad Al Tantavi {Representative. 
United Arab Emarat University). 
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Appendix V 
List of the Universities (National and Abroad) which 
recognizes the Degrees of Jami'atul Falah. 
National Universities 
1. Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh 
U.P 
2. Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi 
3. Lucknow University Lucknow (U.P.) 
4. Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi 
5. Purvanchal University, Jaunpur (U.P) 
6. Mawlana Azad National University 
Hyderabad (A.P.) 
Universities Abroad 
1. Jamia Islamia, Madinah al 
Munawwarah (KSA). 
2. Jamia Azhar, Cario (Egypt). 
3. Jami'atul Imam Muhammad bin 
al-Sa"ud, Riyadh (KSA). 
4 J ami"atul Malik al-Sa'ud, Riyadh 
(KSA) 
5. Jamia Umul Qura, Makkah-al-
Mukarramah (KSA) 
6. Wazaratul Ma'arif (KSA) 
Degrees 
'Alimiyah and Fadhllah 
'Alimiyah 
'Alimiyah 
Fadhllah 
Alimiyah 
Alimiyah and Fadhllah 
Degrees 
Fadhllah 
Fadhllah 
Alimiyah 
Alimiyah 
Alimiyah and Fadhllah 
Alimiyah 
List of the Madrasahs Affiliated with Jami'atul Falah 
1. Jamia Misbahul 'Ulum Chaukanyan (Bharat Bhari Siddharth 
Nagar- 272191) 
2. Jami'atus Salehat Bansi (Bansi, Siddharth Nagar-272 1 53) 
3. Madrasah Jameul 'Ulum (Siuahti, Dumarya Ganj) 
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4. Jami'atul Muhsenat (Dhilai Firozpur, Maryadpur, Mau) 
5. Madrasah Diniyat (Kohanda Pawai Azamgarh-276288) 
6. Madrasah Nijah (Zameen Rasulpur, Azamgarh.) 
7. Muslim Niswan School (Rajapur, Sikraur, Azamgarh) 
8. Jami'atul Tayyibat (Muhammadpur Sadr, Azamgarh). 
9. Jamia Tahzeebiyah (Sanjarpur, Azamgarh) 
10. Madrasah Arabia Faizan-e-Shibli (Bindwal, Azamgarh) 
11. Darasgah Islamia Chandpatti (Azamgarh) U.P. 
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Questionnaire - I 
1. Name of the institution with complete address. 
2. If the institution has any factional character; its thought e g 
(Subscribers to any specific school of Muslim thought). 
3. Building - Does it form the part of mosque or some other 
institution, or has its own building? 
a) If it has its own property (Give details) 
b) Are the students putting up at the institution or whether they 
ha\e to arrange their own accommodation? 
4. Brief history of the institution 
a) ^'ear of establishment. 
b) Founder or founders. 
c) Brief history of progress (stage by stage) 
5. Curriculum 
i) Is Dars-i-Nizaml (The Nizamiah system of education) 
prevalent in the institution*^ 
ii) If not, details of the prevailing curriculum'' 
iii) Do you want any change in the present curriculum'^ If so. 
to what extent'' 
iv) Do you want to exclude only a few books, which have 
become absolute'' 
v) Do you like the inclusion of any additional book'.' 
vi) Do you want any change in subjects'' 
vii) Would you like to include teaching of science'' If not. 
Why'' 
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viii) Would you like to include some occupational education? 
If not. Why? 
ix) Would you like to include Modern Arabic? If not. Why? 
x) Would you like to link the education with the prevalent 
university education? 
xi) Would you like teaching of English or any other European 
language? If so, to what extent? 
xii) Would you like teaching of Hindi? If so, to what extent? 
6. Teaching and methods of teaching. 
a) From what standard does the education begins at your 
institution and what are the different stages? 
b) Admission age and ability of students getting admission. 
c) Examination: Verbal or written. 
i) Frequency 
ii) Do you set papers yourself or do they come from outside? If 
they come from outside, give the name of the institution? 
iii) Are the copies (answer scripts) examined in the institution 
or they are sent to outside teachers? 
iv) Examination results: 
Ratio of successful students to the total number, who appear. 
7. Library: 
i) Number of books 
ii) Reading room 
iii) Are the book consulted in the reading room or the students 
take them home? 
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iv) Do the students read books other than those prescribed in 
the course of studies? If yes, What is their subject of 
preference? 
8. Administration 
a) Is the administration of institution under the supervision of 
some individual or under some administrative body? 
b) If it is an administrative body, is it elected at intervals or is 
permanent? 
c) Is the administrative body some government department or a 
registered body? 
9. Details of teachers: 
1 2 3 4 
Name of the Subject of Whether graduating Whether he 
teacher Teaching from some institution holds any 
degree 
10. Details of students: 
i) Total Number Last year Current year 
Local External Foreign 
ii) Students Union and other activities 
Which occupation do the successful students generally 
adopt? Are they mostly inclined to acquire English or prevailing 
education...? Do they prefer service or further education...? Do 
they become teacher...? Do they like becoming a representative of 
some schools...? Do they establish their separate schools? Do they 
practice, "Hikmatl 
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iii) Alummni 
Among the old students there must have been some very 
outstanding ones. Please mention their names and particular facts, 
for example: Average Religious Teachers... Orators... Doctors 
...any Noteworthy (If possible, please include name of the books). 
11. Income and expenditure: 
Source of income-Public contribution, Regular contribution. 
Works, Zakat, Chirm-i-Qurbani etc. Aid-regular or non-regular-
express. 
12. Suggestions: 
i) Is the prevalent system of education in your opinion, 
beneficial to students? 
ii) Do you want any co-operation from among the existing 
religious institutions in the country? If yes, to what extent? 
iii) Would you like a uniform curriculum of education in all the 
schools? 
If yes, of what kind, for example, Dars-i-Nizanu ox other? 
13. Journals etc 
i) Is there any monthly, weekly, any some other periodical 
magazine of the institution? 
14. Suitable Suggestions 
i) Please give your suggestion/suggestions, which you consider 
suitable for the reorganization or reform of curriculum of the 
religious institution. 
ii) Please write any of the suggestions, which you may wish to 
make in addition to the above details. 
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15. Personal Information: 
Name/Parentage: 
Designation/Occupation: 
Signature 
Date 
Address: 
(Residence and Office etc. (Complete) 
Questionnaire -II 
About, Life and Contribution of Some Eminent Founding Members 
Devoted Teachers and Outstanding Graduates of Jami'atul Falah. 
1. Name with parantage. 
2. Date and Place of Birth. 
3. Family Background 
4. Information pertaining to your Education. 
i) Elementary, Primary 
ii) Secondary and Higher 
iii) Specialization (if any) 
iv) Modern Education 
v) Research etc. 
5. Give the names of some eminent teachers under whom you 
have studied. 
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6. When and how you got associated with the Islamic Movement? 
7. When you got associated with Jami'atul Falah (Give details)? 
8. Your present position in Jami'atul Falah or in Isalmic 
Movement 
9. Your remarkable contribution in various Fields: 
i) Education and teaching 
ii) Da*wah and Islamic Movement 
iii) TasnTf-o-TSlTf {wiiXxng & Composing of books) 
iv) Social & Public welfare 
v) Journalism 
vi) Any other Field 
10. Achievements and Awards 
11. Your full address, present position, Designation etc. 
Signature 
Date 
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Glossary 
Adab 
AdabJ 
Adalah 
Adhan 
Adyan 
Afsanah 
Ahadith 
Ahkam-i- •IlahJ 
AM al Hadlth 
Literature 
Literary 
Justice; being 'just ' in Islamic legal terms 
Call to congregational prayers 
(PI. of Din) Religions 
Fiction 
(PI. of Hadlth) Sayings of Prophet Muh 
(SAW) 
Commands of Allah 
A group of Muslims who followed Hadi 
A hi al Sunnah 
Akhlaq 
'Alaq 
'Alim 
Alimiyah 
Sunnah of the prophet {SAW) directly. It is 
against the following of any juristic school of 
Muslim thought. 
Sunnls 
Manners (ethics) 
Clot 
(ahl-i-'ilm) learned man, sage, Muslim 
Theologian or learned in Islamic science. 
Degree awarded to the students in Islamic 
Educational Institutions Universities and 
Madrasahs. One who acquires this degree is 
called 'Alim. This degree may be treated as 
equivalent to graduation. 
AI lama 
Al-Maktahah 
A man 
Amn 
Amal 
Savant, very learned person 
Library 
Safety 
Peace; Truce 
Deed, practice 
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'Ami I ah 
Amir 
Amr 
Amir al Mu'mimn 
'Am IT 
'Am Ma 'lilmat 
Amokhta 
Amr bil Ma 'rfifwa 
Nahy an al Munkar 
Anbiya' 
Anjuman 
'Aqa 'id 
Asa lib 
Asbab 
Asbab-i-Baghawaf 
Aslaf 
'Asr-i-Hazir 
Ataliq 
Alfa I 
Azad 
Bah 
Balagah 
Banal 
An executive or administrative body 
Commander, ruler of Muslims. 
Command, Order 
Commander of Faithful (a title to Caliph) 
Practical 
General knowledge 
Recapitulation of previous lesson an art of 
examination or oral examination which was in 
vogue in Medieval times and is in practice 
today also in lower primary classes. 
Enjoining Virtue and Forbidding Vice. 
(PI. of NabT) Prophets, Allah's apostles. 
Association or union or society 
Beliefs, dogmas or articles of faith. 
(PI. of aslub) modes, style for example asallb-i-
bayan means mode of expression 
Causes responsible 
Causes responsible for Mutiny or revolt 
Ancestors 
Modern age, present day world 
Tutor, mentor or preceptor 
Nursery class for babies and novices or pre 
schooling class 
Independent 
Chapter 
Rhetoric 
(PI. of Bint) Daughters, Girls 
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Banil Abbas 
Bafiu Ummayah 
Bazar 
BTgha 
Bismillah 
Biswa 
Budhmat 
Buy II 
Buyutat 
Chirmi Qurbani 
Chishtiyyah 
Chutkl 
Da •/-
Dar 
Dar al Ta 'Inn 
Darjah 
Dars 
Abbasid Dynasty 
Ummayyads 
Market 
Term Bigha is used in Measurement of surface 
or area of land. As per latest measurement ruler 
in India 1.75 BTgha is equal to 1 acre or 10 sq. 
chains. 
In the name of Allah used before starting a work 
by Muslims. The term is also used in spoken as 
Bismillah Kama means to start. 
Using while measuring land as one Bigha is of 
Twenty BisM'ds 
Buddhism (the creed of Buddha) 
Dealing with trade. 
Household expenditure. 
Skin of sacrificed animal 
One of the most popular and influential Sfift 
ordered silsilahs of India. It derives its name 
from chisht a village near Harat, where the real 
founder or the order: Khawaja Abu Ishaque of 
Syria settled as the instance of his spiritual 
mentor, Khawaja Mamshad of Dinawari (a place 
in Kohistan, between Hamdan and Baghdad). 
Khawaja Mu'Tnuddln Chishtf brought the order 
to India in the 12"' century and established a 
Chishti mystic centre at Ajmere. 
To collect a pinch or a little bit food grains 
from the people. 
One who makes call for a noble cause 
House, center 
Educational center 
Class 
Lesson, Lecture 
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Dars-i-NizamI 
Darsgah 
Darul Iff a 
Darul 'Ulum 
Das tar Bancil 
Dastur 
Da 'wah 
Din 
Dim 
DJniyal 
Divan 
DIvanI 
DiUhiya 
l-'ja: al Our an 
Hlaqah 
Fadhil 
Fadllah 
Falah 
Falahi 
Courses of studies prepared by Mulla Nizam al 
Din a contemporary of Shah Waliullah. (Born in 
Sihall, a town 28 miles away from lucknow. He 
was an illustrious son of Qutub al Din Shahld). 
Educational institution 
Centre for religious verdicts. 
Learning centre 
Convocation or function for honouring (learned 
men or students of Religious institutions) by 
typing turban round there heads. 
Constitutions. 
Call for the cause of Islam. 
Faith or Religion 
Religious 
Theology 
Collected odes of single poet with all pieces 
alphabetically arranged according to last letter 
of couplets. 
Civil Court. 
Milky or milk white unripe clay used as ink to 
write on wooden tablets. 
The discipline relative to the miracles of holy 
Qur'an. 
Jurisdiction or area 
Scholar, accomplished person and Honour in 
oriental educational exams. 
Master's Degree in Oriental Education. 
Success, prosperity 
Suffix used by the graduates and postgraduates 
of Jami'ami Falah to their names. 
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Falah ud Darayn 
Falsafah 
Falas tin 
Fann 
FannT 
Fara 'id 
Farangi 
Farigh 
Fikr 
Fikr-i-Islami 
Fiqh 
Fiqh Muqarin 
Furqan 
Ghair 'iqamati 
Gar dart 
Gharib al Qiir 'an 
Gul Dastah 
Hadith 
Success in the this world and the hereafter 
Philosophy 
Palestine 
Art, skill 
Artistic or technical 
Duties, the title to the Muslim laws of 
inheritance 
European 
Having graduated from any Oriental Educational 
Institution {Madrasah). 
Thought 
Islamic thought 
(Colloquial of Fiqah) Literally the word means 
'knowledge', 'understanding' and 
'comprehension'. It is, however, the name given 
to jurisprudence in Islam, which covers all 
aspects of the Muslim's collective and 
individual life. 
Comparison of Fiqh. Study of all the Fiqhs 
simultaneously. Comparative Fiqh literature 
Holy Qur'an (as distinguishing truth from false 
hood) 
Madrasahs without hostel facility 
Grammatical term as repeat, conjugation. 
Naval words of Holy Qur 'an. 
Handbook 
Tradition of Holy Prophet (SAW) (Both sayings 
and doings), being an account of what the 
prophet said or did, or of his tacit approved of 
some thing said or done in his presence. 
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Hadiyya 
Hajj 
Halqah 
Hanafl 
Hanbali 
Hay at 
Hijarh 
Hifz 
Hifzan-i-Sehat 
Hikayyat 
Hi km at 
Hikmat-i-Amli 
Hindsah 
Hindumat 
Hindutua 
Hi sab 
I'anat 
Ibn 
Gift or present 
Seasonal Pilgrimage to Makkah, Arafat and 
Mina, during the second week of the month of 
Dhalqa'dah the eleventh month of Hijrah 
calendar, one of the five pillars of Islam. 
Ward or Circle 
One of the schools of Muslim Law Hanajf 
known after the name of Imam Abu Hanifah 
(700-767). 
One of the four main schools of Muslim thought 
Fiqh Hanbali known after the name of by Imam 
Ahmad bin Hanbal (780-855). 
Life, Existence 
Emigration of the holy Prophet {SAW) from 
Makkah to Madinah (in 622 A.D. the year from 
which Muslim era Hijrl Era begins). 
Learning of Qur'an by Heart or the 
memorization of holy Qur'an. One who 
memorizes or knows the holy Qur'an by heart is 
called Hafiz. 
Hygiene, Science of Good Health 
Tales or Fables 
Medical Practice, Philosophy 
Practical Wisdom. 
Numeral 
Hinduism 
The movement of reviving Hinduism in modern 
times. 
Mathematics, Arithmetic 
Financial assistance or help 
Son 
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Ibtida'J 
Id (Eid) 
Ifta' 
Ijazah 
Ijazat Namah 
Ijtihad 
Ijtima' 
Ilahl or ilahiyyat 
'Ilni 
'Ilmf 
'Ilmiyah 
Imam 
I man 
I ml a 
Initial, Primary or Elementary 
Muslim Festival observed or celebrated twice in 
a year firstly, festival marking the end of 
Ramdhan is called 'Id al Filr and secondly. 
festival marking the completion of Hajj rites on 
tenth of Dhilhaj as festival commemorating 
Prophet Abraham's (AS) sacrifice of his son 
Prophet Isma'il, known by 'Id al Adha. 
Giving of legal opinion, judicial verdict, to 
issue fahia. 
Permission 
In the medieval times, after finishing one or 
more books, the students were expected to have 
a better understanding. When the teachers were 
fully satisfied with the ability of the students. 
they were awarded degrees. They used to write 
a detailed account of the subjects studied and 
ability of the students on a sheet of paper. This 
sheet of paper was termed as Ijazal Namah or 
Sanad (degree) 
The word means exerting oneself to the utmost 
degree to attain to the object but technically its 
meaning the utmost effort to understand the law 
(In Muslim Jurisprudence) and give his opinion 
in a situation not prescribed in the holy Qur'an 
and Sunnah. 
Meeting or Convene 
Metaphysics a branch of philosophy dealing 
with facts lying beyond physical things 
Knowledge, Learning 
Scholarly, Intellectually, Scientific 
Academic or Academy 
Religious leader or Guide 
Faith, Belief, Trustworthiness 
Dictation, Orthography 
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'Imraniyat 
Indiraj 
Insha' 
Intizamia 
Iqamal 
Iqamalgah 
Iqamali 
I si ah 
Islahi 
Islamiyal 
Jadid 
JafarJ 
Jaglr 
Jagir dan 
Jalsah 
Jalsah-i-Asnad 
Jama 'at 
Jame Masjid 
J a mi a 
JamT'at al Talabah 
Jannat 
Jarh M-a Ta 'dll 
Sociology 
To record. Admit or Enter 
Diction, Composition 
Managing body. Administration or Executive 
Lodging 
Hostel 
Having Hostel Facility 
Reformation 
Suffix used by the graduates of MadrasatuI 
Islah to their names 
Islamics, Islamic Studies 
Modern, New 
The followers of Imam Jafar Sadiq {Shia .v) 
Feud 
Feudalism (medieval system of giving lands to 
vassals in return for military service to the 
hierarchy of lands 
Public meeting, Get together 
Convocation. A get together in which the 
students of degree holders are awarded with the 
degrees and certificates with honour 
Organisation, Association, Congregational 
prayers 
Grand Mosque, Principal Mosque 
University 
Students Union or Association 
Heaven, Paradise 
Critical Examination of ahadJfh 
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Jultls 
Juma' 
Juz 
Ka 'abah 
Kalam 
Kalimah 
Karkhana 
Kama ma 
Khanqah 
Khaprail 
Khatili Navlsi 
Khilafai 
Khilafal-i-
Rashidah 
Khiisusl 
Khufba Jumah 
Kitab 
Kulliyah al Banat 
Kuttibkhana 
Lughat 
Lughavl 
Madaris 
Procession (large number etc., moving forward 
in ranks or march in procession) 
Friday 
Part or Parah 
House of Allah, situated in the center of the 
great mosque "Masjid al Haranf in Makkha al 
Mukarama. 
'Ilm al Kalam (Scholastic Philosophy) (of 
school men who tried to explain religious 
dogmas by logical treatment) 
Muslim creed 
Industry, Vocational Educational Centre 
Memorable work. 
Monastery 
Roofing broad pointed tiles 
Letter writing 
Caliphate 
Orthodox or Pious Caliphate 
Special, Particular 
Friday sermon. A special speech or lecture 
given by orators on the occasion of Friday 
Prayer. 
Part, Unit of a book. 
Girls College 
Library 
Dictionary 
Literary (Literal) 
(PI. of Madrasah) Seminaries, Traditional 
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Madhahib 
Madhhab 
MadhhabI 
Madrasah 
Madrasah al Banat 
Madrasah Niswdn 
Mahal 
Mahuva 
Majlis 
Maktab 
Maktabddr 
Maktiihat 
Mai 
Malikl 
Manqfilal 
Mantic) 
Manzil 
Maqalah 
Ma qui at 
Marqfiwat 
Educational Institutions. 
Religions, Schools of Thought 
(PI. Madhahib) 
Pertaining to Religion (issue) or Religious 
minded (Person) 
Educational Institute (Traditional) 
Educational Institution for Girls 
Educational Institution for Women 
Palace 
A kind of tree with fruit yielding liqueur and 
seeds yielding oil 
Body of persons or Association 
Elementary or Primary Religious School 
The Iman's and Muddhins of Mosque who were 
served as teachers and where important 
elementary education to novices in makiabs or 
mosques in Medieval India. 
Letters 
Wealth, Stock or Property 
School of thought known after the name of 
Imam Malik bin Anas (715-795). 
sciences; religious Traditional, reported 
branches of knowledge. 
Logic 
Stage, Destination 
Thesis or Dissertation 
Rational sciences. Works of Philosophy and 
Logic, Extra-religious fields of knowledge 
Prose work 
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M'ashiyat 
Masj id 
hdazmiin Navisi 
Mil/ah 
MiHia 
Mlqat 
Mir 
Mu 'allini 
Mtihalligh 
Mudarrisln 
Mufassir 
Mufasinn 
Mufradat 
Muhrrikat 
Muhtamim 
Miih Tamim-i-
Ta 'lim-o-Tarbiyat 
Mukhlasarat 
Munshi 
Mimtakhab 
Munlakhabat 
Mu 'tamad 
Mu 'tamad Mai 
Mutavassit 
Mulawwalat 
Economics 
Mosque 
Essay writing 
Muslim Nation 
Of Muslim Nation (Millat) 
Academic term, semester and also four places 
on Arabic soil where pilgrims {Hajji's) done 
prescribed robe. 
Chief, Leader 
Instructor, Teacher 
Religious preacher 
(PI. of Mudan's) Teachers or Lectures 
Writer of Qur'dnic exegesis. 
(PI. of Mufassir) 
Uncompounded 
Stimulating, Motives. 
Superintendent, Manager or an officer 
Education Officer 
Concise, Abbreviated, or Epitomized 
Secretary. 
Selected, Chosen 
Selections 
Trustworthy, Secretary 
Finance secretary 
Middle class. Medium Standard 
Lengthy, Prolix 
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Mutawassitat 
Mutt a 
NahJ 
Nachvah 
Nadnatiil 'IIlama 
Nadwi 
NafI 
Nafaqah 
NahM-
Nahw'i 
Na 'ib 
Naqd 
NaqI 
Naqsh Bandhi 
Medieval 
A collection of ahadith (traditions) complied by 
Abu 'Abd Allah Malik ibni; Anas ibn Malik ihn 
Abi 'Amir ibn 'Amir ibn Amr ibn al Harith a! 
Asbahi al Himayari (6.95 A.H and D. 179 
A.H). 
A Prophet. One who has received direct 
inspiration {M'ahy) from Allah. 
An Association 
Association of religious scholar. 
Suffix used by the graduates of Nadwaiul 
'Ulama to their names. 
'A voluntary Act'. A work of supererogation 
(prayer) 
Maintenance 
Syntax or Mode (Grammar) 
Expert in Syntax or Grammarian. 
Deputy, Assistant. 
Criticism 
Some thing for removed from original, to copy. 
One of the earliest mystic {SfiJH) orders 
(silsilahs), owes its origin to the great Sfifl 
Saint KhM'ajah Ahmad (d . l l66) , popularly 
known as Ata yasvi. He was succeeded by 
Khwajah Abdul Khaliq Ghajdawan (d.l 179) who 
gave it a distinct spiritual philosophy and 
endeavored it to popularize. Till than it was 
called the order of the KhMajgan: but later it 
came to be known as the Naqsh bandhi order 
after the name of Khwajah Bahauddin 
Naqashband (d.l388) who, out of the traditions 
of the first two Khwdjahs, made the magnificent 
edifice of the order and gave it a so]id 
foundation. 
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Nasraniyat 
Nazini 
Nazim-i-A la 
Nazi rah Khvan 
Nazm 
Nigran 
Nikah 
Nisah 
Nizam at 
Nizamul Awqat 
Nuzma' 
Panchayyat 
Pctrah (Siparah) 
Poth'i 
Qabil 
Qadha' 
QadhJ 
Qadim 
Qadiriyah 
Christianity 
Administrator, Manager 
Reading by sight 
One who is able to recite the holy Qur'an but is 
unable to understand its meaning 
Administration, Arrangement 
Warden. 
Matrimony 
Curriculum, Syllabus, Courses of Study 
Office of 'Nazim\ a period of a Nazini 
Time table 
(PI of Nazini) 
Council of village elders. 
One of the thirty parts of Qur'an, ST means 
thirty and parah means piece or part. As the 
holy Qur 'an has thirty parah 's 
Book 
Accomplished, Qualified, A Persian 
Examination Passed Person 
Administration of justice 
Judge or Justice Magistrate 
Old, of ancient times 
Name of a Muslim Mystical school (Sufi order) 
founded by Shaykh Sayyid MuhJ'uddJn Ahd a I 
Qadir Jilani (1077-1166), one of most 
outstanding figures in the annals Islamic 
mysticism. This Stiff order reached in India in 
the middle of the 15"^  century. 
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OasmI 
Qauai 'd 
Qira at 
Rah it ah ammo 
Radha 
Rahan 
Rahl 
Risalah 
Sadr 
Sadr Mu 'allimah 
Sadr Mudarris 
Safir 
Sahafat 
Salaf 
Salafia or Salfiyya 
Salana 
Salat 
Suffix used to their names by the graduates of 
Darul 'Ulilm Deoband as belongs to Mawlana 
Mohammad Qasim NanawtavJ 
Rules and Regulations, Grammar 
An Art of the Recitation of the holy Qur'an 
Public Relations 
Suckling 
Mortgage 
Lectern; Sloping or folding desk for reciting of 
holy Qur 'an 
Magazine, Brochure, Letter; Treatise. 
Head, President 
Head Mistress 
Head Master, Principal 
Representative, Delegate 
Journalism 
Salf means ancestors; men of repute for piety 
and faith in past generations or early 
generations of Muslims. 
A neo-orthodox brand of Islamic reformism. 
originating in the 19*** century and centred on 
Egypt, aiming to be represented by the "Pious 
fore fathers" {al-salaf al salih, hence its name) 
of the primitive faith. Presently the Ahli Hadith 
throughout the world uses the term salafia or 
salafi. In India all the graduates of Islamic 
institutions of Ahl-i-Hadlth movement are using 
the word Salafi as suffix to their names and 
Salafi institutions know all these institutions 
small or large. 
Annual 
Prayer, Divine service. Ritual prayer 
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Sal a III I Asr 
Sanad 
Sangham 
Sarharah 
Sarf 
Sarfi 
Sarmayadar 
Saum 
Sdaqah 
Sdaqah a I Fitr 
Shaf'I 
Shahid 
Shaykh 
Shaykh a I J ami a 
She'r 
Sho 'bah 
Shiira 
Sihah Sittah 
Late afternoon prayer 
Testimonial, Degree or Certificate 
Combination of two things 
Patron 
Etymology (Grammar) 
Etymological (of etymology) and Etymologist 
(knowing of etymology). 
Capitalist 
"Fasting". The usual Arabic term used for the 
religious whether during the month of Ramadan 
or at any other time. 
Alms, Charity 
Special alms given on the occasion of 'Id at 
Fitr 
One of the schools of Muslim thought known 
after the name of Imam Mohammad bin IdrTs al-
Shaf'I (767-820 A.H). 
Martyr 
Saint 
Vice Chancellor of the University. 
Couplet of poetry 
Department 
Council an apex body of an organisation or 
administration; advisory committee 
Six authentic collections of sayings of Prophet 
Muhammad {SAW). The title given to these six 
most trustworthy collections of traditions are: 
1) Sahih Bukhari. By Abu 'Abd Allah 
Muhammad bin Ismail al Bukhari, (194 -
256 A.H) 
2) Sahih Muslim bin Sahi Muslim ibn al Hjjaj 
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al Qushairi (204-261 A.H.) 
Sikhmat 
Sirah 
Siyasat 
Siyasiyat 
Suhrwardiyah 
Sudilr 
Sitnnah 
Sunni 
Surah 
Ta 'am 
Tadris 
Tafsir 
3) Sunan Tirmidhi. Abu Isa Muhammad bin Isa 
al-Tirmidhi (209-279 A.H.) 
4) Sunan Abu Da'ud. Abu bin Da'ul Sulaiman 
bin Ash'as Assajsitani, (202-275 A.H.) 
5) Sunan Nasal. Abu 'Abd al Rahman Ahmad 
bin Shu'ab an-Nasa'T, (215-303 AH.) 
6) Sunan ibn Majah. Abu 'Abd Allah 
Muhammad bin Yazid, bin Majah. al 
Qadwini, (209-273 A.H.) 
Sikhism 
Biography of Prophet (SAW) 
Politics 
Political Science 
A mystic order flourished in India side by side 
with the Chishtiyah order. It was founded by 
Shaykh Abdul Qahir (1097-1168) of Suhrward. 
but it gained prominence through the 
intellectual and spiritual endeavours of Shaykh 
Shihabuddin Suhnvardi (d. 1234). 
PI. of5af^r 
(PI. of Sunnat) practice of the holy prophet 
{SAW) or Religious rite ordained by the Holy 
Prophet (5/1 WO-
Orthodox Muslims (as people following of the 
holy Prophet's practice and commanding a 
majority) 
Chapter of the Holy Qur'an as Qur'an has total 
114 Suras (chapters) 
Food 
Teaching 
Literally means, "explaining". A term used for a 
commentary on the but especially for a 
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commentary on the Holy Qur'an. 
Tahlll 
Tahrif 
Tahrikat 
Taj did 
Tarn hid 
TajwTd 
Takhassus 
Takhassus Fi 
TadrTs 
Takhtl 
Takmil 
Talaq 
Talb ah 
Talba-i-QadJm 
Talibat 
Ta 'Urn 
Ta 'limi 
Ta 'lim-o-Tarbiyat 
Ta'niir 
Tanqid 
The ejaculation, "Laillaha ilia Allah, there is 
no God but Allah. 
The word used by Muslim scholars and writers 
for the supposed corruption of the Jewish and 
Christian scriptures. 
(PI. of Tahrik) Movements and Trends 
Revival 
Praise of God, Ejaculation, "al-Hamdu Li 
Allah]" means God be Praised. 
Phonetics, art of recitation of the Holy Qur'an. 
Specialization 
Training of teachers or to train students in 
teaching or B. Ed. 
Small wooden board used by novices to learn 
writing by hand. Tablet is used from the very 
beginning and is in vogue at present also in 
some schools or riwklabs etc. especially in 
villages and far flying areas. 
Completion or implementation. Also the name 
of a special class or degree opened in various 
traditional and oriental institutions. 
Divorce 
Students (male) 
Old Boys 
Girl students 
Education 
Educational or Relating to Education. 
Education and Training 
Construction 
Criticism 
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Taqabiili Mutal 'ah 
TaqlTd 
Tarikh 
Tasahih 
Tasawwuf 
Tasmiya 
Tib 
J hanavj 
Ulama 
Ulfim 
LHum-i-Arahia 
'(.hum ah 
Umri 
'Unlg 
Us tad 
Us ill a I Da'wah 
Us ill a I Fiqh 
Comparative study 
Literally it means, to hang some thing upon the 
neck or the shoulder; but it Muslim religious 
terminology its meaning is following an 
authority in words or deeds without 
investigating its reasons. 
History 
Correction 
A word used to express the doctrines of the 
Sufis or Muslim mystics. Sufiism 
Lit. "Giving a name". A title given to the 
"Bismiallah". Or the critical sentence "In the 
name of God". Most compassionate, most 
Merciful". This sentence is used at the 
commencement of all religious acts and also 
used to start work with its recitation. 
Science of Medicine 
Secondary 
Divines, scholars, learned men, sages 
Sciences, Learning 
Arabic sciences or learning's 
A people, a nation 
Suffix used by the graduates of Danissalam 
Umarabad to their names. 
Exaltation, upliftment, rise. 
Mentor, Teacher, Instructor 
Principles of call to Religion 
Principles of Islamic jurisprudence {Usfil is a 
plural of 'asV means ' root ' principle. In the 
usual classification of Muslim sciences, the 
'Usui al Fiqh is generally defined as the 
methodology of Muslim Jurisprudence, as the 
science of the proof, which lead to the 
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Us ill a I Hadith 
Wahdat or 
Wahdaniyah 
Wahdatul Wajud 
Waqf 
Waqi 'at 
Wazifa 
Yahudi 
Yahudiyat 
Zaban-o-adab 
Zakat 
Zaval 
establishment of legal standard in general. 
Principles of Hadith. The traditions {ahad'uh) 
were classified under various categories 
according to the nature of their 'isnad' (the 
chain of transmission) the authenticity of 
Usnad' there being related to the prophet (SAIV) 
and his companions and other considerations. 
The investigation and the research that were 
involved in this stupendous task led to the 
development of the '/7m al rijaV (science of the 
authorities and chain of transmitters of a 
Hadith) and a high standard of criticism of the 
authorities known as aljarah MO al la'dil. 
A theological term for the doctrine of the unity 
of God. 
A pantheistic theory given by Shaykh Mohi al 
Din ibn al Arabi in Tasawwuf. 
(sig ofawqaf) endowment 
Incidents or Memories 
Scholarship or financial assistance, stipend or 
fellowship. 
Jew or Jewish 
Judaism. 
Language and Literature 
In its primitive sense the word Zakat means 
purification, whence it is popularly used to 
express a portion of property bestowed in alms, 
as a sanctification of the remainder to the 
proprietor. It is one of the basic institutions of 
Islam. An annual text paid by Muslim and one 
of the five pillars of the Islam. 
Decline 
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